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How can the human world live its difference? How can a human being live Other-wise? 
Homi K. Bhabha 1986

The contemporary world, and especially urban life, is characterised by increased mobility of people as well as the free flow of finance and goods, which results in a perpetual and unavoidable contact with strangers, with the “other”. This other not only comprises those modern nomads, the cosmopolitan elites – people such as tourists or businesswomen/men, who visit a place only temporarily, and who are particularly welcome if they keep consuming or investing. The new “other” also includes those who are mostly located at the sub-state and sub-national level; they are permanent, they dwell in, settle, inhabit, and become part of the daily life in “host” societies, gradually increasing their visibility, and subsequently demanding recognition and equal rights. This is the other within. This is the other which cannot be ignored. This is the other that host societies have to consider and deal with on a daily basis through the regulation of identity politics, border policies, and of social and cultural public spheres. This is the other whose presence, on the one hand, gives rise to the humanist celebrations of multiculturalism, hybridity, diversity and plurality, and on the other, to the increased securitisation policies and practices that aim to immobilise undesired foreigners or to control and reduce their movement, fuelled by a constantly felt fear and threat of contamination. Correspondingly, it is not surprising to see well-established, major events such as London’s Notting Hill Carnival, which is considered to be Europe’s largest street festival, celebrating diversity through masquerade in a form which originated from Caribbean culture, and at the same time, to witness France expelling its Gypsy/Roma communities and dismantling their camps despite the European Union’s instructions to stop deportation.

The terms global- and multi- prefixed our imagination of varied cultures and communities peacefully coexisting in close proximity, purportedly breeding (hybrid) lilacs out of the dead sand of tolerance, mixing hopes and desires of natives and foreigners alike. UNESCO’s World Culture Report 2000 is a classic document of how illusions of cultural diversity and pluralism continue to raise the hopes of blurring cultural frontiers and national boundaries, even as the ill-treatment of immigrants of colour or with Muslim (-sounding) names is business as usual at ports of entry into Europe and North America. (Mani 2007: 2)

Against this backdrop, diasporas across the world come to the fore as ever more active and powerful social agencies, shaping the structure and character of society in their countries of settlement, which they now call “home” if not yet a homeland. With regard to the examination of diasporas, Europe proves to be particularly important due to its colonial past, which resulted in mass migration from former colonies to the so-called motherlands, and its demand for cheap manpower to revitalise its wrecked economies especially after the World War II. Furthermore, the ongoing project of European integration, aiming at nullifying geographical borders between member countries while making them almost unsurpassable for the non-members, presents an intriguing case. It is highly debatable whether Europe is a welcoming “promised land” or in fact has become an even more impenetrable “fortress”, as observed by Yosefa Loshitzky (2010). Migration – voluntary or involuntary – has been part of human history for centuries; it is clearly a recurring phenomenon. What makes contemporary migration so significant is its scale, speed, and more importantly, its undeniable global visibility. The waves of migration and displaced populations following the two world wars formed the foundation for today’s various diasporic communities. “We may speak of diasporas of hope, diasporas of terror, and diasporas of despair. But in every case, these diasporas bring the force of the imagination, as both memory and desire, into the lives of many ordinary people” (Appadurai 2003a: 6). They exist at the heart of Europe, together with less desired immigrants such as refugees and asylum-seekers knocking on the doors of many European countries. Owing to their settled status, diasporas differ from the latter, and yet, due to the advanced communication technologies and travel opportunities available to them on a global scale, they also enjoy an increased level of mobility compared to the first generation members of their diasporic communities. 

Accordingly, they not only occupy sub-state, sub-national, sub-cultural positions of social space, but have increasingly become more transnational – disturbing and reshaping the borderlines between local and global, calling the relevance of nation-states into question, and blurring the clear disjunctions between outsider and insider, migrant and host, other and self. “The diasporic public spheres are no longer small, marginal or exceptional. They are part of the cultural dynamic of urban life in most countries and continents” (Appadurai 2003a: 10). In addition, if states can be envisaged “not as things but as processes with effects, and not as monolithic but as full of varied interests, gaps and inconsistencies” (Harney and Baldassar 2007: 196), it becomes arguable that nation-states are not necessarily threatened by diasporic communities within national borders; by contrast, they are formed, reshaped and redefined by these transnational actors. One might, then, suggests a more inclusive understanding of nation and nation-state founded on the ever more visible heterogeneity of imagined communities. In this context, diasporic subjects define the new sociocultural space in European capitals and major cities, which is a site of fresh encounters, which is in constant flow; they create the “ethnoscapes” of contemporary Europe.

Here, Arjun Appadurai’s seminal work Modernity at Large provides a useful lens through which the shifting landscapes of Europe can be examined. He draws our attention to five dimensions of the global cultural flows that determine the new global cultural economy: 1) ethnoscapes, 2) mediascapes, 3) technoscapes, 4) financescapes, and 5) ideoscapes. They are all interrelated and shaped by individual agents. Their equal importance notwithstanding, I would like to focus on three of them, inasmuch as they better inform our understanding of contemporary diasporas. Ethnoscape refers to the landscape of persons “who constitute the shifting world in which we live: tourists, immigrants, refugees … and other moving groups and individuals … appear to affect the politics of (and between) nations to a hitherto unprecedented degree” (Appadurai 2003a: 33). Hereby, the fluidity and instability of communities and the susceptible dynamics of the relationship between them is underlined. Continuous negation and permeability of fixed categories defines the character of ethnoscapes. “Mediascapes refer both to the distribution of the electronic capabilities to produce and disseminate information … and to the images of the world created by these media”, and Appadurai argues, “they provide large and complex repertoires of images, narratives and ethnoscapes to viewers throughout the world” (2003a: 35). In other words, mediascapes help to create and then to consolidate transnational imagined communities. In doing so, mediascapes also play a considerable role in strengthening diasporic communities’ multiple allegiances and transnational, cross-cultural interactions. The changing characteristics of diasporas are strongly related to the impact of these globalised and advanced mediascapes. Finally, ideoscapes, combined with the two already mentioned, shape the construction of narratives, of identity politics and representation, and the regulation of the increasingly heterogeneous public sphere. “The fluidity of ideoscapes is complicated in particular by the growing diasporas of intellectuals who continuously inject new meaning-streams into the discourse of democracy in different parts of the world” (Appadurai 2003a: 37). Thus, diasporic subjects have the potential to resist prevalent ideoscapes as the ideological apparatuses of nation-states by actively participating in the construction of new narratives and alternative discourses based on their experiences and perspectives. Overall, these contemporary landscapes of ethnicity, media, technology, finance and ideology, coined and elaborated by Appadurai, offer a useful framework within which the transnational connections of the contemporary world, that is, more often than not, described via deterritorialisation and displacement, and the multicultural, multinational, multifocal affiliations of contemporary diasporas can be comprehended.  

Similarly, Zygmunt Bauman attempts to define and make sense of the contemporary sociocultural and political condition through explicating it as the “liquid state” of modernity, with a particular emphasis on the changing relationship between time and space.​[1]​ He observes that “thanks to its newly acquired flexibility and expansiveness, modern time has become, first and foremost, the weapon in the conquest of space” (2000: 9). In this respect, mobility, access to the means of transportation, freedom of movement and the resultant claim of space provide individuals with power. After all, “we are witnessing the revenge of nomadism over the principle of territoriality and settlement. In the fluid stage of modernity, the settled majority is ruled by the nomadic and extraterritorial elite” (Bauman 2000: 13). That is, the contemporary world privileges migrancy over sedentariness. Like liquids, contemporary nomads are endowed with an extraordinary mobility. One can readily object to such propositions as they seem to turn a blind eye to the injustices and real practices of the world, which is still controlled by nation-states with clearly demarcated and patrolled physical borders. Only the privileged and wealthy are actually enabled to enjoy the luxury of unlimited mobility, while underprivileged masses experience difficulties in crossing borders and are bound by cumbersome legal impediments. In fact, Bauman turns his conceptualisation of modernity as liquid towards a critique of modern society and capitalism, and further questions the deepening inequality under these newly developed power relations. His theory proves relevant to this dissertation in the sense that it draws attention to the increased movement of people, which has become the norm rather than exception, changing the structure and face of European cities. According to him, the conditions of liquid modernity render “the difficult art of living with difference” (Bauman 2000: 178) plausible. Bauman invites us to reconsider the idea of the unified nation in the light of the heterogeneous and diverse communities that constitute that nation. He also underscores the volatility of identity and belonging, which helps to explain the hybrid and complex nature of diasporic identities and identification processes. His work, therefore, assists us in conceiving the developmental trajectories of diasporic communities and the significant impact they have had on the sociocultural fabric of their host societies across Europe. 

If the presence of diasporas moulds social, cultural and economic structures in their host countries, it must also affect artistic production in general, and film production in particular, in these countries. As Randall Halle argues, “film proves to be the most significant marker of simultaneous economic and cultural transformations, a marker of globalisation and transnationalism” (2008: 6). One would therefore expect that increased transnational mobility and the formation of diasporas would manifest itself in the emergence of distinctive film cultures in Europe. Globalisation and transnationalism constitute a challenge to the nation-state and national cinemas. Today, “neither images nor viewers fit into circuits or audiences that are easily bound within local, national or regional spaces” (Appadurai 2003a: 4). The definition of national cinemas as well as the depiction of nation and national identity has changed. In evaluating a national film industry, the question of having non-native components within it is certainly not a new issue. In this respect, the international nature of film production makes it even more difficult to conceptualise national cinema. Yet the recent rise of multicultural, multinational and transnational cinema requires rethinking all given terms and questioning their traditional meanings. “Cinema is the 20th century’s most precious cultural memory” (Elsaesser 2005: 18). Therefore, it cannot ignore the ongoing remapping of Europe and the redefinition of European identity due to the ever-increasing number of diasporic subjects. Moreover, the second generation immigrants have made a concerted effort to obtain means of self-expression and self-representation in order to articulate the complexity of their experiences. Therefore, over the past few decades the number of diasporic filmmakers has unmistakably increased across Europe.

Although European cinema has consolidated itself as an area of research since the 1990s by means of a steady flow of publications, the supranational implication of the term “European” has had little impact on theoretical frameworks and methodologies in this area (Bergfelder 2005: 315). “Europe today, in addition to being a contested geographic and political compilation of old and new states ..., is an idea, an ideal, a project, and ... a spatial and temporal conundrum depending on whose subjectivity it is imagined from” (Christensen and Erdoğan 2008: 11). So is contemporary European cinema. Thomas Elsaesser suggests that we no longer seem to know what European cinema is: “the very idea of it has slipped between the declining relevance of national cinemas and the emerging importance of world cinema” (2005: 485). So, one can locate European cinema somewhere in between the two. Increasingly, the history of Europe, and so its cinematic narratives, has been written by its diasporic subjects, by its “others” within. “Recent examples of Maghrebi-French, Turkish-German and black and Asian British cinema … have won considerable critical acclaim, and a few have even captured international audiences” (Berghahn and Sternberg 2010a: 2). These diasporic filmmakers, by virtue of their politically engaged, challenging and aesthetically hybrid films, have been changing the face of contemporary French, German and British national cinemas. Therefore, they and their work have attracted much scholarly attention in a variety of disciplines in the past few decades. 

Responding to this noticeable shift in the politics of representation of diasporas, which is reflected in the growing number of diasporic films, this dissertation is intended as a contribution to the existing scholarship in the field of transnational and diasporic cinema. I privilege filmmakers with a migratory background since it is the premise of this thesis that the experience of migration, dispersal and marginalisation in the destination country has left recognisable traces in their work. I suggest that diasporic cinema is characterised by a distinctive aesthetic approach that makes it different from other (trans)national cinemas and mainstream cinema. Correspondingly, the dissertation moves from a critical investigation of the key concepts of diaspora and diasporic cinema in the first two chapters to an in-depth analysis of selected Turkish-German films in the third chapter. The fourth chapter provides a detailed analysis of the reception of Turkish-German cinema and filmmakers in the Turkish daily press. 

The first chapter examines the concept of diaspora and explores the shift in its meaning and perception over time. It addresses the proliferation of terms in the field to clearly demarcate the concept of diaspora. While attempting to investigate the term’s relation to other relevant terms such as “exile”, “migrancy”, “transnationalism”, “hybridity”, “postcolonialism” and “nation”, the chapter draws on a diverse range of scholarly literature. Since the concept of diaspora suggests and requires an interdisciplinary approach for a comprehensive understanding, I combine the work of scholars from political science, such as William Safran, from sociology, such as Robin Cohen and Avtar Brah, from anthropology, such as James Clifford and Pnina Werbner, from literature, such as Andreas Huyssen, and from cultural studies, such as Stuart Hall and Kobena Mercer. This eclectic approach, cutting across various disciplines, allows me to present the complexity of the term as well as the many overlaps, engagements and interrelations that constitute the notion of diaspora. This also makes it possible to trace the shift from a term loaded with negative connotations to a celebrated one. Interlinked with the concept of diaspora is the question of identity. I therefore analyse how national and diasporic identity has been redefined in the light of ongoing social and cultural transformations taking place in host societies with regards to diasporic communities. It becomes clear that diaspora, in the age of globalisation, does not refer to a single entity, but to a diverse, heterogeneous and multilayered structure that is defined by various dynamics and components such as gender, class, religion, politics and generation. Bearing this in mind, I finally discuss whether the Turkish community in Germany, having settled in the country for almost five decades now, can be considered a diaspora. The Swiss writer Max Frisch’s famous remark “we asked for workers, we got people instead” succinctly explains the tension between the Turkish community and German society, and the alleged controversial position of Turkey, and Turks in Germany, in terms of being part of European culture or not. In this context, it should also be noted that concepts like homeland and host land become highly problematic when considering that the country of settlement is the home now especially for the second and subsequent generations of migrants. Such terms have arguably become superseded by new senses of belonging, which exist alongside transnational connections and mobility between the home and host countries, and which render the existing conceptualisation problematic. Yet in the present thesis, while acknowledging their problematic nature, I continue to use them, since they are well-established, and ultimately relate to external discourses that are relevant to my discussion, and relevant to the lives of the people I am concerned with.

The second chapter examines the conceptualisation of diasporic cinema. Expanding on the discussions in the first chapter, I initially focus on the question of national cinema in the context of ongoing economic and industrial changes leading to an ever-increasing number of global co-productions. I ask how and to what extent national cinemas have always included non-native elements. This leads to the question as to whether it is possible at all to talk about “pure” national cinemas, and also what the concept of European Cinema actually encompasses. This discussion helps to situate diasporic cinema, which is now seen as a very important part of contemporary European cinema, in view of the current categories and debates. Given that almost every film can be considered as a transnational product under the circumstances of the current global economy, what gives diasporic films their distinctiveness? In seeking to answer this question I draw mainly on Hamid Naficy’s theorisation of “accented cinema”, and I strive to explain why diasporic cinema should be regarded as a particular category, distinct from other theoretical categories such as Third Cinema and postcolonial cinema, by illuminating the differences as well as intersectionalities between them. Nevertheless, existing ambiguities and overlaps between concepts such as “migrant cinema”, “exilic cinema” and “diasporic cinema” in the literature and in representative examples are not overlooked. Nor are some unique features identifiable in the films of some diasporic filmmakers that resist limiting categorisations. Instead, I am attentive to the presence of various trends, and the resultant diversity and heterogeneity of a diasporic cinema at any given time. Furthermore, I delineate how the concept of diasporic cinema as well as its actual filmmaking practices might change over time and how it may differ from one generation to another. Bearing these caveats in mind, I conceive of “diasporic cinema” as an aggregate term with considerable heuristic potential . This chapter is completed by an investigation of the shared characteristics of diasporic cinema, such as being accented, dialogic, hybrid, multicultural, and multilingual, as observed in broad trends in diasporic filmmaking. In this sub-chapter, even though I benefit from various scholarly discussions of diasporic cinema, provided by Sarita Malik, Sujata Moorti, Thomas Elsaesser and Kobena Mercer to name a few, I particularly draw on Mikhail Bakhtin’s conceptualisation of language. His theory, and especially concepts such as the “dialogic imagination” and “double-voicedness”, have been widely utilised by scholars in the field but only a few have analysed his work in detail.  

The third chapter is primarily an attempt to concretise, or rather to test, defining features of diasporic cinema as illustrated in the second chapter. It seeks to establish correlations between theory and practice as well as to reveal any discrepancies. Nonetheless, it also provides another framework by not privileging space over time but conceiving them as mutually interdependent for the understanding of diaspora. Here the issue of generation particularly comes to the fore since the character and structure of a diasporic community as well as identification processes of individuals appear to change over time. Consequently, I first explore the process and the importance of memory in relation to generation within the diasporic context, and how their combined effects shape the construction of “self” and its expression. Even though suggestions such as that the younger generations integrate more easily to the host society might imply an ageist approach, there are unmistakable differences between earlier and subsequent generations of migrants and settlers, and I endeavour to examine what these are and how they are reflected in film. As proposed in the second chapter, diasporic cinema is a complex, layered and hetereogenous phenomenon; therefore, instead of merely applying given characteristics to my analysis of the films as definitive rules, I try to free myself from impositions in order to allow room for unprecedented findings. In this context, I analyse a number of films about the Turkish diasporic community and their experiences in Germany within four main thematic frameworks: changing narratives/discourses; the shift in the representation of space over time; the shift in the use of music; and the shift towards hybrid aesthetics and genres. It should be briefly mentioned here that I allocate a comparatively long space to the analysis of Başer’s films, because they are the most important examples that established the narrative of victimhood, and thus provide a useful point of reference while discussing later films. All in all, the analysis includes seventeen filmmakers from different generations and over forty films. This reasonably wide scope makes it possible to closely monitor presumed generational differences, and draws attention to some less well-known filmmakers and their work. It also encapsulates the nascent third generation Turkish-German filmmakers, whose work has not yet been the subject of academic discussions. However, it does not claim to be exhaustive, since it excludes films which were not accessible to me (due to a variety of reasons, such as not being commercially released), films without English or Turkish subtitles, and films which were made/released after mid 2009. It should also be noted that I have not been able to consult German resources and reviews. However, considering that this has been done by scholars based in German Departments and that most academic discussions of Turkish-German cinema are taking place in an Anglophone context, mine should be regarded as a hitherto less exploited Turkish contribution to the field. 

The films considered in this dissertation are definitely significant sites of the struggle over identity, but they are not the only constituent of contemporary mediascapes that have an impact on the construction of meaning and negotiation of identity. Other media play a role in the perception of diasporic communities in general and filmmakers in particular, too. Based on this premise, the last chapter engages with how the hyphenated identities of the pertinent Turkish-German filmmakers are reconstructed in Turkey, in the wider context of Turkish politics. This is a thoroughly under-researched area since most scholars of Turkish-German cinema in the Anglophone world are based in German Departments. Considering that “diaspora and transnationalism studies have a tendency to be more heavily weighted toward host country settings” (Harney and Baldassar 2007: 194), this chapter of the dissertation proves to be particularly important. In order to accomplish a critical reading of relevant news coverage, I survey seventeen daily newspapers from January 1986, the year which marks the first widely known and critically acclaimed film made by a Turkish filmmaker in Germany about the first generation Turkish guest workers, until January 2010. I focus on the daily newspapers for they are by far the most important media sector, especially since they have the highest circulation figures in Turkey, and therefore provide the most accurate reflection of how Turkish-German filmmakers and their work are regarded in the country of origin. To contextualise the analysis of the relevant news materials, I first present a brief discussion of the structure of the Turkish press. I then move on to the reception of Turkish-German filmmakers on the basis of two salient thematic frameworks in the news coverage. The Turkish media seems to emphasise only their “Turkishness”, preferring to downplay the German side of their hyphenated identity. The achievements of these Turkish filmmakers in Germany are used by the Turkish daily press to bolster a positive image for Turkey in an international context or they are utilised to make a case for Turkey’s accession to the EU. 

In brief, this dissertation aims to make a contribution to the existing body of scholarly work on diasporic cinema, as a particular type of transnational cinema. It argues that the particular case of contemporary Turkish-German cinema from the mid-1980s to the present can be regarded as representative of other, especially European, diasporic film cultures, which emerged roughly simultaneously in France and Britain – though the colonial pre-histories of Maghrebi French and Black and Asian British cinema account for different political inflections. However, rather than pursuing the socio-historical developments of these diasporic cinemas in depth, this thesis is primarily interested in establishing the commonalities and distinctive features of diasporic cinema in terms of its thematic and aesthetic strategies.
CHAPTER 1: THEORISING DIASPORA
Today’s world is conceived as a unified geopolitical entity thanks to the ostensible permeability of borders. Economic and political interdependence between nations and growing inter-cultural exchange have become definitive elements of the contemporary globalised world. In this context, Habermas’ idealisation of Europe, with its ever-increasing number of non-native subjects, as a civic community based on a voluntary act (Loshitzky 2006a: 629) seems to be ever more feasible and relevant. However, a borderless world has proven to be illusionary, as witnessed in the global rise of securitisation practices especially after the September 11 terrorist attacks.​[2]​ “In Australia, asylum-seekers are arbitrarily detained. In North America, refugee settlement programmes have dried up, and in Europe, increasingly restrictive policies are criminalising asylum-seekers and marginalising refugees” (Koser 2007: 233).​[3]​ In brief, what in some contexts appears a welcoming Europe, that encourages integration and expansion, contrasts in other contexts with an increasingly cautious and rejecting Europe that fortifies seemingly weakening nation-states. Regardless of which one of these Europes one supports, at the core of any discussion concerning Europe and the European Union are the immigrants, refugees and diasporas that constitute its current “others”. “The war on terror, together with moral panics about threats to the economy, culture and national security posed by immigrants, have heightened anxieties about the inclusion of ‘outsiders’ in the nation-state and sharpened national discourses on citizenship rights, national belonging and inclusion” (Phillips 2010: 209). Diaspora thereby becomes an indispensable concept when it comes to the definition, analysis and understanding of the contemporary sociocultural, economic and political condition of Europe.

The term “diaspora” has been applied in a variety of different contexts and disciplines resulting in considerable conceptual complexity. In the last decade, the concept has become highly contested in numerous disciplines, such as migration studies, ethnic studies, and cultural studies, with proliferating discussions and applications of the term diaspora. “There has been a veritable explosion of interest in Diasporas since the late 1980s. ‘Diaspora’ and its cognates appear as keywords only once or twice a year in dissertations from the 1970s, about thirteen times a year in the late 1980s and nearly 130 times in 2001 alone” (Brubaker 2005: 1). Moreover, “a glance through recent academic journals reveals an increasing preoccupation with theorisations and questioning of diaspora and nation” (Braziel and Mannur 2003: 2-3). Diversity in approaches and methodologies marks the field. This study aims to contribute to existing scholarship by combining this relatively new area of research with film studies. Before any attempt to suggest that diasporic cinema is a solid and clearly defined category in film studies, it is necessary to frame and clarify the concept of diaspora in relation to other relevant terms such as “exile”, “migrancy”, “transnationalism”, “hybridity”, “postcolonialism” and, inevitably, “nation”. In order to accomplish this, it is important to take an eclectic route that cuts across various disciplines such as sociology, anthropology, politics and cultural studies, since the concept of diaspora suggests and requires an interdisciplinary approach for a comprehensive understanding. Hence the following conceptualisation of the term “diaspora” draws on a diverse range of scholarly literature. 

In what follows, I will attempt to draw a theoretical outline which aims to explore the prevailing debates about the term diaspora. Given that this study focuses on Turkish filmmakers living and working in Germany, it is crucial to establish whether the Turkish community in Germany can be classified as a diaspora or not. Only then will it be possible to analyse the work of Turkish-German filmmakers as a significant example of diasporic cinema in contemporary Europe. I will initially venture to conceptualise diaspora with regard to the proliferation of the term in the theoretical realm. This will be followed by an analysis of the relation between diaspora and globalisation. I will also problematise the shift in the meaning of nation in relation to diaspora. The chapter will conclude with an investigation of the Turkish community in Germany as a possible example of diaspora.

The Proliferation of Terms: “Diaspora”, “Migration” and “Exile”
Diaspora, which combines two words; “dia” meaning through, throughout and “spora”, meaning scattering, spread, sperm (Peters 1999: 23) dates back to approximately the third century BC. The term was first used in the Septuagint, the Greek translations of the Hebrew Scriptures explicitly intended for the Hellenic Jewish communities in Alexandria to describe the Jews living in exile from their homeland of Palestine (Cohen 2003: 1; Boyarin and Boyarin 1993; Tölölyan 1991; Brah 1996: 181; Brubaker 2005: 1; Sheffer 2002). Here, the term was associated with a collective trauma and generally had negative connotations (Braziel and Mannur 2003: 1). Robin Cohen, however, argues that the term diaspora originally had a positive meaning: 

For the Greeks, the notion was used to describe the colonisation of Asia Minor and the Mediterranean in the archaic period (800 - 600 BC). Although there was some displacement of the ancient Greeks to Asia Minor as a result of poverty, overpopulation and inter-state war, diaspora essentially had a positive connotation. (Cohen 2003: 2) 

This early positive reference notwithstanding, the concept of diaspora is generally thought to carry negative connotations, which essentially are based on the experiences of Jews who were dispersed from their putative homeland. It may therefore be helpful to take the Jewish case as a starting point, before exploring how the term diaspora has been extended to other displaced communities. In this respect, my first attempt will be to understand the Jewish experience, not in order to suggest it as a definitive model for all diasporas, but to acknowledge the influence of this specific case on various explanations of the term diaspora.

Daniel and Jonathan Boyarin’s articulation of the historical experiences of Jews requires no further explanation: “What is most real about real Jews is that Europe, in any case, does not know what to do with them: Christians demand their conversion; monarchs expel them; republics assimilate them; Nazis exterminate them” (1993: 700). This denigrating attitude towards Jewish people can be given as the reason why Jews have assumed a symbolic status as the paradigmatic example of marginalisation and exile, whereby they have come to represent most minorities and other diasporic communities. 

[T]he destruction of Jerusalem and razing of the walls of its Temple in 586 BC created the central folk memory of the negative, victim diaspora tradition – in particular the experience of enslavement, exile and displacement … The crushing of the revolt of the Judeans against the Romans and the destruction of the Second Temple by the Romans in 70 AD precisely confirmed the catastrophic tradition. Once again, Jews had been unable to sustain a national homeland and were scattered to the far corners of the world … In the summer of 1096, beginning at Rouen, the Crusaders slaughtered or forcibly converted the majority of Jews in the Rhine valley, killing 1000 in Mainz alone. When the Crusaders finally arrive in Jerusalem in 1099 they gathered all the Jews they could find into a convenient synagogue and burned them alive ... The Catholic hierarchy also remained wedded to its hostile position for centuries … Between 1290 and 1293 the Jewish communities in the Kingdom of Naples were almost entirely destroyed. (Cohen 2003: 3-9)


A glimpse at this brief summary of calamitous history of Jews elucidates why the Jewish community and thus the concept of diaspora are mostly associated with “loss”, “dislocation” and “trauma”. 

When it comes to modern narratives about the Jewish diaspora, two key but rival narratives come into prominence: one focuses on the displacement, whilst the other underscores the return of Jewish people in the diaspora to the sacred homeland. These contesting contemporary narratives are not mutually exclusive and are basically varied interpretations of the experience of exile that derive from the descriptions in the Bible. One narrative asserts the autochthony of Jews, claiming that they came into existence in the land of Israel so they will be re-autochthonised once they return; whereas the other focuses on the deterritorialisation of Jews since Abraham, claiming that the land of Israel was not the birthplace of the Jewish people; that is, they had to leave this putative homeland in order to go to the “promised land” (Boyarin and Boyarin 1993: 718). The latter seems to be at the core of the myth of wandering Jews and explains why Jews occupy an archetypal position among all diasporic communities. Jews were the first people who were displaced and forced to live in exile, who were prevented from founding their own state where they could live together as a national community, and who were treated as undesirable subjects, as “others” by the societies in which they lived. Consequently, having experienced all these, Jews were left with no other option but to create and sustain a strong longing for an imagined homeland and a faith in returning to this homeland one day. These narratives of Jewish dispersal remain the prototypical historical example of diasporic experience and are widely utilised to explain the characteristics of diaspora.

Braziel and Mannur, however, argue that most recent theorisation about diaspora has been marked by the ambiguities of the term diaspora itself (2003: 4), which is fundamentally due to the fact that diasporas evolve over time, and as a result, they now differ considerably from the early Jewish diaspora both in their character and structure. In this respect, it becomes vital to find a reference point to clarify the concept. William Safran suggests a categorisation, with particular emphasis on the Jewish diaspora as the “ideal type”. According to his classification: 
1.	They or their ancestors have been dispersed from an original center to two or more foreign regions
1.	They retain a collective memory, vision or myth about their original homeland including its location, history and achievements
1.	They believe they are not – and perhaps can never be – fully accepted in their host societies and so remain partly separate
1.	Their ancestral home is idealised and it is thought that when conditions are favorable, either they or their descendants should return
1.	They believe all members of diaspora should be committed to the maintenance or restoration of the original homeland and to its safety and prosperity
1.	They continue in various ways to relate to that homeland and their ethnocommunal consciousness and solidarity. (Safran 1991: 83-84)


In a similar manner to other scholars such as Needham (1975) and Clifford (1994), Robin Cohen builds on this definition by amending some of Safran’s components and by widening the list even further. Thus the definition becomes more comprehensive and allows us to include non-Jewish communities and contemporary diasporas: 

1.	Dispersal from an original homeland, often traumatically, to two or more foreign regions 
1.	Alternatively, the expansion from a homeland in search of work, in pursuit of trade or to further colonial ambitions
1.	A collective memory and myth about the homeland, including its location, history and achievements
1.	An idealisation of the putative ancestral home and a collective commitment to its maintenance, restoration, safety and prosperity, even its creation
1.	The development of a return movement that gains collective approbation
1.	A strong ethnic group consciousness sustained over a long time and based on a sense of distinctiveness, a common history and the belief in a common fate
1.	A troubled relationship with host societies, suggesting a lack of acceptance at the least or the possibility that another calamity might befall the group
1.	A sense of empathy and solidarity with co-ethnic members in other countries of settlement
1.	The possibility of a distinctive creative, enriching life in host countries with a tolerance for pluralism. (Cohen 2003: 26)   


As clearly seen in the expanded definition, Cohen argues that the departure from homeland does not need to be traumatic; instead one can merely leave one’s country for pragmatic reasons and a better future. He also suggests that even if the idealisation of the homeland is sustained, diasporic communities stand a chance of overcoming their troubled relationships with host societies.  This is clearly a more positive approach to the conceptualisation of diaspora. 

Nonetheless, in spite of the rather inclusive nature of Cohen’s definition, neither of the lists is universally applicable to all diasporic communities, and one should not expect all of the criteria listed to apply to all diasporas, either. Even the Jewish diaspora, which is generally addressed as the “ideal type”, does not precisely correspond to all of the features enumerated. Gabriel Sheffer asserts that:

the vast majority of Jews no longer regard themselves as being in Galut (exile) in their host countries. Jews permanently reside in host countries of their own free will … and there is both a much greater self and collective legitimatization to refrain from making serious plans concerning return to Israel. (Sheffer 2002: 4)


Even so, the list primarily created by Safran and subsequently developed by Cohen still seems to be the amplest one to refer to when constructing a framework that helps to determine whether specific dispersed groups of people constitute a diaspora or not. 

In light of given definitions, it is possible to identify the common characteristics of diasporic groups as: displacement and deterritorialisation; longing for a homeland (although it is an idealised construction of the homeland in most cases); a strong desire to return to this homeland, which is seen as almost impossible but the longing for which serves to cement the members of diasporic community; a resulting nostalgia; a sense of pain and trauma; an endless struggle to succeed in the host country; and solidarity anchored in a distinctive group identity. This last feature also gives the term “diaspora” its collective characteristic distinct from “exile” or “migration”, neither of which necessarily requires a group connection. Since the other elements of the provided lists such as displacement (as in the case of exile) or longing for homeland (as for both exile and migration) might be applied to exiles and migrants, the sense of collectivity, of all these characteristics, seems to be the most important for the differentiation of a diaspora. As asserted by Boyarin and Boyarin, “Jewish resistance to assimilation and annihilation within conditions of diaspora generated such practices as communal charity in the areas of education, feeding, providing for the sick, and the caring for Jewish prisoners, to the virtual exclusion of others” (1993: 712-13). Despite the exclusiveness indicated, it is this communal spirit which goes beyond the boundaries of the states and connects diasporic groups in different countries to each other. “Members of the diaspora mobilise politically to defend or protest against injustices and human right abuses suffered by co-diasporics elsewhere. They raise money, ambulances, medicines and blankets for them … In this respect, diasporas are fraternities” (Werbner 2002: 126). Yet it still requires a further investigation into why exile, migration and diaspora are classified as different categories, especially when it is considered that throughout history people have tended to migrate in groups rather than individually.

The matter is immensely complicated by the interchangeable use of the terms diaspora, migration or migrant and exile. The vagueness of available definitions results in ambiguities and confusion. The most important reason for this indistinctness is probably the expansion in the meaning of diaspora: “The term that once described Jewish, Greek and Armenian dispersion now shares meaning with a larger semantic domain that includes words like immigrant, expatriate, refugee, guest-worker, exile community, overseas community, ethnic community” (Tölölyan 1996: 428). In as much as the term signifies displacement, transnationality, and solidarity, it is applied to many minority groups that have had to live in countries other than their countries of origin for various reasons. Here, in order to clarify the relationship between diasporas and minorities it should be briefly mentioned how they are connected. Intrinsically, being in a diaspora means to be in another country rather than one’s country of origin. It also means, by its very definition, to establish a community within a host society, which automatically gives diasporas the status of being a minority. In addition, like minorities, who tend to identify themselves as distinctive entities, maintaining boundaries with other social bodies (Brah 1996: 163), diasporas form a distinguishing group identity via social processes. This is why some scholars use the term diaspora to define diverse minority groups. Robin Cohen’s attempt to divide diaspora into types can be given as a widely acclaimed example of the inclination to expand the comprehensiveness of the term diaspora: 

When considering the most prevalent concept of diaspora, the Jews have been selected to illustrate the argument. Africans and Armenians are shown to be analogous victim diasporas. The British have been represented as an imperial diaspora, the Indians as a labour diaspora, while the trading diasporas have been typified by the Chinese and Lebanese. Finally the peoples of the Caribbean abroad are, I suggest, usefully characterised as a cultural diaspora. (Cohen 2003: x) 


Once Cohen’s evaluation is taken as the reference point and the meaning is expanded to include disparate communities, it is clear that the traditional definition of the term diaspora and the restrictive approaches to the concept should also be transcended. Evidently, “diaspora is both a structural and subjective condition determined by historical forces and by the prevailing structure of power relations” (Davies 2007: 61). Following this reasoning, the Jewish example would be surpassed even if it were to retain its privileged status as an ideal type.

If minorities, as argued above, count as diasporas, then what of exiles? It is necessary to demarcate the conceptual boundaries and understand the differences as well as the similarities between such interchangeably used terms in order to sharpen our focus on the issue. For John Durham Peters, exile refers to a painful or punitive banishment from homeland implying trauma, and imminent danger, thus invoking a home, and homeland, creating fantasies and longings; whereas diaspora suggests networks among expatriates, and is necessarily collective, in contrast to exile which can be solitary (Peters 1999: 19-21). Hamid Naficy takes a similar approach and argues that people in diaspora, like exiles, have an identity by virtue of the personal and cultural values in their homeland, but unlike exiles, diaspora is necessarily collective. Plurality, multiplicity and hybridity are dominant among diasporas, while binarism and duality are to the fore among other political exiles (Naficy 2001: 14). James Clifford, too, emphasises the difference between diaspora and exile on the basis of collectivity. “Diaspora is different from travel (though it works through travel practices) in that it is not temporary. It involves dwelling, maintaining communities, having collective homes away from home, and in this it is different from exile, with its frequently individualistic focus” (Clifford 1994: 308). Like Clifford, Shain and Ahram also accentuate temporality as a distinctive feature of exile experience. “What distinguishes political exiles from other diaspora members is not only the exiles’ continuous struggle to facilitate the conditions for their return, but also their determination not to establish life abroad as a comfortable option, even temporarily” (Shain and Ahram 2003: 663). Hence, the main differences between diaspora and exile can be avowed as collectivity/solitude and permanency/temporality, at least in principle – because depending on the particular circumstances exiles can settle in the new country of domicile, even if involuntarily. To be able to use the term diaspora in order to define a community, then, there should be a group of people with the same ethnic and/or cultural background, living together, aiming for long-lasting dwelling in the host country, and supporting each other with a distinctive awareness of their collective identity. 

When it comes to distinguishing diasporas from migrants, drawing a clear and distinctive boundary seems much more challenging. In its simplest definition, a migrant is: “1) a person who moves temporarily or seasonally from place to place; a person on a journey, and 2) a person who moves permanently to live in a new country, town, etc. especially to look for work or to take up a post” (Oxford English Dictionary 2007: online). Apparently, a migrant can either be temporary or permanent. At this point, it is helpful to return to Robin Cohen to elucidate the strong connection between the two terms. For Cohen, time has to pass before we can know that any community that has migrated is really a diaspora (Cohen 2003: 25). That is to say, migration is the starting point for the formation of a diasporic community. A leading diaspora theorist, Khachig Tölölyan, in agreement with Cohen’s approach, states that “in fact, migrations have led to a proliferation of diasporas and to a redefinition of their importance and roles” (1996: 427). Furthermore, Avtar Brah (1996: 186) provides a comprehensive definition of diaspora underlining its relation with migration and depicts diaspora as an interpretive frame referencing the economic, political and cultural dimensions of contemporary forms of migrancy. 

However, establishing migration as a commencement or a precondition for the formation of diaspora is not sufficient either to make a clear distinction or to demonstrate the correlation between the two notions. There are many diverse forms of migration, and not all result in diaspora. What gives each term its distinctness requires further elaboration. In this respect, the changing characteristics of migration over the course of time should be taken into account. The volume, speed and route of contemporary migrations are not the same as the ones of mass migration in the past.

Earlier patterns of movement, such as the transatlantic slave trade, or the international labor migration in the first phase of industrialisation, could be coherently plotted on a map. However, the pattern of migration associated with globalisation has been further complicated … There has been a fundamental shift away from the traditional destinations, an expansion in the types of people who embark on migration, and the imposition of more restrictions on the conditions of entry settlement … Nor can the general flows of global migration be plotted according to the binary coordinates of the colonial center and the colonised periphery, or the developed First World versus the underdeveloped Third World. (Papastergiadis 2000: 23-24) 
 

Today it is possible to observe an increasing number of educated and qualified people from so-called First World countries heading for developing countries with growing job opportunities by virtue of mounting industrialisation projects. This can readily be described as a voluntary and individual trajectory. The pattern of contemporary migration seems much more multi-dimensional. In accordance with this, to some extent, the tendency to associate migrants with helpless, pitiful underdogs has been gradually changing. “The need for a huge pool of skilled workers creates a transnational class of professionals who can live and travel globally while freely conversing with their colleagues in English, the lingua franca of the era of Transnational Corporations” (Miyoshi 1993: 741-42). The mobility occurring in the age of globalisation provides people with more flexibility so that they can simultaneously live in one country and work in another, to be able to present their children with better educational, social or occupational opportunities and prosperity. This dynamic sense of mobility effaces the discourse of victimhood, giving migrants the chance of leading multicultural, transnational lives. They are not confined within one nation state since “migrancy commonly flows back and forth across state boundaries” (Harney and Baldassar 2007: 191). They are what Pnina Werbner calls “transmigrants”, who are constantly flowing “between the West and the Rest” (2004: 896). As modern nomads, they can travel a lot, resulting in a focus on temporality and also rapidity. This is not to deny the fact that this type of migration as yet concerns an elite and privileged group of people rather than being the norm, but to simply point to the changing dimensions of the phenomenon.​[4]​ Thus migration, especially in the contemporary world, evokes provisionality and individuality, more like exile, in contrast with diaspora which is still supposed to be permanent in terms of settlement and requires collectivity. In this frame, current migration patterns, as they suggest a disjunction between ordinary people and elite, should be thought in conjunction with cosmopolitanism on the basis of its immediate reference to world citizenship.​[5]​ In this sense, “cosmopolitanism is attached to egalitarianism through universalism that purportedly evades cultural differences and is detached from any particular group affiliation” (Mani 2007: 26-27). This leads to the most common understanding and subsequent criticism of the concept for being exclusive to elites who can entertain their privileged position in the current global condition (Huyssen 2003; Calhoun 2002; Elsaesser 2005). Accordingly, it seems implausible to think of contemporary migrants, who are potentially cosmopolitans, alongside diasporas, who maintain their strong ethnic and cultural associations. Nevertheless, suggestions have already been made to consider the changing status of diasporas with particular emphasis on their heterogeneity and hybridity (Mani 2007; Hall 2002). And more celebratory readings of cosmopolitanism interpret the concept as “a greater involvement with a plurality of contrasting cultures and a willingness to engage with the other” (Hannerz 1996: 103). In this context, the more integrated – though not necessarily assimilated – diasporic subjects are in their host countries, and the more mobility they acquire, the more likely they are to be considered cosmopolitan. Particularly the second and third generation diasporic artists and filmmakers, with their significant social and transnational mobility, can be subsumed under this category. Overall, with its emphasis on plurality of communities and identities, cosmopolitanism might be the lens through which contemporary diasporic communities can be reexamined. There is no doubt that the possibility of multiple belongings demands, to some extent, renouncing essentialist definitions and celebrating the proliferation of terms.   

The conceptual and practical boundaries of diaspora have become increasingly blurred, but one last term that is deemed important in terms of its relation to diaspora should be mentioned briefly, namely “refugee”. Even though refugee/asylum seeker is often set aside as an entirely different category due to its strong political orientations, recent studies have started to suggest a link between this specific form of migrancy and diaspora, drawing on complex relations that have been developing between the two (van Hear 2007; Koser 2007; Al-Ali et al. 2001). In the longer term, refugees are likely to become a part of a diaspora “as refugee migration transmutes into economic migration and thus the refugee might become an established resident and eventually a citizen of the country of asylum” (van Hear 2007: 10-11). Kurds fleeing from their hometowns in Turkey due to ethnic clashes during the late 1980s and 1990s illustrate the case, since they have become a part of the existing Turkish community in Germany despite commencing their journey as asylum seekers in most cases. Similarly, the displacement of Bosnians in the 1990s can be given as another striking example as “in reality, ‘temporary protection’ for Bosnians evolved quite differently. In most EU countries, most Bosnians eventually were granted permanent resident rights” (Koser 2007: 239). Yet much needs to be done to establish a clear relationship between the two concepts and to demonstrate to what extent they overlap. 

In brief, it does not seem possible to neatly draw the boundaries of the term diaspora, or clearly separate it from its fellow terms migrants, minorities, exiles, asylum seekers, refugees. Existing formulations appear to fall short in addressing the complexities with regard to the definition of diaspora. The changing characteristics and multiplicity of diasporas have challenged scholars and continue to require reconceptualisation or even some new conceptualisations. I have pointed above to some of the crucial elements that can be considered to distinguish diaspora from exiles, or migrants, or asylum seekers: the collective nature of diaspora, the long-standing presence and the settled nature of it. However, it is clear that in many ways these terms and processes overlap and link to each other, and rather than seeking to make ever more refined analytical distinction, it could be argued that it is the very complexity and richness of the term as it has developed in the literature that makes it useful for examining a complex cultural phenomenon. Thus I would seek not to pin down or restrict the boundaries of the term but rather to embrace its promiscuity, because the connections and complexity of it can provide useful insights into the situation I analyse in this dissertation. Henceforth, then, the term diaspora will be used bearing its multiple and complex meanings in mind to explore further and more relevant implications of the concept for the specific purposes of this study.

Diaspora and the Question of Identity
Once diaspora is related to collectivity predicated on the shared experiences of a diasporic community, it becomes inevitably necessary to deal with the question of belonging and identity. Considering diaspora particularly with regards to the formation of a group identity provides the ground for reexamining the meaning and understanding of the term, and certain theorists who have attempted to reformulate the term diaspora are pertinent to this dissertation. 

Drawing on debates on identity and representation, Black Diaspora theorists have suggested that diaspora has a changing status as a “construction” and a “process”. In this context, Stuart Hall proposes an alternative approach to evaluating the concept of diaspora: 

Diaspora does not refer us to those scattered tribes whose identity can only be secured in relation to some sacred homeland to which they must at all costs return, even if it means pushing other people into the sea. This is the old, the imperialising, the hegemonising form of ethnicity … The diaspora experience as I intend it here is defined not by essence or purity, but by the recognition of a necessary heterogeneity and diversity; by a conception of identity which lives with and through, not despite, difference; by hybridity. (2003: 244)


Here, referring to the foundation of the state of Israel for scattered Jewish people in different countries across the world, Hall suggests going beyond the restrictive definition of the Jewish diaspora. He links diaspora to the issue of identity and claims that the experiences of black people in Britain as a diaspora, regardless of their country of origin, form a common ground binding them to each other. Similarly, another important name in the field of Black Diaspora studies, W. E. B. Du Bois, emphasises the importance of cultural connection rather than race in creating unity among people from different countries (Gilroy 1993; Cohen 2003; Campbell 2006). These approaches indicate a shift in the definition of diaspora and diasporic identity; namely, a shift from a focus on ethnicity and race to the emphasis on commonalities among different diasporic communities.  In addition, “Kobena Mercer uses the term [diaspora] both as a noun to refer to the disseminated and dispersed identities … and as an adjective, speaking of diaspora identity, diaspora aesthetics, and a diaspora perspective” (Gordon and Anderson 1999: 286). These standpoints that locate diaspora on a matrix of diverse variables draw more attention to the representation and politics of identity; and more fundamentally, should be seen as a contribution to debates over the changing characteristics of diaspora aimed at disrupting traditional and essentialist understandings. 

In considering the commonality of diasporic experience, one should bear in mind particularly the impact of racial discrimination and oppression on different ethnic groups that equally influences the formation of diasporic identities. Among the main factors causing solidarity, resistance and disobedience within and between the groups in diaspora are the discrimination and humiliation imposed on people on account of their race and ethnicity, as in the case of the African or Caribbean community or people of Indian descent in Britain, and Turks and Kurds in Germany. 

Another important issue to take into consideration is economic problems in the host country that can lead to harsh reactions against diasporic communities. Contemporary debates on the effects of immigration in Europe, particularly, disclose a dominant discourse against immigrants founded on the alleged burden they create on national economies. “Popular concerns about immigration have intensified producing new political fissures across many European nations” (Newman 2007: 37).​[6]​ Due to the fact that foreign workers are usually paid low wages, and work without demanding social rights (Manço 2007: 4; Münz and Ulrich 1998: 47; Kürşat-Ahlers 1996: 126; Clifford 1994: 311; Castles and Kosack 1973), employers and companies tend to recruit them preferentially over nationals. In most host countries this is given as a salient cause of the increasing unemployment among the native population. Besides, the minority groups are generally associated indirectly, if not directly, with crime, and most recently with terrorism, especially if they are Muslims from Middle Eastern countries. Terrorism seems to have become a significant issue that contributes profoundly to the marginalisation of ethnic minority groups in host countries. The recent counterterrorism surveillance projects targeted at Muslim neighborhoods in Birmingham, and elsewhere in the UK and Europe, can be given as an arresting example (Lewis 2010a and 2010b: online). Consequently, the existence and the increasing number of outsiders are shown as major causes of security problems. Putting more security officers in charge, recruiting translators in courts, police stations and hospitals, and even, as in Britain, allocating some prisons to foreigners only mean much more public expense. As a result, these minority groups are considered as undesirable subjects, as the “others” of the society, within debates about unemployment, housing, education, and security. 

One might think that this is not an issue for diasporic communities since they have been living in the host country for at least a few generations, and thus are supposed to be assimilated, speaking the language of the host society and acknowledging their cultural values. However, even if this is the case, it might be more so for the latest generations whereas it is well known that most of the first generation of any diaspora suffered from hostility and unfair working and living conditions. Moreover, discrimination, in practice, seems to be on the basis of difference; in other words, a person of colour is still likely to be mistreated regardless how long his antecedents have been living in the host country. For instance, across Europe “despite differences between countries, there are similarities in the racist practices (direct and indirect) that occur in the allocation of social housing and in the private sector” (Phillips 2009: 222). That is to say, discrimination and racism still exist both in policy making and everyday practices. Consequently, the overall negative approach towards minority groups and diasporic communities affects their self-perception and has an important role in the formation of the identity of diasporic subjects.

Considering diaspora in relation to the question of identity requires an acknowledgement of specific lived experiences of people in diaspora which go beyond the generalisations of theory. The unique historical experiences of each group give it its distinctiveness. However, it is also the same lived experiences that create a connection and unity among different minority groups. The experiences of Jews in America, of Turks in Germany, of the Chinese in Britain, or of North Africans in France are all different from each other due to specific cultural, historical, political relations between the host and home countries as well as because of the mentally different positions those groups occupy in host societies. For instance, as stated by Avtar Brah, “European colonial history causes diasporas to interact and to have different-particular relations compared to the diasporas in the other parts of the world” (1996: 189-90). In this sense, the common history of colonial exploitation can be given as the reason for the solidarity among different diasporic groups in different European countries coming from former colonies. Nevertheless, the shared experiences of being displaced and deterritorialised, the glorified image of the homeland and a possible longing for return to this homeland create commonalities among all diasporic communities, transcending any particularities. “Diasporic communities facilitate a definition of cultural nation that is elastic and can be expanded seemingly endlessly to include all those who share a cultural affiliation. The transnational subject is one who shares affiliations across national and cultural borders” (Moorti 2003: 365). This is how the status of being a member of a diasporic community determines the formation of identity, how a collective diasporic identity is built through the discourses grounded in common shared experiences of diasporas. In other words, there are overlapping layers of identity structure that underline the instability of identity. On one level, a member of a particular diasporic group might feel different, celebrating their distinctiveness from all other diasporic communities as well as from the host society; and on a broader level, this same member might feel connected to other diasporas in general resulting from having had similar experiences of diaspora.

Indicating subjects who can be considered as opinion leaders in a diasporic community, such as intellectuals, activists, writers, speakers, poets and artists, Paul Gilroy mentions their repeated articulation of a desire to escape the restrictive bonds of ethnicity, national identification, and sometimes even race itself (2003: 66). This inclination can be construed as one of the most important motivations for, and reflections of, the hybridisation of their cultures. 

Hybridity is a construct with the hegemonic power relation built into its process of constant fragmented articulation. One minority can form alliances with another, based on experiences its heterogeneous membership partially shares, each in his or her fragmented identity, without trying to force all fragments to cohere into a seamless narrative before approaching another minority. Having recognized that insisting on an all-or-nothing approach is counterproductive, many minorities are building bridges among themselves based on such overlapping fragments. They strategically suspend their unshared historical specificities, at a price, for the moment. (Lavie and Swedenburg 1996: 10)


This explains why the commonalities of people from different backgrounds such as people of Caribbean, African or Asian descent come into prominence, allowing scholars to subsume them under the category of a Black Diaspora. 

The fractal patterns of cultural and political exchange and transformation that we try and specify through manifestly inadequate theoretical terms like creolisation and syncretism indicate how both ethnicities and political cultures have been made anew in ways that are significant not simply for the peoples of Caribbean but for Europe, for Africa, especially Liberia and Sierra Leone, and of course, for Black America. (Gilroy 2003: 62)

The term hybridity, here, clearly does not refer to the biological use of the notion. Hybridity as the mix of blood and breeds is simply not a concern for most first and second generation diasporas even though for the third and later generations it might be an influential part of their everyday realities. Furthermore, for diasporic groups from formerly colonised countries the matter of hybridity might have started even earlier since miscegenation was included in the colonisation process (Dyer 1997). “The indigenous other was perceived as an element to be absorbed or assimilated in order to strengthen the colonising group’s hold on territory. As Gilberto Freyre puts it succinctly; black wombs, white seed” (Gunew 2002: online). Nonetheless, what has widely impacted on the contemporary debates over diasporas is not the intermingling of disparate races or ethnicities but “cultural hybridity”, with its more positive connotations, focusing on the recognition and the consequent acceptance of differences and stressing the possibility of radical changes.  

However, despite the current celebration of the term, which basically results from its potential to broaden the horizons of scholars in the field, hybridity has not always had affirmative meanings. In contrast, it was interpreted rather negatively, being seen as a sign of lost purity. For that reason, hybrid subjects were likely to be seen as threats to the integrity of the state and nation, and therefore, hybridity was something to be prevented due to legal adjustments such as prohibiting interracial marriages.

Scientific claims about the distinctness of the races reinforced the pro-slavery ideology and gave grounds for the belief that hybrid was either a monstrous or debased offspring, and would inevitably be weaker and less fertile than either parent … Whenever the process of identity formation is premised on an exclusive boundary between ‘us’ and ‘them’, the hybrid, which is born out of the transgression of this boundary, figures as a form of danger, loss and degeneration. (Papastergiadis 2000: 171-74) 


Starting from mid 1940s, thanks to research substantiating the capability and the competence of hybrids, the understanding of hybridity has changed, although the anxiety and a remarkable melancholy surrounding the term seem to remain.​[7]​ Since the overwhelming privileged perception of the white race has not changed, the question of hybridity and the hybrid subjects still occupy a dual position: on the one hand, hybrid subjects signify a new, alternative social formation based on the unification of differences, especially in the era of increased migration. On the other hand, they retain an association with the loss of purity, and deficiency, causing a discomfort with their existence in the host society. This constant conflict gives the term, and so too the hybrid subjects, a sense of dynamism, preventing them from becoming a simple combination of two different races or cultures. Drawing on Homi K. Bhabha’s theorisation of hybridity, Nikos Papastergiadis argues that “the interaction between the two cultures proceeds with the illusion of transferable forms and transparent knowledge, but leads increasingly into resistant, opaque and dissonant exchanges” (2000: 194-95). In this respect, hybridity produces something or someone that occupies a “third space” which does not necessarily require assimilation. With its very idiosyncratic structure, this third space is what gives diasporas their particularity as increasingly important social formations.

The importance of the term hybridity in terms of the conceptualisation of diaspora is evident. Most of the diasporic subjects in contemporary Europe are from formerly colonised countries, which means they can be considered in important ways to be already hybrids. One of the most important benefits of the term hybridity is to posit diasporic discourse against any kind of essentialist evaluation of diaspora since it challenges existing dichotomies. In accordance with this perspective, any black person, regardless of where they are originally from, can be a member of the Black Diaspora depending on their cultural commonalties and shared experiences in diaspora. Likewise, Turkish and Kurdish people can be subsumed under the idea of a Turkish Diaspora if ethnic essentialism is rejected. However, the notion of hybridity cannot be read only as the mixing of blood/culture solely within the diasporic community or as a solidarity and cooperation among various minority groups. Because renouncing distinctiveness, and instead, trying to create mixed social and cultural ties, definitely includes the members of the host society. As stated by historian Ernest Renan, “race is something which is made and unmade … The instinctive consciousness which presided over the construction of the map of Europe took no account of race, and the leading nations of Europe are nations of essentially mixed blood” (1990: 15). That is to say, the intermingling of races, cultures and different ethnic groups is not particular to diasporic communities. It is part of the history of even the most eminent European countries such as France, England, and Germany, which are now the host countries of most diasporic subjects.  Moreover, as expressed by Étienne Balibar, Europe itself is a great mixture.
Without even considering the question of minorities, we are dealing with “triple points” or mobile “overlapping zones” of contradictory civilisations rather than with juxtapositions of monolithic entities. In all its points, Europe is multiple; it is always home to tensions between numerous religious, cultural, linguistic and political affiliations, numerous readings of history, numerous modes of relations with the rest of the world.  (Balibar 2003: 5)


The suggested possibility of multiple affiliations in Europe also evokes the term “in-betweenness” which constitutes another very important concept in addition to hybridity. The in-betweenness of diasporic subjects is a type of disappearance between two imaginary physical places (di Stefano 2002: 40). How people in diaspora posit themselves, where they feel they belong (their home countries or host countries), and how they define themselves are significant questions in this respect. It is mostly considered that a diasporic community, especially second or third generation members of it, are exposed to two different cultures; one at home, the culture of their parents and so of their ancestors; and the other in the public sphere, the culture of the host country.​[8]​ In this sense, the matter of in-betweenness unavoidably interlinks with the issue of generation, on the basis of the fact that successive generations seem much more likely to be effected in different ways by in-betweenness. 

It is argued that the notion of in-betweenness has negative connotations, suggesting disorientation or atomisation of diasporic individuals. However, it does not necessarily imply conflict. Avtar Brah, drawing on the Asian experience in Britain, contends that there is no evidence supporting the negative interpretation of the term in-betweenness (1996: 42). Maxim Biller, too, argues in his study on second and third generation immigrants in Germany, that due to moving back and forth between two positions these new generations have much more exciting lives, which keep their language passionate, fresh, and give them energy for their successes as well as for the appeal of their creative work (cited in Fachinger 2007: 244). Although the integration of the first generation diasporas into the host society is not very likely, successive generations, especially the ones who were born in the host country, arguably feel much more willing to integrate. Thereby they develop close relationships not only with the host society but also with the members of other minorities, with whom they share the status of subordination. In doing so, they form a “diasporic public sphere” (Werbner 2002) through which they acquire recognition and become politically influential.​[9]​ This also explains why new generations of diasporic communities prefer living in the culturally mixed centres of the cities, whereas their parents used to reside in “ghettos” or enclaves with closed social lives. Of course this cannot be explained simply by the conservatism of the older generations. There were several reasons for their choice, such as the hostility and in most cases racism in the host country; not knowing the language; economic inefficacy resulting from low-paid jobs; and tough working conditions, which altogether caused alienation and isolation. In many ways, they were obliged to live together, forming exclusive communities. Yet, whatever the reasons were, younger generations have been interacting more with and even perceiving themselves as part of the host society. Their success in this suggests that not only the minority cultures but also the cultures of the dominant majority are in the process of transformation: hybridity appears as an unavoidable process for both sides. The diasporic communities play a significant role in moulding social, cultural and economic structures in host countries. If it is possible even for the apparently irreconcilable social and cultural structures of formerly colonised Indians and British colonisers to intermingle, then this can be interpreted as a sign of their reciprocal instability and the strong potential, if not a natural tendency, for cultures to hybridise. In relation to identity and culture, notions such as hybridisation have become more important and functional for analysis than insisting on the uniqueness of each diasporic group or boundary maintenance among co-ethnic members in different countries around the world.

Diaspora in the Age of Globalisation
The age of globalisation can also be described as the “age of migration” (Castles and Miller 2003) and/or the era of “transnational corporations” (Miyoshi 1993). Lavie and Swedenburg’s description of diasporas in this context suggests an inclusive approach, asserting that:

[D]iaspora refers to the doubled relationship or dual loyalty that migrants, exiles and refugees have to place ​– their connections to the space they currently occupy and their continuing involvement with back home. Diasporic populations frequently occupy no singular cultural space but are enmeshed in circuits of social, economic and cultural ties encompassing both the mother country and the country of settlement. (1996: 14)


This particular interpretation of diasporic subjects demonstrates remarkable similarities to transnational corporations since the latter implies “denationalisation” (Ohmae 1994) and “might no longer be tied to its nation of origin but is adrift and mobile and ready to settle anywhere” (Miyoshi 1993: 736). As proposed by Pnina Werbner, “the model of diasporic formation and reproduction draws on the contemporary world of global finance with its radically new forms of decentralised expansion” (2002: 123). In a way, the status of feeling connected to different locations, and thus to different cultures, has become a concern for everybody living in this globally connected world, not only for diasporic individuals. This is an era in which the traditional perception of time and place has been subverted, partly as a result of the new communication technologies. In this era of mobility, people can be considered as nomads who feel themselves at home everywhere because “migrancy explicitly privileges the notion of movement and process rather than stability and fixity across both space and time” (Harney and Baldassar 2007: 192). The constant sense of connectivity brings closer any distance, blurring the borderlines between the home and the outside world, and moreover between now and then.
 
Affiliative ties are no longer experienced merely as shared geographical and experiential realities, but also become part of an endless loop of images shaping ideas of the diaspora and the home, the collective perception. The affective communities that the diaspora re-imagines are not unanchored in locality, but rather are powerfully shaped by the transnational circuits of media, capital and politics. (Moorti 2003: 368)


In addition to Moorti’s account, Rey Chow’s following example explicates how the understanding of migration and the perception of immigrants have changed in correlation with developing communication technologies. “The latest irony to mediatised culture is the electronification of migranthood itself. It is now possible to have surplus humans working for speed technology without physically crossing borders … These immigrants require neither resident permits nor health care insurance” (1993: 179-80). Globalisation and its effects on migration and diasporas comprise a major issue in relation to the concept of mobility and how it is enhanced by means of developing communication technologies. Simply put, new technologies create opportunities for transnational communication which enable diasporic communities to develop and consolidate their transnational networks. 

Although “there is no direct causal link evident from the fact that the earliest diasporas precede the age of globalisation by 2500 years” (Cohen 2003: 175), the impact of new communication technologies, changing perception of place and time thanks to these new communication means, free labour and capital flow policies and many other dimensions identified with globalisation should be considered in any evaluation of the contemporary concept of diaspora and diasporic identities. “Indeed, any investigation of diaspora politics and activities must be sensitive to the fact that diasporas comprise an integral and distinctive part of the globalised political economy” (Davies 2007: 67). Accordingly, Robin Cohen evaluates the relation between globalisation and disapora as follows: 

1.	A world economy with quicker and denser transactions between its subsectors due to better communications, cheaper transport, a new international division of labour, the activities of transnational corporations and the effects of liberal trade and capital-flow policies
1.	Forms of international migration that emphasise contractual relationships, family visits, intermittent stays abroad and sojourning, as opposed to permanent settlement and the exclusive adoption of the citizenship of a destination country
1.	The development of global cities in response to the intensification of transactions and interactions between the different segments of the world economy and their concentration in certain cities whose significance resides more in their global, rather than their national, roles
1.	The creation of cosmopolitan and local cultures promoting or reacting to globalisation
1.	A deterritorialisation of social identity challenging the hegemonising nation-states’ claim to make an exclusive citizenship defining focus of allegiance and fidelity in favor of overlapping, permeable and multiple forms of identification. (2003: 157)   


It is, therefore, obvious that by means of globalisation, and more fundamentally, due to its impact on the cultural and social policies of governments, people can travel much more easily today, resulting in high migration levels. Statistically speaking, the current global population is approximately 6.5 billion with a 1.2 per cent growth rate per annum (IOM 2007: online). According to the recent report of the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) the number of migrants worldwide is 192 million, meaning that roughly one of every thirty five persons in the world is a migrant. In addition, the current annual growth of the migrant population is about 2.9 per cent (IOM 2007: online), which can be seen as evidence of an increased flow of people. 

The other side of the coin is the reaction against globalisation and its unwelcome outcomes. In his report on the conference “New Citizenship – Refugees and the Undocumented in the European Space and New Citizenships and Territory: Towards Recomposing the Local and the National”, Mark J. Miller summarises the research of Daniela Joly, who was one of the contributors to the conference, and discusses the regime transformations in European policies toward refugees since World War II. According to the Joly report, European countries have not ended asylum but they favour the extension of temporary protected status. The goal is no longer settlement but rotation with reduced social and citizenship rights (Miller 2001: 917). As stated earlier, in the contemporary world, the characteristics of migration are changing, requiring new regulations and formulations for citizenship, which is also very closely related to the legal situation of successive generations in diasporic communities and will be dealt within the last part of this chapter on the basis of the Turkish community in Germany. 

Evidently, the contradictory facets of globalisation are to the fore; on the one hand it encourages movement, travel, but on the other hand it provokes regulations aiming to restrict this augmented flow of people. It is possible to say that increased global mobility results in social, economic and demographic problems. Yet it is also celebrated as a sign of the hybrid, multicultural, transnational characteristics of the global world, which are also widely related to the term diaspora. What is certain is that these processes are bringing into question fixed notions of nationality: “New spatial flows and sedimentations associated with transnational relationships and a globalised economy are dissolving any simple equivalence between nation, citizenship and the public sphere” (Newman 2007: 28). In this sense, diaspora is deeply implicated in contemporary process of nation-building, and it is to this that I now turn.

Rethinking Nation in the Light of Diaspora
The notion of diaspora unavoidably calls other relevant concepts into question because the ambiguity of the term diaspora partially results from the changing meaning of related notions such as homeland, transnationalism, post-colonialism and nation that are all interrelated and have been used frequently in debates about diaspora. I want to examine these concepts more closely.  

Sujata Moorti, focusing on the lived experiences of contemporary diasporas, along with their sustained relationships with the homeland, expresses a need for rewriting “home”. “Within the diasporic imaginary, home is a contested and emotionally fraught terrain. As a primary site of identification, the term resists the multiple affiliations and shared identities that are characteristics of the diasporic experience” (Moorti 2003: 360). Moreover, home and homeland may not necessarily mean the same thing for diasporic subjects any more. “A person might leave her/his home (a stable place of residence that feels secure, comfortable and familiar) to return to a homeland (a place of origin to which one feels emotionally attached)” (Ishkanian 2004: 114). David Morley further argues how in the era of mobility the concepts of home and homeland have begun to lose their sacredness and they cannot be defined according to the geographical borders of countries. Quoting Angelica Bammer, he defines home as “a mobile symbolic habitat, a performative way of living and of doing things in which one makes one’s own home while in movement” (Morley 2000: 47). However, this definition contains its antithesis, indicating the state of homelessness as well. If home is a symbolic habitat and if one can create one’s home wherever one wants, the stability of home is at risk. Besides, stating that everywhere is home might also imply that nowhere is a “real” home. That is, “heimat is a mythical bond rooted in a lost past, a past that has already disintegrated” (Morley and Robins 1996: 459). Hamid Naficy, too, argues that home becomes an impossible object for a person in a host country who locates her/his home in a homeland which is distant and inaccessible (1999: 31). Retaining their strong bonds with the country of origin and thus having a supreme image of a home in the homeland, people in diaspora tend to suffer from a strong longing for this sacred yet imagined and elusive home. 

The meaning of homeland has been changing not only for the members of diasporic communities, but also for the members of the host society, causing a slippery ground for taken-for-granted senses of belonging and identities. “The modern use of the word ‘homeland’ is predicated on the existence of a nation-state. It is presumed that since everyone is a member of a national community, they are also at home there” (Papastergiadis 2000: 54). However,

[In a world that] is increasingly characterised by exile, migration and diaspora, with all the consequences of unsettling and hybridisation, there can be no place for such absolutism of the pure and authentic. In this world, there is no longer any place like Heimat. More significant, for European cultures and identities now, is the experience of displacement and transition. (Morley and Robins 1996: 474)
 
 
This seemingly inescapable displacement can be rendered as a traumatic loss. Nevertheless, one can also read the reduced sacredness of a homeland or being/feeling totally homeless positively. Rey Chow argues that, for a migrant, who is the involuntary (since migration, in most cases, is forced by poor economic, political or demographic conditions in one’s home country) passenger-in-transit between cultures, homelessness might be the only home state (1993: 179). Her metaphorical use of “home” meaning “the familiar” leads to an alternative understanding of home and homeland in the age of diasporas. Instead of longing for home and homeland, carrying one’s home inside and feeling free from homesickness might also have an impact on the members of the host society. It might change the views of the hosts, leading to worries about the sanctity and safety of home. Because “the ‘savage’ is no longer out there but has invaded the ‘home’ here and has fissured it in the process” (Lavie and Swedenburg 1996: 2). This marks the moment when margins and peripheries move towards the centre, resulting in the enforced recognition, if not total acceptance, of difference and the different “other” by the natives. The famous, controversial graffiti ‘”I am here because you were there” reveals who the “savage” is and why the existence of the “others” within the host society are conceived as a threat to the purity of homeland and nation.

Members of diasporic communities generally come from countries which are considered peripheral to countries perceived as central, physically crossing the borders of nation-states. As “a community within community”, like a “parasite”, diasporic subjects are seen as “an internal threat to the structural integrity of the nation”: “the nation-state discovers an ‘alien’ element within the national body which operates according to its own laws, disciplinary mechanism, circuits of capital etc.” (Axel 2002: 240). In this context, “they disturb the sense of boundedness and can challenge nation-state ideals such as social cohesion” (Koser 2007: 234-35). Their mere physical existence, especially if they are not white, is enough to cause apprehension. According to Dyer, “non-white people are associated in various ways with the dirt that comes out of the body, notably in the repeated racist perception that they smell; especially in a British context, that their food smells, that they eat dirty foods – offal, dogs, snakes” (1997: 75-76). Therefore, they also encounter social boundaries, which confine them into restricted geographical areas and resultant restricted living conditions. The diasporic subjects are supposed to cross these social boundaries as well. “The approach to the nation implies borders, policing, suspicion and crossing (or refusal of entry) – try to enter a country at the center, and the border is still there to be crossed, the frontier shifted from periphery to center” (Bennington 1990: 121). This entanglement, at the same time, requires crossing psychological borders in the minds of both diasporic subjects themselves and native people. 

Nonetheless, as a result of the constant process of crossing borders physically, socially and psychologically, diasporic identities make a significant impact on traditional meanings of the notions of “local” and “global”. “Diasporas are emblems of transnationalism because they embody the question of borders, which is at the heart of any adequate definition of the others of the nation-state” (Tölölyan 1996: 429). They are at once local and global; “glocal”.​[10]​ They consist of networks of transnational identifications encompassing “imagined” and “encountered” communities (Brah 1996: 197). Returning to the main features of diaspora, it is clear that in order to be considered as a diaspora, the members have to be dispersed to different destinations, and they should be in contact, establishing a sense of solidarity between these communities in different geographies; consequently, diasporic subjects cannot be confined within the borders of only one nation-state. They always tend to transcend both physical borders separating one nation-state from another; and social and psychological borders isolating diasporic subjects within one society. Yet this transnational aspect of diasporic communities should not be simply equated with transnationalism itself.

We differentiate diaspora from transnationalism in that diaspora refers specifically to the movement of people from one or more nation-states to another. Transnationalism speaks to larger, more impersonal forces – specifically those of globalisation and global capitalism. Where diaspora addresses the migrations and displacements of subjects, transnationalism also includes the movements of information through cybernetics, as well as the traffic in goods, products and capital across geopolitical terrains through multinational corporations.  (Braziel and Mannur 2003: 8)


So, there is an obvious overlap between diaspora and transnationalism as well as an expansion of the meanings of either term in diverse directions. In other words, “migration and diaspora do, of course, define a wide range of social processes and experiences, but they do not exhaust transnationality” (Bowen 2007: 880). The transnational characteristic of diasporas is among the reasons that give the term its particularity, privileging the differences of diasporic communities from other minority groups or the societies of the host lands. The status of being transnational challenges traditional notions of citizenship and the nation-state. Transnational subjects may also be more tolerant of racial, ethnic and cultural differences and exhibit a greater propensity to intermingle with other ethnic groups. From a conservative point of view, this can threaten purity; however, it might also pave the way for co-existence as an alternative social form. Boyarin and Boyarin, with an example from Jewish history, explain why transnational diasporas have the potential for the unification of differences: “Within the conditions of diaspora, many Jews discovered that their well-being was absolutely dependent on principles of respect for difference, indeed that, as the radical slogan goes, no one is free until all are free” (1993: 720). They conclude that diasporic cultural identity teaches us that cultures are not preserved by avoiding intermingling with other cultures, in contrast, they can only survive by virtue of such mixing. Cultures as well as identities are constantly being remade (Boyarin and Boyarin 1993: 721). The mutual relation between the diasporic communities and the host society compels constant change and transformation for both sides of the interaction. 

As expressed earlier, the term diaspora has come to be used beyond its specific historical ties to the Jewish experience, and as a result:
 
[It] has been increasingly applied by anthropologists, literary theorists, and cultural critics to describe the mass migrations and displacements of the second half of the twentieth century, particularly in reference to the independence movements in formerly colonised areas, waves of refugees fleeing war-torn states, and fluxes of economic migration in the post-World War II era. (Braziel and Mannur 2003: 4)


This elucidates why the notion of diaspora is quite frequently related to the term “post-colonialism”. Homi K. Bhabha explicitly identifies the diasporic with the postcolonial, stating that “if I began with the scattering of people across countries, I want to end with their gathering in the city. The return of the diasporic; the postcolonial” (1990: 319). The notion of postcolonialism needs to be briefly examined in terms of its relation with diaspora, before returning to the issue of nation.

“Periodising colonialism and its ‘posts’ is not a simple task” (Frankenberg and Mani 2003: 353). It is accepted today that the term postcolonial does not simply address the period after colonialism. By contrast, it is possible to argue that new forms of colonialism and postcolonialist thinking and criticism coexist, particularly considering the recent changes in the world order epitomised by the invasion of Afghanistan, Iraq and the interference in Iran’s home and foreign affairs.​[11]​ Some even contend that contemporary transnational corporations are the means of a new colonialism as “they operate over distance, homogenise regions but remain aliens and outsiders in each place, faithful only to the exclusive clubs of which they are members” (Miyoshi 1993: 749). Furthermore, like diaspora, the meaning of the term postcolonial has changed over time.​[12]​ How the concept is defined is determined by the point of view of the user and is definitely influenced by social, cultural and political conditions. For instance, “for Indians, postcolonial might imply independence from Britain; birth of the nation-state; end of territorial colonialism, whereas it might mean, for Britain, the loss of colonies; decline of empire; and the appearance on British landscapes of a significant number of people from former colonies” (Frankenberg and Mani 2003: 347-48). The multiple meanings and interpretations of postcolonialism makes it difficult to attribute a stable and clear connection between the terms diaspora and postcolonialism, especially while diaspora is substantially transnational, and postcolonialism, in some cases, comprises the emergence of nation-states. Nevertheless, there are some significant issues to be considered in the connections between the concept of the postcolonial and the concepts of migration and diaspora. 

Here, an issue regarding diasporic communities which do not have a colonial past, such as Armenians and Turks, arises and requires clarification. It is a fact that not all diasporic communities are necessarily postcolonial. This begs the question; why then does post-colonialism constitute a crucial part in the debates around diaspora? It is of course the case that post-colonialism, as a paradigm that deals with the process of decolonisation, is central to one of the most important reasons for migration in the middle of the twentieth century and its significant consequences. Decolonisation of formerly colonised lands triggered a considerable amount of forced or voluntary migration to several destinations, but mainly to former colonial European countries which were conceived as “motherlands”, as in the case of Indians migrating to Britain or people from the Maghreb going to France. The conceptualisation of the term diaspora on the basis of cultural features, commonalities and solidarity among different groups, rather than on the basis of race and ethnicity, indicates its strong connection with anti-colonialist movements and post-colonialism. Edmund T. Gordon and Mark Anderson explain how the term diaspora was used as a part of anti-colonialist discourses as follows: “the term itself began to be employed at a particularly fertile moment in the civil rights and pan-African movements by intellectuals and activists striving to increase consciousness and solidarity in confrontation with racism and colonialism” (1999: 285). This signifies how the notion of diaspora, used with regard to post-colonialism, was devised as a strategy to deconstruct binary oppositions like “self” against “other” which were adopted by colonial discourses to build an identity for colonising subjects.​[13]​ In this respect, communities which are not postcolonial, but are diasporic, might be compared with postcolonial ones on the basis of being minority and marginal, sharing a migratory history and struggling against discrimination and all kinds of adversity resulting from being “different” within the host society. In a nutshell, cultural plurality, heterogeneity, solidarity among dispersed communities with resistance to dominance and oppression, and the celebration of hybridity appear to be shared features between post-colonialism and diaspora.

Intertwined with the debates about post-colonialism in the context of diaspora are the notions of “nation” and “national”. In fact, all the concepts discussed so far somewhat relate to nation, and thus should also be considered vis-à-vis the changing understanding of nation and national. Khachig Tölölyan draws attention to the importance of the question of nation in terms of diaspora in his preface for the journal Diaspora, and explains why the concept of nation should be taken into consideration:
 
Diaspora [the journal] must pursue, in texts literary and visual, canonical and vernacular, indeed in all cultural products and throughout history, the traces of struggles over and contradictions within ideas and practices of collective identity, of homeland and nation. Diaspora is concerned with the ways in which nations, real yet imagined communities, are brought into being, made and unmade, in culture and politics, both on land people call their own and in exile. (1996: 426-27)


In tune with the suggested conncection between diaspora and nation, James Clifford suggests that we should focus on the borders of diaspora, on what it defines itself against rather than locating essentialist features. He further asserts that diasporas are caught up with and defined against the norms of nation-states and indigenous, and especially autochthonous, claims by tribal peoples (Clifford 1994: 307). However, it seems necessary to remark that some communities in diaspora are known to pursue an ideal of becoming a united nation one day, such as Jews and Armenians. 

Anderson highlights a form of long-distance patriotism that immigrants tend to nurture. In an effort to sustain their ties with the homeland, diasporic populations use new communication technologies to participate in a long-distance politics, shaping policies in the homeland but maintaining the sanctity of their lives in the West. (Moorti 2003: 356)


One also needs to bear in mind how problematic the relation between nation and state is (Jacobson 1996; Mandaville 1999). Being against nation-states does not necessarily mean to be anti-nationalist. In accordance with this, diasporas cannot simply be declared as anti-nationalist since “state and nation are at each other’s throats, and the hyphen that links them is now less an icon of conjuncture than an index of disjuncture” (Appadurai 2003b: 38). That is, diasporas residing in different nation-states can form resistance against assimilationist policies of these states, yet at the same time, they can preserve their own ideals for a nation. “The currently emergent consensus in the literature is that many diasporas are deeply implicated both ideologically and materially in the nationalist projects of their homelands” (Werbner 2002: 120). These considerations suggest that concepts of diaspora and nation are essentially interrelated. Therefore, what is meant by nation, the origins of it and how the notion of nation changed over time should be further elaborated. 

Adopting the definition of nationalists, Anthony D. Smith depicts nation as a named community of history and culture, possessing a unified territory, economy, mass education system and common laws, and he asserts that this is considered as an ideal type of nation, which is widely accepted today (1996: 7). On the other hand, Ernest Renan emphasises the importance of a spiritual principle in the formation of nations: “Two things, which in truth are but one, constitute this soul or spiritual principle. One lies in the past, one in the present. One is the possession in common of a rich legacy of memories; the other is present-day consent, the desire to live together” (1990: 18-19). Regardless of which of these bases one would like to build the evaluation of nation on, the roots and main components of a nation are noteworthy.

Since the fall of the Roman Empire or rather since the disintegration of Charlemagne’s empire, Western Europe has seemed to us to be divided into nations … Nations, in this sense of the term, are something fairly new in history. Antiquity was unfamiliar with them; Egypt, China and ancient Chaldea were in no way nations … Classical antiquity had republics, municipal kingdoms, confederations of local republics and empires, yet it can hardly be said to have had nations in our understanding of the term … It was in fact the Germanic invasions which introduced into the world the principle which, later, was to serve as a basis for the existence of nationalities … They effected little change in the racial stock, but they imposed dynasties and a military aristocracy upon the more or less extensive parts of the old empire of the West, which assumed the names of their invaders. This was the origin of France, Burgundy, and Lombardy and subsequently Normandy. (Renan 1990: 8-9)


Thus, in this view, the constituents of any nation, at the birth of nations, were dynastic principle, race or religion, and language in later times.​[14]​ Currently, there are two broad opposing approaches that seem predominant in the field and that formulate the formative components of a nation according to different principles:
 
The nation is often seen as an abstraction, something that nationalists and elites in general have constructed to serve their partisan aims. On this reading, nations lack tangibility or any primordial character. They constitute mere ideals, or mere legitimations and political arguments (Breuilly 1982 pp. 1-41; Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983; Sathyamurthy 1983) … Against this fashionable view, the so-called ‘primordialists’ argued for the reality of nations, and the almost natural quality of ethnic belonging. National sentiment is no construct, it has a real, tangible, mass base. At its root is a feeling of kinship, of the extended family, that distinguishes national from every other kind of group sentiment.  (Smith 1996: 106-107) 


Standing close to the critical reading of the concept which conceives nation as an abstract construction, modernists like Anderson, Gellner and Nairn evaluate nation by mainly focusing on the correlations between the rise of nations and modernity. They emphasise the imagined and constructed status of the nation, contributing to the change in the understanding of the concept. For Anderson, for example, the nation is imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will not know each other personally, but in their mind they retain an image of their communion which is provided by the national temporality of “meanwhile” (2006: 6).​[15]​ Once the nation is deemed as a construction rather than a material entity, it becomes hard to ground it on conventional components such as dynasty, religion, and language. From this point of view, nation becomes “a question of address, not of origin or genes” (Willeman 2006: 30), allowing discursive definitions. 

If we follow Anderson’s work, which still constitutes a milestone in the theorisation of the modern nation, the change in the understanding of nation can be related to the technological, cultural and political changes occurring in the world today. He asserted that the advent of print technology created the foundation on which modern nations arose. Imagined communities were formed by virtue of the shared “feeling of communion” provided by printed documents such as books and daily mails, which created unified fields of exchange and communication (Anderson 2006: 44-46). Two members of a society were able to feel connected by reading the same text, either at the same or at different times, even though it was very likely for them not to be aware of each other’s existence. 

New communication technologies might be seen as the contemporary equivalent of print media as regards the maintenance of national and the construction of transnational imagined communities, or of “communities of sentiment” as Arjun Appadurai calls them, in the sense that they “begin to imagine and feel things together” (2003a: 8).​[16]​ 

The rapid exchange of information held out by audiovisual technology in the twentieth century mirrors an extraordinarily rapid expansion in the rate and extent of human, intellectual and financial migration. Music, radio, television, video, cinema and the Internet may link nations and blur their differences. (Miller 1999: 95) 


This sense of mobility of people, along with the exchange of information and culture, has called the traditional perception of nation as a homogenous entity into question. Due to the frequent existence of the “other”, of the diasporic, who can be seen as an agency changing the totality of the nation and national culture from within, it has become questionable to talk about pure nations. “Unity is inherently problematic, and any homogeneity must be shaped across a network of strategic alliances between dominant and subordinate groupings” (Davies 2007: 71). As a result, in the era of diasporas, “it becomes impossible to comprehend the new shape of certain polities – the European Community – without taking into account the effects of massive movements of North African, or Turkish migrations of guest-workers … Transnational forces are intervening in ways whose consequences are not yet clear” (Tölölyan 1996: 428). Definitive results of this change are still to be identified, but it is possible to refer to one obvious consequence, which is the shift in the traditional perception of nation. “After all, one of the most frequently heard laments in many nations today is about deteritoralisation and the loss of cultural grounding, both central tropes in any discussion of diaspora” (Huyssen 2003: 151). In a traditional sense, the two terms represent opposite poles. Diaspora is identified with displacement whereas nation requires the protection of geographical boundaries, or nation is generally considered as homogenous while diaspora goes with hybridity and heterogeneity. Overall, with their transnational features and unfixed status, diasporas appear to have the power to call into question any essentialist meaning of nation. 

Despite the main differences that determine the boundaries of the two concepts, there are also some correlations between diaspora and nation. Andreas Huyssen is one of the scholars who underscores the affinities between the two: 

The attempt to create a unified or even mythic memory of the lost homeland, of the history of displacement, and the desire to return may be as much a temptation for diaspora as the creation of a unitary national memory is for the nation. Often enough it is precisely the national mechanism of exclusion by a majority culture that generates and strengthens this diasporic counternationalism. (2003: 150) 

Tölölyan, too, agrees with the idea that diasporas sometimes can be the source of ideological, financial and political support for national movements, referring to the Israel-Palestine conflict (1996: 428). Some scholars even argue that diaspora can be seen as “an extension of the nation-state model” in that “it constitutes foreignness within other nations and ethnicities” and “implies a congruence between territory, culture and identity” (Huyssen 2003: 150). In accordance with the perspectives presented above, it is not only the perception and understanding of nation but also of diaspora which has been changing in the contemporary world. Since the two concepts are strongly interrelated they inevitably influence and transform each other. Diaspora might include new meanings, depending on the changing nature of nation, or nations require new definitions considering the hybridisation of culture and societies resulting from the existence of diasporas within the boundaries of nation-states. 

The existence of diasporic subjects in the centre of host nations, therefore, presents an opportunity to question traditional and restrictive perceptions of the concepts discussed, including diaspora itself. Focusing on the mobility, marginality and difference which are also important features of diasporic subjects, Edward Said states that; “exiles [and also diasporas] cross borders, break barriers of thought and experience” (Said 1990: 365). Members of diasporic communities know at least two languages; they are familiar with at least two different cultures, thus two different points of view, enriching not only their own lives but also the social and cultural life of the host countries; and they are the symbolic bridges between the countries providing and facilitating social, cultural and economic interactions.

The new notions of space and the new connections between global cities advantage diasporas. Members of diasporas are almost by definition more mobile than people who are rooted in national spaces. They are certainly more prone to international mobility and change their places of work and residence more frequently … In the age of globalisation, their language skills, familiarity with other cultures and contacts in other countries make many members of diasporas highly competitive in the international labour, service and capital markets. (Cohen 2003: 169)       


Members of diaspora represent changing values and notions. In this sense, we can no longer think of identity as a stable fact or as a completed process.​[17]​ Therefore, diaspora draws attention to controversial issues and requires alternative perspectives in order to understand the reality of today’s world comprehensively. “In a way, diaspora is an excellent opportunity to think through some of vexed questions such as solidarity and criticism, belonging and distance, insider spaces and outsider spaces, identity as invention and identity as natural, location-subject positionality and the politics of representation, rootedness and rootlessness”  (Radhakrishnan 2003: 129). Globalisation inevitably brings about a process of intermingling of cultures and hybridisation. Cultures and identities cannot and do not need to be protected against each other, but they can coexist, and diasporic communities and their relations with the host societies prove exemplars of this possibility. 

In this respect, can the Turkish community in Germany be analysed as a part of the host society despite its supposedly different cultural identity? 

In countless debates about the mass migration to Germany that predated 1990, and in much of the international scholarship on “migrants’ literature” or “intercultural literature in Germany”, Turks occupy a central representative position, not on a vibrating tightrope, but on an inflexible bridge “between two worlds”. One of these worlds is customarily presumed to be European and the other not, while the space between is cast as a site of discriminatory exclusions or the home of happy hybridity. (Adelson 2005: 5)


The alleged controversial position of Turkey and Turks in Germany, in terms of being part of European culture or not, places additional tension on the issue of understanding and analysing this group. In this respect, how to address the Turkish community in Germany is important. Can this group of people be considered as a diaspora? How has the relationship between Turks in Germany and Germans as the hosts developed over the past fifty years? Has there been any change in the Turkish community in terms of integration and in their perception throughout this time? These are the questions I will try to answer in the last part of this chapter.

The Turkish Community in Germany: A Diaspora?
In the era of mass migration triggered by various factors such as economic, demographic, social, ecological, political or cultural, and considering all the ambiguities surrounding the concept of diaspora that have already been discussed, it seems even more difficult to make a definite decision about whether a minority group is a diaspora or not. The main features of diaspora developed by Safran, Needham, Clifford and Cohen can provide guidance to see which components apply to any particular group. For the specific purposes of this dissertation it becomes significant which of the definitive characteristics of diaspora can be seen among the Turks in Germany. To illuminate the issue, a historical analysis of the Turkish migrants’ situation in Germany is required. 

First, it has to be said that within the scope of this study, positive readings of the concepts of hybridity and heterogeneity related to diaspora are central to the analysis. This means focusing on cultural commonalities and shared lived experiences rather than a separatist ethnic essentialism. However, I am also conscious of the risks of celebrating hybridity unreservedly. “Notions of hybridity as celebrated within discourses of the post-colonial have been criticised by many for erasing history, substantialising the autonomy and purity of original cultures, and for obfuscating the concrete relationships of political domination and economic exploitation” (Yoshimoto 2006: 259). Likewise, Katherine Pratt Ewing articulates that the employment of hybridity as a strategy for the mediation of differences make the process of integration more difficult. “Not only does it posit and constitute homogenous collective identities that hamper recognition of the actual heterogeneity of those who fall within the category of this collective identity; it also exacerbates miscommunications between Germans and Turks and between generations within the immigrant community” (Ewing 2006: 267). Nonetheless, I propose stressing the dynamic and fluid nature of cultural hybridity, which allows crossing ethnic and/or national boundaries. This does not presuppose or dictate an elimination of differences but instead suggests a possibility of togetherness through differences.

I am at the same time aware of the distinct ethnic backgrounds of Turkish and Kurdish people and the importance of ethnic affiliations in the formation of identity. This becomes particularly significant regarding the ongoing battle between the Turkish army and the Kurdistan Workers’ Party,​[18]​ which was listed as a terrorist organisation by numerous international organisations and states. The strife in Turkey has been affecting the lives of ordinary Turkish and Kurdish citizens increasing ethnic clash and hostility. In the shadow of this expanding battle,​[19]​ the current situation seems very likely to result in a social explosion causing opposing sides to claim recognition on the basis of their distinctiveness.​[20]​ Under these circumstances, the sensitivity of the issue cannot be ignored. It is not only ethnic affiliations which cause conflicts, but also the differing religious and political beliefs of people from Turkey. Some of them are Sunni Muslims while others, by contrast, are Shiites, constituting a minority group in Turkey. Moreover, some of them are leftist whereas some are on the right wing of the political spectrum. They even further diversify on the basis of which city in Turkey they come from. That is to say, the Turkish community in Germany by no means constitutes a single, homogenous entity. In contrast, heterogeneity seems to be the defining feature of this community. We are, then, talking of a “complex or segmented diaspora”, to adapt Pnina Werbner’s definition, which is linguistically, religiously and politically diverse. Werbner further argues that the identities of the members of such diasporas “are not fixed but situationally determined … In diaspora, the sharing of a regional culture can create cross-cutting ties and the potential for transcendent coalitions and alliances which mitigate conflicts” (2004: 900) over which they fought at home.​[21]​ Therefore, looking at the peaceful social and cultural relationship of these groups acting as one community in Germany in the last five decades,​[22]​ it would not be implausible to subsume them under the same category, referring to their country of origin, Turkey.

Generally speaking, the Turkish community in Europe has been growing steadily. For Western Europe as a whole it rose from 1, 988, 000 in 1985 to 3, 000, 034 in 1996, which means a 52.6 per cent increase over one decade (Manço 2007: 2). Moreover, Turkish immigrants all around Europe appear to form a special community, creating a particular cross-border diaspora identity in terms of its magnitude and demographic weight. It can be seen that this population tends to maintain its distinctive identity and traditions through social, political, religious and ethnic establishments such as a web of immigrant associations, from local mosques to Europe-wide federations (Manço 2007: 2). Although there are several Turkish communities in different European countries, among them Germany occupies a privileged place because it alone hosts two-thirds of all Turkish migrants as verified by the following statistics:​[23]​


















      
      Table 1: Number of Turkish Citizens in European Countries












Table 2: Turkish Population in EU Countries (thousands)
Eurostat, Federal German Statistics Office, Turkish Studies Center 2003


Despite the slight discrepancy between the figures in the two tables – which is probably because there is not an established registry system regarding international migration statistics in Turkey (Turkish Statistical Institute 2010: online) – both sets of data testify that Germany has the highest Turkish population. In order to understand why Germany has attracted most of the Turkish people, who now constitute an extraordinarily prominent group, the history and characteristic of migration from Turkey into this country needs to be investigated.  

After Turkey and Germany signed the treaty for labour export in 1961 (Heckmann 2003: 311), Turkish men were invited to Germany as “guest workers”.​[24]​ Contrary to general belief, “in the initial years, more than 60 per cent of Turkish workers in Germany were from İstanbul and Ankara; and 33.3 per cent of these migrants had graduated from secondary school or higher education in Turkey” (Akgündüz 1998: 113). Alongside this, the fact that they were expected to stay only temporarily kept the degree of opposition to this labour migration low in Germany during the 1960s (Münz and Ulrich 1998; Mani 2007: 47). However, the demographic structure of the Turkish immigrants in Germany changed dramatically in the following years. People who were suffering from poverty, unemployment and hard living conditions in rural Anatolia took this German recruitment policy as a wonderful opportunity to begin a new life. They were not very well educated or qualified but matched the expectations of Germany which needed manpower to mitigate shortages in various industries. This labour migration, involving men only, continued until 1973, when Germany announced a recruitment stop. It was followed by the subsequent arrival of their families until the 1980s owing to the legal adjustments of German laws, which improved workers’ legal status and made family reunifications possible (Münz and Ulrich 1998: 6). After the interruption caused by the German government’s promotion of return migration at the beginning of the 1980s, new waves of immigration occurred in the late 1980s, mainly consisting of Kurds fleeing due to intensified pressure in eastern and southern parts of Turkey, and in the early 1990s following the unification in Germany. Evidently, migration patterns and motivations have changed; the early labour migration which was collective in character turned into a chain migration which is mostly individual and characterised by family unifications, political exiles and bride/groom imports.

At first, Yalcin Heckmann explains, these workers were addressed as “Gastarbeiter” (guest workers), a term which euphemistically described their legal and social status in Germany. The term was devised to “underline their temporality and also to stress that they should not be exploited as labour slaves after the Nazi fashion, but treated like guests” (Horrocks and Kolinsky 1996: xviii). In other words, a labour migrant was “a guest, whose primal familiarity to the German nation is through the justification of his existence as a labourer, but whose familiarity as a guest is at once belaboured by foreignness” (Mani 2007: 45). As the guest workers decided to reside permanently in the host country, this guest/host model became inappropriate over time. Consequently, the description was found to be outdated, humiliating, and was eventually abandoned. It was gradually replaced by various terms like “ausländische Arbeitnehmer” (foreign members of the workforce) (Horrocks and Kolinsky 1996: xii), “Ausländer” (foreigner) and “Mitbürger” (co-citizen), which in essence continued to highlight their otherness and displacement (Kaya and Kentel 2004: 10). It has been observed that, for the second and third generation Turks in Germany, the hyphenated term “Deutsch-Türke” (German-Turk) has been preferably and frequently used (Heckmann 2003: 311), emphasising their transnational, multi-local way of living as well as their multi-layered national identities and affiliations. 

The hyphen becomes the third time-space. A sense of time is created in the interstices between nonsynchronic fragments and essentialist nostalgia … Yet the hyphenated time-space is a process not of becoming a something but one that remains active and intransitive. This process does not limit itself to a duality between two cultural heritages. It leads on the one hand, to an active search of our mother’s garden … the consciousness of root values … and on the other hand, to a heightened awareness of the other minority sensitivities, hence of a Third World solidarity, and by extension, of the necessity for new alliances. (Lavie and Swedenburg 1996: 17)


Addressing these second or third generation Turks in Germany as hyphenated nationals, namely as Turkish-Germans, therefore, implies that the generational differences reflected in their self-descriptions go hand in hand with increasing integration and changing identification patterns.

Even though first generation Turkish immigrants were expected to return, it soon became clear that Turkish people in Germany were permanent,​[25]​ underlining that the idea of return remains as a myth rather than being a real goal for most diasporic communities.​[26]​ They established an unexpected “social existence” (Halle 2008: 137) on German soil.  As more and more Turkish people chose to settle during the late 1970s and the early 1980s, the German government made few attempts to facilitate their integration to the host society (Fachinger 2007: 248). Integration actually meant assimilation in German terms as “Turks were expected to renounce Islam and its sociocultural prescriptions” (Horrocks and Kolinsky 1996: xix) to feel belong to their host society.​[27]​ This was the time when German public discourse began to frame the problem of Turkish people’s “apparent” lack of integration into German society, which was the consequence of a cultural clash between not just Turks and Germans, but between what Ewing terms “village Islam” and rural communities, on the one hand, and secular urban culture on the other (Ewing 2006: 269). First generation guest workers, in this sense, were somewhat anachronistic subjects coming from rural Anatolia, which was twenty to thirty years behind modern Germany. However, “cultural difference, which until 1966 was championed by newspapers as a factor to be reckoned with, turned into a moral issue ... The religious difference of Turks was presented as a force threatening the very fibre of German society” (Mani 2007: 48). As a result, in addition to hard working conditions, Turkish people experienced hostility and discrimination in their country of settlement; in the so-called “promised land”.​[28]​

As Hage has pointed out:

Hope, as a concept, which human beings relate to their future, can be given as the most important motivation behind the migration to European countries. Until recently, the capacity of a great majority of migrants to settle in different countries of Europe was dependent on the availability of a western “surplus of hope”. However, it is clear today that while the West is producing a surplus of many things, hope is not among them. (Hage 2003: 17)

That is, the promised land, in most cases, did not match the expectations, but instead, negated the overvalued sense of hope. This evokes the bitter reality, especially considering that immigrants have often been exploited by the host country to sustain economic development. This is exactly one of the problems that all diasporic subjects have experienced in their host countries across the world. The majority of those who are recruited have low-paid, unskilled jobs requiring long working hours with hard working conditions.​[29]​ This way of living at the minimum standards was the norm for especially the first generation of immigrants. 

Tough working and living conditions together with consistent exclusion and daily exposure to discrimination can be given as one of the most important reasons for any diasporic community to organise around religion and religious activities. As stated by Castles and Davidson:

Religion is the hard kernel of identity, through which migrants can compensate for the loss of social orientation caused by displacement to another society. Where settlement is experienced in terms of economic marginalisation, social isolation and racism, religious solidarity becomes a key form of resistance. Islam has played a major role in consolidating North African communities in France and the Turkish community in Germany. Islam provided a source of self-esteem and a hope for protecting children from a culture of moral laxity, violence and drug taking, as experienced in the run down areas where immigrants had to live. Islam became a source of ethnic pride and community solidarity. It also gave a sense of belonging in a transnational “imagined community” based on religion, which compensated for isolation in the society of residence. (2000: 136-37)


In this respect, the Turkish community in Germany, particularly the first generation – after family reunification took place – tended to construct their collective social identity in terms of their religion, resulting in a social and cultural conflict with the members of the host society.​[30]​ The transnational characteristics of Islam made it easier for immigrants to create a unifying public space based on religious activities. “In its impulse to refuse particularistic loyalties to ethnic groups or to a nation-state, religious consciousness first and foremost creates an imagination of an Islamic community transcending specific boundaries and borders” (Bowen 2007: 882).  In this way, social norms and community rules were established around Islamic values that are not so compatible with, if not utterly contradictory to, Christianity. This inclination among Turkish guest workers for retaining their Islamic culture was also supported by the governments of both countries although for different reasons. Turkish authorities were after power, partaking in the organisation of these groups in Germany, whereas German governments expected them to go back one day. “Support for Islam was consistent with the German myth of temporary stay; maintaining homeland culture and religion would make it easier for migrants to reintegrate into their countries of origin” (Castles and Davidson 2000: 136). In this way, the strict policies employed by the Federal Republic in limiting naturalisation is seen as among the reasons for the rise of organised Islam in Germany, because under such circumstances, “migrants were left with either the political horizon of the native country or that of non-political organisations” (Terkessidis 2007: 459). However this was to change with the advent of new generations who refused to obey their parents’ imposition or oppression and to be totally assimilated by the host society, ultimately creating their peculiar “third-space”.​[31]​ 

Due to the fact that following generations tend to conform more to the expectations of the host societies, the conflict between migrants and natives can become transformed and displaced onto cultural conflict between the generations within the migrant Turkish community.

The child or adolescent is always open to new influences if placed in a new milieu. They readily assimilate new unconscious mental attitudes and habits, and change their language or dialect. The adult, transferred into a new environment, consciously transforms certain aspects of his modes of thought and behavior, but never acclimatises himself in so radical and thoroughgoing a fashion. His fundamental attitudes, his vital inventory, and among external manifestations, his language and dialect, remain for the most part on an earlier level. (Mannheim 1952: 299-300)


In this respect, the members of the new generation, who were brought to Germany as children by their parents or born in Germany, started forming their peculiar identities. Their first language was, in most cases, German, not Turkish; and they were more familiar with the culture of the host society rather than Turkish culture (Fachinger 2007: 248), indicating the accuracy of their hyphenated identities as Turkish-Germans. Yet, the issues of class and mobility should also be taken into account as intersecting factors in the integration process with regard to any immigrant community. Despite the considerable upward mobility most new generations enjoy, problems such as unemployment and the resulting disbelief in social capital might lead to further segregation and resistance against integration.​[32]​ Clearly, it is not possible to classify the entire migrant Turkish community under one sociological or demographic category. In addition, specific conditions in the host society can contribute towards the alienation of immigrants. For instance, “after the unification of Germany in 1990, economic disparity and unemployment turned the Turks into the latest scapegoats in the history of blaming the cultural other for a society’s shortcomings” (Mani 2007: 49). Still, it appears that increasing numbers of the new generation Turkish-Germans describe themselves on the basis of their difference from their parents and claim that they do not feel alienated or isolated in the host society (Genç 2004: 54). According to statistics, “second and third generation Turks are either equally affiliated with their home and host countries at the same time, or more affiliated with their country of settlement” (Kaya and Kentel 2004: 41). Leslie Adelson, too, remarks upon the increasing integration of Turks into German society over time:

Turks are much more integrated now; as Yasemin Soysal observes, Turkish membership in the German polity is now ‘grounded in a shared public social space’ rather than blood lineage or even constitutional patriotism … Remarking on “emerging forms of Turkish identification with the host country”, Mushaben similarly draws our attention to over forty years of lived history that is now shared. (Adelson 2005: 14)


Despite this increased involvement in the social life in the host country, they are not cut off from their country of origin, either. In contrast, these people, particularly the young generation, have all possible communication technologies available, such as cable television and internet, in order to learn about their country of origin and culture; yet, it seems new affiliations formed in the host society and culture overcome nostalgic image of homeland. Thus Fatih Akın, an important second generation Turkish-German filmmaker winning several awards with his films all around the world, “has downplayed the relevance of his ethnic background for his creative career” (Berghahn 2006: 141). However, again referring to Akın’s case, it is possible to argue that these young generations’ inevitable double engagements (both with host and home societies) provide them with a unique social and cultural identity and richness, which especially informs their artistic expressions. “The wide networks of communication and transportation between Germany and Turkey connect these diasporic subjects both to the homeland and to the rest of the world. This is the reason why Turkish-Germans live on both banks of the river at the same time” (Kaya and Kentel 2004: 13). This marks the changing status of the Turkish community in Germany.

In addition to the impact of globalisation and other social, political changes in the country of settlement, the perception of Turkish immigrants in the homeland might have an influence on the ongoing transformation as regards the self-description and self-perception of new generations. In spite of their sentimental and strong bonds to the homeland, which have resulted in annual visits to and continual investment in Turkey, Turkish immigrants have been humiliated by being addressed as “Almancı” in Turkey.​[33]​ The derogatory use of this popular term stresses their in-betweenness, meaning they are not real Turks and need to make an effort to prove their Turkishness. Once you leave your country, regardless of the reason, you are very likely to be stigmatised as a “traitor” especially in countries like Turkey that are militaristic and structure their prevailing political discourses on national values. So, like many other diasporic subjects,​[34]​ the members of the Turkish community in Germany have suffered from rejection both in the host country and the home country.

Since integration is strongly related to the naturalisation policies and processes, and to become a citizen implies recognition by the host country, it seems necessary to touch upon the citizenship policy in Germany that has affected the status of the members of the Turkish community.​[35]​ In contrast with countries that allow dual citizenship like the UK or the USA, Germany is still among the countries with exclusive citizenship regimes that ask for the renunciation of the former citizenship. “It is a characteristic of Germany as a self-declared non-immigration country that the naturalisation of foreign immigrants and their children is still the exception, not the rule” (Münz and Ulrich 1998: 48). Only through the introduction of a new Immigration Act in 2005 was Germany officially recognised as a country of immigration.​[36]​ Furthermore, “the largest minority, the Turks, are generally not permitted by their own government to renounce their former affiliation although rules introduced in 1998 do now permit dual citizenship” (Castles and Davidson 2000: 88). These applications both by home and host countries are likely to have caused difficulties for Turkish people in Germany in attaining a legal, and a social status. The latest legal arrangement regulating citizenship policy was established in 2000. Even though it changes the principle of bloodline and descent as the criteria for acquiring citizenship, it still does not approve dual citizenship.​[37]​ Basically the new law seems to facilitate naturalisation, entitling more Turkish people to become German citizens although they need to renounce their Turkish citizenship. It should be noted that these regulations on citizenship are not particular to Turks but apply to any foreigners living in Germany, as well as German expatriates, who also cannot have two passports. 

Turks have settled in Germany for almost five decades now and have partaken in political, cultural or social organisations of the host society as well as their own co-ethnic assemblies. For the purposes of this dissertation, it makes sense to consider that the status of the Turkish community in Germany, as a community of relatively long standing within the host society, yet still with links to a “homeland” of Turkey, can be described as a diaspora. Even though Robin Cohen argues that it might take longer to decide whether the Turks widely dispersed in Europe will become a diaspora (2003: 22), and some scholars still prefer using “Turkish community” (Clark 2006: 571) or “resident non-Germans” (Horrocks and Kolinsky 1996) rather than the term “diaspora”, an increasing number of scholars and critics do use the term “diaspora” to refer to the Turkish community in Germany.​[38]​ William Safran states “we may legitimately speak of the Armenian, Maghrebi, Turkish, Palestinian, Cuban, Greek, and perhaps Chinese diasporas at present and of the Polish diaspora of the past although none of them fully conforms to the ideal type of the Jewish diaspora” (cited in Clifford 1994: 305). Moreover Arjun Appadurai makes reference to Turks in Germany as a diaspora:
 
[T]he Swiss and Saudis accept populations of guest workers, thus creating labor diasporas of Turks, Italians, and other circum-Mediterranean groups. Some such guest worker groups maintain continuous contact with their home nations, like the Turks, but others like high-level South Asian migrants, tend to live in their new homes, raising anew the problem of reproduction in a deterritorialised context. (2003a: 37)


In addition, albeit criticising the over-extension of the term, Roger Brubaker also lists Turks among other communities such as Pakistani, Indian and Mexican under diaspora (2005: 2). However disputable, some statements even go further and draw correlations between contemporary Turks and Jews of the past in Germany.​[39]​ Andreas Huyssen, too, expresses an analogy between these two communities. “It arises particularly in relation to the big Turkish-German minority which is already four times the size of the Jewish-German population before Hitler, and growing”  (2003: 153). The size of the Turkish community proves significant, for one of the differentiating points of diaspora discussed above is being collective and establishing a society in the host country. As a result, it seems possible and plausible to use the term diaspora in order to address the existing Turkish community in Germany.

However, what type of diaspora the Turks in Germany constitute needs to be evaluated. Considering the original motivation for their migration to Germany, they could easily be categorised under labour diasporas since they were invited as workers. But then, they were believed to be temporal, which means one of the most significant features of diaspora, settling in the host country, was lacking. More accurately, they were economic migrants at the time. By the time they changed from being guest workers to permanent settlers who had legitimate claims on German citizenship, second and third generations with different cultural, social, educational demands and expectations from their parents were on the scene. These young people were not workers any more. A Turkish middle class, even if very slowly, was emerging. They attended German schools, and pursued their higher education in order to have a career in diverse occupational areas such as politics, law, film and so on, like any German citizen. They have become important figures in the social and cultural life of Germany, as in the case of Turkish-German filmmakers, who have changed the face of German national cinema, claiming international acknowledgement with their successes. In other words, the “contemporary Turkish diaspora can no longer be simply considered a temporary migrant community who lives with the ‘myth of return’ or passive victims of global capitalism who are alienated by the system. They have rather become permanent settlers, active social agents and decision-makers” (Kaya and Kentel 2004: 6). 

In light of this shift, it seems much more suitable to draw a path evolving from a labour diaspora, which can only be identified as such in hindsight, towards a “cultural diaspora”. The label “cultural diaspora” can be assigned to the Turkish diasporic community in question, since its members retain cultural peculiarities of their Turkish origin and yet have distinctive cultural identities that are “in transition; different from two or more parent cultures. They stand outside existing cultures, observing them somewhat at a distance, while being able to move in and out of them at will” (Cohen 2003: 130-31). More importantly, they constitute a cultural diaspora, because they now, more than ever, benefit from their homeland culture and enrich the culture of the host society through “cultural artefacts, products and expressions that show shared concerns and cross-influences” (Cohen 2003: 144) between their country of origin and country of residence.​[40]​ Their work unmistakably marks cultural hybridity and cross-cultural encounters. 

In conclusion, it seems clear that the Turkish community in Germany can be usefully addressed as a diaspora, although equally clearly more empirical studies and fieldwork need to be done to explore the actual situation of the Turkish diaspora and how/whether diasporic experience as well as identification processes have changed over time. Accordingly, issues such as the shift in self-description; the level of involvement in the politics of home and/or home country; the level of recognition they get within the host and home country; existence of strong diasporic organisations – political, economic, religious etc.; engagement with the idea of return; loyalty to the home country and so on should be investigated more conclusively. Some of these issues will be addressed in this study in relation to the situation of Turkish-German filmmakers.

Throughout this chapter, I have tried to unpack the term diaspora, indicating the proliferation of terms in the field and many overlaps, engagements and interrelations that constitute the notion of diaspora. The term has almost always had negative connotations, founded on the Jewish diasporic experience as the ideal type. Correspondingly, diaspora is mostly identified with displacement, landlessness, alienation, loss of homeland, alongside the loss of security and power, as well as with a sense of pain and trauma. Furthermore, in view of recent migration policies that try to restrict immigration through introducing stricter regulations, the contemporary reality seems to reinforce this negative perception. However, recent discussions of diaspora have adopted a different tone. They are often celebratory, emphasising the positive dimensions of diasporic experience. “Today diaspora is conceived as a process of transition constituted as much in difference and division as it is in commonality and solidarity” (Davies 2007: 63). Clearly, by diaspora, we now refer not to a single entity but to a diverse, heterogeneous and multilayered structure that cuts across various dynamics and components such as gender, class, religion, politics and generation. The changing status and meaning of diaspora is discernible and yet it is still possible to underline useful commonalities. This shift in the evaluation of diaspora confirms that more diverse and multi-focused approaches are needed, which overcome essentialist and reductionist definitions and understandings.

The considerable impacts of new communication technologies on migration and on the lives of immigrants have been explored in relation to mobility and globalisation. These are the means of communication that have made the lives of diasporic subjects easier, connecting them to the families, friends, societies and cultures they left behind; changing their relation with time and space; influencing their sense of belonging. These are the communication means of the present time, where “ethnoscapes” have an impact on and are also influenced by “mediascapes”. However, there is one mass communication medium that has not been covered so far, and that is cinema. It does not provide interactive, immediate communication, but a unique platform for the representation and self-expression of diasporic subjects. As stated by Sujata Moorti:

Transnationally shared images become the medium through which these films register tenuous webs of affiliation. The visual terrain from within which the narratives emerge circulates across national borders in an endless loop, facilitating a community of shared recognition … Rather than assert the need for one particular set of affiliations, the shared language of media culture permits the films to effect an unstable reconciliation across differences. (2003: 371) 




















CHAPTER 2: THEORISING DIASPORIC CINEMA
The increased human mobility and cultural interaction, which I have outlined in the first chapter and of which the formation of diasporic communities – such as the Turkish-German one – is of particular significance, have had considerable impact on artistic work and cinematic practice in various ways. The various mechanisms of cultural exchange, combined with economic and industrial globalisation, have altered the ways in which films are produced as well as informing their contents and narrative strategies. In this respect, films made by diasporic subjects prove particularly significant, potentially changing established modes of filmmaking. A focused analysis of these films will allow me to evaluate in what respect they are different from conventional films, or, to use Hamid Naficy’s term once more, films that are not accented (2001). If their distinctiveness and originality in terms of content and style can be shown to have underlying commonalities related to the diasporic experiences of their makers, then diasporic cinema can potentially be proposed as a particular type of cinema. 

While this chapter attempts to provide an in-depth exploration of the still relatively new and emergent concept of diasporic cinema, the discussions of what actually constitutes a diaspora, presented in the previous chapter, are intended as a theoretical underpinning that will facilitate a clearer distinction between diasporic, national and transnational cinemas. The complex relationship between diaspora and nation, as explored so far, also determines the trajectory of this chapter which moves from the investigation of the relationship between diasporic cinema and national cinema to that of diasporic and transnational cinemas. Similarly, the differentiation between the notions of migrant/migration, exile and diaspora assists us in tracing some characteristics peculiar to diasporic cinema. Morever, a concept such as “complex or fragmented diasporas” that attempts to explain the changing structure of the diasporic experience and diasporic communities over time is a useful analytical tool that will allow me to examine whether and how these shifting diasporic formations are reflected in diasporic filmmaking. That, over time, the concept of diaspora has been revalorised inasmuch as negative connotations of trauma, marginality, exclusion and difference have been replaced by positive connotations of diversity and “cultural hybridity” is likely to find its expression in the artistic sensibilities of diasporic filmmakers. The notion of “third space”, for example, which conceives of the encounter between the native and the other as one potentially resulting in a new language and new forms of social existence and conviviality, is indicative of a gradually changing spatiality in diasporic cinema that redefines the relationship between the margin and the centre. 

In what follows, the general characteristics of diasporic films and the development of a particular way of filmmaking will be investigated. Here, it should be stressed once more that this dissertation does not aim to promote an essentialising approach to the understanding of diasporic cinema. Rather, it endeavours to address the range of filmmaking styles, cinematic narratives and aesthetics that mark the plurality in the field. I, therefore, often underline that diasporic cinema includes a variety of filmmakers and films which share certain peculiarities. While, as I propose, these peculiarities are attributable to a shared diaspora experience and consciousness, I am attentive to the dynamics of this experience and the resultant artistic diversity of diasporic cinema. 

Bearing this diversity in mind, it will first be necessary for me to focus on the question of national cinema in the context of ongoing economic and industrial changes leading to an ever-increasing number of global co-productions. This will allow me to situate diasporic cinema in relation to national and transnational cinema and the academic discussions surrounding these categories. Then, I will try to explain why diasporic cinema should be considered as a particular category distinct from other concepts such as Third Cinema and postcolonial cinema as well as illuminating the intersectionalities between them. Finally, the common characteristics of diasporic cinema, such as being accented, dialogic, hybrid, multicultural, and multilingual, will be elucidated. 

Across National and Transnational
What is national cinema and how has it been described? More importantly, why does one relate cinema to nation in the first place? Why does one conceive of the “national” of a national cinema as a fixed term? Why would it be acceptable to take national cinema for granted while, as discussed in the first chapter, the term “national” itself is so slippery and object to constant change?​[41]​ As Susan Hayward points out, “the nineteenth century was the age of nationalism. Since then, first European states and subsequently others have ideologised themselves into nations. It seems more than appropriate that cinema was born in that age of nationalism” (Hayward 1993: 5). While it is important to bear in mind that the nationality of the films and the companies that produced them in the early days of cinema were not so significant compared to what we understand by “national cinema” today,​[42]​ it is widely accepted that almost since the birth of cinema, the national provenance of films has been an issue. Thus, films have generally been classified according to the nation-states that produce them or on the basis of the filmmaker’s nationality. In the era of traditional nations, cinema, as an apparatus of narration, was implicated in the self-representations of nation and nationhood, thus facilitated the making of a nation. However, despite broad agreements, there has not been a single accepted definition of national cinema. Like many analytical terms, it has been conceptualised in numerous ways, using various parameters. 

Andrew Higson, one of the leading figures in the field, identifies four main criteria that have been used by many scholars to describe “national cinema”. According to his formulation, one can define national cinema in economic terms, with an emphasis on the domestic film industry, taking the ownership practices within the industry into account. Here, the question of who provides the financial resources comes into prominence; whether they are local or whether there is foreign finance involved. It is also possible to focus on the content of the films, trying to explore how they narrate the given nation, and consequently, how they help to construct national identity. Another approach might be to look at the exhibition and consumption of the films. With regard to circulation and reception, Higson argues that “foreign” films are often seen by more viewers than indigenous productions and should therefore be included in the concept of national cinema. Finally, one can define national cinema on the basis of critical discourses that shape the debates about national cinema (Higson 1989: 36-37). That is, “rather than prescriptively positing national cinema as a coherent body of films which can be read allegorically as projections of an imagined community”, Deniz Göktürk further argues, “Higson suggests that we read histories of national cinema as histories of crisis and conflict, of resistance and negotiations” (2002: 214). In line with Higson, Hayward suggests that “with regard to the cinema as a ‘national’ institution, there are three modes of enunciation; the films themselves, the written discourses that surround them and, finally, the archival institutes in which they are housed and displayed” (2005: 6). Further exploring this approach, Hayward offers some typologies that can be used in order to understand just how the idea of national is enunciated in films (2005: 9). Tom O’Reagan on the other hand, taking Australian national cinema as a case study, adds yet more layers to the conceptual approaches to national cinemas. He indicates the importance of “the division within the national cinema between its mainstream and its peripheral or independent cinemas” (O’Regan 1996: 6). That is, far from being cohesive, art and/or auteur films of a country might be at odds with its own mainstream national cinema. In this context, “Richard Linklater, Alejandro Amenabar, Tom Tykwer, Fatih Akın, Wong Kar-Wai, Abbas Kiorastami and Lars von Trier might have more in common with each other than with directors of their respective national cinemas” (Elsaesser 2005: 18). In a different discussion, Susan Hayward underlines the necessity to step back from these debates and treat national cinema as an object of knowledge wherein “cinema becomes a domain in which different ‘knowledges’ about national cinema are produced”. In this respect, “national cinema manifests itself as a problem of knowledge: that is, viewing cinema in a relational and interdisciplinary context does not suggest ‘naturalising’ of the concept of national cinema but it rather calls things into question” (Hayward 2000: 93). 

Discussing national cinema as a site of contestation is potentially progressive. Yet, regardless of the exact definitions used, national cinema has been and continues to be a category deployed to try and understand the particularities of a nation’s cinematic productions. To talk about national cinema, more often than not, has meant to indicate a unified group of films with particularities supposedly cannot be found in any other nation’s cinema, and generally to imply a certain underlying homogeneity of the films produced in the country at stake. 

The question of coherence, then, becomes significant for issues of national cinema on a theoretical as well as methodological (what permits the historian to group these films together) level. The discussion of a national cinema assumes not only that there is a principle or principles of coherence among a large number of films; it also involves an assumption that those principles have something to do with the production and/or reception of those films within the legal borders of a given nation-state. (Rosen 2006: 18)

The existence of this presumed coherence is one of the main issues that comes into question when theorising national cinema today, since cinema has increasingly transcended national boundaries with regards to production, exhibition and representation. 

National cinemas have often been studied in conjunction with the prevailing standard perception of “cinema” as an industrialised art and entertainment form predicated on Hollywood productions. This means it is hard, almost impossible sometimes, to conceptualise national cinema without regard to the role of Hollywood in any national cinema culture. Due to its hegemony across the world, there is an understandable tendency to see Hollywood as the invariant “other” from which any national cinema by definition should be differentiated. This perception assigns national cinema to a peripheral position compared to Hollywood, so that national cinemas are often described on the basis of their differences from Hollywood,​[43]​ which has dominated the cinema industry in terms of production, distribution and exhibition. Only secondarily are national cinemas evaluated in relation to other national cinemas. 

Susan Hayward also underscores the risk of defining national cinemas merely in economic/industrial terms (2000: 91). In other words, “it would be erroneous to deny the impact of the American culture industry on the world’s media, but such a position focuses on economics and reduces culture to commodity” (Halle 2008: 16). Besides, it should be noted here that there is a persistent misconception while talking about Hollywood, which is to attribute a national identity to it and so to claim that it is naturally American. However, the ownership patterns within the industry would reveal that Hollywood is essentially an international entity, run by French, Japanese, Canadian and British capital as well as American (Todd 2001: 22-23). In addition, the strategy of producing films that are “easily comprehensible” (Ellis 1995:199) to any average filmgoer all around the world requires inscribing internationally acceptable cultural and visual codes rather than nationally specific ones. In this respect, as Jean-Michel Froudon asserts, “Hollywood is no longer the geographical epicenter of American cinema, but an industrial international image factory wanting to perfect globalisation in the domains of collective representations” (cited in Hedetoft 2000: 289). Hollywood’s tactic of catering to an international audience should not be construed as a disregard of the nation or the national, instead it should be read as a strategy shaped by the capitalist economy, which results in a destructively powerful (as often conceived) international cinema, against which national cinemas continue to be categorised, and by which they continue to be shaped. 

In general, national cinemas and particularly those in Europe have always tried to survive against their giant rival Hollywood either by distinguishing themselves from it or by imitating it in order to defeat it with its own weapon: namely, popularity and economic success. According to Armand Mattelart, “the idea that it is essential for a nation-state to safeguard the independence of its production of images appeared for the first time in Europe in the Kaiser’s Germany, right in the middle of the First World War, when European companies were losing control of the European film market” (1998: 479).  The spirit of fighting against Hollywood and its cultural imperialism was embodied in Film Europe in the 1920s while it has been championed more recently by specific institutions and programs such as MEDIA, Eurimages, and Archimedia that have particularly supported and subsidised transnational co-operations and projects for the sake of European culture and identity from the 1990s onward. 

These various legislative and financial arrangements allow for the establishment of what Elsaesser calls a “cultural mode of production” as distinct from the industrial mode of Hollywood … It encourages aesthetic difference from the dominant (Hollywood) product, but discourages biting the hand that feeds it. (Crofts 2006: 45-46)

 
This is rather significant since it draws our attention to how cultural hegemony operates, often determining the structure and process of cultural production in a given country. As a consequence of resisting the hegemony of Hollywood through encouraging a “European cinema”, what is observed is a transnationally connected industry and market place that,​[44]​ to a great extent, forces filmmakers to deal with issues which are of interest to any European audience, regardless of their country. In effect, the international nature of Hollywood has provoked a resistance that has taken on elements of the hegemonic form, that is, transnational features rather than national. 

Nonetheless, it has been noted that the mobility of films and filmmaking personnel is still restricted by the regulations of nation-states. In this respect, “although Hollywood cinema knows few boundaries, and films from Hong Kong, Korea and India are finding ever larger global audiences, most films from the vast majority of the world’s film-producing countries rarely find audiences outside their own national borders” (Ezra and Rowden 2006: 5). Yet, distribution is just one dimension of the film industry. On a larger scale, the inclusion of non-native and transnational elements within the film industries both in terms of production structure, contents and styles of the films appears to have become the norm all around the world. Transnational elements have increased in dominance in contemporary cinema.

Cinema personnel have always crossed national boundaries. American funding, the increased part taken by television companies since 1970s, and more recently the role of the European Union can be given as examples of reasons making the notion of national cinemas in Europe more problematic. (Vincendeau 1998: 442)


This uncertainty leads to the question as to whether it is possible at all to talk about pure national cinemas, or even a united European Cinema. It is possible that the idea of transnational cinema is a much more convenient description to evaluate the new tendencies and formations. At the same time, it is possible, as many theorists have done, to reconsider the notion of the “national” itself in this context.

The era of globalisation is not only shaped by the deregulated flow of capital and mergers between big corporations but also by a great deal of movement of people. This increased mobility, especially towards and within European countries, has led, on the one hand, to international crews being recruited in the production of the films; and on the other hand, with labour migration mostly from the former colonies during the post-World War II era, has drawn attention to the rising problem of immigrants and minorities within European countries, which has become an important subject matter for many European films. This indicates the ways in which contemporary issues are mobilised in film culture, in this case powerfully shaped by transnational concerns and processes, and thus bringing the concomitant question of national cinema and national identity into focus. As Andrew Higson eloquently puts it:

National identity is constructed in and through representations: a nation does not express itself through its culture: it is culture that produces the national. It is perhaps necessary in the end to draw on both those arguments. Yes films will draw on identities and representations already in circulation – and often they will naturalise those identities. But films will also produce new representations of the nation. (1995: 6)
 

Accordingly, in correlation with the changing aspects of social and cultural life in a country, the definition and frame of the given country’s national cinema is very likely to change. That is, cinema culture and films might have a leading role in raising questions about established, taken-for-granted issues like identity, nation, and gender: in this sense they are of necessity, in the contemporary world, both national and transnational. The rise of multicultural, multinational and transnational cinema requires rethinking all given terms and questioning their traditional meanings. 

Recently scholars have emphasised the ways in which national identity is mediated, textualised, constructed, imagined, just as the traditions valorised by nationalism are invented. Any definition of nationality then must see it as partly discursive in nature, must take class, gender and sexuality into account, must allow for racial difference and cultural heterogeneity, and must be dynamic, seeing the nation as an evolving, imaginary construct rather than an originary essence. (Shohat and Stam 1994: 286)

In the contemporary world the existence of diasporic subjects informs any discussion about identity. Some would claim that “only a state that can admit to and make room for the multi-cultural, the multi-layered within its own hybridities can henceforth claim to be a nation” (Elsaesser 2005: 39). In this respect, diasporic filmmakers, who often come from non-Western societies and work in different European countries, provide a convenient field of study to evaluate the changing agenda of film studies. They determine many features of, and contribute to, the cinemas of their host countries. Examining the aesthetic components of their films and studying their filmmaking styles inescapably centralise questions of national identity, cultural identity, diasporic subjectivity, and how these are related to each other. By virtue of its particular characteristics such as duality and double consciousness, diasporic cinema can be read as a resistance against the official dominant discourse that sets the agenda in favour of a unified Europe and a solid European identity in films. Diasporic filmmakers with their multiple affiliations unequivocally confront this idealism. They might even be setting their very own agenda as they express their perception of Europe by shedding light on diversified ethnic and cultural groups and on their experiences at the heart of Europe. Accordingly, Temenuga Trifonova locates diasporic cinema firmly among national and European cinematic traditions, but in a global context:

Migrant and diasporic European cinema attempts to provide the basis for constituting audiences “horizontally” across national boundaries rather than vertically along national lines. Migrant and diasporic films differ from the other three types of films produced by national cinemas within a global context. Unlike low-budget films targeting the local market and dealing with unexportable cultural material, migrant and diasporic films explore a subject that cuts across national and cultural borders, namely the very subject of borders. Unlike national cinema targeting international markets and reifying national identity into familiar national stereotypes, migrant and diasporic films dramatise the weakening of the national and the increasing importance of micro-identities as resistances to the homogenising effects of globalisation. Finally, unlike cross-border films, whose travelogue-type narrative structure too often exoticises other national cultures by subordinating them to a Western or Westernised traveler’s gaze, migrant and diasporic films remain grounded in the specific social, political and cultural dynamics of a particular nation even as they challenge both the “perennialist” and the “modernist” theory of nation. (Trifonova 2007: 2)


That is, diasporic cinema appears as an important cinema of contemporary Europe, a Europe which is itself “hyphenated”,​[45]​ and defined by its ever more visible, and thus frequently debated, ethnic, racial, cultural and religious diversities. “This cinematic arena has become a new site of articulation of Europe’s new sociocultural space, shaped and negotiated by the experience of displacement, diaspora, ... homelessness and border-crossing” (Loshitzky 2006a: 634). Diasporic cinema thereby demonstrates the ability to address ongoing transformations on various fronts from economy to identity politics in European countries, and consequently could be considered national in the sense that “national” is itself now a fragmented, hyphenated, transnationally inflected identity.   

As Philip Rosen states, “identifying the coherences of a national cinema and of a nation always requires sensitivity to the countervailing, dispersive forces underlying them” (cited in Crofts 1998: 386). Therefore, it is not sufficient to treat French cinema without considering the remarkable success of North African filmmakers or British cinema without taking Asian or African and Caribbean diasporic filmmakers into consideration. Similarly, evaluating “national” German cinema without regarding the diasporic Turkish filmmakers working within or outside the industry would always fall short in addressing the diversity and complexity of this national cinema. Likewise, it would be inadequate to evaluate diasporic Turkish filmmakers without referring to German cinema and without exploring the interrelation between diasporic and national cinema. After all, diasporas are not only transnational but also sub-national communities in the era of the “post-national”, to adapt Thomas Elsaesser’s phrase.​[46]​ It is an era in which “the idea of nation and the idea of state are drifting apart, then what we see in the social realm is the formation of nation groupings that are either sub-state or supra-state” (Elsaesser 2005: 116). In this respect, diasporic communities and so diasporic filmmakers can be situated on an axis of sub-state/sub-national and transnational. Along similar lines, Homi K. Bhabha suggests that “increasingly, national cultures are being produced from the perspective of disenfranchised minorities ... The western metropole must confront its postcolonial history, told by its influx of post-war migrants and refugees, as an indigenous or native narrative internal to its national identity” (1994: 5-6). That is, nationally specific cinema can no longer be reduced to the homogenising myths of nationalism and national identity (Crofts 1998: 388). “Paul Willemen argues that Black British films of the 1980s are strikingly British without being nationalistic. Indeed, what’s noticeable about such films is not only the expanded sense of Britishness which they offer but also their sensitivity to social differences within an identifiably and specifically British context” (Hill 1992: 16). Andrew Higson expands Hill’s argument about national cinema, which is not necessarily nationalistic, beyond the British context, arguing that, “given the extent to which state media policy is still overwhelmingly defined in nationalist terms, it may then make sense to continue to argue for a national cinema precisely as a means of promoting cultural difference” (Higson 2006: 21). This is perfectly applicable to many European films that have raised the question of cultural identity with a special emphasis on cultural difference and were made in light of ongoing discussions about multiculturalism within the new Europe. 

While it might make sense to treat diasporic cinema within an expanded notion of the “national” in this way, it must also be considered, in more important ways, transnational. Diasporic cinema inevitably implies transcending national borders. Yosefa Loshitzky subsumes all films that deal with migration and its consequences, ethno-diasporas, politics of belonging and non-belonging and cultural identity, in other words, with the new sociocultural landscape of Europe shaped by the existence of non-native actors, under the category of “European cinema” as an umbrella term regardless of the filmmakers’ identity or the nation-state boundaries (2006b: 745). In this respect, diasporic cinemas in general, and Turkish diasporic cinema in particular, can be seen as a part of the cinemas of the host countries.  However, diasporic films cannot be reduced to or identified only with the national cinemas of the host countries since they combine cultural particularities and various traditions of filmmaking inherited both from the filmmaker’s country of origin and from the host country’s cinematic productions. As I have argued above, these films call into question the traditional perception of nation, national identity and national cinema. Additionally, they carry the issue of diaspora, diasporic experience, culture and representation beyond national boundaries, making connections between the diaspora community and the places and cultures they come from.

Yet if diasporic cinema is importantly transnational, this alone does not necessarily distinguish it from other productions of the national cinema, which themselves can be arguably considered transnational in many aspects. In the context of increasing internationalism of cinema discussed above, it has become ever harder to talk about a “pure” national cinema, even if we open up the definition of “national” as a contingent and negotiated space. This is not to suggest that national cinema as a category should be abandoned, but to draw attention to the need for redefinitions and new frameworks. Being produced within the geographical borders of one nation-state is no longer enough to label a film as national or a representative of the given nation-state. There might still be governmental support for the film industry or some national public bodies funding multicultural productions of a country, but they constitute just one side of the coin. On the other side is a more complex structure, as I have alluded to above, generating the many transnational aspects of contemporary film production and cinema culture with the involvement of an increasing number of international agents. 

Following the decline of state subvention for national art cinemas in the 1970s and 1980s, a new era of international co-productions funded by global corporate entities emerged … The international co-productions in the 1990s and 2000s are emblematic products of globalisation: financed by global capital, featuring international casts, shot in several countries and often several languages and foregrounding the hybrid status of their production contexts in both their formal construction and narrative content. (Baer and Long 2004: 150)


In this respect, Andrew Higson rightfully poses the question; “when a British director teams up with an American producer, a multinational cast and crew and American capital to adapt a novel about the contingency of identity by a SriLankan-born Canadian, can the film’s identity be called anything other than transnational?”(2000: 68). Evidently, the national identity of a film is becoming less and less recognisable. Even if we find a film that can be addressed as a nationally representative feature because it is fully financed by local capital, directed by a native auteur, includes just national stars and so on, it will still be highly likely to find non-native elements on the basis of theme, content and style. Furthermore, it will most probably cross state boundaries when it comes to its consumption. Additionally, films are becoming increasingly diverse and hybrid in terms of genre and subject matter, moving beyond strict dichotomies. As argued by Jim Collins, contemporary films either involve “ironic hybridisation of pure classical genres” or epitomise a “new sincerity that rejects any form of irony” in terms of their genre (1993: 242-3) even though Janet Staiger, with particular reference to Hollywood, cautions us that films have never been pure instances of genres (2003: 186).​[47]​ Therefore, a film that deals with the identity formation of a second generation diasporic subject in a host society can start as a romantic comedy, continue as a road movie, meanwhile including some film noir elements, and end up as a thriller. Moreover, it is increasingly uncommon to see a film with only one language spoken or without the existence of immigrant figures. Multiculturalism and multilingualism emerge as indispensable components of majority of contemporary films. 

Even if we refigure the concept of the “national” and national identity, then, transnationalism appears to be one of the most relevant concepts for understanding contemporary cinema across the world. In this context, Randall Halle offers valuable observations that help to apprehend transnational aesthetics (2008). In his comprehensive analysis of transnational cinema, he suggests that techniques such as using multiple languages to overcome linguistic barriers so that films can travel across borders and more and more viewers can identify with the characters; artfully utilising voice-over commentary in order to reduce the need for dubbing and again to cater to a wider audience; relying on a multinational cast to downplay the importance attributed to individual actors’ national identity; and creating a pastiche of genres and cinematic traditions (Halle 2008: 60-88) seem to be the common salient features of transnational productions. These aesthetic features are easily traceable in many diasporic films. Yet, while constituting an essential part of diasporic cinema, the given techniques are all market-oriented experimental devices for most standardised transnational films. Moreover, transnational films may vary from big-budget blockbusters with conventional narratives such as The English Patient (Minghella, 1996), garnering Oscars, to much less known films with relatively modest budgets and experimental storytelling strategies such as The Ogre (Schlöndorff, 1996). In brief, “transnational cinema is a generic category that comprises different aspects of film production, distribution and consumption which transcend national film cultures while diasporic cinema resists homogenising tendencies and focuses on issues of identity and identity politics” (Berghahn and Sternberg 2010b: 33). Diasporic cinema’s strong connection with transnational cinema should be acknowledged. However, as proposed so far, diasporic cinema attains certain specificities as a result of being located between the sub-national and transnational. It positions itself not necessarily in-between, but rather and ever increasingly “across”. 

Given that almost every film can be considered as a transnational product under the circumstances of the current global economy, how do diasporic films differ from these others? What gives diasporic films their distinctiveness, making it possible to suggest diasporic cinema as a distinct category? In other words, “if the national on its own is too limiting and the transnational not specific enough or sufficiently politically engaged” (Higbee 2007a: 85), how else can diasporic cinema be discussed? To this end, Will Higbee suggests thinking in terms of a “cinema of transvergence” rather than in terms of transnational cinema, since the former presents a better conceptual approach to unraveling the multiple affiliations of diasporic cinema. He argues that, as an approach, the “cinema of transvergence helps us better appreciate how diasporic cinemas engage, function and produce meaning within and across national and transnational positionings” (Higbee 2007a: 80). He first draws on Marcus Novak’s concept of “transvergence”, which ultimately suggests complexity, incompleteness and fragmentation, and requires engagement and identification with the “other”, to register the subversive and destabilising potential of diasporic cinema (Higbee 2007a: 85-6). Higbee also highlights the connection between the concept of “transvergence” and “rhizome” as applied by Deleuze and Guattari.​[48]​ Since “a notion of connections between disparate entities is implicit in rhizome, it emerges as non-centred and non-hierarchical” (Higbee 2007a: 87). Therefore, the rhizome as a philosophical and cultural concept​[49]​ is used as a way of thinking which underscores the interconnectedness of disparate groups and/or cultures in as much as it works horizontally rather than vertically with trans-species connections. When thought in relation to Bakhtin’s concept of “internally persuasive discourse”, which is discussed in the third part of this chapter,​[50]​ the cinema of transvergence suggests a multiplicity of positioning and meaning. Since they are simultaneously in contact with centre and periphery, with sub-national and transnational communities, diasporic filmmakers resist straightforward categorisations. Diasporic cinema, therefore, occurs as a site of constant negotiation.

Furthermore, diasporic films produced within the host country, to some extent, can be conceived as interstitial counter-texts that break through the cracks of the dominant industrial structure. They nurture alternative approaches regarding the understanding of the host society as an inclusive entity with various components.

If ethnographic texts are a means by which Europeans represent to themselves their others, autoethnographic texts are those the others construct in response to or in dialogue with those metropolitan representations. Pratt identifies autoethnography as a subversive form of inscription that consciously draws attention to the constructed nature of the master narrative. It is a deconstructive practice that comments on existing stereotypes and rewrites them. (Moorti 2003: 363)


Thus, while most films today are transnational in terms of their financial organisation and production structure, most still remain conventional and conservative in terms of their content, reproducing stereotypes and misrepresentations of minority figures. Diasporic films rather concern themselves with how to achieve innovative, progressive narrative strategies, how to deal with different subjectivities and subject positions held in the society, what to tell and how to tell with a standpoint against “banal nationalism”,​[51]​ how to engage with alternative, multi-layered cultural identities rather than privileging constructed homogenous national identity. It is this which makes them stand out, enriching cinematic production in general and marking the diversity and heterogeneity within society as well as cinema culture.  
Beyond the Frontiers: Diasporic Cinema as a Particular Category 
Diasporic cinema is one of the most important new cinemas in the age of globalisation. “France, Britain and Germany in particular, have seen a veritable filmmaking renaissance thanks to second and third generation directors from minority ethnic backgrounds” (Elsaesser 2005: 27). Yet, as established so far, in an era wherein the idea of nation is compromised and the concept of national cinema is challenged, it proves difficult to define and frame diasporic cinema. To further complicate the issue, as discussed in the first chapter, diasporic communities do not constitute a homogenous group. Nor do diasporic filmmakers. “The majority of filmmakers working in and from Europe, including hyphenated filmmakers, choose to define themselves and their work in terms of individual vision and creative independence rather than under a collective label” (Jäckel 2010: 77). Nevertheless, to put it simply, being different and often treated as the “other” of both the host society and the country of origin, they are mostly marginalised. This position and perspective of marginalisation powerfully informs their filmmaking and results in recognisable common features in their films. That is to say, notwithstanding the range of diasporic films, their stylistic and thematic variety, it is possible to identify a number of shared characteristics. 

It should be noted of course that immigrant filmmakers and their contribution to cinema industry do not constitute a new issue in the history of cinema. It is rather a recurring phenomenon emanating from general economic and industrial conditions that have determined aspects of the film industry all around the world. Thomas Elsaesser has pointed out that migration, exile and immigration are constitutive of what is understood today by the American film industry, since European émigrés such as Carl Laemmle, Samuel Goldwyn, and Adolf Zuckor have had a significant impact on Hollywood both in terms of industry and film aesthetics (Elsaesser 1999: 98-99). However, the individual migration of that era and those figures are not subsumed under the category of diaspora which, as explained in the previous chapter, implies collectivity and a settled presence over generations.​[52]​  In addition, the cultural policy in the United States of that era, a country that was “more accustomed to define itself as a nation of newcomers” (Hannerz 1996: 87) and promoted the melting pot approach, was considerably different from European cultural policies in general and from recently deployed multiculturalism in European countries in particular. Thus, the conditions of diasporic subjects at the centre of contemporary Europe are very different. In spite of the alternative spirit these early émigrés brought to classical Holywood cinema, these filmmakers used to work within the conventions of traditional mainstream cinema. Even though the theme of immigration was often a significant one in films, the focus was on “Americanness” rather than individual and distinctive national identities.​[53]​ Most of these immigrants simply assimilated and they did not explicitly deal with the issues of otherness, race, and ethnicity and so on in their films. 

One might contend that some contemporary diasporic filmmakers who are situated and work in the interstices of both their diasporic community and media industries have similarly, over time, become embedded in mainstream cinema. In this sense, they cannot be considered necessarily alternative although most of their work is seen as a part of independent, low-budget cinema. For instance, with the exception of her first full-length feature Salaam Bombay! (1988), the films of Mira Nair, who was born in India but migrated to and started her film career in America, have been made in the mode of Hollywood cinematic production. Nonetheless, most of the time, diasporic filmmakers tend to use the cracks of the system to their advantage. The Turkish-German filmmaker, Fatih Akın, is a good example of this mode of filmmaking. Petra Fachinger (2007: 254) considers him as a representative of independent transnational cinema:​[54]​ he mostly makes his films as co-productions and has established his own production company with a name “Corazón International”, which emphasises his and his films’ multinational character, which cannot simply be reduced to a pure Turkishness or Germanness. Similarly, Ngozi Onwurah, who is a member of the Black diasporic community in Britain, and Gurinder Chadha, who is an Asian-British filmmaker, have their own production companies to produce films with commercial interests, adopting partly mainstream strategies whilst also using other funding sources such as Channel 4 Films or the British Film Institute for distribution and/or exhibition (Ciecko 1999: 70-79; Malik 1996: 213). This also proves that “power relationships are changing and a number of filmmakers from minority cultures have become experts at tapping into subsidies and have themselves become brand names of national cinemas” (Jäckel 2010: 92). Overall, diasporic cinema covers a wide range of films and divergent ways of filmmaking rather than a collective movement with a specific group consciousness. 

Hamid Naficy’s term “accented cinema” provides a starting point to illuminate the issue since his theorisation of exilic and diasporic cinema has been widely discussed and quoted in papers on diasporic cinema.​[55]​ Accented cinema, Naficy claims, “is both created with the awareness of the vast histories of the prevailing cinematic modes and in a new mode that is constituted by the structures of feeling of the filmmakers themselves as displaced subjects and by the traditions of exilic and diasporic cultural productions that preceded them” (Naficy 2001: 22). He seems to devise the term “accented” in order to emphasise the polyphonic structures of diasporic films caused by the multi-local, multi-national, multi-cultural characteristics of the filmmakers who are themselves diasporic subjects. In this respect, “accented” serves as a useful metaphor because, as stated by Gayatri C. Spivak, “the feeling of cultural identity almost always presupposes a language” (2003: 198). Similarly, Frantz Fanon highlights the importance of language in the identification process of a subject: “To speak means above all to assume a culture … A man who has a language consequently possesses the world expressed and implied by that language” (1986: 17-8). Both language as a tool, which provides communication within the diasporic community or between diasporic community and the host society, and the film language itself are major issues for diasporic cinema. Film language here not only refers to the visual images or to the style of the narration but literally to the language itself as spoken or written within a given film. For diasporic subjects, language, of whatever form, like identity, is never simple and unitary, it is almost always spoken with an accent. The importance of language in terms of diasporic cinema unavoidably invokes Bakhtin’s important term “heteroglossia” which has been described as; 

[T]he centripetal forces of the life of language, embodied in a “unitary language”, operate in the midst of heteroglossia. At any given moment of its evolution, language is stratified not only into linguistic dialects in the strict sense of the word but also … into languages that are social-ideological: languages of social groups, professional and generic languages, languages of generations, and so forth. (Morris 1994: 75)

In this respect, diasporic communities within a given society constitute language groups by virtue of either their bilingualism or their very specific way of speaking the language of the host country. Consequently, like the accent of a speaker, the language of diasporic films is noticeable carrying their creators’ distinctive traces and revealing their roots as well as their interaction with the host societies. As a result, in order to recognise and classify these films, some prominent characteristics of their visual style, narration, content and the modes determining the process of filmmaking from pre-production to exhibition should be examined.

Naficy elaborates on what he calls “accented style” by identifying its seperate components: “the film’s visual style; narrative structure; character and character development; subject matter, theme and plot; structures of feeling exile; filmmaker’s biographical and sociocultural location; and the film’s mode of production, distribution, exhibition and reception” (Naficy 2001: 21). Looking at his explanations of each component, some common factors can be identified: in terms of visual style, accented films tend to use real locations, the homeland’s landscapes, nature, which is – seemingly – contradictorily accompanied by the portrayal of claustrophobic inner spaces. Airports, train stations or vehicles are frequently used as signifiers of transnationality and physical and psychological border crossing. Incompleteness and amateur aesthetics appear to be other important elements of visual style. Other significant elements of the narrative structure of accented films include multilinguality; discontinuity of diegetic time and space; a circular structure of storytelling; orality; juxtaposition; memory of and nostalgia for childhood or homeland; self-reflexivity about diasporic subjectivity and filmmaking process; and epistolarity which can be explained as engaging with letters and written communication. In accordance with these kinds of visual style and narration, we also see slippery identities, stressing either the hybridity or the alienation of characters, or even both; filmmakers representing themselves referring to the autobiographical and self-inscriptive features of the films; characters who speak several languages; homelessness or home coming journeys; questions of belonging; dealing with displacement; liminality and the loneliness of the characters. All these are important factors that determine the accented style of cinema. When it comes to the mode of production, accented cinema can be depicted as artisanal, collective and transnational, using different financial sources such as funding from television, public or private funding agencies or ethnic organisations, focusing on alternative distribution and exhibition channels, and involving the filmmaker in every stage of the filmmaking process (Naficy 2001). 

These factors seem quite comprehensive and give clear guidance as to what constitutes accented film. However, it should not be expected that all diasporic films will meet all the criteria mentioned above. Naficy himself draws attention to the comprehensive character of this definition of “accented style” and advises readers to bear in mind that not all accented films are diasporic, whereas he would argue that all diasporic films can be considered as “accented” (Naficy 2006: 121). The latter is highly debatable, however, since especially the younger generations of diasporic filmmakers might readily and seamlessly integrate into the mainstream cinema of their host countries. Besides, there might be some films that can satisfy most of the elements of this classification but still cannot be considered as diasporic in terms of the identity and the social and cultural belongings of the filmmaker, which constitutes one of the most important factors in the conceptualisation of “accented cinema”.

In addition to Naficy’s attempt to theorise accented style, Stuart Hall’s explanation, with particular reference to postcolonial diasporic filmmakers provides a useful tool to identify the major common motivations for diasporic films:

They have to try to retell the story from the bottom up, instead of from the top down. And this moment has been of such profound significance in the post-war world that you could not describe the post-war world without it. You could not describe the movements of colonial nationalism without that moment when the unspoken discovered that they had a history, which they could speak; they had languages other than the languages of the master, of the tribe. (1991: 35)


This definition, too, refers to the assumed “accent” of diasporic films. Since these films are not made by members of the dominant culture, and they deliberately do not use the language of the dominant; they are accented, and potentially revolutionary and rebellious. They give the perpetually silenced the chance of expressing themselves, inevitably requiring speaking upward. In addition, even if they speak in the language of the country they settled in, they do it in their own ways, expressing their distinctiveness. Here one can invoke Homi K. Bhabha’s theory about the power of mimicry in the colonial context whereby he investigates the possibilities for resistance under cultural hegemony (Bhabha 1994: 85-92). “Bhabha suggests that the very techniques that broadcast the dominance and impenetrability of the imperial discourse actually expose its inherent weaknesses that ultimately destroy itself from within” (McGarry 2007: online). Similarly, “Keesing points to the clash of cultures, where one culture appropriates the other and uses its own naturalised systems against it, which can lead to the denaturalisation of the ‘inherent’ rights to power held by colonialists; this can potentially lead to a dramatic shift in power” (MacKenzie 2000: 250). Correspondingly, using hegemonic language in their own ways, diasporic films and filmmakers can be constructively subversive by creating a domain for an alternative use of language and other communicative systems: by seeking attention and demanding recognition for this alternative view. The existence of an inferior, marginal, non-native, diasporic hero or heroine, who can speak the language of the superior, or equally, the untranslated use of the native languages of diasporic subjects, can be revolutionary both in terms of cinematic expression and of the definition of identity. Here is the point, however, where Spivak’s question “can the subaltern speak?” is transformed into another related one, as raised by Kobena Mercer, “can the subaltern be heard even if s/he dares to speak?” (Mercer 1994). To attempt to answer this, it is necessary to look at the power relations within the cinema industry and the cultural and social environment in which diasporic filmmakers work. 

As explored in the first chapter, the categories of diaspora and the postcolonial overlap to a certain extent.​[56]​ So too do diasporic cinema and postcolonial cinema. From this point of view, it is possible to establish a relationship between diasporic films and postcolonial discourses and the representations of colonised subjects.

Many diasporic films are considered as not only diasporic but also as anti-colonialist, treating postcolonial identity within a post-Third Worldist aesthetics and ideology. Some samples break away from earlier macro-narratives of national liberation, re-envisioning the nation as a heteroglossic multiplicity of trajectories … Films produced in the first world, in particular, raise questions about dislocated identities in a situation marked by the mobility of goods, ideas and people in a multinationalised global economy … While most Third Worldist films assumed the fundamental coherence of national identity, with the expulsion of the colonial intruder fully completing the process of national becoming, diasporic films call attention to the fault lines of gender, class, ethnicity, religion, partition, migration and exile. (Shohat and Stam 1994: 318)


Arif Dirlik suggests that postcolonial starts when intellectuals from the third world enter the academies of the first world (2003: 294). In the same way, postcolonial issues appear in film when diasporic subjects start to become part of the filmmaking process. That is, it is only when the dispossessed become possessed enough (of a university place, of a film camera and the money to make a film) to be heard that a new way of framing the issue emerges. The stories of deterritorialised, displaced people and their real lived experiences, revealing the diverse modalities of diasporic experience began to be told by their own people who refrain from using stereotypes even though “self-othering” does occur. Hamid Naficy states that, diasporic films are not only alternative and critical but also “minor” in the sense Deleuze and Guattari formulated as the deterritorialisation of language, the connection of the individual to a political immediacy and the collective assemblage of enunciation (1999: 131). Through their unmistakable engagement with the specific experience of “otherness” in a host society, most diasporic filmmakers register a collective and political consciousness. If diaspora and postcoloniality, then, have much in common, what of the relationship between diasporic cinema and what has come to be called third world cinema?

Shohat and Stam refer to the term “third world” in the context of cinema as a notion that calls attention to the collectively vast cinematic productions of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, and include in this the cinema of minority groups in the first world (1994: 27). Accordingly, they provide overlapping circles of denotation of third world cinema: 

1.	A core circle of third world films produced by and for third world peoples and adhering to the principles of Third Cinema 
2.	A wider circle of the cinematic productions of third world peoples whether or not the films adhere to the principles of Third Cinema and irrespective of the period of their making 
3.	Another circle consisting of films made by first or second world people in support of third world peoples and adhering to the principles of Third Cinema
4.	A final circle, somewhat anomalous in status, at once inside and outside, comprising recent diasporic hybrid films, for example those of Mona Hatoum or Hanif Kureishi, which both build on and interrogate the conventions of Third Cinema. (Shohat and Stam 1994: 28)

Third world cinema and Third Cinema are not identical, but they are strongly connected. The main defining features of Third Cinema are that it is constituted of radical, harshly critical, revolutionary, low-budget films that challenged political oppressions and interventions, that advocated the independence movements of colonised countries, and that supported the emergence of new cultures and social structures.​[57]​ It is possible to see the correlations between the two ways of filmmaking and the potential inspirational power of Third Cinema on any alternative cinema formation. John Hill, too, draws attention to the relation between diasporic cinema and Third Cinema: 

[T]he emphasis on the diasporic experience may also be linked to a certain revival of interest in the idea of “Third Cinema” … In this respect, the project of Third Cinema may be seen to extend to the diaspora culture of ethnic and cultural groups dispersed across the globe, including the Asian and Afro-Caribbean communities in Britain. (Hill 1999: 223)

When the characteristics of Third Cinema, together with the enumerated aspects of third world cinema, are considered, it becomes possible to assert that diasporic cinema is partly included in the definition of Third Cinema due to common points such as using alternative methods that change conventional filmmaking, coping with controversial issues, and being dedicated to minorities and their experiences. Or we can reformulate it to say that some forms and types of diasporic cinema apparently can be classified under the category of Third Cinema as well. Stuart Hall highlights this connection:

Think, for example, of the dialogue of every Caribbean filmmaker or writer, one way or another, with the dominant cinemas and literature of the west – the complex relationship of young black British filmmakers with the avant-gardes of European and American filmmaking. Who could describe this tense and tortured dialogue as a one-way trip? … This preoccupation with movement and migration Caribbean cinema shares with many other Third Cinemas, but it is one of our defining themes, and it is destined to cross the narrative of every film script or cinematic image. (2003: 243)


Such an association also links diasporic cinema with world cinema, as formulated by Thomas Elsaesser in his attempt to redefine world cinema in positive terms. However vague and so highly contested a concept it is, “historically and semantically, world cinema is a reworking of Third Cinema … Third Cinema has shed its political agenda and has become world cinema: a term modeled on music or food to indicate fusion and hybridity of national and international, ethnically specific and globally universal characteristics” (Elsaesser 2005: 496). By virtue of its suggested inclusiveness, the concept of world cinema now compromise ethnically-oriented films and film cultures across the world, and thus, diasporic films can be seen as part of world cinema.​[58]​ 

Nonetheless, it should be emphasised that Third Cinema as originally conceived represents a disjuncture from dominant commercial cinemas, referred to as “first” and “second” cinemas by Solonas and Getino (1976: 44-64), whereas diasporic cinema might include commercial, profit-oriented films that are not always necessarily marginal or alternative as noted above. Following his conceptualisation of “accented cinema”, Hamid Naficy also underlines the differences between this and Third Cinema. He notes that they are “alike in their attempts to define and create a nostalgic, even fetishised, authentic prior culture – before contamination by the West in the case of the Third Cinema, and before displacement and emigration in the case of accented cinema” (2006: 124). However, they should not be regarded as completely overlapping terms since accented cinema, which encapsulates diasporic films according to his theorisation, “is much more situated than the Third Cinema, for it is necessarily made by (and often for) specific displaced subjects and diasporised communities” (Naficy 2006: 121). Despite its overlapping layers with Third Cinema, diasporic cinema should still be classified as a different category.
While I would argue that it is useful to maintain a category of diasporic cinema, it is the case that films within this category have a variety of features that are dynamic and subject to change over time, particularly as the younger generations of filmmakers come to the fore. The celebration of difference as a positive descriptive and group identity, for instance, is a characteristic of one type of diasporic films, basically made by the first generation of migrants and mainly by the members of former colonies, while most of the filmmakers of successive generations prefer to focus on hybridity rather than essentialist differentiation, and tend to express their transnationality rather than their authenticity. This issue of generational differences between diasporic filmmakers, and the concomitant shift in the motivation and way of filmmaking over time is an important one. 
Scholars theorising diasporic cinema have started to question the representativeness of diasporic films and filmmakers. Early diasporic cinema recalls the term “cinema of duty” which was conceptualised by Cameron Bailey: “social issue in content, documentary-realist in style, firmly responsible in intention – [the cinema of duty] positions its subjects in direct relation to social crisis, and attempts to articulate ‘problems’ and ‘solutions to problems’ within a framework of centre and margin, white and non-white communities” (cited in Malik 1996: 203-204).  Kobena Mercer similarly focuses on the problem of diasporic cinema being confined to binary systems of signification. Naming it as “the burden of representation”, he calls attention to the limitations it imposes upon diasporic filmmakers’ creativity. Richard Dyer questions the forced representational status of “raced” people in his seminal study on whiteness and its power. “The claim to power is the claim to speak for the commonality of humanity. Raced people cannot do that – they can only speak for their race” (Dyer 1997: 2). In other words, in so far as white people are regarded as “the norm”, they can claim to speak for the entire human race. Providing specific references to Black diaspora culture in Britain, Mercer asserts that the necessity to be authentic, the responsibility to be the representative of a whole diasporic community should be transcended because “not only does this reduce the diversity of black experiences and opinions to a single perspective assumed to be typical, it may also reinforce the tokenistic idea that a single film can be regarded as representative of every black person’s perception of reality” (Mercer 1994: 58). Instead, he suggests speaking to each other, since he thinks, as interpreted by John Hill, that “the expectation of ‘speaking for’ the black and Asian communities relies upon the very same – essentialising – assumption of homogeneity as racist ideologies” (Hill 1999: 210). This kind of change in perspective, from “speaking for” to “speaking to”, can be seen increasingly in second and third generation diasporic cinema, which promotes “dialogic imagination”,​[59]​ allowing dialogue and exchange between different cultures and ethnic groups. 
Throughout the generations diasporic subjects generally, at least supposedly, become more integrated into the country they have settled in, by participating in their education system and/or by acquiring citizenship status, as exemplified by the Turkish community in Germany.​[60]​ As a result, they occupy a more powerful and thus more visible status in the sociocultural and political life of the host country. This invokes Judith Williamson’s comment stating that “the more power any group has to create and wield representations, the less it is required to be representative” (cited in Mercer 1994: 91). The younger generations of diasporic filmmakers feel much less pressure on themselves to be loyal to the necessary image/fiction of the group, which gives them the chance of being much more creative and playful with their art. This leads to the production of a much greater variety of films from commercial, popular fictions to low-budget, experimental documentaries in the field of diasporic cinema. Regarding a wide range of recent diasporic films in Europe like Bend It Like Beckham (2002), Jeunesse Dorée (2002), Offside (2004), Exiles (2004), and Head On (2004), it is possible to trace a shift towards the “pleasures of hybridity”, and a celebration of hybridity of genres, styles and diversified thematic concerns. Sarita Malik, who works on Black British cinema, explores the potentials of being a diasporic subject who deals with multiple identity belongings as a figure living in a different society and culture from her/his own or her/his parents’/ancestors’; she argues that “this form of duality is different from the ‘in-betweenness’ of the ‘cinema of duty’ films in that it does not locate its protagonists solely within a problem-oriented discourse and diasporic experiences are not limited to victimhood and struggle” (1996: 212). In this respect, diasporic cinema has become much more diverse, resisting expectations for diasporic filmmakers to make representative films from a minority perspective. These films are increasingly engaged with gender, sexuality, queer positionalities, and tiny facets of daily life as well as addressing the questions of diasporic subjectivity, collective memory, identity, race and integration in the host society. 
Distinctive Features of Diasporic Cinema
To start with, it might be useful to investigate the modes of production that most diasporic films appropriate, albeit briefly, since this is of secondary importance for my investigation of diasporic filmmakers. As discussed above, cinema industries all around the world currently operate in a globalised economy which promotes co-productions that are essentially transnational in terms of financial resources, creative team or cast and dissemination of the films. “An accelerating globalisation has led film professionals to put pressure on their government to find new partners around globe, blurring even further the distinctions between international, postcolonial and migrant and diasporic filmmaking” (Jäckel 2010: 83). Increasingly more filmmakers create or at least know how to access various sources of funding for their film projects. This is mainly due to the rise of independent cinema and alternative filmmaking strategies, reinforced by more easily affordable, accessible and widespread technological equipments and the resultant cinema culture that deploys around film festivals and alternative exhibition venues. It is even possible to argue that this has almost become the norm, especially for low-budget productions and debut attempts. Therefore, within such a structure shaped by global economic practice, adopting alternative filmmaking strategies cannot be exclusively attributed to diasporic filmmakers.​[61]​ However, it is still important contextually to understanding diasporic films, inasmuch as the politics, economics and aesthetics of these films are inextricably related, and looking at the process of film production, how and under what circumstances diasporic filmmakers work and produce their films, gives us important insights into the films themselves.

Diasporic films are one of the means via which diasporic subjects speak. They make it possible for diasporic subjects to be heard. In most cases, it is not easy for diasporic filmmakers to enter the mainstream film industries of their host countries.​[62]​ Many diasporic filmmakers start making films as a reaction against the stereotypical representations of diasporic subjects within mainstream media or by the artists of host countries (Yeni Film 2004: 47; Genç 2004: 65). For that reason, either they have to work independently, provided that they can earn the money for production costs as well as negotiate distribution and exhibition arrangements with other companies, or they have to depend on fund-raising. Because:

a cinema which seeks to engage with the questions of national specificity from a critical, non- or counter-hegemonic position is by definition a minority and a poor cinema, dependent on the existence of a larger multinational or nationalised industrial sector. This is a cinema that has to work “in the interstices” of the industry, an area the dimensions of which can and do change depending on the effectiveness of cultural-political campaigns. (Willemen 2006: 35)

In this sense, public funding inevitably constitutes a large part of the finance for diasporic films. Particularly by virtue of multiculturalist policies within European countries, most diasporic filmmakers appear to apply to local and regional art institutions and/or cultural bodies of diverse communities in order to raise money for their work of art. In general, diasporic filmmakers hugely benefit from “a new variety of funding sources available (regional, national, European, pan-European) … and schemes such as Arte and Euromed that offer potential distribution opportunities” (Jäckel 2010: 84-87). Yet this also means, to a certain extent, being restricted by the cultural policies or preconceptions of the awarding institution.​[63]​ Ayhan Salar, a Turkish diasporic filmmaker, drawing on his own experiences, explains the difficulty in securing money for the films unless the filmmakers agree to compromise their creative autonomy. 

Germans always want to see Turks as stereotypes and to determine what the immigrants will tell in their films. If you do not want to obey you cannot get any money. For instance, they refused my last film’s script which was the last part of a trilogy, having claimed that it did not tell about Turkish reality. (cited in Genç 2004: 65)​[64]​ 

Such pigeon-holing might cause resentment and drive resistance. Yet resorting to public bodies is, or at least used to be, one of the limited ways for diasporic filmmakers to obtain investment for their film projects. This is valid not only for the Turkish-Germans but also for Black British filmmakers who started making films with the support of the British Film Institute, the Greater London Council and Channel 4 Films, or North African filmmakers in France who created their film collectives to be able to make their films. Peter Bloom, on the basis of “beur” filmmaking experience,​[65]​ underlines the dependency of the interstitial mode of diasporic filmmaking on the wider film industry. “Despite its history of activism, beur cinema is thoroughly dependent on French filmmaking institutions, existing between a politicised third world filmmaking ethic and variations on a post-New Wave French filmmaking aesthetic” (Bloom 2006: 135). In a similar manner, Sarita Malik, too, focuses on the importance and necessity of fund-raising and, specifically, of public funding for diasporic cinema. She explores the structure of production for diasporic films with reference to the Black British experience, which can easily be expanded to encapsulate other diasporic filmmakers in Europe.

By the mid-1980s, different modes of Black British film production were emerging. There were independent production companies such as Kuumba Productions, Anancy Films, Penumbra Productions and Social Film and Video, which were commissioned by the mainstream television industry to make individual films. There was also the grant-aided or subsidised workshop sector, a space in which collectives such as Sankofa, Retake, Ceddo and Black Audio Film Collective could produce relatively small-scale, innovative and experimental films. (Malik 1996: 205)  

If there is one thing this practice-based structure indicates, it is the interstitial mode of filmmaking as a distinctive feature of diasporic cinema. Diasporic filmmakers generally work within a mixed economic structure, partially looking for grants from various sources and in part creating income in order to invest in their own films. Since they do not want to concede their independence and sovereignty in their films, diasporic filmmakers also tend to work independently by establishing their own production companies as soon as they become successful as in the case of Fatih Akın in Germany or Gurinder Chadha in Britain. 

The idea of an “interstitial” mode of filmmaking not only refers to the economic structure but also to the intellectual and artistic resources and references of diasporic filmmakers, as well as to their attitude, implying an artisanal, collective practice and understanding of how to make a film. That is to say, the environment and regulations that determine a particular filmmaking practice also informs a film’s aesthetic. Referring back to the aforementioned relation between diasporic cinema and other cinematic traditions such as Third Cinema, postcolonial cinema and transnational cinema, it can be said that diasporic filmmakers benefit from a wide variety of sources of inspiration. They can appropriate the film aesthetics and traditions of the host country in addition to the cinematic traditions of their countries of origin. In this respect, a Turkish diasporic filmmaker in Germany might be inspired by the pioneering filmmakers of New German Cinema as well as by the Yesilçam melodrama tradition of Turkish cinema. Furthermore, as exemplified in film collectives and workshops, these filmmakers work together and generally participate in every stage of film production from script writing to editing. 

Given that diasporic films are mostly made outside of the dominant system, occupying interstices in between public and commercial production structures, one might expect them to be intrinsically different from standard conventional films. Yet, such conditions of production are common to other low-budget independent films. So, what, if any, are the characteristics particular to diasporic films, differentiating them from other independent, low-budget or transnational films as well as from mainstream ones? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to look at the shared stylistic features and thematic concerns of diasporic films. 

When it comes to the discursive or rhetorical aspects of diasporic films, it is noticeable that most scholars build on the work of Mikhail Bakhtin, utilising his conceptualisation of language as an endless series of various utterances, and adapting it to the theorisation of diasporic cinema.​[66]​ The popularity of Bakhtin’s theory in the field might be due to the fact that diasporic cinema is inextricably engaged with language. In this respect, Bakhtin’s metalinguistic approach towards language, which he proposes evaluating within its context as a relational structure, constitutes a convenient ground for the development of a theory of diasporic cinema, which is considered as naturally accented, subversive and progressive. It is important, then, to examine some of Bakhtin’s notions, and indicate how such terms as “dialogic imagination” and “double-voicedness”, have been derived from his theory and used in the conceptualisation of diasporic cinema.

Bakhtin, in his seminal essays The Dialogic Imagination and Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, focuses on the interactive and collective aspects of language. For him, any word belongs to someone else and the only way to be able to own it is to appropriate the word and to modify it according to one’s own expressive and semantic world. Even if the appropriation occurs, words can resist assimilation and might not become a natural possession of someone else (Bakhtin 1997: 77). This can be used as a good explanation of why diasporic films are referred to as “accented”. Even when the language of the dominant, of the host society, is used in a very articulate way, it might still remain “accented” inasmuch as some words cannot be entirely adapted to the context of the user and to the specificities of the community to which the user belongs. Moreover, as stated above, diasporic filmmakers are mostly marginal filmmakers who adopt an interstitial mode of filmmaking, which results in a peripheral position for them rather than a central one within the film industry. In this respect, if the mainstream, central industrial structure can be interpreted as the dominant language that is supposedly the norm, and thus pure and unaccented, diasporic cinema unavoidably becomes accented in cinematic terms. Thus, in terms of their positionality in filmmaking and also their language positionality, diasporic filmmakers inhabit a doubly accented situation. However, this should not be read as an insufficiency or inadequacy; on the contrary, it should be seen as a sign of the vitality and richness of the language itself, and the progressive potential of the social interaction between the diasporic community and host society performed through that language. The utterances that constitute the actual form of the language to be performed are not isolated but interconnected (Voloshinov and Bakhtin 1997: 59). Consequently, every utterance should be considered in relation to each other. In other words, what diasporic filmmakers produce should be read as a response to and/or in relation to host society and culture, and in the context of their actual situation in the host society and within the structures of film production. 

Bakhtin’s observations about the relational nature of language pave the way for a discussion of the notion of “dialogic imagination”. Stating that our ideological interrelation with the world depends on dialogue, on the struggle to dominate the discourses of others, Bakhtin divides discourses into two categories according to their functions; namely, “authoritative” and “internally persuasive”. “It is not a free appropriation and assimilation of the word itself that authoritative discourse seeks to elicit from us; rather, it demands our unconditional allegiance”, he asserts, while “the semantic structure of an internally persuasive discourse is not finite, it is open; in each of the new contexts that dialogize it, this discourse is able to reveal ever newer ways to mean” (Bakhtin 1997: 79). In accordance with this, the conventional narrative of dominant, mainstream cinema can be regarded as a form of “authoritative discourse”, which with its imperious, coercive style, reflecting its ingrained power, asks for absolute subordination; whereas diasporic cinema can be considered as a version of “internally persuasive discourse”, which is not absolute or peremptory, but instead, argumentative and open for negotiation. Hence the possibility of the co-existence of different races, identities, cultures as well as the intermingling of different cinematic traditions and narrative strategies in diasporic cinema. This, on the one hand, might be its weakness that leads to questions such as “can the subaltern be heard?” since it does not assume or present itself as the norm, as the unchangeable. Nonetheless, this aptness for the creation of alternative meanings, on the other hand, can be construed as the strength of diasporic cinema because it provides the opportunity to question, to resist, and implies the possibility of multiple, never-ending signification, the “heteroglossia”, which, as described earlier, implies the polyphony and multiplicity of meaning. ​[67]​

As an alternative way of making films, telling stories and approaching society and culture, diasporic films emphasise the multiplicity of perception and thus of expression. Kobena Mercer carries Bakhtin’s dialogic principle forward and uses it with reference to Black British cinema in order to reveal the differences between earlier diasporic films that can be subsumed within the tradition of “cinema of duty” and later examples which enjoy the possibilities of hybridity. 

What is at issue can be characterised as the critical difference between a monologic tendency in black film which tends to homogenise and totalise the black experience in Britain, and a dialogic tendency which is responsive to the diverse and complex qualities of our black Britishness and British blackness – our differentiated specificity as a diaspora people. (Mercer 1994: 62) 

Notions such as “dialogic imagination” and “heteroglossia” seem to be, by and large, more applicable to recent representatives of diasporic cinema rather than earlier diasporic filmmakers’ work. New tendencies within diasporic cinema suggest a shift in the motivations, themes and styles of diasporic films throughout time, and so mark a rupture between first and successive generations of filmmakers. In this context, established and expected stereotypes such as imprisoned, piteous Turkish women who need to be rescued from primitive patriarchal oppression in the domestic sphere or a masculine Turkish man who is insensitive within family life and inarticulate and subordinated in the public sphere of his factory are not unusual to see in a film by a first generation filmmaker. This particular type of film, with its heavy dose of documentary realism, can be subsumed under what Angelica Fenner refers to as “films of migration”. She aligns them with the West German “problem film”, a genre that sought to educate the public about various social issues (Fenner 2003: 23-24). By contrast, the filmmakers of the subsequent generation seem much more likely to break off their ties with the tradition of the social problem film and to celebrate multiculturalism, multilingualism and multiple belongings, refraining from a reliance on binary constructions like Turk versus German or tradition versus modernity and so on. This disjunction is one I will explore in the following chapter, looking particularly at generational differences between Turkish-German filmmakers while analysing their films.

The dialogic principle as a distinctive characteristic of diasporic cinema also requires evaluating another related term “double-voiced discourse”, which is assumed to proceed only within a dialogic interaction, and the way it has been actualised in diasporic films. In order to accomplish this, it seems necessary to briefly explain what Bakhtin means by the notion of “double-voiced discourse”. Founded upon the interrelation between discourses, he classifies discourses as three different types; first, direct discourse “which is oriented entirely towards the object or topic it refers to” (Morris 1997: 102); second, objectified or represented discourse of which “the most common form is the direct speech of characters” (Morris 1997: 102); and third, double-voiced discourse which, compared to first two single-voiced types, provides a platform for the co-existence of alternative voices. Bakhtin explains how a discourse becomes double-voiced as follows: “someone else’s words introduced into our own speech inevitably assume a new (our own) interpretation and become subject to our evaluation of them; that is, they become double-voiced. All that can vary is the interrelationship between these two voices” (1997: 106). The co-existence of alternative voices becomes more conceivable in a sociocultural and political sphere where diasporic communities are in contact, either direct or indirect, with the host society as well as with each other. This is exemplified by the films of diasporic filmmakers. As agents who live in what Homi K. Bhabha calls the “third space”, diasporic subjects neither entirely belong to the host society they live in nor feel completely engaged with the culture and traditions of their country of origin. They occupy their own very particular space, mostly adopting their very specific language and culture as well, which can be described as a blend of the homeland’s and host country’s language and culture (Jahn 2007: 451). They combine their mother tongue with the language of their daily reality, making the superior’s language their own.​[68]​ Conversely, this can also mean that they, to some extent, internalise – even if, in some cases, they refrain from integrating – various aspects of the culture of the host society. Consequently, their everyday life conversations might be construed as a reflection of dialogic interaction. As a result, their films, in correlation with their lived experiences, are very likely to be dialogic, and thus, double-voiced.

As for the interrelationship between these disparate voices, one can simply appropriate the words of other and use them in order to express oneself. A diasporic film with diasporic protagonists speaking the language of the host country, for instance, Algerians acting in French, Turks in German or Asians in English, can be cited as very literal manifestations of the incorporation of someone else’s language and words. There will still be some accents occurring which accentuate the foreignness of the characters. On the other hand, actors/actresses can also subversively play with the language and make it accented on purpose, or on the contrary, “decontaminate” it from any accent or dialect. Diasporic characters who can speak the language of the host country fluently and articulately, as a matter of course, will potentially destroy the traditional perception of language as a symbol of national identity. The sharp contrast between their obviously foreign physical appearance (skin colour, dress, features, etc.) and their display of mastery of the language of the host society could bring into question the viewers’ perception of the relation between self and other, if not totally reshape it. Accent-free language used by diasporic subjects would challenge a concept of national identity based on essentialist notions of racial/ethnic belonging. Hence, such a politicised, strategic use of language would leave any language without a nation and push it out of sole possession, triggering questions in the minds of the audience. 

Multiaccentuality of language as an ideological sign system can best be seen in the third type of double-voiced discourse,​[69]​ which allows for a diverse relationship between disparate discourses and cultures: “In a vari-directional discourse, the author’s thought no longer oppressively dominates the other’s thought, discourse loses its composure and confidence, becomes agitated, internally undecided and two-faced. Such discourse is not only double-voiced but also double-accented” (Bakhtin 1997: 109). The “other” mentioned here can be a member of the host society or a member of a different generation within the same diasporic community; examples can be multiplied. In this respect, a diasporic filmmaker who makes an autobiographical film can combine her/his own recollection with uninterrupted stories of her/his parents even if they do not entirely match. In this way, s/he gives narrative authority to other voices, allowing room for dialogue and mutual transformation, rather than merely foregrounding her/his own point of view.​[70]​ That is to say, the dialogic imagination of diasporic cinema is reflected in a propensity for polyphonic narratives in which different voices are juxtaposed and different perspectives are negotiated. 

Hamid Naficy transcribes the linguistic concept of “double-voicedness” into the context of diasporic cinema with a more comprehensive term of “double consciousness”:​[71]​

Accented films are also mulatta texts. They are created with awareness of the vast histories of the prevailing cinematic modes. They are also created in a new mode that is constituted both by the structures of feeling of the filmmakers themselves as displaced subjects and by the traditions of exilic and diasporic cultural productions that preceded them. From the cinematic traditions they acquire one set of voices, and from the exilic and diasporic traditions they acquire a second. This double consciousness constitutes the accented style that not only signifies upon cinematic by its artisanal and collective modes of production, which undermine the dominant production mode, and by narrative strategies, which subvert that mode’s realistic treatment of time, space and causality. It also signifies and signifies upon exile by expressing, allegorising, commenting upon, and critiquing the conditions of its own production, and deterritorialisation.  (Naficy 2006: 118)


In this fashion, diasporic filmmakers denaturalise and deterritorialise cinema as an arena for struggle for cultural recognition and criticism of the ongoing established misrepresentation, underrepresentation or total lack of representation of diasporic subjects within the mainstream culture industries. Notwithstanding this self-conscious and critical approach, diasporic films have become increasingly more concerned with the integration of the diasporic community into the host society rather than with difference. This cannot be attributed only to the increasing numbers of new generation diasporic people who feel that they belong to neither of those cultural identities but to both of them simultaneously. It is, at the same time, due to the political awareness that diasporic filmmakers have about their pioneering and influential role within the host society and their community, especially thanks to the growing popularity and success of their films all around the world. 

Inseparable from the concept of double-consciousness is “double occupancy” as the “co-extensiveness of symbolic and ethnic identities” (Elsaesser 2005: 114). Diasporas, comprised of “hyphenated nationals”, constitute doubly occupied communities that are considered to be divided into sub-nations and sub-cultures (Elsaesser 2008: 19). Deeming especially second generation diasporas to be torn between various affiliations and affected by “post-national feelings of allegiance and identification”, Thomas Elsaesser argues that “their identity can come from a double occupancy which here functions as a divided allegiance; to the nation-state into which they were born, and to the homeland from which (one or both of) their parents came” (2005: 118). Elsaesser proposes to “welcome hyphenation, or rather, the idea of an ‘always-already’ state of (semantic) occupation, as a kind of counter-metaphor to the metaphor of identity” (2008: 15). In this context, the actual sense of double occupancy as experienced by many diasporic subjects is what leads to an effective double-consciousness that translates itself into a unique film language and aesthetic, which is politically-engaged, polyphonic, innovative and in most cases intertextual, imperfect and self-reflexive. 

In relation to double occupancy, “diasporic optic” as an aesthetic device discernible in many diasporic films should be explored. Sujata Moorti, building upon Benjamin’s theorisation of the camera technology, deploys the term “diasporic optic” to refer to a particular visual grammar that makes the self-expression of diasporic subjects possible. She uses the term as:

a way of seeing that underscores the interstice, the spaces that are and fall between the cracks of the national and the transnational as well as other social formations. If the community imagined by the diaspora is transnational in scope and produces a subject position that lays claim to and negotiates between multiple affiliations, the diasporic optic seeks to reveal this desire for multiple homes through specific representational strategies. (Moorti 2003: 359)


In order to clarify how the diasporic optic works, Moorti takes recourse to Svetlana Boym’s theorisation of “nostalgia” and asserts that the diasporic optic can be read as a visual interpretation of “reflective” nostalgia which constantly looks at two or more different worlds and moves in two different directions simultaneously, and thus, provides the possibility of expressing the duality of the diasporic subjects and the characters of diasporic films (Moorti 2003: 359).​[72]​ In this sense, diasporic filmmakers and their characters are supposed to resist binary categorisations, exploring the richness of multiple belongings. They exploit what they inherit from their original culture and community but also make the most out of their new lives in the country of residence. Therefore it is possible to see a diasporic film with a diasporic protagonist setting off a journey towards their hometown as part of an identity formation/self-discovery process but without glorifying the image of homeland or situating two cultures/societies against each other. Instead, these films, derived from the filmmakers’ double occupancy founded upon their national, sub-national and transnational affiliations, might represent the possibility of co-existence, bridging two cultures or sincerely exploring the alienation of diasporic subjects from their original culture as well as from the host culture.

The main functions of the diasporic optic that Moorti uses to elucidate the characteristics of Indian-Canadian films can be expanded to include other diasporic films as well. Accordingly, the diasporic optic 1) promotes an aesthetics of estrangement and longing; 2) highlights the inability to perfectly translate all cultures, and in doing so, offers the possibility of negotiation between different identities; 3) underscores the shared meaning and symbolic codes that help constitute a long-distance community of sentiment; and 4) reveals how individual identities are constantly being reconstituted and exist in a process of becoming (2003: 373). In view of this, diasporic films and diasporic subjects are the harbinger of alternative senses of belonging and transnational affiliations rather than mere national allegiance. They reflect the in-betweenness and complexity of diasporic people by constantly juxtaposing the images of two different traditions, cultures and life styles. They emphasise the relationality of these different entities. In this sense, a Turkish-German protagonist of a diasporic film can be seen rapping on the streets with his peers who are also the members of the Turkish community in Germany or of other diasporic communities, like Greeks or Serbians, sharing the same environment, while he performs, willingly or unwillingly, the ritual prayers of Islam at home. This does not only show the permeability, not necessarily the clash, of modernity and tradition but also reveals the big generation gap, which in other words can be articulated as identity gap (Jahn 2007: 449), within the domestic sphere of diasporic family lives. Since they have less in common with their parents, these young members of diasporic communities do not want to return, but they cannot totally assimilate, either. They develop a unique sense of identity, which on the one hand, might lead to disorientation, double displacement and alienation, but on the other hand, can also provoke these young people to create their own spaces with their distinctive hyphenated identities such as Maghrebi-French, Indian-British and Turkish-German. 

Another noteworthy concept as regards the distinctive features of diasporic cinema is “haptic visuality”, which is also instrumental for my methodological approach and analysis of the films. Drawing on Deleuze and Guatari’s distinction between haptic and optical, Laura Marks emphasises the tactile quality of cinema “as though one were touching a film with one’s eyes” and terms it “haptic visuality” (2000: xi). Her theory “centres on the hypothesis that the experience of diaspora and displacement has a profound effect on the filmmakers’ entire sensory apparatus, enabling them to decipher the auratic nature of objects in a way less commonly found in the work of non-diasporic artists” (Berghahn and Sternberg 2010b: 37). Through haptic visuality, diasporic filmmakers stress the social character of embodied experience and present cultural counter-memories by stimulating senses beyond seeing and hearing (Marks 2000). As the ethnic and cultural constituency of the filmmaker her/himself proves important for the construction of such an idiosyncratic aesthetic, which functions to build a counter-hegemonic film narrative and style, I focus on the filmmakers who are diasporic subjects themselves. To a certain extent, in diasporic films, subject/author and object/character of the narrative overlap as the filmmakers presumably have unlimited and unmediated access to a pertinent ethnic, racial, cultural community. This is not to restitute a representative status for them that entitles social realism or to say that non-diasporic subjects/filmmakers cannot produce accurate representations of diasporic experience and diasporic communities, but to simply underscore the significance and impact of diasporic experience on the creative process and ultimately to privilege these filmmakers who have mostly been marginalised.

Lastly, the thematic concerns of diasporic films should be mentioned. First and foremost, not all but most diasporic films and filmmakers deal with the experiences of their specific diasporic community or generally with the effects of being in diaspora, in a “strange” and even a “hostile” environment. Here one might recall filmmakers such as Thomas Arslan, who significantly differs from his colleagues in terms of his style and his approach to subject matters and who makes films without Turkish-German themes as well. Nonetheless, in general, very common themes of diasporic films include the victimisation of diasporic subjects within the host society; discrimination and racist attitudes towards diasporic people; the stereotypical representation of them; integration problems; the generation gap; and identity crises. They also very often show an interest in their past and in their parents' and ancestors’ lives in general: the motivations behind their migration, the difficulties and conditions they had when they first came to the host country and so on. This might be accompanied by a desire for return to the sanctified homeland, and hence by glorified images of the country of origin in contrast to the gloomy representation of ordinary life and places in the host country. However, this does not mean that they have an absolute, unconditional, blinding loyalty to their country of origin. For instance, a Kurdish diasporic filmmaker in Germany can easily criticise civil rights violations in Turkey by virtue of the freedom of expression s/he acquires in the host country. Making use of the freedom Western liberal democracy affords them, diasporic filmmakers give voice to controversial issues from the privileged position of double occupancy: that is, they are at the same time insiders and outsiders. This interstitial position also allows them to address social problems of the host country, which impact on the diasporic communities dwelling in the host country, bringing a distinctive perspective to public debates. 

Resulting from their situation as displaced subjects, many diasporic filmmakers also pay a great deal of attention to the issue and use of “space”. This can be exemplified, in general, as the actual physical borders between different countries, and so the border crossing, but also can be interpreted as the psychological borders diasporic subjects mostly have to face under the circumstances of any random encounter with the host society, either with a tangible member of that society or with the idea of it.​[73]​ As for the physical borders, most diasporic films include actual transition places, non-places​[74]​ and transportation means between the homeland and the host country, such as airports, train stations, ports and planes, trains or ships, and thus they tend to tell a road story, at least at one point of the narration, emphasising mobility. When it comes to the psychological borders, diasporic films seem to differentiate outer spaces from inner ones by deploying various compositional strategies. Hamid Naficy problematises the issue of space in diasporic cinema as the use of “phobic spaces” and states that “a variety of strategies are used to create such spaces, including the following; closed-shot compositions, tight physical spaces within the diegesis, barriers within the mise-en-scene and the shot that impede vision and access, and a lighting scheme that creates a mood of constriction and blocked vision” (Naficy 2003: 213). Numerous diasporic films can be cited to illustrate Naficy’s observation; especially the ones made by and about the first generation of migrants contain despairing characters confined to dark and claustrophobic domestic areas, even within the walls of one room, elements which can be construed as objective correlatives of their traumatic inner world as well as their bleak future. 

It is not surprising or unpredictable that most diasporic filmmakers start their careers as documentary filmmakers. Documentaries are generally cheaper to make than feature films and they offer the opportunity to diasporic filmmakers to explore issues very close to their heart in a direct and immediate way. Particularly, documentaries become a platform for filmmakers to closely associate themselves with the characters of their films. Many use the first person point of view as a narrative strategy. Manthia Diawara explains the importance of documentaries for diasporic cinema, focusing on the potential of first person narratives and states that “in fact, there is a blurring between the identities of the filmmakers and/or narrators and the diasporic subjects which transcends the different poetic languages of the films to constitute a thematic cluster in diasporic documentary (Diawara 2003:193-194). The merging of the identities of the filmmaker and the film’s subjects suggests that such documentaries give privileged (insider’s) access to the diasporic experience. “Films and filmmaking [become] part of an apparatus of direct sociological evidence” (Halle 2008: 160). Particularly in the case of first generation diaspora films, this kind of claim to privileged representativeness was implicit. However, as Mercer has noted: “the reality effect of documentary realism is itself constructed by the formal tendency to regulate, fix, contain and impose closure on the chain of signification” (Mercer 1994: 58). The younger generation of filmmakers is more sensitive to the constructedness of documentaries, using what Mercer notes as conscious techniques “foregrounding an awareness of the decisions and choices made in the selection and combination of signifying elements in sound and image” (1994: 58), and acknowledging that documentaries are not necessarily more realistic than fictions. The fact that fictional films do not need to sustain loyalty to reality, together with the problematic status of representation in documentary films as a pure reflection of reality, has led new generations to turn to the potential of fictional narration to refract the ideological oppression caused by the urge and necessity for being realistic, and has allowed them to make fictions, challenging the illusion of reality and to dissociate themselves from the burden of representation.

In this chapter I have followed the marked historical shift from individual national cinemas towards transnational cinema. This significant change has been examined in relation to the global economic structure underpinning the rules of cinema industries all around the world and to the increased mobility of people leading to international production teams for films. The position of diasporic cinema within this remarkable transformation has been examined. It is clear that in a world of cultural hybridity, and racial and national impurity, diasporic cinema occupies a particular place thanks to its ability to criticise any taken-for-granted notion and to deterritorialise cinema. Via the very same storytelling means which had once been used to narrate nations to themselves, diasporic cinema now narrates non-native components of those nations to the world. 

Having established diasporic cinema as a distinct category, the characteristics of this category have been explored. The theorisation of diasporic cinema has been followed by an exploration of some generic features of diasporic cinema. While terminology varies as to the definition of diasporic cinema; “cinema of transvergence” (Higbee 2007a), “accented cinema” (Naficy 2006), “interstitial cinema” (Naficy 2006), “cinema of displacement” (Ghosh and Sarkar 1996), “intercultural cinema” (Marks 2000) and so forth, there are certain features of this cinema that are discernible regardless of the label used. In brief, drawing on some common characteristics, diasporic cinema can be described as; a cinema of multiple allegiances and affiliations; a cinema located across sub-national and transnational levels, foregrounding transnational mobility and perpetual interconnectedness; consequently, it is hybrid in terms of aesthetics and narrative strategies, drawing on, first and foremost, the cinematic traditions of home and host countries, but also on a larger, widely available universal language of cinema; it is a cinema that privileges places of transit and non-spaces as the projections of diasporic experience; it deems language, as the signifier of identity, very important; it can be market-oriented, commercial or marginal; it comprises a wide range of films from socially conscious to celebratory ones that highlight the delights of hybrid existence, but either way it is a cinema that is politically engaged; it is interstitial in the sense it operates in-between; and it is mostly seen as the means of self-representation for long-silenced diasporic subjects, and therefore considered autoethnographic and accented. 

Having established such commonalities, it is now time to concretise, or rather to test, given aspects, seeking for correlations between theory and practice as well as any discrepancies. I will attempt to accomplish this by analysing the films of Turkish-German filmmakers as representative of diasporic filmmakers in Europe, since the Turkish community in Germany can now confidently be called a diaspora, as demonstrated in the first chapter. 


CHAPTER 3: GENERATIONS OF TURKISH FILMMAKERS IN GERMANY
As discussed so far, the idea of diasporas and diasporic cinema primarily focuses on the notion of mobility; hence, the importance of space in the ongoing discussions about diaspora. However, the significant role of temporality in the formation of diasporic identities should not be underplayed nor the spatiality overemphasised through the prominence of terms such as displacement, dislocation, deterritorialisation, and so on. Diasporic subjects not only challenge the stability of space and the concomitant fixed sense of belonging to a place, but they also urge us to consider the trajectory of experiences that are likely to change over time, as exemplified by the Turkish community in Germany. Here comes the issue of generation since the character and structure of a diasporic community as well as identification processes of individuals might, and most of the time do, change over time.​[75]​ It has been observed that successive generations of diasporic groups in a host country are more willing to integrate and to adopt the social/cultural customs of the host country, and tend to be less interested in returning to their country of origin compared to the older members of their diasporic community. These differences between generations indicate the changing perception of “self” as a member of an ethnic group and the resultant diverse identity formations within the same community, altering from one generation to another. 

Not privileging space over time but conceiving them as mutually interdependent suggests a shift from “cartographies”​[76]​ to “chronotopes”​[77]​ in the analysis of diasporic subjects and their work. By particularly stressing the duality inherent in diaspora experience; namely, both the spatial dimension which is the most common characteristic widely pointed out in literature, and also the temporality which is comparatively neglected, I will first explore the issue of generation as a problematic concept. This will enable me to establish a foundation for my classification of the filmmakers into different generations. In order to accomplish this, I will also elaborate the process and the importance of memory in relation to generation within the diasporic context and how their combined effects shape the construction of “self” and its expression. 

In this respect, I will start by analysing a number of films about the Turkish diasporic community and their experiences in Germany within four main thematic frameworks: changing narratives/discourses across different generations; the shift in the representation of space; the shift in the use of music; and the shift towards hybrid aesthetics and genres. Tevfik Başer’s films, as pioneering examples, will be analysed in conjunction with the work of German filmmakers who dealt with the issue of immigration and the problems of the guest workers in their country at the time, since they can all be categorised as the observers/outsiders who were not the members of the Turkish community in Germany that they problematised. Başer was probably the most acclaimed Turkish filmmaker at the time, concerned with the Turkish guest workers in Germany, and for that reason, he has erroneously been addressed in literature as the most prominent “first generation” Turkish filmmaker in Germany.​[78]​ In order to track any discontinuities and similarities, the films of the second generation Turks in Germany, that is, so-called Turkish-German films, will be evaluated in terms of the points they have in common as well as how they differ from the first examples made by the observers of the Turkish life in Germany. The films of the incoming third generation filmmakers of Turkish descent in Germany will also be examined in order to identify any possible shift in their thematic concerns, visual style and narrative strategies. 

The analysis of a number of representative films will mainly be realised in light of certain concepts developed and discussed in detail in the previous chapter. Among them  “accented style” is arguably the most obvious one in so far as it explicitly explores the common characteristics of diasporic films. It should nevertheless be noted that Nacify’s widely referenced conceptualisation either falls short in grasping the newly emerging tendencies in various diasporic cinemas (especially their more mainstream aspirations) or remains rather vague for it subsumes a variety of filmmaking practices from exilic to postcolanial under one and the same category. To this end, alternative theorisations of diasporic cinema as examined so far provide much needed alternative frameworks. For instance, conceiving contemporary diasporas as hypenhated nationals whose “double occupancy” translates into a specific film language with an underlying “double consciousness” provides the means to differentiate between earlier and more recent examples of diasporic film. This particularly helps to trace the shift from narratives of victimhood to narratives celebrating the pleasures of hybridity that resonates with the integration discourse which we increasingly encounter in cultural and social debates. Correspondingly, “heteroglossia” and “internally persuasive discourse”, especially when thought together with the concept of “cinema of transvergence”, aids our comprehension of some salient characteristics such as being polyphonic, innovative, imperfect and self-reflexive, as registered in most diasporic films. In this context, the concept of “minor cinema” is also important for it implies a sense of collectivity, political engagement and commitment. These considerations shape our evaluation of especially the work of the younger generation of filmmakers, which might not be necessarily overtly political. In addition, the discussion about the interstitial status of most diasporic cinema paves the way to locate diasporic cinema at a position “across” rather than in-between, leading to fruitful debates in relation to the rich sources of inspiration for Turkish-German cinema as well as its hybrid aesthetics. Finally, the concept of the “diasporic optic”, in conjunction with the concept of “third space”, enables us to engage with the changing stylistic strategies of diasporic filmmakers who endeavour to render the complexity and fluidity of diasporic identity and diasporic experience.

The Question of Generation 
Since this study endeavours to explore the generational differences between Turkish filmmakers in Germany, it seems necessary to explain what the term “generation” means in the field of social sciences. Therefore, before starting to analyse the films on the basis of generational differences as well as the features of diasporic cinema, I will try to clarify how “generation” is understood and used within the scope of this dissertation. In addition, it will be necessary to explain how the concept of generation is conceived in relation to the process of memory that functions in specific ways for different generations, in order to make it more intelligible why the same diasporic experience might have different impacts on each generation.

It is now a widely acknowledged fact that age, alongside other social categories such as class, gender and ethnicity, is a social category and plays an important role in how people define and identify themselves within society (Pilcher 1995: 1). Despite differing perceptions according to the country or culture one lives in, age is generally and simply counted on the basis of calendar time and indicates a certain historical period one individual lives through. Hence, certain incidents an individual might experience are very likely to be determined by the date of birth. For instance, if someone were born in 1950, it is obvious that s/he would be a teenager in 1968, and thus, would possibly get involved in the counter-culture movement and anti-war protests. However, the date of birth alone does not guarantee being a part of a certain generational group. 

Here it might be useful to look at the concepts of cohort and generation more closely.

Sociologically, the concept of cohort is a way of contextualising the lives of individuals; first, within the specific interval of historical time into which they are born, grow up and old; and second, within the company of their coevals (other individuals of the same, or similar, calendar age). (Pilcher 1995: 22)

As a result of their common period of birth they are considered likely to be exposed to similar incidents, opportunities or disadvantages that occur in their life span. When it comes to generation, a basic definition of the term can be proposed as a concept that “comprises all those members of a society who were born approximately at the same time, whether or not they are related by blood. Generation is also used to refer to the period between those born at the same time and the birth of their children, usually assumed by social scientists to be about thirty years” (O’Donnel 1985: 2). Even though this definition provides the ground for the conceptualisation of a generation, it ignores the importance and influence of other social factors that interact with the biological factor. In this respect, Karl Mannheim’s theorisation of generation represents a significant breakthrough in social sciences.

There is a tradition of theorising the nature and significance of cohorts that can be traced back to the ancient Greek philosophers (Nash 1978), and which includes the writings of Ortega y Gasset (Spitzer 1973) and the work of the French Annales School (Esler 1984). However, it is Karl Mannhneim’s (1952) essay “The Problem of Generations” which is widely regarded as the most systematic and fully developed treatment of the cohort aspect of the ageing process from a sociological perspective.  (Pilcher 1995: 23)

Mannheim, in his groundbreaking work Essays on the Sociology of Knowledge, analyses the issue of generation and acknowledges the importance of biological determinants for the explanation of generation as a sociological phenomenon. In this respect, he underlines the fact that the biological rhythm of birth and death is significant as to which generation one belongs to, but he also suggests that the generation should not be reduced to biological factors. In order to develop his own theory of generation he utilises some earlier work. In doing so, whilst focusing on the idea and status of “contemporaneity” in Dilthey and Heidegger, he also seems to be inspired by the “the non-contemporaneity of contemporaneous” as argued by Pinder, indicating the heterogeneity within even a single generation group. As a result, he comes up with a very comprehensive and satisfying definition of the term generation which focuses on the shared experiences rather than biological rhythm and provides three main categories: namely, “generation location”, “actual generation” and “generation unit”, considering the complicated and multi-layered nature of the concept. 

In accordance with his classification, “individuals who belong to the same generation, who share the same year of birth, are endowed, to that extent, with a common location in the historical dimension of the social process” (1952; 290). He appropriates “location” in order to define the position, the place occupied by a number of individuals in a social whole. Nonetheless, being born in the same year or being a teenager during a certain period of time does not necessarily make the generation location the same for people. In fact, what creates a similar location is the experiential dimension of generation, similarity of experiences; more important than being born in the same time period (on the same day, within the same month(s) or in the same year) is that they should be in a position (socially, culturally and intellectually) to experience the same events. Their differential responses to these shared events constitute the difference between the concepts of “actual generation” and “generation unit”. 

Youth experiencing the same concrete historical problems may be said to be part of the same actual generation; while those groups within the same actual generation which work up the material of their common experiences in different specific ways, constitute separate generation units. (Mannheim 1952: 304)


In other words, teenagers of the Thatcher era in the UK can be considered members of same actual generation but liberals and conservatives constitute alternative generation units within the same generation location. Consequently, Mannheim uses the term generation interchangeably with cohort, by highlighting the shared experiences of individuals who do not need to know each other in person but keep ageing together.​[79]​ It is in particular this important differentiation which has made his theorisation of generation so influential. 

Approaching generation as a matrix of biological and sociological factors, and emphasising the unifying aspect of common experience, has proved to be the best option for the purposes of this dissertation, since I have so far argued that experiencing the migration process and becoming a diasporic subject have considerable effects on the self-perception and thus the self-expression of an individual. 
Fresh contact plays an important part in the life of the individual when he is forced by events to leave his own social group and enter a new one – when, for example, an adolescent leaves home, or a peasant the countryside for the town, or when an emigrant changes his home, or a social climber his social status or class. It is well known that in all these cases a quite visible and striking transformation of the consciousness of the individual in question takes place: a change, not merely in the content of experience, but in the individual’s mental and spiritual adjustment to it. (Mannheim 1952: 293)

Interlinked with this unifying approach to the issue of generation that takes both biological factors and shared experiences into consideration simultaneously are the perception and the importance of a specific experience for different individuals. This also attests to the importance of the concept of “fresh contact”. For instance, first Turkish guest workers and their children who were entitled to join them from the 1970s onwards in Germany might have gone through the same migration process, but did they experience it in the exact same way?  Were the first generation Turks, having being subjected to explicit discrimination, affected differently from their children, who constituted the second generation in the 1980s? In this respect, key periods of socialisation come into prominence. That is, one being a teenager or an adult at the time of departure from the homeland determines the way one perceives the same incident. “As a result of differential exposure and exclusion due to location in historical time”, Mannheim argues, “there exist different social generations, each having distinctive world views. This, in turn, leads people of different ages to experience the same social and cultural events differently” (Pilcher 1995: 23). In other words, if someone experiences migration or discrimination during their formative childhood years, that generally shape the fundamental norms and values of adult life, it is very likely for them to perceive this very same incident of migration or discrimination in a different way compared to an adult person. Therefore, it is arguable that fresh contact has an impact on everybody who happens to experience it, but it differs depending on the generation location of the individual as well as other sociocultural, economic and ideological determinants. 

Having established the necessary theoretical basis for the comprehension of the term generation, I will now move on to an alternative approach to the issue of generation, which relates this concept to the construction of history and cultural memory. Memory plays an important role in self-perception, and thus, for the artistic expression of the diasporic subjects at stake. Sigrid Weigel explores “the concept and narrative of ‘generation’ as symbolic form, that is, as a cultural pattern for constructing history” (Weigel 2002: 265). In this context, Weigel focuses on the continuity and the historicisation of the concept by defining the term as “based on the Latin ‘generatio’ or the Greek ‘genesis’, both meaning origin, arise and (pro)creation”. Weigel also argues that “there is a hidden structure within the word ‘generation’ concerning the transition from creation to continuation, for the generation marks the historico-theoretical threshold in the relationship between beginning and descent or creation and genealogy” (2002: 265). Working particularly in the context of National Socialism, Weigel highlights the permeability of memories with specific reference to the concept of “transgenerational traumatisation” as introduced in Freud’s theory of trauma. In this respect, members of one generation, even if they did not experience the traumatic event in question themselves, might still remember, that is, they can be influenced by it. That is, people do not live in a world isolated from their past: on the contrary, everything at present is signified in regards to the past, directly or indirectly. 

In his innovative work on how social memory is conveyed via performative rituals and bodily practices Paul Connerton highlights the importance of social relations in the construction of personal memory and identity through a set of narratives about the past of the group that an individual belongs to. Referring to social theorist Maurice Halbwachs, who was particularly interested in the social construction of memory, Connerton explains that “it is through their membership of a social group – particularly kinship, religious and class affiliations – that individuals are able to acquire, to localise and to recall their memories” (1989: 36). In this sense, the experience of migration, departure, and the social context built upon the diasporic experience in the host country are inevitable parts of the individual consciousness of any member of the Turkish community in Germany regardless of their generation location. However, it is also acknowledged that the transmission of memory from one generation to another within the same social group and the perception of it are shaped by new values and present tendencies that can fulfill the needs and expectations of new generations. “Across generations, different sets of memories, frequently in the shape of implicit background narratives, will encounter each other; so that, although physically present to one another in a particular setting, the different generations may remain mentally and emotionally insulated” (Connerton 1989: 3). At this point, it seems essential to briefly address why and how this diversity occurs in the recollection processes of different generations.

For the guest workers who were invited to Germany as a locomotive labour power in the 1960s, the motivation behind their decision, the process of migration, the everyday routine of living and working in a foreign country and culture and the process of settlement are unequivocally a matter of personal memory. For that reason, the first generation’s recollection of the departure and the fresh contact is supposed to be fresher, stronger and less falsified than that of the successive generations. Yet how does the process of memory change when it comes to the second generation, who were brought to the host country when they were little or were born in Germany? If they were children when they experienced migration, constituting “the 1.5 generation” as they are occasionally referred to,​[80]​ it will be a combination of personal memory and the narratives created by their parents through stories or pictures. Whereas if they were born in the host country and the experience of migration therefore preceded their birth, it will most likely be “received history”, a term coined by James Young (Lentin 2002: 4), or “postmemory” as elaborated by Marianne Hirsch. According to her, “postmemory describes the relationship that the generation after those who witnessed cultural or collective trauma bears to the experiences of those who came before, experiences that they remember only by means of the stories, images and behaviors among which they grew up” (Hirsch 2008: 106). This puts the emphasis on the transgenerational transmission. Although Hirsch asserts the depth and strength of the transmitted memories that might result in one’s own experience of displacement, it still remains possible to argue that the second generation’s knowledge and perception of the past will be different from that of their parents.

In respect of the third generation, the construction of memory is carried beyond postmemory, “whose connection to the past is not actually mediated by recall but by imaginative investment, projection and creation” (Hirsch 2008: 107) to the “prosthetic memory”, which is seen as a progressive product of commodification and mass culture that prevail in modern capitalist societies. In her account of the politics of memory Alison Landsberg identifies the characteristics of prosthetic memory as follows: 
It is not authentic or natural but rather derived from engagement with mediated representations (seeing a film, visiting a museum, watching a television show) … These are sensuous memories produced by an experience of mass mediated representations … Calling it “prosthetic” signals its interchangeability and exchangeability and underscores its commodified form … A sensuous engagement with the past, which prosthetic memory enables, is the foundation for more than simply individual subjectivity; it becomes the basis for mediated collective identification and for the production of potentially counterhegemonic spheres. (2003: 149-50)

In brief, prosthetic memory can be explained as a memory gained through various products of mass media and new communication technologies rather than a personal contact, indicating the ever-decreasing effect of the past events, particularly of the migration and the experience of being a stranger, the ultimate “other” in a totally alien society in the context of diaspora. In this sense, prosthetic memory is available for anybody who would like to reach it instead of being in the possession of one particular social group. Yet it should be noted that it will possibly be consumed differently by those who feel they have a claim to that history, as against those who do not.​[81]​ Despite Landsberg’s claim about its potential for radical politics, prosthetic memory is essentially mediated, and thus, is more likely to create a more distanced connection with one’s own past or that of other ethnic/social groups. Considering the indirect nature of prosthetic memory it becomes more understandable for example why the third generation members of the Turkish community in Germany are less interested in the idea of return or do not want to be questioned about their sense of belonging.

In light of the theory of generation, in conjunction with the process of memory, the first generation Turkish guest workers in Germany, who went through the process of migration, discrimination, and later on, the enforcement and expectation of integration as adults, are likely to interpret these events differently from their successors. It was not an indirect experience for them since they were the firsthand subjects of the ongoing process. Moreover, as stated earlier, the first guest workers experienced really hard working and living conditions in Germany,​[82]​ which can be seen as the main reason for not being able to invest any time or energy in the aestheticisation of their social conditions. Artistic production can only be possible, writes Svetlana Boym, “when the initial hardships are over and the immigrant can afford the luxury of leisurely reflection” (2001: 254). In this respect, it is not surprising that there were not any filmmakers that belong to the first generation Turkish guest workers in Germany. Tevfik Başer, who is commonly referred as a first generation Turkish filmmaker in Germany in the literature, was not actually a member of the Turkish community in question since he went to Germany just to study at the Academy of Fine Arts in Hamburg for a limited period of time, namely between 1980 and 1987. Besides, the fact that he had gone to England, again in order to study for five years prior to his education in Hamburg, indicates his privileged social status compared to that of the guest workers who were mostly from rural Anatolia without even primary education, with no qualification and no other choice than going to Germany to be able to make a future for themselves and their children. Consequently and alongside the main assertion of this study that prioritises filmmaker’s diasporic subjectivity in terms of the distinctiveness of their work, it seems plausible to consider Tevfik Başer as an observer rather than a first generation Turkish filmmaker in Germany. This also allows me to regard the films of German filmmakers such as Rainer Werner Fassbinder and Hark Bohm, who made films at the time, under the same category as outsiders who were opinionated about and problematised the experiences of guest workers in Germany. 

When it comes to the second generation Turkish filmmakers, who are also so-called Turkish-Germans, implying the different nature and impact of the integration process on them, it can be argued that they will remember, perceive and experience the same incidents from an alternative perspective and probably by means of their parents’ stories, that is, via postmemory. I contend that this inevitably shapes their work, leading to particular, different artistic expressions. Therefore, within the scope of this study, regardless as to whether they were born or brought up in Germany, Fatih Akın (1973), Yüksel Yavuz (1964), Ayşe Polat (1970), Buket Alakuş (1971), Sinan Akkuş (1971), Thomas Arslan (1962), Sülbiye V. Günar (1973) and Züli Aladağ (1968), who all began making films in the late 1990s, with a similar approach despite their disparate individual styles, are chosen as the examples of second generation diasporic Turkish filmmakers on the basis that they spent their formative years in the host country rather than their country of origin. 

The latest generation of Turkish filmmakers in Germany constitutes a slightly different category from both the pioneer filmmakers who dealt with the issue of guest workers, and the second generation, who functioned as mediators between the first and the third generations. They are mostly German citizens who were born and raised in Germany, and thus, the entirety of their socialisation process was in the German education system. Not only does the third generation have the opportunity of total integration, they are also very likely to remember the actual migration process via prosthetic memory, determining their particular perception of the events and shaping their self-consciousness. In this context, I will analyse the films of Kemal Görgülü, Hakan Savaş Mican (1978), Ayla Göttschlich (1982) and Özgür Yıldırım (1979), examining the changing filmmaking styles and thematic concerns resulting from the specific generation location they occupy. 

However, one should be careful not to generalise the heterogeneous character of any single generation unit, notwithstanding the functionality and usefulness of categorisation. That is, dividing filmmakers and their films into generational categories should not lead us to disregard unforeseen elements in the process of analysis. Bearing this in mind, throughout the following sub-chapters, I will try to identify in what ways these different generations of filmmakers differ from each other, despite articulating the same diasporic process, as well as exploring similarities among them although they belong to different generations within the same diasporic community.

A Wounded Image or A Confident Self: Narratives of Victimhood versus The Pleasures of Hybridity? 
In a social environment in which Turkish guest workers, along with those who were from various countries such as Italy, Spain and Yugoslavia, were depicted as isolated, incapable victims who did not own the word so could not speak for themselves or for their people,​[83]​ German filmmakers, Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Hark Bohm, Helma Sanders-Brahms, Dorris Dörrie, Jan Schütte, Jörg Gfrörer, Michael Lentz and Jeanine Meerapfel to name a few, provided the first portrayals of immigrants in Germany. Their films were the means of demonstrating the experiences of foreigners in the host country. With a commonly held social realistic approach, they depicted their protagonists as victims of xenophobia and racism, which were the prevailing and heated social issues in Germany at the time due to ever-increasing number of guest workers in the country. A similar tendency could be seen in the films of Tevfik Başer, too, despite his greater attention to the complexities of cultural conflict (Fachinger 2007: 255). 

On the one hand, this shared attitude to addressing the plight of the guest worker can be regarded as a socially critical approach especially when considering that the pertinent films used to focus on the hard working and living conditions of guest workers as well as dealing with the relationships within the family, particularly on the basis of gender differences. However, these films also served to consolidate the stereotypical representation of Turks, leading to a homogenising monologic tendency which lacks dialogue, and thus, cannot enunciate the diversity of diasporic experience. It was characteristic of the films made in this early period that they told the stories of often wretched and helpless female protagonists. Correspondingly, the image of Turkish women, who were doubly alienated, and to some extent still are, portrayed as powerless female figures, deprived of any agency and awaiting rescue from their oppressive, patriarchal Turkish families by a German hero, kept circulating.​[84]​ All in all, these films were the representatives of what Rob Burns calls “cinema of the affected”, “both with their thematic emphases and recurrent imagery centred on the trope of incarceration” (2005: 128). That is, the painful experiences of Turkish guest workers, oppressed women, and a stark culture clash were central to these early films.

Contributing to a narrative of victimhood, Tevfik Başer’s first two films 40 Squaremetres Germany (1986) and Farewell to False Paradise (1989) depicted Turkish women as the victims of Turkish patriarchy and Turkish men as the subordinates of German society.​[85]​ Similarly, his last film Farewell Stranger (1991) focused on the loneliness and wretched conditions of refugees through creating an agoraphobic sense of identification with space that reinforces the threatening dreadfulness of German landscape and society.

40 Squaremetres Germany is about a Turkish woman, Turna (Özay Fecht), who is forced into a marriage with Dursun (Yaman Okay), a guest worker in Germany from rural Anatolia with strict traditional values, and her entrapment in a 40m² flat in Hamburg. The name of the female protagonist Turna is the name for a type of bird in Turkish (crane) that is associated with migration and monogamy. Moreover, it is significant in Turkish culture due to its common use in folk songs as a symbol of longing, loyalty and unconditional love.​[86]​ Her name therefore corresponds to the psychological and cultural process Turna is going through in the film, mainly caused by her mobility across space. Unquestionably, it also implies the filmmaker’s deep knowledge of the culture he is talking about. The pivotal narrative moment in the film enhances the impact of the piteousness of Turkish women entrapped by Turkish men: unaware of what is waiting for her, Turna enjoys the first day of her new life in this new country of hope by decorating and cleaning the house while joyfully crooning. Inadvertently discovering that she is locked in this small flat, she understands that the only Germany she will be able to see is through her window in a cyclic routine, although she came here with high expectations, particularly with the hope of ending her imprisonment in her father’s house, where she seemed to be treated as a domestic slave. Thus, her dream ends very quickly, arousing compassion, and also reminding us of the renowned Turkish filmmaker Şerif Gören’s unforgettable film Almanya Acı Vatan (Germany, The Bitter Heimat) (1979), which has occupied an important space in the Turkish collective memory with its negative depiction of Germany as a land of bitterness that causes one to lose her own self.​[87]​ Turna is hereby confined in a world that she can see but cannot experience for herself because of not being allowed to leave her domestic sphere, the gender-coded area for female existence. The audience too is imprisoned in the same flat due to the exclusive indoor shootings. Moreover, a depressing claustrophobic feeling is created by mostly dark and low-key lighting, narrow camera angles and close-shot compositions which also function to support the narrative of confinement and dysphoria that she will experience as a result. 

Having been denied any contact with the outside world, Turna’s only close relationship is a non-verbal one with a little girl in the opposite window. The little girl too is entrapped in her flat, but in contrast to Turna’s, her confinement is due to an injured leg, a temporal physical obstacle. Turna is further identified with a baby doll, like a dysfunctional, passive and needy accessory that is deprived of the power of agency. When she begs Dursun to take her out, her body language is like that of a little girl who asks for permission of her father, reassuring the patriarchal status of the husband. As an act of resistance she cuts her own hair as well as that of the baby doll, divorcing herself from sexual attractiveness, and reduces her speech to a minimum level. This is fundamental when it is considered that Turna’s body is represented as an object of desire for Dursun, who holds her in captivity and satisfies himself with an animalistic instinct without caring about what she wants or feels. Combined with the fact that she was traded off by her father in exchange for “başlık parası” (dowry), which was an institutionalised custom especially in rural Anatolia, the film represents Turkish culture as incorrigibly primitive. In this respect, Turkish men, in the examples of Dursun and Turna’s father, are portrayed as oppressive, conservative and backward characters, contrasting with modern and enlightened Western/German men. Thus, Dursun, like every Turkish man in Hark Bohm’s Yasemin (1988), has a moustache. As Arlene Akiko Teraoka observes, “dark brows, deep-set eyes, and moustache offer the typical portrait of a Turk” (1989: 104), and this clichéd device is used to provide an easy depiction of Turkish men, implying their primitiveness compared to civilised modern men with shaved face. 

The victimisation of Turks goes hand in hand with the establishment of binary oppositions that pit one culture against the other. Accordingly, Dursun describes Germans as microbes, which can be read as a converted metaphor of the Turkish “microorganism” in Stockholm (Naficy 2003: 216), which in the film The Bus (1977) by Tunç Okan was symbolised by an abandoned bus in the centre of the city full with illegal Turkish immigrants. In 40 Squaremetres Germany, German society and its members are seen as a parasitical organism that can penetrate and corrupt Turks, but especially Turkish women. So, they need to be protected from these demonised people and their cultural values. Dursun, like the Turkish father Yusuf in Yasemin when he was asked by Yasemin’s teacher to let her attend school, does not understand the German government’s interference with their own family matters. These Turkish men feel emasculated by the close control of the system on them. The whole story, then, functions to create a discourse of compassion, as in the case of the “literature of the affected”, which was identified as one of the cultural sources of Turkish-German cinema by Rob Burns (2005). “Migrant writing in the 1970s and 1980s tended to foreground two thematic concerns: the social and material reality of guest worker experience (particularly that of the first generation focusing on exploitation, discrimination and social exclusion) and the problems of living between two cultures” (Burns 2007: 359). In this respect, 40 Squaremetres Germany follows the lead of the literature of the time and consolidates the powerless and subhuman status of guest workers. 

However, the compassion shown for the material exploitation of the guest workers is offset in these narratives by the ways in which Turks and the Turkish culture are represented as so backward that the German government’s interference is not only justified but also seems to be required. When Turna faints, instead of taking her to hospital, Dursun prefers bringing a Hodja home. Turna does not seem to approve but cannot do otherwise, either. This entire scene is a very negative and bleak portrayal of Turkish cultural values and traditions, for Islam is reduced to a set of irrational, superstitious practices. Furthermore, she has nightmares about women in black burkas, underlining the oppression of women imposed by religious values as well as by a patriarchal social structure. Dursun, who is a very protective, possessive and jealous husband, does not hesitate to let the Hodja touch Turna’s naked belly in the name of religious remedy. Even though the couple is isolated, without any relation with a close community, this deprecating commentary can easily be generalised by the audience, especially when it is considered that the filmmaker, who is also the scriptwriter, is a Turk himself.​[88]​ Because, as Deniz Göktürk rightfully observes, “the cultural production of ethnic minorities is all too easily understood as an authentic expression of the experiences of the entire group” (2002: 251), which echoes Mercer’s investigation of the “burden of representation” on diasporic filmmakers.​[89]​ 

As soon as Dursun learns that Turna is pregnant with his baby, his attitudes change dramatically: expecting a male offspring, he demonstrates an exaggerated affection and even promises to take her out. Motherhood hereby is given as the only value a woman can hold, since in Turkish culture it is considered a holy status, even a state that causes women to lose their sexuality, as in the case of ageing, and thus makes them equal and respectable members of the society. However, this happens so late that Turna has already lost her mental health, which is epitomised by her monologues in front of the mirror and her schizophrenic behaviour. “Her powers of articulation decline progressively, in tandem with her physical and mental deterioration, to the point where eventually language breaks down totally and she is reduced to anguished screams or neurotic whimpering” (Burns 2005: 130). Accordingly, the mirror is a very central object and an important metaphor in the narrative since we see Turna’s image reflected in mirrors several times throughout the film as if her only true self can be captured as a reflection in the mirror, invoking Jacques Lacan’s theory of the “mirror stage” (Lacan 2005: 1-6).​[90]​ Like the infant in Lacan’s theory, Turna can only see her unified and whole body as a reflected image, that is, as an external object, knowing that she lacks coherence and thus not being capable of seeing herself as a totality. Throughout the film, she becomes more fragmented and eventually loses her mental health. This establishes Turkish patriarchy in complete contrast with the modern German family inasmuch as Turna regresses as a confined and psychologically tormented woman with a stolen and fragmented identity.

In fact, the film suggests that Turkish women are so oppressed that they internalise the pressure and do not escape their prison even when they can, which ultimately justifies and reinforces the “German rescuer scenario”. One day, Turna accidentally discovers that the door is not locked. However, being terrified by the strangeness of this new world, she cannot go out, and instead runs back to the flat after a few steps down the dark apartment stairs. This scene stresses that the prison is not created only by Dursun, but it is in her mind as well, emphasising the necessity for women’s emancipation. Even when Dursun dies at the end of the film, his body remains in between Turna and her freedom, referring to the symbolic and internalised power of patriarchy. Although they are away from their homeland and culture of origin, people might carry this symbolic prison with themselves. The implication is that it is Turna, who gives Dursun the permission and power to control her, and she should take the responsibility to free herself. This might appear to mark a departure from the convention, which depicts German heroes rescuing piteous Turkish women, but the fact that the solution is created by a coincidence rather than as a result of Turna’s conscious act weakens the impact and any real revolutionary possibilities. Besides, when she finally finds the courage to leave her prison and knocks on her neighbours’ doors, she only discovers that they can neither speak her language nor are eager to communicate with or help her. As a consequence, she can only walk towards the light at the end of the aisle indecisively without knowing what kind of future is awaiting her; without knowing which is better, whether to remain physically confined or to experience a social isolation in an alien society and culture. 

The narrative of victimhood is further solidified in Başer’s following film, Farewell to False Paradise, in which female characters also play a central role. It is about Elif (Zuhal Olcay), Afyon-born Hamburg resident, who kills her husband, and consequently, is sent to a prison where she establishes a life for herself by making friends, working, earning her economic freedom, finding a romantic affair with a male inmate, and more importantly, liberating herself. It is implied that she could never do this outside due to being restricted by her close-knit community’s narrow-minded values. The whole story takes place in a prison, which is a strong signifier of physical and psychological entrapment in general and particularly of an immigrant in a host society, even though it is, even Elif’s first detention cell, more spacious and brighter than Turna’s depressingly dark and claustrophobic flat. The metaphor is reversed, for prison here serves as a safe shelter for Elif, providing a warm and friendly environment that protects her from her bloodthirsty brothers-in-law who want to avenge their brother’s murder, and from the cruel Turkish legal system which might confirm capital punishment for her.

Therefore, while the visual aesthetics mostly favour what Naficy describes as “phobic spaces” (2003) at the beginning of the film, the tone changes very quickly, allowing room for a more spacious depiction of the country of residence, even if it is limited to its prisons. Being in a prison is a traumatic experience anyway, yet imprisonment in a foreign country seems even worse. For that reason, the first shots of Elif liken her to an entrapped animal; quite wild, timid, jumpy, pitiful and fragile. She is brought to the prison as a traditional woman with a headscarf, and her body is weak and vulnerable. In this unfriendly looking environment, she ends up suffering from nostalgia: “a longing for a home that no longer exists or has never existed. Nostalgia is a sentiment of loss and displacement” (Boym 2001: xiii). Cinematic images of nostalgia are created by deploying flashbacks as a technique, which reflects the recollections of the protagonist. Having lost her home, freedom and children, Elif remembers her days in the homeland, which is sunny and invigorating compared to her current dark and claustrophobic cell. She recalls her laundry day out in the lake with her friends in the village where she looks very happy and vivid as if she was somebody else then. On another occasion, she is depicted in a sunflower field running through flowers and eventually meeting her mum, embracing her with joy. She also talks about her childhood in order to articulate her happiest memories as well as singing a folksong which is associated with homesickness and longing. As stated in the previous chapter, memory of and nostalgia for childhood and homeland are recurrent themes in accented films.​[91]​ Accordingly, the idyllic and pastoral homeland images are juxtaposed with unpleasant and somber prison scenes. 

Despite its liberating focus on female solidarity, the film cannot escape a bleak depiction of the plight of Turkish women in the hands of brutal Turkish men. With learning German comes communication, and subsequently, integration, for Elif, leading to a growing self-confidence. She begins transforming into a strong, determined and sexually conscious woman. Her appearance changes in relation to her developing personality. This remarkable step towards emancipation is presented in such a way that the audience cannot help inferring that it could not be possible if a strong bond with advance German culture was not established. Throughout the film Elif stays away from Gülizar (Ayşe Atan) and Hatice (Serpil İnanç), who are the only other Turkish inmates, and even treats them in a hostile manner. Instead she develops a relationship with “naturally” open-minded German inmates who guide her, like mentors, in the direction of liberation. That is, the German culture with its liberating values, if not a German hero, is once more presented as the rescuer.

In Başer’s last film, Farewell Stranger, with its beautiful and poetic cinematography and slow-pace narrative, it is not immediately apparent that the protagonist Deniz (Müşfik Kenter) is Turkish unless the viewer can understand which language he is speaking. In this respect, as a work dedicated to freedom of speech, this film can easily be generalised as a universal exile story focusing on the traumatic experiences of refugees in a foreign country. It is a multilingual film with asylum-seeker characters from various countries such as Pakistan, Turkey and African countries. They are allowed to live in a caravan on the underpopulated North Sea island of Langeness, which highlights their nomadic and insecure situation. Among them is a political refugee, Deniz, who is an intellectual, a poet and a qualified journalist, as revealed at the end of the film, which departs from the earlier stereotypical Turkish guest worker profile. Nonetheless, the trope of entrapment, isolation and the irreconcilability of cultural differences recur. This time gender roles are reversed as a Turkish man, Deniz, is offered protection by a German woman, Karin (Grazyna Spalowska), but the saga that registers Turks being rescued by Germans persists.

In terms of their political and cultural consciousness, Başer’s films seem to converge with the politically engaged work of the New German Cinema filmmakers, who produced a guest worker cinema that dealt with the “problem” of the immigrant and their integration to the host society. Thus, especially by following the continuities in the itinerary of victimised guest worker figures, one can identify certain correlations between the films of German filmmakers and Başer. Together they eventually generated a wounded image of Turks in the public sphere, since “the stories of total incompatibility, non-communication and silent suffering which these films told were perceived as the experiences of Turkish women [and also men] in general” (Göktürk 2001: 141). In terms of the mode of production, New German Cinema, like most diasporic cinema, was known to depend on public funding, co-productions and collaboration with television channels as subsidisers of art house and alternative films that were mostly topical, dealing with controversial issues.​[92]​ Consequently, the New German Cinema directors were allowed to investigate neglected or taboo subject matters, such as the problems that minorities face within society, thanks to the relative financial freedom provided by the low-budget production scale. Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s film Fear Eats the Soul and Hark Bohm’s Yasemin come to the fore as the most salient examples of films that questioned the status of guest workers in Germany.

Fear Eats the Soul, which is based on Douglas Sirk’s melodrama All That Heaven Allows (1955), tells the story of an interracial marriage between an old, widowed German woman, Emmi (Brigitte Mira) and a much younger Moroccan guest worker, Ali (El Hadi Ben Salem). The working title of the film was Alle Türken heissen Ali (All Turks are called Ali), pointing to the prevailing attitudes that tended to homogenise and generalise immigrants. The ultimate title of the film Angst essen Seele auf – the correct form would be Angst isst die Seele auf – indicating the foreignness of Ali with his “accented” and “broken” German, which constitutes the main subject matter of the film. At first sight, due to its highly stylised and self-reflexive aesthetics, Fassbinder’s film seems to be a deviation from the standard victimhood narratives, but a closer examination reveals that it actually rearticulates the story of the affected. The thematic concerns of the film such as immigration, racial tension increasing in German society, displacement, and loneliness are fortified by the visual aesthetic which constantly draws attention to the objectification of the guest worker mainly through the employment of Brechtian distanciation effects. This is reminiscent of Douglas Sirk’s aesthetic strategy, which does not allow the audience to identify with the characters, but still lets them have intense feelings (Fassbinder 1975: 97). In a similar vein, Fassbinder manages to simultaneously appeal to the emotion of the audience, and consequently he creates an idiosyncratic narrative language that asks the audience to use both their intellect and feelings. 

The story revolves around dichotomies, among which pitiful and misunderstood immigrants are contrasted with ignorant and prejudicial Germans. Nonetheless, Fassbinder challenges the stereotypes by converting them, and thus, calls taken-for-granted meanings of national and cultural identity into question. In contrast to the stereotype of the hardworking German, Emmi’s German son-in-law Eugen calls off sick even though he is perfectly healthy, which also contradicts with the film’s other characters’ prejudicial comments on guest workers, who are accused of being lazy and earning money for doing nothing. This at the same time serves to expose a misguided rage among Germans, who blame guest workers for stealing their jobs instead of the governments that promulgated this exploitative scheme in order to boost the German economy by importing and utilising cheap manpower from its poorer European neighbours. The Germans are further demonised with the sexist and primitive attitudes of Eugen, represented in complete opposition to Ali, who is not only hardworking but also very kind, sensitive and affectionate towards Emmi. Yet having been left alienated both at work and home, Emmi pays the price for her relationship with Ali, who is referred to as “dirt” by her neighbours. As argued by David Morley, immigrants are seen as a threat against the purity of the social space. “Homeland may be profaned by the presence of strangers or the national culture may be profaned by the presence of foreign cultural products” (Morley 1999: 161). Therefore, the neighbourhood and the whole society should be decontaminated from these non-native elements. The victimisation of immigrants is underlined via regular deployment of binary oppositions such as “us” against “them”.

Throughout the film, the camera sustains the position of an observer, keeping its distance from the characters and their problems. Fassbinder refrains from getting involved, but instead tries to exhibit. There are only a few “point of view” shots, which inevitably cause the audience to be positioned as observers, too. Most scenes are framed in such a way that enhances the sense of voyeurism as the camera, and so the audience, is positioned behind door or window frames. This, on the one hand, can be read as Fassbinder’s intentional stylistic attempt to mark a disjuncture from conventional narrative by reminding the audience of their scopophilia, satisfied by looking at other people’s bodies, sorrows, relationships and lives as objects, as elaborated by Laura Mulvey (1975). Fassbinder also explores the sense of national and racial inferiority felt by immigrants; the audience, together with the German characters of the film, stares at the undesirable “other” of the society, Ali, who is at the same time an object of sexual desire. Furthermore, the use of diegetic frames within the mise-en-scene functions as a visual tool that accentuates the social and cultural confinement of the immigrants in the host society. Yet this aesthetic choice can also be interpreted as the filmmaker’s self-aware positioning which stresses that as an outsider he does not belong to this guest worker community, hence he can only observe them. 

At the end, even if they stay together despite all the differences they have, Ali ends up at a hospital due to a severe perforated stomach ulcer, which is, as explained by the doctor, a common disease among guest workers caused by stress. Emmi looks at Ali with compassion. “Hospital as a space of extremes, a liminal zone between life and death”, argues Yosefa Loshitzky, “becomes the only haven for [immigrants], the only hospitable space in an otherwise hostile environment” (2010: 21, 57). The last scene of the film reduces the guest worker to a patient, a sick person, who needs to be helped and looked after. This recalls the time when the German government eventually decided to take action in order to encourage the integration of these guest workers into German society in the late 1970s, which was followed by public discussion about cultural disparities. These guest workers are represented as a problem within the society, if not a threat, and Fear Eats the Soul seems to solidify this image by telling a problem-oriented story which ultimately locates the immigrants in a discourse of victimhood. 

Another widely referenced cinematic example of German interest in guest workers was directed by Hark Bohm, who is known to be a long-term collaborator of Fassbinder and also a founding member of Hamburg Film Office, which happened to co-produce many films about the guest workers in Germany. For some reason, his film “proved to be the most popular, featuring on almost every German-Turkish film programme and being circulated by the Goethe Institutes even in Thailand and India” (Göktürk 2001: 140). Yasemin develops a pattern similar to Fear Eats the Soul in terms of the victimisation of the immigrants in the host society via a story of an intercultural love affair between a Turkish girl, Yasemin (Ayşe Romey) and a German boy, Jan (Uwe Bohm). Only this time the story focuses on the oppression of women in a putatively patriarchal and traditional Turkish community as well as addressing the intergenerational conflict within the family. Unlike Fear Eats the Soul, in which the characters were mostly portrayed as isolated individuals, not within their community, Yasemin embeds its characters in a matrix of social interaction by giving more visual information about their working, living and studying conditions.

Bohm posits the two cultures against each other through a coming-of-age story. From the outset, Yasemin is represented as a sufferer of in-betweenness who has to adjust herself to two different cultures; one represented by her Turkish domestic sphere and the other by her interaction at school and at the judo class with her German peers. With the exposure to the social life of the host country comes the tension within the family, particularly between the members of different generation units. Yasemin is displayed as an active, competent and clever girl, who is very successful at school, attends leisure activities and also helps her father with the business, even if under the surveillance of her cousin, and more importantly, she does not wear a headscarf. This seems to be an insightful account of Turkish traditions that undermines the usual prejudices to a certain extent. However, she also feels obliged to modify her outfits in the Turkish neighbourhood or to lie to gain some freedom, and soon her loving, caring father transforms into an oppressive patriarch under the pressure of the Turkish community and its cultural values.

The fantasy of “the liberation of the poor Turkish woman from captivity, repression, dependence or prostitution, in which empathy with the victims of a violent other culture primarily serves the purpose of self-confirmation” (Göktürk 2002: 251) is reproduced in Yasemin. A young German man is the rescuer of this beautiful, oppressed and entrapped Turkish girl, fulfilling the expectations of Western audiences. Jan watches caged birds on a monitor in his room while getting ready for Yasemin’s sister’s wedding, which can be interpreted as a metaphor of his position and relationship with Yasemin. In the next shot it is seen that they are actually his birds in the balcony and he is the minder and protector of them as they depend on him. Similarly, Jan observes Yasemin, as if she is one of his birds in the cage, with sympathy and compassion at the wedding, to which he was not invited, but still dared to go since he is “the superior” who does not need an invitation to invade. “Power of the gaze in societies has generally been the chief characteristic of what is called modernity” writes Orr. “The power of the gaze is interpreted as the power of observation, namely as all institutional powers’ way of spying on the subjects living in different environments such as, rooms, houses, factories, barracks, schools, hospitals and asylums” (Orr 1997: 84). Throughout the film Jan watches Yasemin behind windows/glasses several times, affirming the correlation between his birds entrapped in a glass cage and Yasemin imprisoned in a restrictive, traditional Turkish family. For her freedom Yasemin needs Jan, as confirmed at the end when, after being threatened by her father to be sent back to Turkey, she escapes on Jan’s motorbike towards an unknown future that we only assume to be better for her.

The Germans have the power of the gaze in Fear Eats the Soul too, which ultimately confirms the subordinate position of guest workers. Emmi forces Ali to show his muscles to her colleagues like a slave in a market or an animal in a zoo. The audience is invited to feel for Ali, who is sexually exploited by German women. With specific reference to the colonial context, Homi K. Bhabha argues that the construction of an inferior subject “demands an articulation of forms of difference – racial and sexual. Such an articulation becomes crucial if it is held that the body is simultaneously inscribed in both the economy of pleasure and desire, and the economy of discourse, domination and power” (1996: 88-89). In this sense, the aforementioned scene, preying on racist stereotypes about the sexual power of black men, reveals orientalist fantasies that arouse curiosity, desire, and fear and anxiety simultaneously. Yet despite his sexy, powerful and attractive body, Ali, having been surrounded by Germans who feel superior, is confined into a social impotency. Under their dominant gaze, his stiff, awkward gestures become similar to that of a little boy. Even Emmi starts talking to him in a patronising way as if he is a little child rather than a capable, self-sufficient adult. Ali is restrained by the limitations of utterance as well. Since he cannot express himself, he becomes increasingly frustrated. Power is acquired and disseminated through discourse, by owning the word in the modern world, and thus, immigrants in a host society, as the subalterns who do not own the word and so cannot speak, become symbolically castrated, as in the case of the first generation guest worker Ali.​[93]​ 

The misery and confinement of the guest worker and his wife is intensified with circular narratives that do not present any way out. 40 Squaremetres Germany opens up with a pan, introducing a very dark and messy room to the audience, which is accompanied by the voice of an insistent alarm clock that immediately recalls working and ruthless routine, reminding us the guest workers’ purpose/reason to be in the host country. It also finishes with the symbolic sound of the alarm clock, ending a circular narrative that is considered to be one of the features of accented films, as in Fear Eats the Soul, which also starts and finishes with a dance routine between Ali and Emmi. Farewell to False Paradise presents another cyclic narrative, which starts and ends with Elif in her dark prison cell, where, having utterly lost her hope, she intends to commit suicide. 40 Squaremetres Germany, like Farewell to False Paradise, develops on several flashbacks that are Turna’s recollections of her previous life in her Turkish village, albeit oscillating between longing, nostalgia and unpleasant experiences and emotions. That is, these pitiful immigrants are not only displaced, but also incarcerated within their own cultures. 

In a nutshell, although they were made by different filmmakers with various stylistic approaches, all of the aforementioned films contribute to the same narrative in terms of the construction and representation of a diasporic identity. Revolving around the culture clash theme and victimhood discourse, they can all be classified as examples of the “cinema of duty”​[94]​ that structure their narratives around a series of dichotomies, which at the end, intentionally or inadvertently, serve to reproduce, and thus to solidify, existing stereotypes. Referring to their social realistic approach, Anna Kuhn and Aysel Özakın criticise these narratives for “allowing German readers and viewers both to empathise with and feel sorry for the guest worker they are oppressing daily. They thereby permit them to placate their consciences and to feel superior at the same time” (cited in Burns 2007: 374). Still, these films were the first means of articulation that helped to represent the existence and the experiences of so far neglected guest workers in the host society. In this respect, their importance and function should be acknowledged, at least for opening up a debate about these issues. However, these films fell short in creating subversive texts that challenge the prevailing stereotypes and semantic patterns since they were “ethnographic texts” made by observers and outsiders.​[95]​ In this respect, instead of shedding light on and undermining the constructed nature of the ill-conceived images of immigrants in public discourse, these filmmakers seem to rewrite them without deconstructing. 

The question is then whether the Turkish-Germans themselves, as part of the community in question, can change this and create alternative narratives that neither reduce diasporic subjects into amputated and so incapable individuals, nor demonise the members of the host society. The deconstruction of clichéd and restrictive representations of the guest worker started before the autoethnographic films made by Turkish-Germans. The films that marked a period of transition, and so can be considered as a bridge between the first examples and the work of the second generation, promised an early departure from the established tradition. 

Since the reunification in 1989, the international media have been watching Germany cautiously, reporting on the rising level of xenophobia … on neo-Nazis burning down Turkish and refugee families in their homes. You would expect the Turks to be the ones who are paralysed by fright whereas Germans take a delight in chasing them. However, there are also some indications of German fright caused by the presence of millions of immigrants from Turkey who have not only introduced döner kebap, but also now wish to erect minarets in German cities.  (Göktürk 2001: 136)


In accordance with this shift in the reciprocal roles and positions of Turks and Germans as social agents, the films made in this period reflect the ongoing transformation by revealing the multi-layered and heterogeneous structure of the Turkish community and its relation with the host society. In this context, the 1993 film Berlin in Berlin, directed by Sinan Çetin and co-written with Ümit Ünal, and the 1998 film Lola und Bilidikid, written and directed by Kutluğ Ataman, come into prominence as taboo-breaking texts which are widely referenced in the literature. Both filmmakers are Turkish citizens and residents although the former follows primarily a national career within mainstream commercial Turkish cinema and the latter can be considered as an international artist who works in various countries and challenges the meaning and aesthetics of art by his innovative work. Thus, they are both outsiders and observers, but compared to Tevfik Başer, who had the same status, they seem to approach the issue from an alternative perspective. A call for dialogue between the two cultures and the concomitant dialogic imagination started with these films. 

Berlin in Berlin, a bilingual and bicultural melodrama, tells the story of Thomas (Armin Block), a German engineer, who inadvertently becomes a guest/prisoner of a Turkish family after accidentally killing their eldest son and his colleague Mehmet (Zafer Ergin). As the title indicates, the family provides a refuge for Thomas whereby he gets the chance of experiencing an alternative micro Berlin compared to what he used to know. There are certain continuities as well as differences to be observed in the film. Women are still in the domestic space, for instance, and cannot speak German, while men, especially the new generation, are out on the streets with their improving language skills. Yet the film soon starts deconstructing stereotypes and the presumed divisions between the Turkish community and German society. To begin with, the female lead Dilber, played by Hülya Avşar, who is an iconic sex symbol, actress and singer in Turkey, is rather different from stereotypical Turkish women that the audience has been accustomed to, with her fair hair and blue eyes. In the same fashion, the German protagonist of the film, Thomas, does not fit into stereotypical German appearance, either. He could easily be mistaken for a Turk with his dark complexion, hair and beard. The film also unfolds the heterogeneity even within such a small group. “Three levels of social integration are exhibited among the Turkish men” (Fenner 2000: 122) by means of co-existing different generation units within the same family. It is an extended family in which every member has diverse interests and social orientations. In this context, the character of the older brother Mürtüz, with his sceptical, nationalist and macho behaviour, is balanced by the relaxed and flexible attitude of his more culturally integrated younger brothers. However, this is not represented as a generational issue as if each younger generation should be more liberated and progressive, since Mürtüz’ father Ekber (Eşref Kolçak) is much more understanding and considerate than he is. The grandmother (Aliye Rona – the iconic female villain in Turkish Yeşilçam cinema) is a religious person but not a bigoted, narrow-minded fundamentalist. Dilber is represented as a woman who has desires and stands up for herself in order to realise them despite her son’s resistance, not fulfilling the expectations for her to be a devoted mother. They all watch German television channels, listen to German music, and the young brothers even have German girlfriends whom they introduce to the family without any problem. Despite his foreignness, they accept Thomas, unlike the German neighbours living in the same apartment who refuse even to talk to him. In return, Thomas begins to understand and thus to respect their culture and even participates in some cultural rituals. The more he understands, the less fearful he feels, because his prejudices are cleared away. In brief, by avoiding the “circulation and proliferation of racial and cultural otherness” to adapt Bhabha’s understanding of stereotypes (1994: 68), the film states that it may not be easy but reconciliation is possible provided that both sides make an effort. 

Berlin in Berlin at first appears to sustain existing power relations by giving the position of the beholder to a German with his camera. Thomas, as the owner of the “voyeuristic ethnographic gaze”,​[96]​ has the power to look at the Turkish couple and even records their relationship. Here the pleasure of the gaze is not only sexually but also racially motivated as well, like in Fear Eats the Soul, establishing the dominance and superiority of Germans over Turks. What Thomas later on describes as taking an innocent photo causes a death and a family to fall apart. The camera and so the gaze are represented as the armament of the Western men, compared with the conventional weapons owned by “barbarian” Turkish men (Fenner 2000: 114). Having drawn attention to the possible jeopardy of reproducing this prevailing hierarchy between the subject and object of the gaze, the filmmaker takes a step into the opposite direction by totally subverting the positions of either side. In his last attempt to apologise to Dilber, Thomas is followed by two of Mehmet’s brothers and when they find out that he was the killer they begin chasing him till he hides in the family’s flat. When Mürtüz (Cem Özer) discovers that he is hiding in the flat he tries to kill him, but the grandmother prevents it from happening by claiming that Thomas is their guest sent by God, and according to the Turkish traditions he cannot be harmed, but only welcomed within the flat. Thereby Thomas becomes both a guest and a prisoner in the flat of the very Turkish family he has been voyeuristically observing, and consequently the object of their gaze. His defeated and timid body language and the fact that he only sits on the floor in the corner of the room evokes the image of the victimised guest worker in the host society. Therefore, his entrapment in an alien environment can be read as the reversal of the situation that Turna in 40 Squaremetres Germany had to experience. This is a clear declaration of the end of the victimhood discourse, since the victim is not a Turk any more. Furthermore, in contrast to previous examples, Turkish traditional and religious values are presented positively as the reason for Thomas to be alive and safe. Besides, unlike the Turks who suffered from German hostility and discrimination, Thomas enjoys hospitality here despite the threatening presence of Mürtüz, who is the only problem and so can be conceived as an exception. This challenges the clichéd depiction of the Turkish family as a horrifying and primitive social entity rather than a loving and happy one. In the end, Thomas gives his camera to Ekber as a gift, symbolising the handover of power, a voluntary surrender. 

Similarly, Lola und Bilidikid works against the totalising, homogenising representations and descriptions of the Turkish community in Germany by exploring Turkish diasporic identity as a matrix of gender, ethnicity and culture. Like Berlin in Berlin, this film is also a co-production between Turkish and German companies and a mixture of genres such as melodrama, comedy and thriller, highlighting the hybrid cultural subjects it deals with. It tells the story of Murat (Baki Davrak) who is about to discover his suppressed gay sexuality despite his super macho brother Osman’s (Hasan Ali Mete) close control and surveillance. Lola (Gandi Mukli), Murat’s long-lost brother, performs as a transvestite Turkish belly dancer together with his friends Şehrazat (Celal Perk) and Calypso (Mesut Özdemir) as “die Gastarbeiterinnen”, who work to entertain Germans by performing the stereotype of Turkish women with their headscarves. The film not only challenges the illusion of cultural and sexual homogeneity within a large community, but also demonstrates several layers within the same sub-group by indicating diverse queer sexualities. As Christopher Clark explains, “in Ataman’s film we find a number of blurred boundaries: male/female, gay/straight, transvestite/transsexual, and perhaps most significantly, Turkish/German. In each case the boundary is transgressed in such a way that the unity of each term in the opposition is called into question” (2006: 558). In other words, by constantly crossing the borders in sexual, social and cultural terrain, the film continuously reminds its audience of the constructedness of norms, values and identities, as well as the inaccuracy of adhering to binary categories in order to generalise and stereotype any ethnic or sexual minority group. 

In short, both Berlin in Berlin and Lola und Bilidikid paved the way for the second generation Turkish-German filmmakers with their narratives that do not conform to the existing norms but instead challenge and transform them. Yet they still do not mark a total rupture from the former examples. A real breakthrough for Turkish-German cinema occurs with the advent of the second generation Turkish filmmakers. They want to move beyond the “cinema of duty” and enjoy their “double occupancy”​[97]​ by seeing themselves not in-between but across their multiple allegiances. They also want to express themselves by circulating more realistic and subtle representations of Turks in Germany that would break established stereotypical images. Many second generation Turkish-German filmmakers such as Ayhan Salar (Genç 2004: 65), Fatih Akın (Burns 2005: 142), Yüksel Yavuz (Film Ekibi 2004: 50), and Thomas Arslan (Burns 2007: 371) have indicated that the negative attitude of the German media toward diasporic communities, and the consequent dissatisfactory portrayals of Turks, was one of the reasons that led them to start making their own films. 

The most striking issue in second generation Turkish-German cinema is probably the continuity with the earlier examples when it comes to the representation of the first generation guest workers. It is noticeable that the discourse of the cinema of the affected continues in these new generation films. In most cases, the first generation Turks, the fathers of the protagonists, are depicted as in physically bad shape due to the hard working conditions they endured, which led to serious illnesses. Their weakness causes them to become indistinct, dysfunctional figures in the family. This, nevertheless, can also be regarded as expressing the second generation’s awareness of their parents’ lifestyles. By addressing prevailing oppressive conditions in the work place that have caused men to be subordinates at work, and to become dictators at home, these filmmakers reveal an intention to unfold the complexities that used to determine their family life. Yet unlike the tyrannical father or husband figures with their absolute authority seen in the first examples, the men in the second generation films seem to lose their power and become insignificant and meek characters. For instance, the father in the 1998 film April Children by Yüksel Yavuz is presented as a very weak figure who is like a ghost throughout the film. The film tells the story of Cem (Erdal Yıldız), who is the eldest son of a Kurdish family in Germany and is forced to marry his cousin from the family village in Turkey, although he is in love with a German prostitute Kim (Inga Busch). The first signal of the father’s existence in the film is given indirectly by his wife, who tells the children that their father is at the hospital for his regular medical examination. The father, Haydar, is played by the filmmaker’s own father Cemal Yavuz, who himself was a guest worker and, like many of his colleagues, suffered from severe health problems while working, as explained in the autobiographical documentary My Father the Guest Worker (1995). He is so weak, not only physically but also in terms of authority, that even his wife dares to rebuke him. Throughout the film he is almost invisible and, when on the screen, he is in the background, lying on a sofa or walking around the house like a piteous, ill man who looks for his medication rather than getting involved in the family relations. There is an obvious continuity between Fear Eats the Soul’s sick man Ali and April Children’s Haydar. Haydar seems to be isolated from the rest of the family during the film apart from the wedding scene at the end. Similarly, in Fatih Akın’s Head-On (2004) and his debut feature Short Sharp Shock (1998), the fathers as exhausted guest workers occupy only the background of the narrative. In Short Sharp Shock, the father of the protagonist Gabriel (Mehmet Kurtuluş) is hardly seen, and when he appears on the screen, it is only to invite Gabriel to pray with him, a proposal constantly refused by Gabriel until the end of the film.​[98]​ Instead, the dominant figure becomes the brother, which can be construed as an authority shift and change in domestic roles. Ultimately, the Turkish guest worker is reconstructed as a victimised figure who is no longer a powerful patriarch.

On the other hand, the dysfunctional position of the father within the family can also be interpreted as one of the reasons for the flexibility and freedom of the new generation that distances itself from the traditional values and expectations of the Turkish family life. That is, weak patriarchs bring about powerful women. Here one should be cautious about the possible reproduction of existing and formerly dominant stereotypical images of guest workers as traditional and narrow-minded, and the patriarchal Turkish family values that supposedly restrict individuals. However, in general, due to these changing gender roles within the family, women and daughters are represented as strong, emancipated characters pursuing their individual self-improvement in most second generation Turkish-German films. Not only the role of women but also the position of young men changes due to the physical and emotional weakness of the father. 

Accordingly, young Turkish men become liberated, culturally integrated and flexible in films. Even though they are mostly involved in gang-type relationships, which is another stereotypical representation of diasporic subjects in host countries, when it comes to the issue of relationships with the opposite sex, they are sensitive. In this respect, we see Gabriel in Short Sharp Shock supporting his sister Ceyda (İdil Üner) in her sexually-liberated relationships. He even becomes the rescuer of a German woman, Alice (Regula Grauwiller), subverting the “German hero rescuing oppressed Turkish woman” myth. However, Barbara Mennel argues that the film reproduces cinematic prototypes because “while the female roles are updated to those of hip, independent businesswomen, Alice remains the attractive object of desire whereas Ceyda represents the sister in need of protection” (2002: 150-151). However, I would argue that Mennel’s account of Ceyda is not entirely correct, as she clearly moves from one interracial relationship to another and even confronts her brother for her sexual freedom. In the Buket Alakuş’ film Anam (2001) too, women are presented as decisive and powerful. From the outset, the film emphasises female solidarity. The lead, Anam (Nursel Köse), is by no means like her antecedents in earlier examples, but strong, capable of speaking German, involved in working and social life and more importantly she is not desperate or helpless, instead she ventures to save her cocaine-addict son, Deniz (Navid Akhava), on her own. There are numerous examples of Turkish-German films with emancipated and confident female characters: Sülbiye V. Günar’s Karamuk (2001), Sinan Akkuş’s Sevda Means Love (2000), Yüksel Yavuz’s A Little Bit of Freedom (2003), Buket Alakuş’s Offside (2004), Fatih Akın’s You Are the One (1995) to mention but a few.

In conjunction with the increased number of liberated Turkish women, the renunciation of headscarves plays a remarkable role in the films of the second generation Turkish-German filmmakers. This is a sensitive issue, since interpreting the headscarf as a symbol of women’s oppression can also lead to a total discrediting and negation of the traditional and religious values of the Turkish community. Yet we see a concerted effort by this new generation of filmmakers to create a new image for women on screen. In this respect, the female characters finish their journey by renouncing their headscarves. The image of the headscarf stuck on the branches of the tree is followed by Anam’s hair waving with the wind in Anam, signifying her completed emancipation. Or the female protagonists do not wear headscarves at all as in the case of Sibel, her mum and other Turkish women she befriends in Head-On, Cumhur’s wife Füsun and their daughter İdil in Karamuk, Deniz in You Are the One, Fatoş in Offside and Melek in In July (Fatih Akın, 2000).

Challenging existing stereotypes is not only about the representation of Turks. It is also about challenging the expectations from the filmmakers both by the Turkish community and Western audiences in general, demanding authenticity. Diasporic Turkish filmmakers, because of their ethnic and cultural origins, are supposed to make films about Turks, their community and about their roots, reproducing existing stereotypes in order to fulfil audience expectations. However, they appear to resist these restrictive expectations that incarcerate them into a niche of ethnic filmmaking by dealing with a variety of issues. In this respect, after his partly biographical Berlin trilogy Brothers and Sisters (1996), Dealer (1998) and A Fine Day (2000), that revolve around Turkish characters and deal with the sociocultural circumstances these diasporic subjects are in, Thomas Arslan made a film that does not involve any Turkish character at all. He thereby freed himself from the heavy burden of representation. As Frantz Fanon once rightfully questioned, why should a man of colour take up a position on behalf of his entire Negro community? (1986: 226). Vacation (2007) tells the story of a group of German people who are connected by kinship but alienated from each other: a universal story about the human condition in modern society that could be told by any filmmaker regardless of their ethnic origin. By the same token, Züli Aladağ’s Elephant Heart (2002) does not tell a story about migration or the split identity of a Turk, but instead explores the spiritual journey of a confused German teenager Marko (Daniel Brühl), who is in essence a good person but fluctuates between illegal criminal activities and moral values. It can be categorised as a coming-of-age film that presents Turks only as ancillary supportive characters in the narrative and focuses on generational conflict in a German working-class family. The film also engages with stereotypes but inverts these: Marco is drawn into a criminal underworld whereas his Turkish friend Bülent (Erhan Emre) has a regular job and sets up a home with his girlfriend.

Yet probably the most controversial narrative that agitated audience expectations was Aladağ’s following film Rage (2006), which located diasporic subjects in a matrix of race, cultural difference and class. Even before it was televised, Rage created unease in the German media. As Berghahn explains, “Aladağ’s film was criticised for being an orgy of humiliation and violence, for portraying a young Turkish migrant as a perpetrator ... and for inviting the audience to take voyeuristic pleasure in ... the destruction of a German middle-class family” (2009: 64). The film explores the multi-layered and complicated nature of intercultural and racial relationships in Germany through the story of a German nuclear family and a violent Turkish teenager, Can (Oktay Özdemir), who is full of hatred and harasses the Laub family’s only son Felix (Robert Höller). Rage unmistakably conjures up Michael Haneke’s provocative film Funny Games (1997), in which two young men, Paul (Arno Frish) and Peter (Frank Giering), ruthlessly torture the members of a middle-class Austrian family who happen to be their neighbours in a peaceful countryside holiday home. The audience is forced to watch this terror applied without any apparent reason, and can do nothing but feel distress. Can, who constantly subjects the Laub family to violence in various ways, can be read as the twin image of these two young men. While Haneke is concerned with the self-alienation, social anomy, insensitivity, and loss of meaning of reality in modern society, Aladağ explores similar issues within the context of the multicultural, multinational and multilingual existence of diasporic subjects in contemporary Germany, whose multiple belongings create particular issues. In this context, having given the villain status to a Turk, Aladağ not only converts the well-exhausted dichotomy “evil German versus piteous Turk”, but also disturbs the established racial configurations. In his seminal work White, Richard Dyer explores the trajectory of the representation of villain and argues that the greatest threat in most westerns, for instance, comes from within, from bad whites, not from non-whites. “To make non-whites the greatest threat would accord them qualities of will and skill, of exercising spirit, which would make them the equivalent of white people” (Dyer 1997: 35). Following this line of reasoning, one can argue that Aladağ endows Turks with agency, with the long-denied status of “subject” in Rage. Instead of being an object of pity/compassion, as is the case in most films, here the protagonist, Can, however controversially, registers a sense of autonomy and control because he willingly and determinedly works on his evil plan despite all warnings from his father and Felix’s family. Finally Turks can even be villains, without the filmmaker needing to be restricted by the fear of his characters being seen as representative of the wider community. They no longer need the affection or protection of the host society, because they are now part of that society as equal citizens, as confident and competent individuals.

The fact that Turkish-Germans are more exposed to the culture of the host society, mainly through education and cultural interaction, shapes their perception of the host society and culture as well as of their own existence. Therefore, how they live and see and so how they express what they go through differs from the first generation. In this respect, second generation filmmakers deal with the problems of displacement and cultural adaptation their parents endured, but at the same time, they contribute to discourses on the bilingual and bicultural lifestyle their own generation experiences. It is evident that they have a better understanding of diasporic subjectivity compared to outsider observers. Yet the shift toward the projection of a confident self becomes even more discernible in the films of third generation filmmakers of Turkish descent. These young Turks are no longer the silenced and disadvantaged members of the host society; instead, they are active agents who are well qualified, skilled, educated and self-confident. Moreover, indebted to the second generation Turkish-German artists and writers in general, and filmmakers in particular, who consciously worked hard in order to convert German stereotypes of Turkish men and women, they seem to have a more relaxed attitude concerning their images in the eyes of the viewer. They do not have a problem with their integration into the host society; it appears to have been achieved and even is taken-for-granted. Therefore, they feel probably more German than Turkish, and in this respect, they approach/see Turkey as a land of a lost past; a land to discover; a land to exhaust for characters and stories with the eyes of an explorer. 

A documentary by Kemal Görgülü, a third generation filmmaker of Turkish descent, addresses the filmmaker’s hometown as a playground. My Sorrowful Village is Kemal Görgülü’s second documentary film made after his nine short films.​[99]​ The family’s migration to Germany began with his grandmother, who was literate and accepted as a guest worker in 1969; his grandfather followed her and then his mother and father got married and joined their parents in Germany as workers, later on becoming an assistant to a doctor and an electronic engineer respectively. Having believed in the importance and necessity of education, they made a great effort to make sure that their children were educated. As a result, Görgülü graduated from Media Economy in Frankfurt and pursued his education in cinema in France (Özden 2007: online). Even just this brief family history breaks with many persistent stereotypes by including a female member of a family who initiated the migration and her children and grandchildren who pursued higher education in Germany. Görgülü’s My Sorrowful Village (2005) differs from My Father the Guest Worker in the sense that it focuses on the inner problems of a village rather than the genealogy of a diasporic family and their diasporic experience in the host country. In the same vein, Ayla Gottschlich, another third generation filmmaker of Turkish descent and the daughter of the first Turkish Member of Parliament in Berlin, Sevim Çelebi Gottschlich, focuses on a photography project that aims to increase lesbian visibility in Turkish society conducted by Nevruz for KAOS GL (an organisation for gay and lesbians) in her debut documentary Look At Me (2008), which was selected for the 2008 Antalya Film Festival Documentary Competition. These latest generation of filmmakers try to discover their multiple belongings, and also, while doing so they deal with their characters and stories with a particular emphasis on the diversified and complex structure of Turkish identity.

Habitats of Meaning: From Prisoners of A Country/Culture to Inhabitants of Cities
If different diasporic generations’ relation with their origin as well as with the displacement can be seen in the form of ever-extending circles, there is no doubt that the first generation feels the deepest impact of dislocation as well as having the strongest connection with their roots. Consequently, their experiences in the host country are significantly determined by the values shaped in the homeland, whereas the second generation might have a more ambivalent relationship with their ethnic and cultural origins, allowing them to enjoy their transnationality without seeing it as a traumatic uprootedness. In accordance with this, they function as a bridge between the first and third generations. In this context, the members of the third generation are supposed to have the loosest connection with their country of origin. However, the formulation of diasporic experience as ever-extending circles also implies a connection that will always remain, creating one of the formative elements of the identity formation of these diasporic subjects. “Origins do not disappear, but they occasionally fade in order to reappear. History slouches, memory lurks” (Mani 2007: 117). This does not necessarily mean that they are confined within essentialist ethnic categories regardless of what they do/prefer, but to suggest as long as they want they will have the chance of utilising their transnational, culturally hybrid and multi-layered identity and diasporic experience to differentiate themselves and their cinema from their German counterparts. 

Inscribed in the changing self-perception of each generation is a differing sense of belonging, which essentially is related to their varied associations with space. As the meanings we attribute to our experiences are highly contextualised, individual agency is inevitably shaped by the immediate environment, by our contact with and perception of space surrounding us. Drawing on Zygmunt Bauman’s thought-provoking work Intimations of Postmodernity, Ulf Hannerz argues that “a notion of agency should be combined, not with system, but with a flexible sense of habitat; a habitat in which agency operates and which it also produces, one where it finds its resources and goals as well as its limitations” (1996: 22). That is, our social and cultural relations are strongly influenced by our habitat(s). Different habitats of meaning will create different cultural processes and varied artistic reflections of them. When thought together with Mannheim’s concept of “fresh contact” as discussed above,​[100]​ habitats of meaning explain why different generations acknowledge and express their diasporic experience differently. In this context, we can trace a shift in the use of space in films from the first generation examples to the third generation, inasmuch as diasporic subjects’ relation with their physical and social space change over time.

Claustrophobia, as felt in the host country, and a concurrent nostalgic glorification of the homeland prevail in early films concerning first generation guest workers. They are fraught with “phobic spaces”, which are the cinematographic articulation of imprisonment, entrapment and exclusion. Hamid Naficy addresses the common use of “tight physical spaces within the diegesis, barriers within the mise-en-scene and the shots that impede vision and access, and a lighting scheme that creates a mood of constriction and blocked vision” (2003: 213) in accented cinema. Contributing to this characteristic iconography of diasporic cinema, early films present protagonists confined in 40m² dark rooms or in even smaller detention cells. Alternatively, agoraphobia is deployed to reflect the sense of desperation and loneliness the individuals endure in the hostile hostland. In Başer’s Farewell Stranger, the whole island appears to be outside time: the overwhelming use of blue, nostalgic, pastel-tone colours, the shipwreck that was washed ashore, the ruins of an old church in the cemetery, constantly reminding the audience of the imminent death: a clock without hour and minute hands seem to be the visual equivalents of Deniz’s perception of loss of time and space, since he is a nostalgic subject who is simultaneously exposed to past and present, now and then, homeland and hostland. As Burns observes, “Başer often frames his characters within the horizontal and vertical lines of doorways and windows, so that they appear trapped within the depth of the frame or overpowered by the surrounding space” (2005: 135). Correspondingly, the immense landscape is used in order to create an agoraphobic apprehension by juxtaposing tiny, small, piteous refugees with the endless nature that is ready to swallow them. At times, in fact, it literally does so. The young Pakistani refugee, having been caught by the father of a girl with whom he has been having sex, escapes and gets caught in the tide, resulting in his death. After the incident, locals make comments implying that there is no need to worry since he was not one of the indigenous people, but a worthless refugee. The victimisation of the refugees reaches its peak when their caravan is set on fire by an anonymous culprit, evoking the murderous neo-Nazi attacks on Turks in Mölln and Sollingen that took place in 1992 and 1993 respectively.​[101]​ They are the undesired others of the host society, whose destiny is to suffer from discrimination and alienation; therefore, they are predictably located in narratives that configure phobic spaces. 

The more contact diasporic subjects have with the host society, the more integrated they become, the larger their habitats of meaning get. This opens up possibilities, overcoming the limitations suggested by earlier examples. The change begins with the films of the transition period. Berlin in Berlin opens with random images of people on cosmopolitan Berlin streets, emphasising from the outset that it will be different from the former films by locating its protagonists within a social context, which gives an insight to their everyday life within the host society. “The use of diegetic sound and the delayed revelation of its sources gradually introduce the spectator into the hybrid space of Berlin in Berlin – a place where the day begins with competing voices and languages” (Göktürk 2001: 146). Berlin here poses not as a city of spatially mapped cultural divisions, but as “the contact zone”, which Mary L. Pratt explains as “the space in which peoples geographically and historically separated come into contact with each other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving conditions of coercion, radical inequality and intractable conflict” (1992: 6). Unlike Turna, who could see only a piece of Hamburg from her window, the second generation Mürtüz and his brothers interact with the members of the host society on a daily basis; they are part of their neighbourhood. “They are free to view the rest of the habitat shared with other agents as a collection of opportunities and problems to be resolved or removed” (Bauman 1992: 192). That is why, even if they are harassed by skinheads one day, they do not articulate a wish to return to their putative homeland, because this is their habitat now and they feel obliged to be part of the solution to social problems if required. 

Starting with these films, we also see a transformation of cityscapes. “The famous monuments and landmarks of the cities are either absent from the films or stripped of their traditional cultural capital, assuming the role of outdated icons in an impoverished urban fabric, a non-place” (Loshitzky 2006b: 746). The focus on diasporic subjects turns urban landscapes into transnational social spaces. “In Lola und Bilidikid Kutluğ Ataman foregrounds Berlin’s familiar topography as a narrative space populated by Turks drawn from the capital’s gay and transvestite scene” (Burns 2005: 141). In this respect, the film begins with an establishing shot, panning across Berlin skies till the camera stops at the slightly blurred image of the Berlin victory column – the gold-plated angel which also featured in Wim Wender’s film Wings of Desire (1987). The iconic statue, with all its national and historical connotations, remains at the centre background of the frame when we first see Murat, who is the “angel” in the narrative not only due to his naive character but also with his pure, innocent looking face. The introductory scenes, therefore, irreversibly relate this second generation diasporic subject to his territory. A spatial relationship is constructed by Ataman’s well-calculated camera work. The filmmaker further deconstructs the fixed relationship between space and time by reorganising the location. “The scenes in the industrial wasteland where Lola is repeatedly harassed were filmed in Rummelsberg, an area notorious for neo-Nazi activity, through which none of the film’s characters would ever actually need to walk. Ataman dissects and re-sutures Berlin’s urban landscape” (Clark 2006: 564). Similarly, three young, innocent-looking but racist Germans, Rudy (Willi Herren), Hendryk (Mario Irrek) and Walter (Jan Andres), who humiliate Turkish transvestites with racially inflicted comments such as “go back to your kebabs” and “we want to fuck camels”, go on a school trip to the historic Olympic Stadium with their classmate Murat. When they insult Murat right next to the Olympic torch, it unmistakably invokes Hitler and the country’s Nazi past. The homophobic and racist attitude of these young Germans is put in a historical context which underpins the connection between the treatment of contemporary diasporas and the Nazis’ treatment of Jews and homosexuals in their attempt to build a “master race”. Overall, these films suggest that Turks are no longer the silent prisoners of the host country; in contrast, they increasingly become more visible, demand recognition and fair treatment, and modify their environment as the inhabitants of the cities in which they have dwelled for decades now.  

Habitats expand further over time, allowing more contact between each other. Accordingly, new generations of diasporic subjects are located in the intersection of various habitats of meaning. That is why they are represented as stronger and more confident agents in Turkish-German films. In A Little Bit of Freedom, a film about a teenage Kurdish asylum seeker in Germany who makes friends with an illegal African immigrant, women are represented as powerful and active characters who are even entrepreneurs running their own businesses, although they do not play a central role in the story. In a similar manner, Ceyda in Short Sharp Shock, owns a shop where she makes jewellery together with her German partner and best friend, Alice. Thus, a clichéd designation of the Turkish community as an enclave is rebutted by opening up opportunities for cross-cultural relationships rather than confining characters into circumscribed physical and cultural spaces. In this respect, interracial and intercultural couples play an important role in conveying the message. In addition to Ceyda, who first goes out with Costa (Adam Bousdoukos), who is Greek, and then Sven (Marc Hosemann), who is German, Alice initially has a relationship with Bobby (Alexandar Jovanovic), who is Serb, and then with Gabriel. The intermingling of dissimilar ethnicities and cultures actually constitutes the main theme of the film since three men with different ethnicities in Germany are presented as close friends despite their disparate backgrounds, indicating the openness as well as the solidarity between diasporic communities. Nonetheless, it is important to note Burns’s evaluation of the film: “for a film set in Altona, the most prominently multicultural district of Hamburg, Short Sharp Shock amazingly avoids even the merest hints of the existence of racial conflict” (2005: 143), raising questions about the political engagement of Turkish-German films and calling for an attentive approach.​[102]​ In his award winning film The Edge of Heaven (2007), which received the Best Screenplay Prize at the 2007 Cannes Film Festival, Akın consciously refuses to reproduce occupational stereotypes such as greengrocer, custodian or taxi driver that stand for the entire Turkish community. Instead, the protagonist of the film, Nejat (Baki Davrak), is a professor of German literature at a German university, lecturing about Goethe, even though his father Ali (Tuncel Kurtiz) is a retired guest worker. There is also a Turkish female doctor in the film who treats Ali after he has a heart attack, underlining the fact that Turks are getting more successful and making careers in prestigious occupations from which they were excluded before. This not only shows the transformation occurring over time in levels of integration to the host society and culture, but also draws attention to the heterogeneity within the Turkish community. What it more definitely tells us is that Akın is at pains to promote/represent the notion of Turks as (in some cases at least) well-integrated, middle-class members of German society, indicating diasporic filmmakers’ deployment of a latent agenda rather than an overt politicisation.

Bauman defines contemporary habitats as complex systems. They “appear as a space of chaos and chronic indeterminacy, a territory subjected to rival and contradictory meaning-bestowing claims and hence perpetually ambivalent” (1992: 193). Therefore, in current habitats “the identity of the agent is neither given nor authoritatively confirmed. It has to be construed ... Self-constitution makes the identity of the agent” (1992: 193). This suggested idea of “identity in progress” ties in well with the “heteroglossia”​[103]​ and multifocality of new generation diasporic films, as they constantly challenge the fixed understanding of identity – ethnic, racial, cultural. In search of a new diasporic identity that reflects diasporic subjects’ multiple affiliations and their new habitats populated by numbers of agencies, Turkish-German filmmakers focus on heterogeneity, polysemy and the concomitant journeys of self-discovery. They purposefully deconstruct and reconstruct meanings. In her extraordinary road movie Tour Abroad (1999), Ayşe Polat chooses unconventional characters for her narrative: Zeki (Hilmi Sözer), a Turkish homosexual performer in his forties, and newly orphaned Şenay (Özlem Blume), a cute eleven-year-old girl, who is the daughter of Zeki’s ex-colleague. Zeki finds himself in a position whereby he needs to take Şenay to Çiçek (Özay Fecht), who is apparently her real mother but disappeared years ago. Even though Zeki is not eager to take this responsibility, they set off on a long journey in search of Çiçek, which actually turns out to be a journey of self-discovery and leads to a strong connection between the two. As they travel through various European cities such as Stuttgart, Paris and İstanbul, “the history of migration is revisited through the lens of travelling performers” (Göktürk 2002: 254). The diasporic subjects are the explorers in these travelogues. The most remarkable thing in relation to the construction of the narrative space is the fact that Turkey is not portrayed in opposition to Germany or as a pristine homeland, it is, rather, given in continuity, stressing that it does not matter which country or city they are in; all the places they go through are just the background for the story and visually none of them is depicted as superior to another. Therefore, the homeland is neither glorified nor derogated, but pictured from a maintained distance. Moreover, the second generation Turkish-Germans’ approach to the idea of “return” is made clear at the end of the film by the image of Zeki and Şenay in a taxi, leaving İstanbul for Germany in the company of cheerful music on the soundtrack, heralding a merry future, and azan, implying the accomplished peace with their roots. As Svetlana Boym puts it succinctly, “the modern nostalgic realises that the goal of the odyssey is a rendezvous with oneself” (2001: 50). That is why homecomings are not prescribed as an ultimate remedy but as a short stop in a long journey of self-discovery in these films. 

As their relation with their social space(s) change, diasporic subjects, especially the younger generations, diverge from the idea/myth of return. In this respect, negotiating his and his family’s cultural and national belonging, Akın expresses his interpretation of return in his autobiographical documentary with a self-explanatory title We Forgot to Return (2001). In July proposes a twisted idea of return in so far as Akın sends his characters to Turkey not as their final destination but just as a brief stop over, a place to enjoy in a journey of self-realisation. It is a love story, which develops like a fairy tale, involving a science teacher, Daniel (Moritz Bleibtreu), a hippie saleswoman July (Christiane Paul), and a mysterious Turkish woman Melek (İdil Üner). Thinking that Melek is the “one”, Daniel decides to set off for the “unfamiliar” İstanbul from his familiar, cosy and safe shelter Hamburg in order to find her. Thereby begins a long journey that seems to be a travel diary and includes several border crossings, spiritual transformation and self-discovery via various vehicles of transportation, which are widely used objects in diasporic films as noted in the previous chapter.​[104]​ Similarly, in Solino (2001), which renders the migration process for an Italian family, Akın underlines the multiplicity of possibilities. The film seems very convenient as a representative example of accented cinema since it employs many features of the accented style, such as using the homeland’s landscapes, homecoming journeys, questioning of belonging, to name a few of many elaborated in detail in the second chapter. Yet in terms of return, differences are highlighted. When the mother Rosa (Antonella Attili) and her youngest son Gigi (Barnaby Meschurat) end up back in Solino, which is still home for Rosa after all the years spent in Germany, her husband Romano (Gigi Savoia) and their eldest son Giancarlo (Moritz Bleibtreu) seem to be attuned to Germany as their home. In this respect, the return that turns out to be “salvation” (Berghahn 2006: 148) both for Gigi and Rosa does not appeal to the other two members of the same family. Likewise, at the end of Short Sharp Shock Gabriel decides to go back to Turkey for good to escape his doomed fate in criminal activities, to redeem himself. Scholars such as Daniela Berghahn (2006: 21) and Rob Burns (2009: 15) claim that Gabriel’s return is hinted at by him buying a one-way ticket to İstanbul, but actually, what is lost in translation, or more accurately in the lack of subtitles, is the fact that he is sold a “return ticket” against his will by the Turkish-speaking saleswoman. That is, even if the protagonist Gabriel is not sure, the filmmaker makes it clear that to return to the country of origin is no longer an option, it will not help for the recovery of identity; or even if there is a return to take place, it will be towards Germany, where the habitats of meaning are for these new generation diasporas. 

Evidently, Turkish-Germans have redefined their relationships with their community and host society. Their self-constitution is influenced by “the other agencies (real or imagined) of the habitat …, in which the self-proclaimed allegiance to the selected agent is accomplished through freedom of choice” (Bauman 1992: 195). Therefore, the sense of belonging is reassessed and consequently multiplied. Accordingly, the younger generations’ construction of homeland and hostland spaces varies. A significant realignment of location and thus of the diasporic subject marks the very minimalist documentary, My Father the Guest Worker, of filmmaker Yüksel Yavuz, who is of Kurdish descent. In the film, Yavuz discovers his roots by visiting his father’s village in Turkey, and narrates the migration process that his father went through by leaving his wife and children behind in order to work in Germany. The images of villagers look like postcards from the filmmaker’s country of origin, like still photographs beyond the ordinary perception of space and time. In a similar fashion, the filmmaker’s father Cemal Yavuz, with his wife Güzel, sit in front of a wall when a static camera records their mid-shot images: he talks about his own recollection of the migration, drinking Turkish tea in a traditional Turkish tea glass. The father’s personal account of migration is complemented by the filmmaker’s perception of the same process, either conveyed as voice-over or as the filmmaker’s commentary during the filming. However, this narrative strategy does not function like the one used in Max von der Grün’s Life in the Promised Land: Guest Worker Portraits, in which, as Arlene Akiko Teraoka argues, the poetic and existential voice of the Turk contradicts the dispassionate and distanced voice of the German commentator who provides concrete information that serves to clarify and contextualise the arbitrarily talking Turk’s narrative (1989: 107). In contrast, Yavuz defies any narrative strategies that would generalise the image of a Turkish guest worker by creating a manifestly personalised account. The narrative, therefore, allows “dialogic interaction”​[105]​ instead, that allows communication between alternative discourses, since the filmmaker combines his father’s personal memory with his own post-memory, which seems to be the main tool for the second generation’s understanding of the migration process and their past/origin. 

While articulating the trajectory of migration via the self-narration of the parents and his own interpretation, the filmmaker juxtaposes the images of the Hamburg cityscape and the factory sites with idyllic Turkish village life and the daily working routine on the farms. The use of spatial references in the film evokes Svetlana Boym’s classification of nostalgia as “restorative” and “reflective”: “Restorative nostalgia stresses nostos [return home] and attempts a transhistorical reconstruction of the lost home. Reflective nostalgia thrives in algia [longing], the longing itself, and delays the homecoming – wistfully, ironically, desperately” (Boym 2001: xviii). The former is regressive whereas the latter suggests progressive possibilities for multiple affiliations and belongings. “Reflective nostalgia explores ways inhabiting many places at once; rather than seek a return to a pristine homeland … Visually the desire to inhabit many places is captured as a sideways glance rather than as a backward look” (Moorti 2003: 359). 
In this respect, by positing Hamburg and his hometown not in opposition to each other but as a supplementary pair for his own identification, Yavuz seems to embrace his own position, straddling two disparate cultures simultaneously instead of preferring one to the other. That is, he is not trapped between two cultures, but across them concurrently. Correspondingly, he combines the languages of the country of origin, namely Turkish and Kurdish, and the host country. While his father expresses himself in Turkish, his mother feels comfortable speaking Kurdish and the filmmaker himself is much more articulate in German. The film begins and ends with a soundtrack by Ezginin Günlüğü, a Turkish music band, with the lyrics of the famous Greek poet, Konstantinos Kavafis, which helps to intensify the multiple senses of belonging as experienced by the filmmaker: “you cannot find a new country or a new sea, this city will follow you … ”. The film does not make it clear which city Yavuz is really talking about, for the soundtrack connects various images of the two. Therefore, either city can be the one mentioned in the song – he belongs to both at the same time. Unlike his father, who has a strong sense of belonging to his hometown, Yavuz cannot escape either of the cities since they both contain the elements that make him who he is. He is not either Turkish/Kurdish or German, he is both Turkish/Kurdish and German. This also indicates the changing perception of the idea of return throughout the generations. For the first generation that had spent their formative years in the homeland, going back to the country of origin might mean a lot, whereas for the successive generations, homeland seems to be an indistinct and fading image which can only be utilised to come to terms with their roots in a journey of self-discovery and self-reconciliation. 

In terms of the deployment of cinematic spaces that dissociate dramatically from the use of space in “cinema of duty” films, Thomas Arslan is arguably the most important second generation Turkish-German filmmaker. His characters inhabit numerous spaces by virtue of their increased mobility. His Berlin trilogy unquestionably endows Turkish-German characters with an unaccustomed confidence and agency in their reclaimed habitats. They are the “modern metropolitan figures” to adapt Göktürk’s definition (2000: 65). This most certainly demonstrates parallels to the geopolitical reconfiguration of the city after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. “In the new spatial and narrative configuration of the city, Kreuzberg [a district heavily populated by Turks, even known as the little İstanbul] was no longer a desolate margin next to the Wall – a Gastarbeiter quarter, where the (Western) City literally met its borders. It has suddenly moved to the centre” (Soysal 2004: 67). Correspondingly, the new generation of diasporic Turks has stopped existing in peripheral sociocultural spaces in the narratives. They neither entirely assimilate to the host society nor simply isolate themselves, but instead create their own peculiar “third space”​[106]​ in Arslan’s films. “No longer trapped within hermetic domestic spaces or other sites of confinement, [this new generation of diasporas] tend to be situated in a multiplicity of urban and metropolitan environments where they can frequently demonstrate a new confident mobility” (Burns 2007: 371-72). In this context, movement of the characters comes to the fore, together with the spaces they occupy. The first film of Arslan’s so-called Berlin trilogy, Brothers and Sisters, follows the daily routines of three siblings in a Turkish-German family. Dealer is about a young Turkish-German man Can (Tamer Yiğit), who is a drug dealer, torn between his family life and criminal activities. Can seems to be portraying the future of the eldest sibling Erol (Tamer Yiğit) from Brothers and Sisters, not only because the character is played by the same actor but also due to the lifestyle assigned to him. The final film of the trilogy, A Fine Day, revolves around an atypical young Turkish-German woman Deniz (Serpil Turhan), who works as a dubbing actress while trying to answer some existential questions regarding her life. Similarly, Deniz provides continuity with the first film as she possibly presents an extension of the youngest sibling Leyla (Serpil Turhan) although there is not an explicit narrative connection. The significance of the trilogy lies in its ability to define new social spaces for its second generation Turkish-German characters, through depicting an increased level of engagement with various habitats of meaning.

Cautioning us against the unreserved celebration of the trilogy by scholars as an overt departure from the victim images of diasporic subjects common in earlier films,​[107]​ Jessica Gallagher (2006) argues that with the exception of A Fine Day, Arslan’s trilogy does not actually offer a real liberation from the constraints and conflicts that prevailed in the past. Mainly drawing on the writings of Michel de Certeau and Gilles Deleuze, she observes that “the protagonists in … Arslan’s trilogy continue to struggle with the same or similar problems as their predecessors in the Gastarbeiterkino, in terms of the spaces available to them (Gallagher 2006: 339). Or concerning Dealer, she claims that “the film continues to position Turkish-German characters on the margins of society, where they have limited freedom of movement and are under continual surveillance” (Gallagher 2006: 345). Even as regards A Fine Day, she suggests “Deniz is continually present in the urban exterior, and yet in many ways she appears to try to disengage herself” (Gallagher 2006: 350). If one insists on focusing on the eldest sibling, Erol, in Brothers and Sisters and his aimless wanderings through the city, mostly due to his lack of involvement in any productive activity, it is certainly possible to read the film as a story of an impossible integration and constantly felt exclusion. Thus, Gallagher suggests that “urban space can in fact be a potential and actual site of conflict, where the ethnic suburbs prove just as restrictive as, and in many ways represent merely an extension of, the claustrophobic and controlling domestic spaces of the past” (2006: 340). Yet the film proposes clear alternatives via younger brother Ahmed (Savaş Yurderi), who is a German citizen and a student, and the sister Leyla, who attends seamstress workshops and regularly inhabits the streets of Berlin with her friends. With its emphasis on heterogeneity and multiplicity, the film in fact defies any univocal reading of the narrative and characters. Moreover, especially when read in conjunction with the theory of habitats, the trilogy holds true revolutionary potentials. Bauman asserts that “the agencies active within the habitat cannot be assessed in terms of functionality or dysfunctionality … [with their established autonomy] they are still to seek their place and meaning” (1992: 192-93) in their habitat(s). Therefore, as modern metropolitan subjects, like any ordinary German inhabiting the same neighbourhood, these characters are after their self-constitution, creating a meaning out of their habitats, sometimes assembling and sometimes disassembling various elements of their lives along the way. 

As autonomous individuals they choose from a series of alternatives to lead their lives instead of following an already determined route and/or life routine as was the case for their predecessors. Early films did not allow any way out for them other than experiencing a miserable plight. In this respect, Deniz in A Fine Day freely and leisurely wanders around Berlin without any given purpose other than satisfying her restless self/soul, reminding us of Bauman’s concept of “vagabond” as the sensation-seeker and collector of experiences (1998: 94).​[108]​ The notion of the vagabond is also applicable to Brothers and Sisters’ Erol and Ahmed, who are frequently portrayed walking along the streets, and to Can in Dealer as he, together with his drug-dealing friends, is always out there, everywhere, interacting with the outer world, owning/marking his territory. A  Fine Day opens with a bright, blue sky accompanied by the sound/noise of the city; traffic, cars, pedestrians, distant murmuring, anything one could associate with the streets. In effect, the city features not as the background but as one of the characters in the film, giving both the filmmaker and his characters their identity. As observed by Yosefa Loshitzky, “the city is the setting, backdrop and principal stage of drama for the majority of diasporic films. The prominence of the city in the cinemascape of Fortress Europe reflects the centrality of the city in the migratory process” (2010: 16). In line with this, almost immediately after being introduced to the viewer, Deniz goes out and melts into the city. The viewers are allowed enough time to take the characters and their environment in owing to the abundance of long shots. The characters are surrounded by the sound, appearance and existence of the city; it is omnipresent, yet it does not feel like they are devoured by it; on the contrary, they are defined by means of it. 

Having graduated from the German Film and Television Academy in Berlin and as a prominent member of so-called Berlin School,​[109]​ it is not surprising that Arslan indulges himself in showing ordinary routines shaping daily lives in Berlin. His Berlin is “a human settlement in which strangers are likely to meet” (cited in Bauman 2000: 94), and a “play zone, in which the individual can appropriate a range of identities without serious consequences” (Fachinger 2007: 252). Yet his particular aesthetic strategy, based on neo-realism and foregrounding the cityscape, is audaciously political. His films are political because he reclaims previously inaccessible spaces by placing his characters right at the heart of the city. Claude Lévi-Strauss has suggested that human beings deploy two main strategies to cope with the otherness of the other, the first being “anthropoemic”, implying “spitting out the others seen as incurably strange and alien: barring physical contact, dialogue and social intercourse with extreme variations such as incarceration, deportation and murder” (cited in Bauman 2000: 101).​[110]​ Referring to this, Bauman argues that “the upgraded, refined (modernised) forms of [this] ‘emic’ strategy are spatial separation, urban ghettos, selective access to spaces and selective barring from using them” (2000: 101). Challenging any possible anthropoemic strategies, Arslan allows his characters the much desired freedom to access any part of their habitats and beyond. Alternatively, he transforms so-called “empty spaces”​[111]​ and endows them with meaning by providing visibility for them. Inasmuch as the city pervades and is heard even in the indoor spaces, Deniz and the city in A Fine Day function as though they are each other’s extension; they are organically connected. Deniz’s reflection is on the walls, trains, shop windows and so on, suggesting they become one. The city not only embraces Deniz when she is out there, but also it continues molding her even in her living room. The same is discernible in Brothers and Sisters and Dealer too, where the sound of the city ruthlessly accompanies the characters’ actions, as if the soul/identity of Berlin refuses to be disengaged from its inhabitants. The characters’ constant mobility at the same time allows the viewer to address Berlin as a city of subcultures, for they move around graffiti, torn posters, rappers, etc. One particular scene in Dealer makes the city’s influence on the characters explicit: almost a minute-long shot depicts Can in his room, in front of a window, with the camera static. He is in the middle of the frame, while the traffic moves behind him with the car lights blurred in the dark. Even when he is inside he cannot escape the city. The long take inevitably links the two each other. Agencies, thereby, are constructed within/shaped by their habitats. 

In a similar vein, movement, mobility and thus means of transport prove significant in A Fine Day. However, not as the vehicles that connect diasporic subjects to their much-longed homelands, but as the means that enable them to travel within the city. Berlin here is the locus of constant transit. It is hereby reconstructed as a cosmopolitan metropolis, laden with subjects who are themselves are in transit and mobile. Therefore, we are in a vehicle most of the time, following Deniz in her random movements from one spot to another. She is not given in close proximity to an ethnically defined environment that features Turkish shops, music, etc. Instead, she is everywhere, at every corner of the city; nowhere is out of reach for her. The generational approach helps us put this into perspective, underlining some clear discontinuities between her and her predecessors. Tubes and buses link the city centre, cafes and shops to the suburbs, to green areas and parks, where we can still hear the city. Together with the immersive presence of the city, vehicles symbolise the characters’ close connection with their habitat, which in this case is the multicultural city of Berlin; she is part of it, breathes and feels with it. A similar connection between the protagonists and their habitats is established at the end of Dealer. When Can completes his self-narration from his prison cell through a non-diegetic commentary, the camera lingers at spaces he once inhabited; the park, the doorway, the abandoned industrial site, the kitchen, and the crowded residential blocks. Rob Burns, stressing “the absence of any signs of human life in these images” interprets this ending as a reflection of Can’s confinement; “his freedom of action was essentially no less restricted in his urban environment than it is now in this real prison” (2007: 373). Yet, an alternative reading is possible. Even if Can is not physically there anymore, his voice-over suggests the connection and the conditions of his existence; these spaces were and still are his habitat; he is, first and foremost, a Berliner, as Deniz, Leyla and Ahmed are.

As regards the perception and representation of space and belonging, one wonders if there are any differences between the second and third generation Turkish-German filmmakers. How is the relationship between diasporic subjects and their habitats constructed when the hometown becomes a playground? In My Sorrowful Village the filmmaker, as the narrator, tells his own story regarding his hometown, Burunören, in lyrical style, which contrasts with the villagers’ ordinary and factual language: ‘for me Burunören was like a big playground, but Frankfurt is my home’. This alone explicates Görgülü’s primary habitat of meaning and his resultant romanticised relationship with the country of origin and its culture. The film begins with amateur, very low quality footage of the village and villagers dating back to 1984 accompanied by the traditional Turkish musical instrument, saz. It appears to be the filmmaker’s own amateur recordings created when he was a child visiting his village during regular summer holidays. It remarkably underlines the filmmaker’s mediated perception of his hometown and home culture, indicating the role of prosthetic memory; he sees through lenses. Combining pastoral images depicting the village life with the images of the working machines and cranes, the film is far from glorifying the homeland; rather it can readily be construed as an exoticising narrative. Even if it is not Görgülü’s intended purpose, nevertheless, especially in the scenes with female villagers, who collectively roll dough and bake a type of traditional bread while singing Turkish folk songs, we can see the filmmaker as a participant anthropologist investigating a native tribe, studying his subject, particularly in correlation with his broken Turkish. It is clearly shown that he does not want to lose his connection with the country of origin even if it is now a distant and mythical landscape for him to discover. The filmmaker does not plan to return at all; it feels like it is an exciting adventure for him. In this respect, the film does not function as an autoethnographic text, but rather as a sincere attempt to discover one’s estranged roots. 

The new generation diasporic subjects’ estrangement from their country of origin and their involvement in sociocultural spaces of the host society is the main theme of Hakan Savaş Mican’s short film Foreign (2007), which can be read as the last part of a trilogy about mother-son relations. The filmmaker, who was born in Berlin in 1978 as the son of a guest worker family from the Black Sea region of Turkey, describes his identity as a “mutant” formation that is shaped by a feeling of not belonging to anywhere since he had to live in the two countries simultaneously throughout his childhood and adolescence. In addition, he argues that he and his parents represent two opposite poles on the basis of cultural affiliations and he believes this is reflected in his films, for all of the characters would like to belong to somewhere (Yücel 2008: 68). In Foreign, he focuses on the construction of the third space these new generations of diaspora inhabit, by particularly problematising generational differences between a completely integrated, and in fact alienated, young Turkish-German man, Adem (İsmail Şahin) and his mother, Meryem (Sema Poyraz). The film begins with a static camera showing a white room with an open window, then a young man enters the frame and leaves a suitcase in the middle of the room; the act is accompanied by a short and sharp rhythm performed with a tabor, which functions as an indication of an oriental intruder who invades his isolated life in his well-defined habitat. This intruder is his mother from Turkey on her regular visit. After the introduction the film is divided into six short episodes, indicating, to a certain extent, the filmmaker’s fragmented understanding of his individual history and cultural roots. 

The first episode, which is named “A Thorn in Adem’s Finger”, serves to crystallise the disconnectedness between the two characters by using the thorn as a metaphor of the unwanted/unexpected and thus disturbing existence of the mother, who appears to bring an alienated past, which he seems to have long forgotten, to his present. They share the same narrative space but belong to disparate habitats of meaning. In the second part “Meryem Wants to go to the TV Tower”, it is made clear what Meryem and so the motherland/homeland represents for Adem. Her Turkishness, epitomised by her slippers left outside her room to Adem’s extreme annoyance, or her habit of leaving the doors ajar, implicates tradition, collectivity and openness, whereas Adem appropriates values such as individualism and privacy that are more often associated with modern Western societies. The last episode is called “Adem Pulls the Thorn out of His Finger”, referring to Meryem’s “forced” departure. She leaves, yet in the last scene her slippers are seen to be left in front of the room and instead of throwing them away Adem unexpectedly decides to keep them, indicating that even if totally invisible his roots will continue to be part of his identity. Owing to this ending, Adem transforms from being trapped in between a disowned past and more familiar future to a subject that understands and embraces both. Referring back to Bhabha (1994), inasmuch as the hybrid identity of these new generation diasporas is positioned in the interstitial third space, the binary contradictions will continue to be transgressed and subverted. In their third space these filmmakers negotiate for new positions and identities that are multidimensional and multi-referential. The peculiar third space disrupts fixed meanings and allows diasporic agents to explore their subjectivities in their various habitats. 

The Use of Music: A Means of Nostalgia or Resistance? 
Inasmuch as diaspora is associated with a sense of loss and an accompanying longing for the homeland, diasporic subjects are often assumed to suffer from homesickness and nostalgia. Svetlana Boym argues that “nostalgic has an amazing capacity for remembering sensations, tastes, sounds, smells, the minutiae and trivia of the lost paradise that those who remained home never noticed. Gastronomic and auditory nostalgia [are] of particular importance” (2001: 4). In this respect, one would expect diasporic films to be fraught with cinematic images of nostalgia, juxtaposing idealised images of homeland culture and customs with the unpleasant everyday routines of the hostland through dreams, flashbacks and various other narrative techniques. This would also be attended by a nostalgic deployment of music/soundtrack, as it is one of the most important markers of cultural identity. Yet, as has been discussed, diasporas change over time, altering their sense of belonging and even renouncing the idea of return. Accordingly, the sense and role of nostalgia in the formation and definition of diasporic subjectivity should diminish, if not totally disappear, throughout the generations. How does this, then, affect the use of music in diasporic films? Are there any differences identifiable between the earlier films and more recent ones in terms of registering nostalgia?

Music appears to be employed mainly to reveal characters’ cultural/ethnic identity or to differentiate between the cultures in early films. Most scenes in Başer’s 40 Squaremetres Germany are presented with a minimalist and depressing non-diegetic piano piece, intensifying the sense of incarceration. The first of only a few diegetic musical scores used in the film serves to crystallise the culture clash in Germany by manifestly representing Turkish music as a matter of conflict. Upon cutting her hair Turna feels confounded, hearing a very sad Turkish folk song – dirge – played by saz coming from outside her flat. With surprise and excitement she opens the window to be able to identify the source of the music only to be scared away by a young German man swearing at whoever is playing the record and asking it to be turned off. He is outraged with the unfamiliar melody and demands his habitat to be freed from it. The music therefore is used to stress the incompatibility of cultures. The uplifting Turkish village images seen in Elif’s flashbacks in Farewell to False Paradise feature a slow melody composed with flute and violin that immediately allows a romantic association with the homeland landscape. That is, the music is clearly the means for nostalgic imagination here and thus is attached to Elif’s memories. In conjunction with the visual grammar of the narratives, the performances of these two female characters implicate the “romantic nostalgic”. 

The romantic nostalgic insists on the otherness of his object of nostalgia from his present life and keeps it at a safe distance. The object of romantic nostalgia must be beyond the present space of experience, somewhere in the twilight of the past or on the island of utopia where time has happily stopped, as on an antique clock” (Boym 2001: 13). 

Deniz in Farewell Stranger too is presented through a similar pattern, fortified by the overall visual description of the island he finds refuge on. Karin approaches Deniz when he is drinking wine at a bench by the port which harbours the ferries that brought him there. As it is revealed later on in the film he is waiting there for the woman he used to be with (presumably his wife); the sense of loss and hope define his emotional mood. In addition to the overwhelming blue tones in the scene, Deniz’s Turkish song “Merhaba Rum Meyhanesi” (Hello Greek Tavern) enhances the sense of melancholy and nostalgia. Meyhanes are traditional restaurant-like places where mostly men come together, drink the Turkish spirit rakı and share their stories with each other. The concept of meyhane generally invokes melancholy and nostalgia, since the associated culture has been disappearing and the stories exchanged are often sad ones. “The music in this case does not act precisely as music, but as a memorative sign. The music of home, whether a rustic cantilena or a pop song, is the permanent accompaniment of nostalgia” (Boym 2001: 4). Correspondingly, the lyrics convey Deniz’s loneliness and plight while he uses the song as the only way of self-expression. Then he switches to a Western melody, which is immediately recognised by Karin, to communicate with her. Similarly, he sings an Indian song to communicate with his refugee friends as they cannot speak each other’s languages. Songs hereby are used as identity markers and reveal characters’ understanding of each other. 

Fassbinder’s Fear Eats the Soul begins with sad Arabic music as the title credits slowly appear and disappear on the screen, which can be construed as the first indicator, apart from its title, of foreign elements in the film. In the same vein, whenever Ali is with his fellow Moroccan friends, some sort of Arabic music marks their ethno-cultural identity and allegiance diegetically. The most significant German melody heard among these Arabic pieces is “The Black Gypsy” played at the jukebox and specifically requested by Emmi at the pub where she met Ali. They dance for the first and last time with this very song. Since the film is laden with references to the country’s Nazi past – Emmi and her dad were members of the Nazi party for instance – black and gypsy inevitably invoke correlations between the treatment of contemporary guest workers and racial and ethnic minorities during the Nazi era. In this context, the song’s prominence is enhanced insofar as Ali represents the “black” and the “gypsy” in the narrative. Songs are often deployed to underline the ethnic constituency of characters and thus are encumbered with national and cultural connotations.

Regarding the performance of identity and projection of nostalgia, food too proves to be a very important cultural signifier. “If there is no society without a language nor is there any which does not cook in some manner at least some of its food” (Lévi-Strauss 2007: 36). When Ali asks Emmi to cook couscous for him, which is a very traditional Moroccan dish, she refuses, declaring that German people do not eat couscous and she does not like it, either. Ali had better get used to having what Germans eat due to the fact that he lives in Germany now. As explained by Donna Gabaccia in the context of diasporas, “food both unites and divides cultures. The rules of eating vary from culture to culture, often bound up with social and religious taboos. Because people are aware of these differences, food is a marker of cultural identity” (cited in Connelly 2003). In other words, food is no longer a simple answer to a human being’s basic need, but “it is also, and at the same time, a system of communication, a body of images, a protocol of usages, situations and behaviour” (Barthes 2007: 29). In this respect, Ali’s insistence on eating couscous can be interpreted as his cry for help in this totally alienating and objectifying society, his need for returning to his cultural roots and thus reconstructing his identity and belonging.​[112]​ In return, Emmi’s disregard in her response can be read as the sign of the psychological pressure on the immigrants to assimilate to the culture of the host society if they are there to stay, not to return. 

The significance of food as a cultural code is visible in the second generation diasporic films, too. In this respect, drinking Turkish tea in traditionally small Turkish tea glasses, as in the case of Karamuk and My Father the Guest Worker, or having cravings for spicy tribe soup as addressed in Sinan Akkuş’s short film Lassie (2002), which converts many of the existing stereotypical images of the Turks in a self-deprecating and humorous fashion, are a way of inscribing the characters and the narrative with cultural codes. One particular scene in Head-On, where Sibel prepares very traditional Turkish food and meze (Turkish for appetizer) to be eaten with rakı, marking the transformation of their relationship from a marriage of convenience to a genuine marriage based on love, constitutes a prominent example. Sibel’s act is accompanied by a cult song, which has been played at meyhanes in Turkey. Yet the combination of homeland music and food in these examples conveys more a sense of humour and pleasure rather than misery and a melancholic longing for a lost past or homeland. Unlike Ali in Fear Eats the Soul, they are not denied their cravings. In fact, they playfully get creative with their food and music. Therefore, these films seem to provide an audiovisual interpretation of reflective nostalgia by highlighting the duality rather than over-emphasising differences and disparity between the two cultures they simultaneously inhabit. The Turkish elements are ingrained in their noticeably German life styles, daily routines, and/or appearances.

If restorative nostalgia ends up reconstructing emblems and rituals of home and homeland in an attempt to conquer and spatialise time, reflective nostalgia cherishes shattered fragments of memory and temporalises space … Reflective nostalgia can be ironic and humorous … Reflective nostalgia does not pretend to rebuild the mythical place called home; it is enamored of distance, not of the referent itself. This type of nostalgic narrative is ironic, inconclusive and fragmentary. (Boym 2001: 50)


The irony and fusion appear to prevail in Turkish-German diasporic films when it comes to the use of music. The memorable staged shot of İstanbul in Head-On functions as an epitome of “diasporic optic”, which was explored by Moorti as an aesthetic device mobilising reflective nostalgia.​[113]​ In this scene, a Turkish fasıl (traditional Turkish music) group – with musicians (the renowned clarinet virtuoso Selim Şeşler and his orchestra) dressed in black suits while the female singer (İdil Üner) in front of them wears a red dress – performs a song by the golden horn, in between two continents, with a well-defined mosque behind. This postcard-like image opens the film and is used as a transition scene that recurs several times throughout the otherwise linear narrative in order to create a connection between sequences, also opening up for discussion whether they might function as Brechtian elements in the film. “By putting the orchestra on the screen and showing us the source of the music, Akın stages and exposes the apparatus of melodrama” (Göktürk 2010: 222).​[114]​ In addition to its said narrative function, this very picture of İstanbul can be interpreted as a strong metaphor of the connection, rather than disconnection, between the two supposedly disparate cultures provided by the identity orientation of the filmmaker himself as well as of the protagonists. Moreover, the filmmaker “emphasises hybridity by connecting Western punk music and Eastern music as well as Western realistic look and kitschy postcard element” (Mutman 2009: 328). This particular scene also reveals a sense of nostalgia since the fasıl band players and the singer, along with the mise-en-scene, seem to belong to a rusty, forgotten but still captivating past even though the rest of the scenes set in İstanbul do not create a glorified homeland image at all. Naficy describes this as “a utopian prelapsarian chronotope of the homeland that is uncontaminated by contemporary facts” (2001: 152). Yet Akın endows this nostalgic image with a reflective character by perpetually linking the chronotopes of Turkey and Germany. For instance, “the fourth interlude, a short clarinet solo by Selim Şeşler, conveys temporal and spatial transition in a highly condensed fashion, namely Sibel’s journey from Hamburg to İstanbul ... [while] the fifth interlude ... parallels the fluid transition in a reversed direction” (Göktürk 2010: 219). That is, not only the cinematic images cross continents, cultures and nations, but also the music functions to blend these diverse elements, creating an ironic and hybrid mix. 

The smooth transition in the way the filmmakers use music from one generation to another is noticeable in the sense that music is no longer devised to merely evoke nostalgia but is now seen as the means for a playful engagement with possibilities. In this respect, the new generation of diasporic Turkish filmmakers not only juxtapose the music traditions of home and host country but also underscore the heterogeneity of Turkish music and so culture, challenging any homogenising understandings.​[115]​

Within the musical world of the Turkish migrants in Germany traditional halk müziği (folk music) plays an important role, and about 50 per cent of the young Turks listen to it. Further genres are pop müzik, sanat müziği and klasik müzik (two specific genres of Turkish traditional art music), dini müzik (religious music), and özgün müzik (political songs). (Klebe 2004: 165)

Correspondingly, we see a diverse range of music genres from folk music to Turkish as well as foreign pop music facilitated by the filmmakers even in a single film. For instance, in Head On Akın effortlessly switches from arabesk, a music genre which is frequently associated with agony and the rural existence in urban landscapes in Turkey, to popular Turkish music and to the songs of internationally recognised stars such as Depeche Mode. In a similar manner, Buket Alakuş mingles overtly Western tunes composed for violin, cello and percussions and discernibly Turkish popular music in Offside, which received Audience Awards in festivals like Saarbruecken 2005 and the Filmskunstmesse Leipzig. The film tells a universal love story between a Turkish-German girl, Hayat – played by Karoline Herfurth, hereby challenging ethnically-defined and often stereotypical casting – whose life revolves around football till she is stricken by breast cancer, and a German amateur football coach, Toni (Ken Duken).​[116]​ Like many of her Turkish-German colleagues, Alakuş refuses to be seen as exclusively Turkish although she accepts the impact of her cultural background on her work. The filmmaker argues that “in [Offside], it is not important whether Hayat is German or Turkish. Her fate – surviving a severe illness and dealing with the consequences – could happen to anyone in the world” (Anonymous 2006: online). This outlook is most certainly reflected in the film by means of a wide range of music. She even casts and features a song from the first female Turkish-German rapper, Aziza A., who is widely associated with the peculiar genre “Oriental hip-hop”. Aziza A. in fact has contributed to many of the films made by Turkish-German filmmakers through her music and acting performances. Highlighting its hybrid nature, Thomas Solomon explains that “Oriental Rap combines African-American techniques of rapping and making beats with self-consciously Turkish-sounding melodic samples and motifs taken from Turkish folk and popular music” (2007: 3). It is unmistakably multilayered and complex, cutting across several continents and various genres. The transnationality of diasporic cinema is reinforced with the transnational characteristics of the music the filmmakers use. In this context, it is arguable that the second generation Turkish-German cinema serves as a platform to showcase the idiosyncratic music style and preference of this generation as well.

To put it differently, in correlation with their identities, the music this new generation of diasporic subjects produces and uses has become hyphenated. Hybrid music genres such as rap music blended with Turkish folk or arabesk music come to the fore. Turkish-German rap in this respect provides a complex and multi-referential musical ground corresponding to the generic characteristics of Turkish-German cinema; an idiosyncratic vernacular music language in tune with their peculiar third space positioning. 

Aziza A. and others like her get away from becoming exotic fragments of migrancy and emerge as part of a comprehensible normalcy. Their names become not signs of counterfeit Americana or an aberrant modernity manifest in Berlin but symptoms of connectedness and of sharing and participating in the discursive spaces of hiphop. They write on the walls in Berlin, leaving individual, aesthetic inscriptions for us to see. They rap in English, Turkish and German, inviting us to common projects of social justice, solidarity, and cultural resonance. (Soysal 2004: 63)


The multilingual and multicultural character of this particular type of music suggests resistance against homogeneity by using diversity as a discursive weapon to challenge fixed meanings, especially when considering that it has strong links with the politically engaged and conscious Kanak Attak movement in Germany. Accordingly, by deploying this specific genre and blending it with other musical traditions, Turkish-German filmmakers depart from the convention that used music as a primarily nostalgic device, as commonly seen in earlier films, and instead, underline multiplicity and subversive potentials.

Accordingly, music is deftly used to deconstruct fixed categories. In Tour Abroad, after Şenay has had her first period and Zeki has been beaten up by some homophobic attackers, they listen to Zeki’s idol, Bülent Ersoy, while Zeki smokes marijuana. The lyrics of the song do not constitute much narrative significance, but the singer herself, with her controversial public persona, manipulates the entire meaning of the scene. Bülent Ersoy was the first transsexual in Turkey, who dared to have a sex change in 1980 in order to become a woman, and consequently, was banned from Turkish national television and radio channels and forced to live in exile, but managed to become very popular back home in the 1990s. Against this background, Zeki’s name is clearly charged with implications for viewers familiar with Turkish culture and history; he is the namesake of the most celebrated and respected Turkish singer of all time, Zeki Müren, who too was a homosexual who used to put make up on and wear flamboyant feminine clothes during his televised performances: however, unlike Bülent Ersoy, he never came out or changed his sex, and it was speculated that the two had a secret relationship. Here, Bülent Ersoy by all means symbolises transness, and Zeki, as the gay character in the film and owing to the connotations his name evokes, underlines diverse queer sexualities. The diegetic music rises and Zeki in the front, Şenay behind him, both in fancy dresses, dance, signifying and celebrating the transness between sexes, cultures and identities. 

In April Children, preparation of the family members for Cem’s wedding for the arranged marriage with his cousin from Turkey is edited in parallel with Cem’s and Kim’s love-making scene as if she is the true bride for Cem. Then it cuts to the wedding ceremony accompanied by traditional wedding ceremony instruments, drum and clarion. As Berghahn rightly observes, “wedding ceremonies bring the customs, traditions and the music from the Heimat to life in the context of the adopted culture and thus create a sense of nostalgia and collective identity” (2006: 147). However, unlike its counterpart in Yasemin that was exhausted with stereotypical images and simply functioned as a short-cut description of the exoticised Turkish culture, the wedding here is not simply used to convey the cultural traditions of the homeland but rather to reinforce the drama in the narrative. Because soon the music and subsequently the entire mood of the scene changes. Cem, walking next to the bride, with whom he is not in love and has not even seen for years, towards the crowd, sees everything in slow-motion. While the bride and groom are dancing, the camera starts spinning in ever faster circles framed by the guests, and the slow dance music fades into a Kurdish dirge, communicating Cem’s state of mind to the audience; his ambivalence and grief. The irony is inserted by transforming what should have been a happy gathering into a poignant event via the subtle connotations of music. The wedding hereby is the site of rupture rather than convergence or collectivity since Cem’s mental disjuncture from the crowd – from the diasporic community he is a member of – is what is accentuated. 

A Little Bit of Freedom features a considerable amount of Kurdish music, as well as the songs of Kardeş Türküler, a folk band that blends the music of every ethnic group in Turkey, corresponding to the nationality of the protagonist Baran (Çağdaş Bozkurt). In one particular scene, he cycles through superimposed images of the city, streets, bars, prostitutes, and construction sites accompanied by a very rhythmic melody including drums and religious lyrics that recalls the name of prophets and salient religious figures in Turkish/Kurdish/Shiite/Sunni culture. As Béla Balázs explains, “sounds can be superimposed just like images. Contrast and similarity bring out deep, subconscious connections and resonances in meaning” (translated by and cited in Göktürk 2010: 215). This audiovisual collage therefore functions as a compact capsule of the very complex culture of the Turkish diaspora in Germany, unmasking an internal diversity. The coexistence of varied nationalities, cultures and identities is explicitly demonstrated. Alternatively, in En Garde (2004), which received the Silver Leopard prize in the 57th Locarno Film Festival in 2004, the female lead Berivan (Pınar Erincin) sings in Kurdish, totally isolated from the rest of the people in the frame with her eyes locked on a distant point as a sign of a moment of recollection. A sense of yearning is detectable here. This might be due to dissimilar motivation behind Kurdish people’s migration. Unlike Turks, who generally migrated in pursuit of a prosperous life, Kurds were more often expelled from their own villages as a result of an ethnic conflict, and thus sought for asylum status in Germany, something referred many times in Yavuz’s and Polat’s films. That is, diverse subject positions even in one diasporic community are addressed through the use of music, drawing attention to the importance of identity politics.

The use of music is very often combined with the oral tradition of storytelling, which constitutes an indispensable part of the Turkish culture. In the introductory sequence of Head-On, the Turkish fasıl group plays a song named “Sancak Saçlı Saniyem” that is a direct reference to the heroine of the film, Sibel, and summarises what is going to happen in the following sequence.  In fact, in the course of the film, all the lyrics heard strongly contribute to the narrative. The figure of ozan (minstrel), who can be described as a singing poet in the Turkish context, has played a significant role in the Turkish culture in terms of transferring the information and cultural values from one generation to another throughout the history. For that reason, songs and lyrics still constitute an inherent part of Turkish popular culture today and Fatih Akın evidently knows the importance of this tradition, for he keeps deploying it in almost all of his films, which demand attention to the relation between the soundtrack and content of the scenes. For instance, in In July, when Melek and Daniel go to a restaurant, an explanatory Turkish folk song is heard while she talks about yakamoz (sea sparkle), looking at the Bosporus painting on the wall which acts as an impelling sign in the narrative. Then they go to a beach where she sings another Turkish song which reveals the forthcoming events: “your eyes should follow and find me, and your lips should kiss me …”. Another example can be given from Short Sharp Shock; when Gabriel and Alice make love, Sezen Aksu, a very prominent pop music artist in Turkey, plays in the soundtrack, with symbolic lyrics depicting a very lustful and sensual sexual intercourse. Akın clearly benefits from having inherited two specific cultures by combining Turkish symbolism as a method of enunciation with a literal and manifestly Western narrative style that, for instance, allows direct depiction of the actions, including nudity. The employment of songs as a narrative device evokes the term “juke-box narrative”, coined by Jack Smith, in order to explain that: 

whilst the pop song may be used in a conventional way to reinforce or comment upon a character or their emotions, it always retains an autonomous identity and resists full integration into the narrative. This means that recognition of songs by audiences will influence interpretation of narrative events. (Drake 2003: 193-94)

This is exemplified, for instance, by the use of music in Rage. The tragedy of Can’s departure from home after being disowned by his father in the film is intensified by the lyrics of the song “Seni Kimler Aldı”, sang by Sezen Aksu: “I am walking towards longing and sorrow … the happiness of my heart has faded away …”. Similarly, in April Children when Dilan (Senem Tepe) wants her lover Arif (Kaan Emre) to stay for dinner but cannot articulate her desire, the voice of Tarkan, probably the most popular pop music singer in Turkey,​[117]​ interferes with the image. The romantic song “Gitme” discloses Dilan’s feelings: “If I say don’t go, will you stay with me my darling …”. Likewise, in an earlier scene, Cem goes to a brothel, due to the insistence of his colleague, where Orhan Gencebay, who is referred as the king of arabesk in Turkey, is played. Kim chooses another song in the jukebox and starts dancing while the lyrics “turn around turn around, it is never gonna change …” foreshadow the fate of their relationship. The same strategy as regards the use of music can be detected in the films made by third generation filmmakers of Turkish descent, too. For instance, in the final of My Sorrowful Village, Çerkez, the grandfather of the filmmaker and the main character of the film, is captured doing his morning sport while the soundtrack features a song from Aşık Mahzuni, who was a very political Shiite figure and is considered to be one of the greatest minstrels of the century: a folk song “Benim Dertli Köyüm”, which is exactly the Turkish title of the film and condenses the film’s story.

Among all Turkish-German films, Fatih Akın’s feature documentary Crossing the Bridge: The Sound of İstanbul (2005), in which he collaborated with musician Alexander Hacke to trace disparate music traditions coexisting in the city, unquestionably stands out owing to its direct engagement with the diverse music genres and the associated cultures shaping the cosmopolitan lifestyle of İstanbul. The film mobilises an entirely unaccustomed image of Turkey – young, active, developed, modern, vibrant and most definitely heterogeneous – by exploring the country’s music. It begins with a voice-over on black screen: “Confucius says that you should listen to a place’s music first if you would like to understand what kind of place it is”, encapsulating the theme and the narrative trajectory of the film. From the outset, postcard images of the city are juxtaposed with crammed concrete buildings. The dichotomy portrayed in these visuals is actually reinforced by the comments of various interviewees who describe İstanbul as a city of binary contradictions. The city of seven hills is presented as an eclectic synthesis through a musical mix of neo-psychedelic, modern electronic, hip-hop, rock, arabesk and more: the idiosyncratic habitat that permits the togetherness of incompatible and disparate elements. 

German bass guitar player from the band Die Einstürzenden Neubauten, Alexander Hacke, who also worked with Akın for Head On, leads the narrative as a modern Odysseus that sets off to explore the musical treasures of Turkey. While he introduces the musicians, the hand-held camera records their rehearsals or specifically staged live performances for the documentary. First, Baba Zula, a neo-psychedelic music group, performs on a boat, rather than either on the Anatolian or the European side of the city, as they claim the Bosporus is what İstanbul is about. That is, it is not a concept of “either or”, but “across”, and the band aims at reflecting this character by combining Western and Eastern musical techniques and melodies. Their performance is disrupted with inserted images of Orhan Gencebay, who is called “the Elvis of arabesk – Father Orhan”. Hacke’s regular interpretative voice provides a context for the images but no subtitles for any of the spoken languages – Turkish, English, German – or captions for the groups are given, as though they do not need any explanation since the universal language of music suffices to communicate, or as if the filmmaker deliberately wants to leave them untranslated, evoking Walter Benjamin’s theory of the untranslatability of the original.​[118]​ Therefore, Akın leaves the task of creating a “pure language” out of musical harmony to the musicians and their music he films. Accordingly, an array of bands and musicians show up on the screen one by one, conveying the intended message of diversity through a visual and audio pastiche: a multinational band Orient Expressions; punk-rock group Duman; rock group Replikas, with a more intellectual concept and attitude; rapper Ceza and his sister Ayben; İstanbul Style Breakers; the father of Turkish rock, Erkin Koray; the so-called “digital dervish” Mercan Dede; the queen of Turkish popular music and the source of inspiration for younger generation of musicians, Sezen Aksu; the legendary Turkish classic music artist, Müzeyyen Senar; Canadian musician Brenna MacCrimmon, who unearthed some long-forgotten Turkish songs; a group of street musicians, Siyasiyabend, who claim to be marginalised and othered by the authority yet keep inhabiting the streets to deliver their message; Kurdish singer Aynur, whose music is informed by her and her nation’s life; and the renowned clarinet virtuoso Roma Selim Şeşler. The sound of one is linked to an image of the other, highlighting the connectedness of all despite apparent differences between them. İstanbul, as their shared habitat, is what gives them their character and identity. They are strongly connected to the city; they are the product of İstanbul. Meanwhile, Hacke, a rather Turkish-looking German, blends into the daily life of the city, encountering any type of people from street-sellers to transvestites. A sense of imperfection created by the mobile, hand-held camera and the abundance of close-ups and medium shots transforms the film into amateur footage. Occasionally, some archival documentary footage and scenes from old Turkish films are inserted. All in all, the chaotic, unstructured structure of the film suggests and underpins the city’s frenzied, disorganised yet vivid character, owing to which everyone can feel at home. In the end, inasmuch as İstanbul is considered a microcosm of Turkey, the filmmaker deconstructs prejudicial perceptions attributed to Turkey and Turks by playfully deploying the varied musical traditions of his country of origin, and thus calls for the convergence of the two sides of his identity. “The emphasis in the title Crossing the Bridge must therefore lie on the ‘crossing’ rather than on the ‘bridge’, on mobility and flux across borders” (Göktürk 2010: 231). These younger generations of diaspora are no longer located at a painful position of in-between, but they are comfortably and constantly across, and the filmmakers use every necessary means, including music, to clarify their new subject positions, to assign resistance. 

Not In-between but Across: Turkish-German Encounters and Beyond
The second generation Turkish filmmaker Ayhan Salar explains that the expectation from diasporic filmmakers to be representative of the whole community used to be the determining factor, especially when it came to fund-raising: “my subsidy application for the last film of my trilogy Totentraum (Dead Reverie), In fremder Erde (In Foreign Lands) and When the Earth Forgets Its Name was declined with a claim that it is not authentic enough, not telling a story about Turks” (Genç 2004: 64). Yet, as has been asserted so far, the “burden of representation” has been superseded since the advent of the second generation Turkish-German filmmakers. Moreover, it has been underlined that with two major different ethnicities and fragmented political and religious factions, the Turkish community in Germany does not constitute a homogenous group. Therefore, to expect any single member of this community to be the spokesperson of it would be unrealistic. 

Göktürk suggests unfixing the common trope of immigrant identities based on ethno-nationalist definitions of cultural heritage, and reframing these enactments of difference in a broader consideration of strategies of acting and performance, masquerade and camouflage in the force-field between assimilation and differentiation. (Göktürk 2002: 215)

Echoing Göktürk, popular Turkish-German rap singer, Aziza A., clearly declares that she would like to be freed from the responsibility of being a role model for all young Turkish-German women: “I don’t have a message; I just make my kind of music. I am not an ambassador and I am not a politician” (cited in Lützow 2007: 456). In this context, as a very popular and conventional narrative, Alakuş’s Offside marks a shift in the perception of funding institutions and points out the capability of Turkish-German filmmakers as to compete in mainstream cinema with an artistic freedom to tell any kind of story in a commercially successful way. Hence, diasporic filmmakers should not be expected to be marginal or alternative/underground filmmakers, who are given the chance to make films only if they deal with matters concerning their ethnic constituency. Correspondingly, one of the most acclaimed members of this generation, Fatih Akın, states that “identity seeking between the cultures, I just do not want to hear that kind of thing again. Such clichés no longer apply to me and my generation” (cited in Nicodemus 2009: online). Likewise, the celebrated Turkish-German writer Feridun Zaimoğlu indicates a shift in new generations who have “no more interest in thinking about stingy concepts of integration and assimilation, in busying themselves with luxury definitions like culture, identity and homeland because people have gotten beyond the Turkish folklorists and the Turk Information Service” (cited in Hütmann 2007: 464). Nonetheless, this should not overshadow possible political engagements of these artists in general. They are not obligated to retain a social workers’ approach as their predecessors did, but might still produce politically-charged films. Changing interests, expectations and articulations can be projected by these new generation artists who do not want to be reduced to their ethnic and national origins but to be recognised and praised for their multi-faceted work nourished by their multi-layered identities.

Resonating with their hybrid identity, these younger generations of diasporic Turkish filmmakers are not only the representatives of Turkish cinematic traditions, but also acclaimed performers within contemporary German Cinema. Their films are frequently compared with the New German Cinema of the late 1960s and 1970s due to their auteurist features and social consciousness. As noted by Giovannella Ferrara, “Turkish-German cinema is considered to be an Autorenkino and as such to provide an antidote to what has been described by Eric Rentschler in derogatory terms as the ‘cinema of consensus’” (2000: 82). Rentschler differentiates between the New German Cinema and the post-wall Cinema of Consensus on the basis that the former renders stylistic idiosyncrasy, narrative subversion and political rebellion whereas the latter is genre-based, formulaic, commercially competitive yet vapid, devoid of substance, conviction and deeper meaning (2000: 262-65). Drawing mainly on Rentschler’s discussion, Ian Garwood observes that “the emphasis shifted from an artisanal mode of production to a filmmaking process more overtly driven by market forces ... [Thus] contemporary [German] cinema is characterised by its debt to popular culture and television genres” (2002: 204). In light of these comparisons, the contemporary Turkish-German cinema appears to occupy a mid-field position owing to its politically engaged, self-conscious, challenging, unsettling and yet accessible structure, promising commercial potentials. The new generation of diasporic Turkish filmmakers retains their artistic autonomy, mostly stick with the interstitial mode of filmmaking, delve into difficult questions of identity, belonging, and agency, but at the same time, rejoice in popular genres and conventions and exploit new audiovisual technologies. 

The productivity, creativity and the subsequent success of Turkish-German filmmakers is arguably linked to their transnational, cross-cultural allegiances, which is one of the most distinctive features of diasporic cinema, allowing filmmakers to engage with the traditions of at least two different cultures simultaneously. Unlike Hollywood genres that are not necessarily cross-cultural but rather “in the same language family of Western culture – a case of inbreeding” (Staiger 2005: 196), most diasporic films exclusively mark cross-cultural encounters. In this respect, they not only utilise the cultural and national features and the cinematic conventions of the host country and the country of origin, but they also benefit from a range of traditions that have shaped the cinema culture around the world. Barbara Mennel draws attention to the significant role of the self-conscious reference to transnational cinematic economies in the success of the second generation Turkish-German filmmakers: “Thomas Arslan’s cinematic style recalls Italian Neo-Realism, specifically the films of Roberto Rosellini, while Fatih Akın’s films quote the cinema of Martin Scorsese and Brian De Palma” (Mennel 2002: 135). In accordance with this, intertextuality comes into prominence regarding these Turkish-German films that do employ the strategies of preceding film traditions in the host country, such as New German Cinema in addition to the narrative tools of Turkish cinema, or inscribe features of Hollywood Renaissance within a transnational cinema practice that also owes much to European film movements in a larger context.
	
The hybridity detected in Turkish-German films works through contamination and implication as “the term ‘hybrid cinema’ implies a hybrid form, mixing documentary, fiction, personal and experimental genres as well as different media” (Marks 2000: 8). In this context, many films oscillate comfortably from one genre to another. Offside, Karamuk, Tour Abroad and Rage mix genre conventions of coming-of-age films with romantic comedy, road movie and thriller respectively. Besides, each one of them highlights the issues of identity, generation gap, multiple cultural affiliations and sense of belonging as exacerbated in an essentially multicultural habitat. Akın inserts elements of romantic comedy and fantasy in his road movie In July, while Head On switches from “light-hearted Hamburg-set romantic black comedy to İstanbul-set tragedy” (Suner 2005: 19) that revolves around a journey of self-discovery. A Little Bit of Freedom demonstrates art-house cinema characteristics and comprises self-reflexivity, common features among diasporic films that are mostly low-budget, politically engaged, and use an interstitial mode of production to finance themselves through public and private bodies as well as low-scale international production companies and television channels of both home and host countries. The film begins with amateur-documentary footage, which can only be deciphered if the viewer knows the filmmaker’s previous films; that is to say, the organic relationship between the films should be noticed, which suggests the necessity of an auterist approach for a profound interpretation. The opening images describe Yüksel Yavuz’s village and his own family that were shown in his previous film My Father the Guest Worker. It is soon understood that these images are watched by Baran on his amateur digital camera. He watches the same footage several times throughout the film and keeps filming. This allows the filmmaker to show his audience the city through Baran’s camera, with poor quality and distorted images. This quite minimal, politically engaged and social realistic film with no special effects facilitates the possibilities of new technologies. It thus recalls Michael Haneke’s idiosyncratic and impressive style in Caché (Hidden) (2005), where the screen is covered with simple but at the same time startling video images since they were shot by an anonymous person and sent to this intellectual middle-class family comprised of Georges (Daniel Auteil), Anne (Juliette Binoche) and their son. 

Janet Staiger argues that “an event of textual hybridity does not deny the traditions from which a hybrid text springs, nor does a hybrid event signal the disappearance of the culture from which the hybrid derives” (2005: 196). Accordingly, the new generations of diasporic Turkish filmmakers combine disparate cultural traditions by blending them together rather than pitting them against each other, yielding interaction between the cultures of their country of origin and country of settlement, and thereby, feeding into Turkish-German encounters. In doing so, they resist the homogenising tendencies that characterised early films, and instead, offer a platform for dialogic imagination.​[119]​ In Head-On many details implying ongoing traditional aspects of Turkish culture within the diasporic community are followed by extraordinary acts of the protagonists that would not be accepted in a traditional Turkish milieu. For instance, Sibel wears a red belt on her wedding dress, which is the symbol of virginity in Turkish culture, and then, together with Cahit, uses cocaine. In Short Sharp Shock, at the wedding of Gabriel’s elder brother, Cenk (Cem Akın), despite old-fashioned Anatolian rhythms played at the ceremony, people are dressed in a modern way and even the mother does not wear a headscarf. During the jewellery and money-giving ritual, the Serb Bobby, the Greek Costa and the German Alice come together alongside Turks to take part in this Turkish tradition. In Kadir Sözen’s second film Winter Flowers (1997)​[120]​ about a nuclear Turkish-German family that becomes separated due to the illegal status in Germany of the husband Mehmet (Menderes Samancılar), when Mehmet has to work on construction sites in İstanbul, his colleagues cannot hide their disappointment, expressing that they would expect those who migrated to Germany would come back with a lot of money and a Mercedes car. This reaction needs to be evaluated with reference to the Turkish collective memory shaped by films such as Davaro (1981) and Katma Değer Şaban (1985) that narrated the story of returning guest workers and kept circulating for years through national television network. The persona of unforgettable comedy actor Kemal Sunal, who brought the lifeless images of expatriates into life, albeit as stereotypes, should also be considered. The references to homeland culture and values, therefore, help the filmmakers make the most of the two cultures they inherit since these enriching elements make their films so inexhaustible that an informed audience can always discover new meanings. 

Derived from Turkish culture, story-telling characters and repetitively told tales seem to be significant in these Turkish-German films. In En Garde, Berivan tells a story about a sacred tree which is regularly referenced throughout the film as a symbol of the hopes of both Berivan and Alice (Maria Kwiatkswsky) for a different life: if a tree is by a lake, it is believed to be sacred and thus people hang strings onto the branches of the tree in order to make a wish. In Short Sharp Shock, drug dealer character Neco, played by Fatih Akın himself, tells a relatively long story about how he accidentally possessed a gun, slowing down the pace of the otherwise quite hectic film. In The Edge of Heaven, Nejat tells Susanne (Hanna Schygulla), the mother of Lotte (Patrycia Ziolkowska), who has been recently killed, the story of İbrahim and his son İsmail that his father Ali used to tell him from a religious text. The vignette not only brings the two cultures in question closer but also supports the narrative of the film which focuses on the fate that connects random people and the sacrifices they choose to make for their beloved ones. According to the tale, İbrahim is asked to sacrifice his son in order to show his love for God. At the very moment he was about to cut his son’s throat God sends him a ram as a reward of his loyalty, so İsmail survives, resulting in the celebration of Kurban Bayramı in Islamic culture during which rams are sacrificed. Susanne responds with delight that they have the same tale in the Bible, which draws attention to their commonalities rather than differences. Nejat remembers when he asked his father whether he would sacrifice him, his father used to say he would even make God his enemy to protect his son; and thereupon Nejat decides to go after his father to Trabzon. This little tale told by his father functions as a prompt that causes Nejat to take further actions for the development of the plot.

Yet the filmmakers move beyond simply invoking Turkish cultural traditions to celebrate their hybridity or to embellish their narratives and rather call many contentious issues into question. Unlike their Turkish counterparts who work in Turkey, where homosexual iconography is shaped by popular figures such as Fatih Ürek, Cemil İpekçi or intellectuals such as Murathan Mungan and Yıldırım Türker, as well as transvestites and transsexuals that cover third pages of the newspapers, these Turkish-German filmmakers explore homosexuality as a natural phenomenon in their narratives. Zeki in Tour Abroad, Baran in A Little Bit of Freedom, Ayten (Nurgül Yeşilçay) in The Edge of Heaven and Nevruz in Look At Me can be given as examples. Or they audaciously investigate more controversial issues that are taboo in Turkey. In My Father the Guest Worker, Yavuz shows heavily armoured military vehicles that patrol around his father’s village, implying that the village is under distant but constant surveillance of the Turkish army. While the family members are having their lunch together around a large tray placed on the floor they notice a fire and their vague comments suggest that it was deliberately started. Anyone who is familiar with Turkish history could interpret this as a reference to the evacuation of some Kurdish villages by the army in the eastern part of Turkey in the 1990s in an attempt to weaken support for the PKK,​[121]​ which led to further migration to the Western cities of Turkey or to Germany (Genco and Güven 2004: 39). In a similar vein, The Edge of Heaven also examines the Kurdish issue. Ayten is a leftist activist and the daughter of Yeter (Nursel Köse), who works as a prostitute in Bremen where she came after her husband was killed in Maraş in 1978 – which is known as the Kahramanmaraş Slaughter in Turkey. After a big demonstration in İstanbul, seemingly in support of Abdullah Öcalan, who was the leader of the PKK till he was arrested in 1999, the police bust a student house and arrest Ayten’s friends. Baran in A Little Bit of Freedom is from Diyarbakır, where he was caught while selling newspapers that support PKK, and as a result came to Germany to seek asylum. Here he works as a delivery boy at a döner place where his cousin Haydar (Nazmi Kırık), who used to be a PKK militant fighting on the mountains, has also worked. The direct articulation of the PKK in a non-condemnatory manner can be attributed to their transnational positioning since in Turkey it is such a sensitive issue that most filmmakers would not dare even to choose it as a subject matter, except for a handful of examples such as Güneşe Yolculuk (Journey to the Sun) (1999) by Yeşim Ustaoğlu, Büyük Adam Küçük Aşk (Hejar) (2001) by Handan İpekçi, Yazı Tura (Toss-up) (2004) by Uğur Yücel and Güneşi Gördüm (I Saw the Sun) (2009) by popular singer Mahsun Kırmızıgül. Probably the most courageous of them all was Yılmaz Güney who ended up being exiled due to his politically engaged films. Nonetheless, the remarkable growth in the number of films that have Kurdish protagonists or deal with the problems of Kurdish people in recent years proves to be promising. 

The narrative styles of many Turkish-German films are noticeably nourished by Yeşilçam conventions inasmuch as the characters are situated within a family environment, and generally, the narratives revolve around a love story that often involves tears, sacrifice and agony even if it ends happily.​[122]​ In this context, the issue of “kara sevda” stands out. It is a prevailing element in many Yeşilçam melodramas of the 1960s, which explores the issue of impossible heterosexual love relations between rich and poor, spiced with touching and tearful elements instead of taking a critical approach against persisting inequalities based on class distinctions in society. The theme of kara sevda appears to be common in mostly male-oriented arabesk films of the 1980s too, which usually have male protagonists that suffer from loss of power and status as a result of migration from rural areas to cities. All in all, these films celebrate the unconditional love that is exemplified by the lovers who cannot come together through various reasons, and thus, suffer from staggering agony which in some cases might even lead to the death of the characters, and they generally sacrifice themselves or their loves for the happiness of the beloved ones. In other words, “kara sevda is an overwhelming condition experienced almost like an incurable illness, from which the victim can never recover and through which s/he will be forever transformed. But this dark passion also holds the promise of renewed wisdom and deeper insight” (Suner 2005: 20). The love stories of Head-On and April Children can be given as manifest examples of the appropriation of kara sevda by Turkish-German filmmakers. In both cases, characters cannot be united due to several reasons and as a result they resort to self-harming. Cem in April Children, having found out that he will be forced into a marriage with his cousin, hits a glass door, cutting his hand. Similarly, Sibel in Head-On tries to commit suicide by cutting her wrist upon Cahit’s murder of her lover and later on invites destruction by swearing at three men on the back streets of İstanbul. These very graphic scenes, including a lot of blood, also remind viewers of the Turkish arabesk music tradition, which is generally associated with self-harming as a transcendental action.​[123]​ This reference is specifically reinforced in Head-On by the use of the soundtrack of a 1997 Turkish film Ağır Roman (Cholera Street) (directed by Mustafa Altıoklar), which completely grounds on arabesk motives, placing a passionate but impossible love story at the centre of its narrative. 

These filmmakers also appear to have been inspired by more recent cinematic movements or individual auteurs that have contributed to the growing success of Turkish cinema domestically and internationally. The third generation  filmmaker Mican, for instance, draws attention to his film Foreign’s similarity to Turkish filmmaker Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s Uzak (Distant) (2002), which got the Golden Palm prize in the 56th Cannes Film Festival, in terms of focusing on the human relations between alienated relatives (Yücel 2008: 68). Similarities to Ceylan can be detected in Mican’s following and highly stylish short film Adem’s Son (2008) too. Here, the filmmaker relinquishes his psychoanalytical focus on the mother-son relationship but stays with the complexity of identity regarding successive Turkish generations in Germany. Adem’s Son is about Ali (Tamer Yiğit) who, just before his release, asks for a day off, in the prison where he was successfully trained as a chef, with the excuse that he needs to talk. His unexpected return provokes a storm in his family to which he is not welcomed any more even though he is hopeful and desperately in need of a new start to be able to overcome his compunction for killing his sister. The plot shows resemblance to Distant’s narrative, that relies on the pervading tension between two relatives, in this case Yusuf, who goes to metropolis İstanbul in search of a new job after the closure of the factory where he used to work in a small town, and Mahmut, who is a bourgeois commercial photographer and clearly disturbed by his distant relative Yusuf’s unexpected visit. Like Distant’s camera regime that explicates Mahmut’s and Yusuf’s alienation and loneliness by frequently locating them in beautiful yet isolating landscapes of İstanbul, Adem’s Son captures its characters in their immediate habitats. Ali and his brother İbo (Murat Seven) go into a playing field to speak, and the camera follows them behind the bars. The use of barriers here, evoking the deployment of phobic spaces, does not serve to express distress or uneasiness resulting from feeling like a stranger in the host society, but instead it emphasises the disconnection between the two brothers and the obstacles in front of Ali’s reunification with his family. These latent or manifest references to the Turkish cinematic traditions, combined with modern narrative strategies, provide the films with a multi-layered structure enriched by the co-existence of diverse film conventions and mix of genres as well as indicating the contributive effects of the transnational and hybrid features of these filmmakers to the success of their films.

The second and third generation diasporic Turkish films discussed are also replete with striking direct references or homage to various international auteurs and films, and are imbued with elements of popular culture. For instance, “Arslan acknowledges not only an awareness of the German New Wave, but a debt of influence to European art cinema, citing such filmmakers as Fassbinder, Bresson and Akerman as providing models of filmmaking he seeks to emulate” (Halle 2008: 147). Similarly, The Edge of Heaven’s resemblance to Alejandro Iñáritu’s Babel (2006), Solino’s to Guiseppe Tornatore’s Cinema Paradiso (1989)​[124]​ and Tour Abroad’s to Chaplin’s The Kid (1921)​[125]​ are unmistakable. In Short Sharp Shock, which recalls Quentin Tarantino films due to its gritty violence scenes and is construed as an example of ghettocentric films that “feature a highly gendered discourse of criminality and favors a limited repertoire of stock situations such as action, sex scenes and street fights” (Mennel 2002: 138), Akın does not refrain from referencing the cinematic idols that have had direct influence on his film style. One night, while three friends are watching a kung-fu film, Bobby suggests that they should have got Scarface (Brian De Palma, 1983) and Costa disagrees since they always get it, which underlines the importance of these gangster films in terms of the story and the filmmaker’s filmmaking style. Kung-fu films seem to be frequently consumed by Turkish-Germans, for they are also referenced in Thomas Arslan’s Brothers and Sisters, and Sinan Akkuş’s Lassie, which is a direct tribute to Kebab Connection (2004), about a young Turkish-German man who wants to make films following his idol Bruce Lee, and was written by Fatih Akın in cooperation with Ruth Toma even though it was directed by German Anno Soul. Akın also explicitly refers to Martin Scorsese in closing credits as well as taking part in the film as the drug dealer Neco, reminiscent of Scorsese, who acted in his 1967 film Who’s That Knocking at My Door. Moreover, the overall relationship network in the film, based on the distinction between gender roles, immediately invokes Good Fellas (1990) by Scorsese, in which women stick to their social positions and put up with their men’s illegal activities although they know what is going on, very like Ceyda and Alice in Short Sharp Shock. Akın’s visual style here can also easily be attributed to Fassbinder’s in terms of the employment of distanciation effects and constant application of self-reflexivity. For instance, while Gabriel, Bobby and Costa are watching the kung-fu film they have rented, the audience is left with the stable, mid-shot image of these three men, directly looking at the camera for a long while, which reminds one of a particular scene in Fears Eat the Soul, where Emmi and Ali sit at a restaurant and directly look at the camera without talking. It also evokes another distinguished Turkish auteur, Zeki Demirkubuz, who situates his characters in front of a television set as though they are watching their own audience in almost all of his films, making this particular setting his artistic signature.​[126]​ Furthermore, we see a breach of the 180° rule when Gabriel, having learnt that Bobby owns a gun, slaps him in a video store. This is reminiscent of a famous scene in Jean Luc Godard’s Breathless (1960), where the 180° rule is totally broken to disorientate the audience when Michel, having been chased by the police in a stolen car, is finally caught and confronted by a policeman. The abundance of cinematic references is discernible in Chiko (2008) too, which premiered at the 58th Berlin International Film Festival. It is the debut film of the third generation filmmaker Özgür Yıldırım, who was born in Hamburg, published his first novel at the age of fourteen and then decided to change his career path by studying directing at the Hamburg Media School. Even though Yıldırım particularly claims that they have different styles (Bozdemir 2008: 44), it is possible to observe the direct impact of Short Sharp Shock by Fatih Akın, who is also one of the producers, on the film, and consequently of other films such as Scarface and La Haine. Conforming to the conventions of the ghettocentric action film genre, the male-oriented narrative develops within heavily gendered social relations that show women in the categories of asexual mothers or femme fatale prostitutes and revolves around an isolated group of individuals rather than portraying them in a sociocultural context.

All these multi-layered significations hidden in the narratives and the multi-referential visual aesthetic and style situate these Turkish-German filmmakers not only in the interstices of Turkish and German cinema or mainstream and alternative cinema, but also across the categories of popular and art cinema. “It is the homelessness and unbelonging and the filmmakers’ split subjectivity and multiple involvements in every aspect of production” argues Hamid Naficy “that turns them from ‘auteur directors’ – implying benefiting from mainstream institutions of cinema – to ‘filmmaking authors’ – implying individual efforts and involvement at all levels of production and distribution” (2003: 210). These diasporic filmmakers, who straddle two different cultures simultaneously, oscillate in between their past and present, here and there, blur the boundaries between fixed categories, and thus emphasise permeability between local and global, determining the features of the transnational chronotopes of diaspora. In conclusion, the films of the second and third generation Turkish-German filmmakers raise awareness about diasporic experience and indicate the possibility of togetherness despite differences. Even though they have very distinctive personal filmmaking styles, their discernible engagement with the politics of identity and representation on the basis of diasporic subject formation, when combined with the appropriation of transnational cinematic practice by blending the diverse cinematic traditions of their home and host countries, and by further including elements of a wider cinema milieu across the world, constitute a common denominator. Eva Kolinsky argues that the hyphenated identity of these Turkish-Germans “includes, not excludes, religious diversity and practice; it includes, not excludes, Turkish history; it includes, not excludes, migration and the resulting challenge to create a new sense of belonging and a personal sense of Turkish culture” (1996: 190). Therefore, contemporary young Turkish-German cinema promotes intercultural exchange and the rapprochement of cultures.

In this chapter, I have investigated how, for almost five decades, the Turkish presence in Germany, together with the effects of intercultural relations, intentional or unintentional but certainly inevitable, is reflected in Turkish-German cinema. I have particularly focused on the changes that occurred from one generation to another. The salient generational differentiation was analysed in correlation with the general characteristics of diasporic cinema under which the work of the second and third generation filmmakers was subsumed. I would like to complete my dissertation with an exploration of how Turkish-German cinema resonates with Turkish audiences in Turkey, which aims to bring in a unique Turkish perspective to the study of Turkish-German cinema. In order to accomplish this, in the next chapter, I will examine the reception of Turkish-German filmmakers in the daily Turkish press. While doing so, the ambiguous sense of belonging these hyphenated filmmakers evoke through their multiple, transnational affiliations, which also has been inscribed in their films as comprehensively demonstrated in this chapter, guides us in our tracking and understanding of the Turkish press’ vacillating attitude regarding this particular diasporic cinema. The transnational mobility and the resultant “glocal” connections these filmmakers embody via their lifestyles and promote through their films, which have mostly been celebrated by film studies scholars as well as in film/festival circuits, appear to confuse, to put it softly, Turkish journalists and presumably the Turkish public.


CHAPTER 4: HYPENATED IDENTITIES: THE RECEPTION OF TURKISH-GERMAN CINEMA IN THE TURKISH DAILY PRESS
The success of Turkish-German filmmaker Fatih Akın, who won the Golden Bear at the International Berlin Film Festival in 2004, initiated new debates on the identity of Turkish diasporic filmmakers in Germany. While star-director Akın and other Turkish-German filmmakers such as Thomas Arslan, Ayşe Polat and Yüksel Yavuz have been celebrated in the German media with the slogan “the new German cinema is Turkish”,​[127]​ the Turkish media seems to emphasise only their “Turkishness”, preferring to downplay the German side of their hyphenated identity. The achievements of these Turkish filmmakers in Germany are used by the Turkish press to bolster a positive image for Turkey in an international context. 

In scholarly literature, the concept of “Turkish-German” is interpreted in a particular way, stressing the filmmakers’ “double occupancy”.​[128]​ Here, the duality and the contestability of identity in general and national identity in particular as something constructed, continuously deconstructed, and then reconstructed are important concepts. While it is widely known that most of these filmmakers do not approve of being classified as “diasporic” or “migrant” filmmakers since these categorisations assign them to an ethnic niche, it is nonetheless the case that their hyphenated identities affect and determine their work and how they are perceived irrespective of their own self-perception. Here, I am particularly concerned by how those hyphenated identities are reconstructed in Turkey, in the context of wider Turkish politics.

The hyphen, signifying their hybridity, allows “simultaneous denial and acceptance of their cultural and ethnic specificities” (Mani 2007: 124). Accordingly, the journalistic accounts of these filmmakers in the Turkish press can, on the one hand, establish them as lost subjects who have severed their links to the homeland and assimilated into their country of residence. On the other hand, they can be presented as exemplary Turks that sustain strong connections with their culture of origin. Investigating the reception of these filmmakers in the Turkish press sheds light on a number of pertinent issues. The Turkish press utilises the success of the filmmakers in order to make a case about Turkey’s accession to the EU; it also endeavours to engender a sense of nationalistic pride by downplaying the German side of their hyphenated identity and instead making them appear more or even exclusively Turkish. Celebrating the international success of these hyphenated filmmakers, then, seems to be intended to revive Turkish national pride.

The politicisation of the stories of individual achievements in Turkey is by no means particular to these filmmakers. The representation of major sport events, successful footballers and musicians in the Turkish press also reveals the complexity of the imagination and construction of Turkish national identity in relation to Europe. Forming discourses of national unity and pride around internationally successful individuals in fact emerges as a common strategy, especially in the mainstream Turkish press. Correspondingly, the media debates in Turkey around Turkish-German cinema centre on issues of national identity and belonging, often paying more attention to the filmmaker than to the films and their aesthetics. In this respect, two predominant narratives come to the fore: First, there are news items that purposefully link the process of Turkey’s accession to the EU with the success of these Turkish-German filmmakers, who are seen as the representatives of Turkey in the EU. The emotionally charged controversies surrounding Turkish-German filmmakers suggest that more is at stake than just the reputations of the individual filmmakers. They are either called upon as Turkey’s political ambassadors, and expected to be cultural and national representatives. Second, in parallel with the first narrative, there are news items and commentaries that focus strongly on the issue of these filmmakers’ identities. Particularly prominent in the press are nationalist discourses, which challenge the filmmakers’ ambiguous sense of belonging. 

In order to accomplish a critical reading of relevant news coverage, I have surveyed seventeen mainstream nationalist and liberal, leftist and right-wing quality and tabloid papers​[129]​ such as Milliyet, Hürriyet, Sabah, Akşam, Radikal, Cumhuriyet, Evrensel and Zaman from 1986 onwards,​[130]​ the year which marks the first widely known and critically acclaimed film made by a Turkish filmmaker in Germany about the first generation Turkish guest workers.​[131]​ My research, covering a period of twenty four years, comprises two phases: namely, the surveying of online newspaper archives which only go back to the mid-1990s, and conducting archival research at libraries in Turkey to include earlier materials since the pertinent libraries accommodate comprehensive collections of major national newspapers dating back to 1920s. Of particular relevance are those news items that sparked heated controversies about the filmmakers’ loyalties as Turkish or hyphenated-identity citizens. I will illuminate the alternative approaches that coexist with regard to the coverage of Turkish-German filmmakers and their films in the Turkish press. This is a thoroughly under-researched area since most scholars of Turkish-German cinema in the Anglophone world are based in German Departments and only few are able to access Turkish-language sources. The reception of Turkish-German cinema in Turkey, therefore, constitutes a major and very important contribution to the existing body of scholarship on this particular diasporic cinema. 

I am aware that for a more comprehensive picture of the reception of Turkish-German filmmakers in Turkey, specialist film magazines as well as the circulation of Turkish-German films on the national film festival circuit and on television should have been taken into consideration. My study focusing on the coverage of the Turkish-German cinema in newspapers constitutes only one aspect of the overall reception of Turkish-German cinema in Turkey, and does not claim to be exhaustive. A quantitative analysis would have taken box office figures and similar statistical data into account, for example. However, within the overall scope of this dissertation, a qualitative content analysis seemed more relevant and appropriate. Further, I would argue that the daily newspapers are by far the most important and widely read media sector in Turkey, and especially relevant since this dissertation is concerned with issues of identity politics regarding the hyphenated identity filmmakers. According to a recent report published by the Turkish National Statistics Institution (TÜİK), there are currently 6073 newspapers and magazines published in Turkey, and the total circulation figure for 2009 was around 2.3 billion, of which newspapers accounted for 94.4 per cent (TÜİK 2010: online).​[132]​ These figures clearly suggest that magazines in general, let alone specialist film publications, are far less influential in terms of shaping public opinion than daily papers. In order to get the best reflection of how Turkish-German filmmakers and their work are regarded in Turkey, I selected daily newspapers, which are unquestionably the most significant source. Specialist film magazines, some of which were established as early as 1914 (Özuyar 2001: online), and more current ones such as Sinemasal, Altyazı, Total Film, Yeni Film, Yeni İnsan Yeni Sinema to name a few, are more concerned with issues of film aesthetics, genre, narrative, and are, in terms of their coverage of Turkish-German cinema, comparable to other international film magazines. The study of these specialist publications would therefore have been less interesting and revealing than the close reading of news items in the Turkish daily press. This does not mean that reviews in newspapers’ art and culture sections do not provide insightful and informed analysis of the films themselves, without foregrounding the ethnic constituency of the filmmaker, but when it comes to Turkish-German filmmakers, such examples seem to be the exception rather than the rule. This alone is evidence that the discussion of Turkish-German films and filmmakers in the Turkish press is a special case worth investigating. Hence, in order to fully understand the multifaceted public discourse around Turkish-German filmmakers that exists within Turkey, a detailed study of Turkish newspapers with different political affiliations promised to provide the most relevant source material.

The Structure of the Turkish Press
Considering that “a study of content alone is not sufficient … to understand either the force that produced that content or the nature or extent of its effects” (Shoemaker and Rees 1996: 28), this sub-chapter examines the elements that shape the framework of the Turkish media. It is essential to evaluate the general structure and principles of the Turkish press given that every text is a product of a strongly connected net of social, cultural and historical determinants; and thus, each text has a certain meaning depending on the particular context in which it is produced. Exploring the principles of the Turkish press will provide a basis for understanding the political affiliations of the papers, and consequently, their specific ways of dealing with Turkish-German filmmakers and their films. 

The specific socio-historical development and the resulting idiosyncratic structure of the Turkish press cannot be construed or analysed in isolation from the development of similar media in the rest of the world. Nonetheless, one should bear in mind that “media organisations reflect the differences between political systems, political philosophies, cultural traits and economic conditions” (Papathanassopoulos 2001: 505). In other words, even though “dominant academic literature suggests that there has been a process of convergence among global media systems and journalistic practices regardless of their parochial particularities” (Papathanassopoulos 2001: 505), national and cultural specificities shaping individual media structures in different countries still prove to be important. In this respect, the Turkish press should be evaluated both in terms of its unique characteristics and similarities with the historical development of media systems in the global context. 

The Turkish press has never been truly independent; either economically or politically. This is mainly due to particular structures of ownership and legislative measurements that determine the context in which the Turkish press operates. In Turkey, as elsewhere in the world, newspapers evolved from individual enterprise over national and then international monopolies or oligopolies that are subjects to the rules of capitalist industrial regulations.​[133]​ However, in either case, they heavily relied on the financial support of the state. The Babıali district where all newspapers and publishers have been based since the 19th century – a location which also used to stand for the entire press until the 1990s – was at the heart of the political centre during the Ottoman Empire, indicating the sector’s financial dependency on government subsidies as well as the location’s convenience for government control and censorship (Tunç 2004). State subsidies also continued during the early years of the Turkish Republic (Erdoğan 2007: 27). This close relationship has determined the structure of the Turkish press since its birth and led to the government’s strong influence on, control of and interference in the newspapers, which have struggled to survive under harsh economic conditions. Even though the press originated and developed as a free enterprise rather than as a state-owned industry by virtue of local and vernacular Anatolian newspapers that were published by foreign subjects in the Ottoman Empire in their own languages, close surveillance has been deeply entrenched since those days. Subsequent governments have had the power to manipulate and use the press for their own benefit. The political and economic interventions of the governments have been justified by claiming that they are to protect the public, whereas in fact, the legislative measures have functioned as a censorship tool to silence the press when required.​[134]​ There has therefore been an ongoing and intrinsic financial dependency upon the state and a resultant ideological conformity of the Turkish press with successive governments.​[135]​

The tight state control over the press continued all the way through untill 1961, when the new constitution that was created following the 1960 leftist military coup guaranteed freedom of the press. However, it did not last long as the legal regulations were altered again in 1971, after the declaration of the military note which is better known as 12 Mart Muhtırası. In 1980, Turkey experienced a third military coup that also led to the establishment of the 1982 Constitution, which was in effect up until September 2010.​[136]​ The regulations made regarding the media within the scope of this constitution were mostly seen as regressive since they resulted in a temporary or permanent closure of many newspapers, prosecution of hundreds of journalists, the destruction of many publications and stricter control mechanisms on the press. This new period also marked a structural change in the Turkish press: the traditional media ownership pattern, which was characterised by the existence of the managers/owners who were journalists themselves and had taken over the business from their journalist fathers, disappeared to be replaced by giant conglomerates directed by big bosses who were not media moguls but instead were from various industries (Finkel 2000; Tunç 2002 and 2004). This remarkable shift in the ownership structure of the industry was not only the outcome of the political turmoil but was also a product of the new economic policies employed by Turgut Özal’s government in the early 1980s, in line with the liberalisation and deregulation policies prevailing all around the world at the time.​[137]​ In contrast to promoting liberalism in the economy, when it came to the freedom of the press, the right to information and freedom of speech, Özal and his government were known for their infamous policies of oppression which led to the elimination of the opposition and the resulting self-censorship implemented by the newspapers. Within the “clientelist and patrimonial relationship pattern between media and state” (Christensen 2007: 184), only those who did not challenge the official policies and discourses could secure grants from the government and so could continue publishing free from any enforcement by the government. The political conformism enhanced during this period has become one of the inherent characteristics of the mainstream Turkish press. That is, the newspapers have customarily acted in line with official state policies, approximating the dominant discourse, if not totally reproducing it. 

The combination of globally dominant free-market policies, in the shape of deregulation and privitisation, together with the impact of advanced communication technologies, saw the rise in the 1990s of many private radio and television channels. This was a de facto violation of certain provisions of the 1982 Constitution, which stipulated that the state was the only authority able to establish radio or television institutions. As a result, the insufficiency of the 1982 Constitution to match modern needs was recognised, and consequently, an amendment, made in 1993, liberated the mass media industry from state monopoly (Darendeli 2007: 7). However, despite their seeming financial independence, the media in general and the press in particular remained under the control of the state by the enactment of several articles such as 3984 and 301, which made it possible to imprison many journalists for articulating their opinions on controversial matters as the latter presents a very vague definition of insulting Turkishness and the Turkish state (Turkish Penal Code-TCK 2004). In brief, the specific economic and political atmosphere of the 1980s paved the way for a media environment in which hundreds of private television and radio channels and newspapers mushroomed, but a real plurality of political opinion and an open discussion of alternative political views have yet to be achieved.​[138]​
 
Despite undeniable evidence of the state’s suppression of the media in Turkey, the significance of the corporation should not be overlooked in order to fully comprehend the political economy of the Turkish press (Christensen 2007: 195-96). Today’s media industry in Turkey is an oligopoly in which a few giant media groups compete at the centre, exercise excessive power and demonstrate a high level of political influence. The newspapers constitute one leg of a vertically integrated industry, which has also expanded towards other business sectors such as energy, telecommunication, banking, insurance and finance, resulting in the formation of formidable conglomerates in the field.​[139]​ The concentrated ownership structure and the expansive financial interests of the patrons suggest they have interests other than creating a democratic media environment. Power and business relations as such have an impact on the attitudes of newspapers towards issues that would influence or determine the success of their wider corporate businesses. This explains, for instance, why none of the newspapers examined here directly position themselves against Turkey’s membership in the EU. In sum, the economy-politics of the Turkish press is crucial to understanding its role in ideological reproduction.

In this respect, the Turkish press follows the same principles as other capitalist economic systems globally. Each paper also represents a particular ideological stance which determines how a particular event is presented in the news coverage. Accordingly, Nick Ludington identifies three main ideological trajectories among Turkish newspapers: 1) private-sector liberals that support pro-Western policies, and consequently, are pro-EU, of which the newspaper Radikal is given as an example, 2) nationalist Kemalist papers​[140]​ such as the newspaper Cumhuriyet, and 3) political Islamist papers, notably the newspaper Zaman (cited in Kışlalı 2003: online). It should be noted that Cumhuriyet, despite being explicitly Kemalist – a concept which is described as a “discourse of nationalism” by Kahraman and Keyman (1998: 67), is subsumed under the category of leftist papers in general and in this study as well, underscoring the idiosyncrasy of the Turkish political context. Ludington’s classification remains rather exclusive and restrictive. In order to encompass a wider range of papers, additional categories should be identified. Thus, alongside the above mentioned quality papers, Milliyet, Hürriyet, Sabah, Bugün, Star and Akşam can be classified as mainstream with a more nationalist and populist overtone compared to Radikal. In addition, Birgün can be placed in the same category as a newspaper that describes itself as an independent quality paper with a popular approach. Moreover, Yeni Şafak, and Yeni Çağ can be subsumed under the category of conservative right-wing with a religious overtone. 

The classification of the Turkish press in terms of its political stance is also tacitly assumed to have implications for the different papers’ attitudes towards the Turkish Armed Forces (TSK), which have always been a strong political agent in the public realm. After all, the Turkish Republic was founded by a soldier-general – Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, and ever since, even civilian governments have relied on the army to help them deal with national problems. When one takes into account the sensitive dynamics considering the Kurdish conflict in the country, the three military coups (1960, 1971 and 1980) that intervened with the democratic process and their direct consequences on the structure and functioning mechanism of the press, it becomes clear why the TSK plays an important role in the general power relations in Turkey. Accordingly, some newspapers like Cumhuriyet might perspicuously take side with the TSK by seeing themselves and the army as the advocates/upholders of the republic.​[141]​ By contrast, Zaman clearly opposes the existence of a strong military in so far as the military is conceived as the safeguard of secularism, and others like Milliyet and Hürriyet, which are mainstream papers with high circulation figures, appear to be more reluctant to publicly take sides. At this point, two more newspapers, namely Evrensel and Taraf, should be mentioned. The former has an explicit Kurdish framework whilst the latter does not have an ethnic affiliation but has galvanised attention via its controversial and provocative news stories about so-called taboo issues in Turkey. They are both well known for their strong dissidence with the nationalist and militarist system, and thus, can be considered to be marginal leftist and liberal respectively.​[142]​ 

The two charts below, which are based on my readings of pertinent news items, reviews and commentaries, are not conclusive, but aim to present a compact yet informative classification of the Turkish press based on two relational axes that are central to the following analysis, and are devised to facilitate seeing/following the correlations between the papers’ ideology and their particular coverage of Turkish-German filmmakers and their films: 
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Having provided a brief survey of the structure of the Turkish media industry and the political affiliation of the most important newspapers, I will now analyse the reception of Turkish-German filmmakers in the Turkish press. The analysis will focus on two thematic frameworks in the news coverage: namely, the political debates about Turkey’s accession to the EU, and the issue of national belonging. Since the papers analysed reflect a broad spectrum of political views, the analysis will also strive to draw attention to the link between the ideological positions of the papers in question and the news frames they employ; that is, how they cover, thematise, discuss and emphasise certain issues regarding Turkish-German filmmakers. 

Filmmakers or Diplomatic Ambassadors? The Role Assigned to Turkish-German Filmmakers in the Process of Turkey’s Accession to the European Union
It is widely known that migrant-sending peripheral countries hugely benefit from the economic contribution of their population abroad.​[143]​ Yet Turkey’s relation with its diasporic subjects has moved beyond dependence on remittances only. Diasporas across the world have gained ever more significance in international affairs (Davies 2007: 62). Today what matters more is not the money diasporic subjects send to or invest back in their country of origin but the powerful role they play in terms of the representation of the country. In this context, “the conditions of the Turks in Germany take on added significance given the relationship of Turkey to the European Union (EU) ... which sensitises the border between Turkey and the EU, between the Germans and the Turks” (Halle 2008: 142). The presence of Turks at the heart of Europe, as the outsiders inside, changes the rules of the game for Turkey, since it can more confidently demand recognition and membership as a European country. Hereby Turks in diaspora, particularly those in Germany as it is one of the most important and powerful countries in the union, become strong political actors. The more Turkey is rejected by EU institutions, the more it needs and resorts to its successful diasporic subjects to be able to change the deep-rooted negative image which many Europeans have of it.

The relationship between Turkey and Europe has a very long and complicated history which cannot be sufficiently discussed within the scope of this chapter. In a nutshell, in 1963 Turkey and the then European Economic Community (ECC) signed the Association Agreement to initiate the process of Turkey’s eventual inclusion in the European Union (Gülmez 2008: 423).​[144]​ Ever since, Turkey, which from the outset of the Turkish Republic wanted to appropriate Western values in the name of modernisation, has pursued its cautious official strategy in order to become a full member of the European Union.​[145]​ The official attitude is considered to be “cautious” in so far as Turkey’s foreign policy seems to fluctuate between isolationism and openness based on principles such as “self-sufficiency”, “national security and independence”, and “modernisation”.​[146]​ In accordance with this attitude, the ongoing discussions between Turkey and the EU seem to play an important role in the construction of the Turkish social fabric and the redefinition of Turkish national identity.​[147]​ Moreover, integration into the EU has always had a symbolic meaning for Turkish people as it is regarded as the culmination of Atatürk’s vision to reach the level of contemporary civilisations.​[148]​ The so-called “social engineering project” (Keyder 1997), advised and led by Atatürk in the early years of the Turkish Republic, can actually be formulated as “global modernity = European civilisation = Westernisation” (Kahraman and Keyman 1998: 72), underlining the foundational role the Westernisation principle played in the process.​[149]​ In connection with the history of modernisation in Turkey, any incident regarding the relations between Turkey and the EU has occupied a significant place on the political agenda of the Turkish state, and more generally, in the Turkish public sphere. Hence the importance and the resulting high coverage of this issue in the Turkish press.

It is widely known that “a high level of concentration of Turkish migrants in various European countries contributed to overall negative feelings about Turkey and its candidacy to become a member of the EU” (McLaren 2007: 268). That is to say, the existing diasporic Turkish community in Europe, especially in Germany, which harbours the highest population of Turks, has had a considerable impact – seemingly very poor and negative – on the perception of Turkey and Turkish national identity.​[150]​ “Mostly caused by the ways in which Turkish diasporic subjects have been perceived in the West, there are still strong popular stereotypes among the public of EU countries, claiming that Turkey does not politically, economically and culturally fit into the EU” (Kaya and Kentel 2004: 6). The common tendency to see the members of the Turkish diaspora as Turkey’s representatives demonstrates the widespread metonymic reading of the situation. In so far as “Turkey is seen through the prism of experience of Turkish diaspora” in Europe (Giddens et al. 2004: 29), the recent achievements of Turkish-German filmmakers, who are simultaneously Turkish and German, have come into prominence. This is not only because their hyphenated identities provide the means for newspapers to speculate about their national belonging, but also due to the increased recognition they get in an international context. This new generation of successful, commercially and critically acclaimed Turkish-German filmmakers provides Turkey with the opportunity to prove to the world and to Europe that the country and its people should not only be associated with problems. The numerous achievements of these filmmakers suggest that the negative image of Turks in the European public sphere should be replaced with more positive ones. Obviously, high-profile Turkish-German writers such as Feridun Zaimoğlu and Emine Sevgi Özdamar, and politicians like Cem Özdemir and Mehmet Yıldız also have a role to play in this shift in the perception of Turks in Europe.​[151]​ Nonetheless, cinema, especially when commercially successful, is a popular art form, and thus is particularly visible; hence, filmmakers prove to be more convenient for journalists to predicate their arguments on. These prominent filmmakers, as conspicuous media figures, are constructed as representatives of the entire Turkish nation in the Turkish press, and are expected to epitomise the concept of “Turkishness”. Therefore, in most cases, the newspapers appear to attribute a specific role to these filmmakers and assume they will act as spokespersons who can mediate between Turkey and Germany. These filmmakers are expected to articulate Turkey’s concerns during the membership negotiations with the EU. If they do not do so of their own free will, they are forced to reveal their opinions through the persistent interrogations of journalists, or their films and achievements are narrated via political discourses that deal with the issue of Turkish candidacy for the EU. 

It is worth mentioning that most of these newspapers are only circulated in Turkey, which means all this emphasis on Turkey’s supposedly undeniable right to become an EU country merely targets a Turkish readership rather than reinforcing a political lobby that would create support for Turkey’s acceptance by the EU outside Turkey. All of these papers have websites allowing access from all around the world, but again almost all of them, Zaman being the exception, are only available in Turkish. Even though they are not accessible to a non-Turkish readership, the efforts of the newspapers make sense given that “national identity is often described as an entity that has no existence outside representation, but should be seen as a narrative of the self … the story we tell about the self to know who we are” (Mihelj et al. 2009: 59). In this context, Turkish-German filmmakers’ artfully narrated and embellished success stories allow the newspapers to reassure their readers that Turkey is worthy of securing membership in the EU. The newspapers constantly play on national sensitivity and at the same time national pride by narrating the nation to itself. 

With regards to the press coverage of Turkish-German filmmakers in general, it is remarkable that, even though they have been making films since the early 1990s, there were hardly any news items about them until the mid-2000s.​[152]​ This changed in 2004 with Fatih Akın’s award-winning film Head-On, which marked a turning point for the international recognition of Turkish-German cinema. The impact of Akın’s extraordinary portrayal of a second generation Turkish-German couple within a commercially successful narrative was twofold. It not only sparked heated debates around the situation and identity of Turkish people in Germany, but also increased the visibility of these filmmakers, who used to work mostly undiscovered and uncharted until that moment. Consequently, as the most salient and commercially successful filmmaker, Fatih Akın, among all of his colleagues, has indisputably attracted the most extensive attention from the Turkish press. As Erdoğan puts it, “in fact, any mention of Turkish-German cinema is more likely to conjure up his name than that of other talented Turkish-German auteurs” (2009: 27). However, in the majority of cases, this is not merely due to his directorial merits or the artistic quality of his films, but rather to a combination of diverse factors; namely, his amusing personality, rhetorical skills, and the political messages he embeds in his public speeches and interviews. This, at the same time, indicates that in Turkey, Turkish-German filmmakers still do not have enough importance to generate news and for that reason they are mostly represented in relation to wider thematic frameworks such as Turkish-EU relations and identity politics. Accordingly, Akın has become the figure whom all journalists closely watch and follow whilst other Turkish-German filmmakers generally have had a comparatively low profile or have mostly been mentioned in relation to him. Owing to his celebrity status, Akın has almost single-handedly fuelled news items relating to Turkish-German cinema, especially any concerned with Turkey’s relationship with the EU.

It should be noted that the year 2004 also constitutes a particularly significant date in terms of Turkey’s accession to the EU. Having applied for full membership in the EU in 1987, Turkey was finally endorsed to officially begin the negotiation process subsequent to a decision made at the Brussels Summit in 2004.​[153]​ This meant Turkey got one step closer to its perpetually pursued ideal of becoming an EU country. Consequently, the public interest and the resulting press coverage of the issue inevitably escalated and intensified from then on.

The portraits of Turkish-German filmmakers in the Turkish press emphasise their hyphenated identities, establishing them as bridging agents between Turkey and the EU. In general, the news items, articles or reviews in the papers invoke the filmmakers’ artistic achievements as evidence of the values Turkey and Turkish people actually have. Since the main concern of the pertinent news stories is Turkish-German filmmakers, the geographical, economic or strategic aspects of Turkish-EU relations are not discussed. Instead, the focus is on identity and culture as the determining discussion points for Turkey’s membership in the EU. These prominent filmmakers, as hyphenated nationals, permit Turkish journalists to create a strong case for Turkey’s bid as unquestionably part of Europe. Most newspapers adopt a consistent political discourse, asserting that Turkey should be eligible to join the EU despite the fact that it has so far been denied full membership on account of not having met certain criteria stipulated by the EU. This shared attitude across the press notwithstanding, a close analysis demonstrates that the coverage and framing of Turkish-German filmmakers and how such coverage is interwoven with the issue of Turkish-EU relations, differs according to the paper’s political position and ideology. 
Mainstream Nationalist Papers
Upon receiving the Golden Bear for Head-On, Akın became the focus of national interest in Turkey for a variety of reasons that had little to do with the film’s aesthetic merits.​[154]​ What Hürriyet, as a mainstream nationalist paper, was really interested in was Akın’s attitude towards Turkey’s position within the EU. 

If I made a film about Turkey’s accession to the EU, it would have a happy ending. There are millions of Turks already living in the EU in general and in Germany in particular. They are part of the society. In practice, Turkey is already in the EU thanks to the existence of these people. Why should not we make Turkey an official member of the EU then? (“Türkiye-AB Filmini Mutlu Sonla Bitirirdim”, Hürriyet, 22 February 2004) ​[155]​

Here, Akın clearly acts as a mouthpiece for Turkey. Articulating sentiments widespread among the Turkish population, he expresses Turkey’s demands for a fair and inclusive negotiation process.​[156]​ Those news items that register Turkish-German filmmakers explicitly commenting on Turkey’s bid disclose an important and common strategy the papers employ in order to structure the political discourse, a strategy whereby the success of these transnational filmmakers is utilised to highlight the issue of EU accession. Akın in particular is covered by them, advocating Turkey’s constantly impeded yet “undeniable” right to become a member of the union on various occasions. Enunciating ever more courageous and defiant comments on the much-disputed issue, he secures himself a beloved and popular sanctuary in the hearts of the Turkish people:

Excluding Turkey from the EU is chauvinism. Defending theses such as the EU is a Christian Union or the borders of Europe will expand toward Baghdad is nothing but chauvinism. Turkey’s accession to the EU cannot be delayed any longer. This is an inappropriate policy. (“Türkiye'yi AB'den Dışlamak Şovenlik Olur”, Hürriyet, 24 February 2004)

However, Akın on his own is not responsible for reiterating the subject so often. A close analysis of the structure of these news stories reveals that Turkish journalists urge him continuously to comment on this particular matter. It is the persistent questioning and encouraging of journalists that ensures Akın takes up his presumed role not only as a cultural representative of his country of origin but also as a political ambassador of it. Akın’s declarations provide Hürriyet with the means to build an emotionally charged political discourse with a nationalist overtone that goes beyond simply considering the work or artistic vision of Turkish-German filmmakers. Rather, a deprived, unwanted but proud self (Turkey/Turkish) is constructed through and against the construction of a privileged and objecting other (Europe/European).

Mainstream nationalist examples of the Turkish press, especially Hürriyet and Milliyet, as the two newspapers that have had special editions for the Turkish community in Germany for decades now,​[157]​ pay particular attention to issues concerning the Turkish diasporic community and Turkey’s relationship with the EU. They regularly follow the news coverage in the German press and publish their own interpretation of relevant items. An examination of these materials reveals the papers’ own agenda: to formulate and frame Turkey’s membership process as an issue of national and cultural identity, which is assumed by the Europeans to be intrinsically different from European identity. Since the “discourse of politicians and journalists who oppose Turkish entry into the EU tend to be rooted in a fixed vision of European identity” (Negrine et al. 2008: 63), mainstream nationalist Turkish papers meticulously select pro-Turkey examples from the foreign press to refute these opposing views. In most cases, these examples predictably contain ever more successful Turkish-German filmmakers as subject matters. Hürriyet’s reporting of an article from Die Zeit on the Turkish community’s role in German politics highlights the success of young Turks in the host country noted by the German newspaper (“Die Zeit: Türkler Çoktan Aramızda Yerlerini Aldı”, Hürriyet, 25 February 2004). According to Hürriyet, the article in Die Zeit undermines the very foundation of the ongoing debate about Turkey’s membership in the EU by proclaiming that Turks are already in the EU, and have even received many prizes in the fields of cinema and sport for their “new” country. The success of a number of other Turkish people noted in the Die Zeit article, in addition to young Turkish-German filmmaker Akın, challenges the general prejudice against Turks in Germany and calls the German authorities’ neglect and disregard of the Turkish diasporic community into question. This also serves to exemplify that the nascent positive image of Turks is not due to just a few individuals’ efforts; on the contrary, it can readily be generalised. 

As perceived mediators between Turkey and Europe, a role assigned on account of their hyphenated identity, being neither Turkish nor German but claiming both affiliations simultaneously, Turkish-German filmmakers allow papers to speculate about Turkey’s supposed and much desired position in Europe. Their unique position can be used, as done by the Hürriyet articles mentioned above, to promote a sense of inclusion. In this context, a news item on Fatih Akın in the mainstream nationalist paper Akşam intrigues the reader with its title “Europe’s Eyes Are on Fatih” (Akşam, 17 October 2007). It immediately evokes a connection with the famous Ottoman Emperor Fatih in Turkish readers’ minds.​[158]​ Fatih, literally meaning “conquerer”, was one of the most formidable and powerful Ottoman emperors who conquered Constantinople in 1453, and the major parts of Europe subsequently. As a result, newspapers, especially nationalist tabloids, tend to allude to his conquests whenever a Turkish person achieves something in Europe. Not unlike European newspapers, which also have a tendency to dwell on history, for example referring to the siege of Vienna by the Ottomans in order to justify prejudices against the so-called “barbaric” and “uncivilised” Turks (Negrine et al. 2003: 62), this antagonistic account by Akşam reveals a similar implicitly militarist subtext. What is basically implied here at a metaphorical level is that Turks are finalising Fatih’s attempt, begun six hundred years ago, by culturally conquering Europe today. Fatih Akın, his cinema and the corresponding role he plays in the process of Turkey’s accession to the EU in particular, prove to be an obvious special case owing to his name. Akşam, by employing a pun like this, articulates a certain attitude found within the mindset of the majority of the Turkish public as well as revealing its own political stance regarding Turkish-EU relations. Hereby, Akşam, as a mainstream populist paper with a nationalist agenda, fosters nationalist sentiment, while ostensibly promoting a pro-EU attitude.

Liberal Mainstream Papers
When it comes to the liberal mainstream papers such as Radikal, the subtlety in the nationalist tone is immediately noticeable. As in any other constituent of the Turkish press, the news items in Radikal are mainly politicised; so references to Turkey’s accession to the EU still set the tone of the news items even where films and filmmakers are concerned. However, the majority of the news stories and articles in Radikal do focus on film analysis, bringing the issue of aesthetics into the discussion. This is probably thanks to devout film critics and reviewers such as Uğur Vardan, Fatih Özgüven, Yeşim Tabak and Mehmet Başutçu, who regularly write for the paper. In accordance with the stress on the artistic merits of the filmmakers, these journalists generally refrain from resorting to any essentialist definition of national identity. Instead, the possibility of multiple belongings and hyridity is underscored and the filmmakers are carefully addressed as “Turkish-Germans”. The numerous examples of comparatively refined, intertextual, analytical and more informed reviews of Turkish-German films in Radikal allow us to infer that this is due to the general publishing policy and ideology of the paper. That is, its editorial policy, which presumably has some resonance for the sense of identity of its readership, positions the paper close to Western intellectual newspapers; in this sense, it has no need to emphasise how these filmmakers are/are not European/Turkish, because the subtext of its whole editorial policy seems to be that they understand the complexities of these matters rather than reducing them to crude nationalisms.

Leftist Papers
The journalistic portraits of Turkish-German filmmakers in left-wing Turkish newspapers differ remarkably from those in mainstream nationalist papers in terms of language and attitude. Cumhuriyet, as the nationalist Kemalist representative of the Turkish press, uses the success story of the film Head-On to highlight invidious EU policies in connection with Turkey’s accession to the EU. One particular news item emphasises the comments of Dieter Kopp, the president of the European Cultural Assembly, on Turkish-EU relations (“Duvara Karşı’ya Avrupa’dan Ödül”, Cumhuriyet, 15 February 2009). Even though it was the opera version of the film that received a European Tolerance Award in 2009, the title clearly refers to the film, and the paper frequently refers to Fatih Akın. That the foreign newspapers too regard the work (in any form) of Turkish-German filmmakers as a matter of politics corresponds to, and thus, reinforces, the stance of the Turkish press. Kopp states that the opera contributed remarkably to Turkish-German relations, and it is incomprehensible that Turkey, in spite of its enormous potential, is excluded from the EU. Cumhuriyet, the paper most cautious in its support of Turkey’s accession to the EU, prefers underscoring Kopp’s, that is, a European’s account of Turkey’s candidacy. Conveying the message by quoting a European representative’s tribute and avowal that Turkey deserves to become a member of the EU, unmistakably presents an unbiased account of the issue. This at the same time befits the paper’s tacit Euro-sceptic ideological stance. It is widely known that together with the main opposition party CHP, Cumhuriyet has a wary attitude concerning Turkey-EU relations, since it does not support Turkey’s membership unconditionally. The paper’s reservations emanate from worries that Turkey’s national interests might be jeopardised due to possible compromises Turkey may be asked to make during the negotiation procedures. As aptly expressed by Nicolaidis, “the Sevres syndrome is alive and well in Turkey” (2004: 8).​[159]​  In accordance with this, rather than unreservedly glorifying Western values and what Europe represents, the paper appears to endorse the self-sufficiency of Turkey, and promote Turkey’s accession to the EU only provided that it is granted a full membership in the union like every other existing member.

The marginal leftist newspaper Evrensel, on the other hand, tackles the issue in a different manner. First of all, one should emphasise the fact that in this paper, as in Cumhuriyet, news items concerning Turkish-German filmmakers and their films are in most cases covered within the culture-art pages/supplements as they are supposed to be. This can be seen as one of the characteristics that distinguishes quality papers from tabloid ones. This distinction further gives a clue about the properties of the news coverage: it foreshadows whether the given newspaper will resort to a cheap, populist style or maintain a more neutral position. However, beyond this, and even though both Evrensel and Cumhuriyet could be located at the left end of the ideological spectrum, the former, in principle, stands for values exactly opposite to what the latter upholds.​[160]​ When considering news coverage in an explicitly Kurdish newspaper like Evrensel, one should bear in mind the enduring Kurdish-Turkish conflict, and the fact that the EU represents the agency/power that provides incentives for the prevention of human right violations. For instance, thanks to the reform measures required by the EU for the completion of membership negotiations, the state of emergency that curtailed basic liberties in the Southeast of Turkey was lifted, leading to a remarkable improvement in the quality of life of Kurds living in that region. Similarly, legislation allowing radio and television broadcasts and education in Kurdish was introduced (Giddens et al. 2004: 20). In sum, since Kurdish people in Turkey claim to be subject to discrimination and even to state-endorsed oppression policies,​[161]​ they expect that Turkey’s accession to the EU will benefit them. So does Evrensel. In brief, the paper’s approach towards Turkish-German filmmakers, interwoven with the process of Turkey’s inclusion in the EU, is influenced by these socio-political factors. 

Correspondingly, authors Aydın Yıldırım and Suzan Işık evaluate Akın’s film The Edge of Heaven with reference to Turkey’s relationship with the EU (Evrensel, 24 October 2007).​[162]​ They particularly draw attention to the fact that the issue dominates discussions even among ordinary citizens in Turkey on a daily basis. Therefore, they highlight the correlations between the film’s character development and the actual significance the issue has in the Turkish context. In this respect, they argue that the film’s characters, Ayten, Lotte and her mother Susanne, represent different agencies and alternative points of view as regards Turkish-EU relations. Akın is praised for successfully reflecting the diversity of opinions in Turkey about the issue in his film. However, rather than speculating about Akın’s hyphenated identity, they address the issue by adhering only to the film structure and narrative, for the film explicitly deals with Turkish-EU relations.​[163]​ The neutral stance of the paper, made clear by focusing on the self-contained nature of the film, is further reinforced by another news story about the film’s continuing success. The newspaper notes that the European Parliament awarded The Edge of Heaven the Le Prix Lux prize, which was given for the first time, and the film was to be translated into twenty two languages thanks to the financial support of the European Parliament (“Avrupa Parlamentosu Sinema Ödülü de Fatih Akın’a”, Evrensel, 26 October 2007). The details of the coverage, when it is compared to Cumhuriyet’s above-mentioned coverage of a very similar success story regarding Head-On, underlines the differences. Unlike Cumhuriyet, which puts particular emphasis on a European bureaucrat’s laudatory remark about Turkey, Evrensel seems to be content with mere description of the ceremony. 

This brief account of the news coverage in the Turkish press concisely exhibits a prevailing tendency to establish a correlation between Turkish-EU relations and the recent achievements of Turkish-German filmmakers. In this respect, every newspaper in Turkey seems to attribute significance to Turkey’s accession to the EU and to consider the issue as a newsworthy subject matter even though they have different and very specific reasons and motivations as underlined above. The only exceptions to this are papers such as Zaman on the one hand, and Yeni Şafak and Yeni Çağ on the other, which can be considered as Islamist and extreme right-wing respectively. Their predictable lack of coverage is probably due to their traditionalist and conservative perception of the EU, which, in its current structure, is basically seen as a Christian Union. Among them Zaman is known to have mitigated, if not totally surrendered, its negative attitude towards the membership in the EU in line with the incumbent Islamist party AKP’s temperate approach. Nonetheless, it still does not cover any news stories about Turkish-German filmmakers and the EU. Overall, however, the newspapers exploit Turkish-German filmmakers and their success either to support their pro-EU perspective or to underline their scepticism concerning the union’s insincerity and mistreatment of Turkey. In some cases, this is interlocked with a nationalist discourse that aims to create a particular national sentiment. 

To conclude, articles about Turkish-German filmmakers in the Turkish press are harnessed to an overtly political agenda, namely Turkey’s EU accession. To understand this, it is necessary to understand the significance of the European issue for Turkey. Ottoman intellectual Abdullah Cevdet once clearly pronounced that “there is no other civilisation. Civilisation means European civilisation. It must be imported with both its roses and thorns” (cited in Rustow 1987: 14). More contemporary evaluations of Turkish-EU relations highlight the perpetual significance of the issue for Turkish people. General Yaşar Büyükanıt stressed that “Turkey’s membership in the EU is a must for the fulfilment of Atatürk’s grand design of modernisation. In any case, Turkey’s European Union project overlaps with its social, political and economic projects” (cited in Heper 2004: 4). The Turkish public’s preoccupation with Turkey’s accession to the EU is clearly deep-seated, and there is no escaping the particular role attributed to transnational Turkish-German filmmakers as political ambassadors in the Turkish press. The filmmakers are supposed to become exemplary spokespersons for the Turkish people, while their films are seen as the means of representation for Turks, Turkish culture and values – provided that they supply a pleasant and agreeable image of the homeland and of “Turkishness”. 

It should be noted, however, that the prevailing national sentiment ingrained in most of the news discourses in Turkey seems to reveal an underlying Eurocentric attitude. The Turkish press endorses a feeling of identification with Europe while at the same time engendering a sense of hostility. In effect, the two can be construed as the opposite sides of the same coin for they reinforce each other. The dominant negative perception of Turkey by Europeans, as a “threat” that would change the union’s values and could easily become a burden on its structure and capacity as a “large, poor, Muslim” country (Negrine et al. 2008), results in an enhancement of the sense of rejection, exclusion and alienation among Turkish people. This instigates a strong sense of frustration and resentment caused by being subject to an incessant process of “othering” by Europeans who oppose Turkey’s membership in the EU; hence the newspapers – especially the nationalist ones – continuously attempt to reinvigorate national pride by reiterating successful stories of individuals in tandem with a reconstructed glorious past. However, the need for an absolute approval of and recognition by European countries concurrently discloses the preponderate Eurocentric perspectives in the Turkish press, implying a deep-seated self-doubt and associated low self-esteem. This is an important issue that I consider more fully below in relation to the wider question of national identity.  

The Ceaseless Battle of Inclusion and Exclusion
Sabina Mihelj et al. argue that “narratives not only endow particular events with meaning, thus helping us understand and make sense of the social world, but also serve as tools of identity construction” (2009: 59). In view of this, the construction and consolidation of national identities require the concomitant construction of shared national myth(s) and collective history (Kaufmann 2002: 102). Because as they stand, “having no other anchors except the affection of their members, [nations as] imagined communities exist solely through their manifestations” (Bauman 1992: xix). National myths are widely circulated, and subsequently internalised, to create positive identification with a nation, since nation, in its primordial sense, is formulated as “a named human population sharing a historic territory, common myths and historical memories” (Smith 1991: 14). In this sense, Shapiro’s conception of films as “identity stories” which form the basis for a nation’s coherence through the articulation and representation of established binary contradictions such as “us” versus “them” (cited in Khatib 2006: 76) can also be applied to the news discourses. Accordingly, news coverage in the Turkish press concerning Turkish-German filmmakers, when combined with the question of national identity, constitutes a narrative that serves to stimulate national pride. The idea that “we are a nation endowed with extraordinary qualities” (Yumul and Özkırımlı 2000: 797) is exemplified by the achievements of these filmmakers. Of all the newspapers examined, the mainstream ones with a populist and nationalist attitude persistently accentuate the “Turkishness” of the filmmakers in question. This appears to be a systematic strategy which is aimed at bolstering confidence in the Turkish nation as to who they are through addressing these internationally successful filmmakers as exclusively Turkish. “By locating themselves or being located within a narrative – usually a narrative that is not their own making – human beings acquire a particular social identity” (Mihelj et al. 2009: 59). News stories praising Turkish-German filmmakers and their accomplished films, internationally recognised, provide a Turkish readership with a seemingly much needed sense of pride, but rely on a particular emphasis on the filmmakers’ ambiguous national identity as in this case “unquestionably” Turkish. In a parallel manner, if a Turkish-German filmmaker makes displeasing comments that would hurt this “susceptible” sense of national pride or endanger the reputation of Turks and Turkish identity, the overwhelming reaction of the Turkish press is disavowal and exclusion, an emphasis on the “other” side of the hyphenated identity. That is to say, the Turkish press cannot make up its mind as to whether it ought to embrace or disown these filmmakers. Hence the incessant battle about their reception and the ambivalent and fluctuating commentaries about inclusion in and exclusion from the Turkish nation-state. 

As Venkat Mani observes, “what makes hybridity dubious is its complete dependence on location and affiliation – be it ethnic, national, religious, gendered, or even linguistic – in order to dislocate and disaffiliate” (2007: 125-26). Hybridity thereby implies instability and negotiation. It does not provide straightforward lines of affiliation nor “does it resolve the tension between two cultures” (Bhabha 1994: 113).​[164]​ Turkish-German filmmakers can be considered culturally hybrid subjects, but Turkish journalists use the ambiguity of hybridity to reinvigorate national identity by underlining the Turkish aspects of the filmmakers’ identity. In doing so, the journalists transform the fluid, unfixed and “in becoming” understanding of identity as epitomised by these hyphenated filmmakers into a more rigid, inexorable and essentialised definition and understanding of the notion. 

This recurrent and desperate need to reassure readers of Turkey’s national worthiness implies a widespread lack of self-esteem. But why does Turkishness require such an approval at all? The explanation for this draws on two closely interlinked issues: first, the impact of the totalitarian modernisation project introduced by the founders of the republic, which ultimately cut off the entire nation’s connection with its traditions and past dramatically, leaving it in need of a newly defined identity; and second, the resultant identity crisis the Turkish nation has endured. 

Bozkurt Güvenç’s thorough analysis of Turkish identity suggests that a sense of inferiority has shaped the self-perception of the Turkish nation from the beginning, for the term “Turk” as we know it today is considered to be relatively new and without an efficiently written history (2005: 19-52). Ottoman identity was not simply associated with Turkish identity (Lewis 1988): the theorisation of Turkishness as an autonomous concept was only introduced by Turkish politicians and theorists at the beginning of the twentieth century; that is, after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire in 1923.​[165]​ Ziya Gökalp, who is considered to be a pioneer of Turkish nationalism, ventured to define Turkish national identity during the formation of the new nation-state, namely the Turkish Republic, out of a multi-ethnic empire (Gürsoy and Çapçıoğlu 2006). His conception of Turkishness was mainly based on culture, blending religious and ethnic elements in order to create a more homogenous Turkish nation (Gökalp 1923). This, in essence, meant ignoring or assimilating non-Muslim or non-Turkish elements of the new republic, inviting systematic governmental interference especially at the time of ethnic crises. Considering Turkey’s existing population comprised diverse ethnic and religious groups such as Turks, Kurds, Circassians, Laz, Muslims, Christians, Jews, and atheists, it is arguable that Gökalp’s was a project destined to fail. 

The construction of this imagined Turkish identity was also shaped by the state-controlled curriculum of modernisation which aspired to create a cohesive society/civilisation based upon values exported from the West, more specifically from Europe. Unlike Gökalp, the secular government paid particular attention to reducing the role of religion in daily practices. Therefore, the foundation of the Turkish nation-state was closely interconnected with the ideal of Westernisation while erasing the memories of the overtly religious Ottoman Empire. This was intrinsically paradoxical as the Turkish Republic was founded after a four-year war of independence that eradicated Western armies which had invaded the country during the last days of the Ottoman Empire. Having taken European modernity as a reference point to define and understand its own experiences, the historical, intellectual and political trajectories of Turkey, as a non-Western country, have been determined by its dependence on Europe (Göle 1998: 58-59). The superior position, however contradictory, willingly endowed to Europe has inevitably brought about a process of self-othering. In this context, the West in general, and Europe in particular, is almost always conceived as a discourse, as a system of representation (Kahraman and Keyman 1998: 68). The result has been a continuous concerted effort to resemble Europeans, to become part of Europe, to be recognised by it. Hence, anything European is praised by the hegemonic official discourse whereas traditional Turkish customs are associated with regression and denigrated as obstacles hindering the economic and sociocultural development of the nation. In other words, Turkish identity is perpetually imagined and constructed in relation to Europe, leading to an ambivalent sense of self. “Ambivalent”, because ironically, Turkey has long been denied any proximity by its everlasting object of desire.  

Consequently, the constant reproduction and reaffirmation of nation and national identity has become necessary in mitigating the concomitant feeling of inferiority as regards the idealised European “other”. The most convenient and yet indiscernible way of constructing coherence across the nation appears to be the application of “banal nationalism”, to adopt Michael Billig’s term. Having argued that nationalism is not a matter of extremism but rather omnipresent, he suggests that “an identity is to be found in the embodied habits of social life. Such habits include those of thinking and using language. To have a national identity is to possess ways of talking about nationhood” (Billig 1995: 8). The mundane nature of nationalism epitomised by routine symbols such as national songs, sporting events, flags, and money requires a special awareness of discourses that reproduce nation and nationhood undetected. Banal nationalism as conceptualised by Billig, “covers all those unnoticed, routine practices, ideological habits, beliefs and representations that make the daily reproduction of nations ... possible” (Yumul and Özkırımlı 2000: 788). In this context, the press acts as a very efficient apparatus to flag nationhood on daily basis.​[166]​ Because, “while dealing with facts and following the professional rules of objective reporting, journalists also engage in particular forms of narration, thereby connecting events into a meaningful totality” (Mihelj et al. 2009: 58). Hereby, the Turkish newspapers, which in most cases as discussed above, operate as though they were ideological state apparatuses, utilise the success of Turkish-German filmmakers to create nationalist narratives. Interestingly, there is a discernible continuity concerning this process, as earlier press coverage of Turkish filmmakers in Germany registers similar patterns. 

The Media Construction of Turkish Filmmakers in Germany in the 1980s
The 1980s was a difficult period for Turkey, marked by political and social turmoil in the aftermath of the third coup d’état in the country’s history.​[167]​ Busy with domestic problems, said governments could not prioritise Turkish-EU relations; hence, the lack of editorial interest in the issue. Instead, news stories about neo-Nazi attacks targeting Turks in Germany and the mistreatment of Turkish guest workers by German authorities and society predominated from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s. Mainstream papers such as Hürriyet and Sabah reported these events in narratives that constructed a familiar discursive universe of “us” versus “them”. Personalised sentimental stories like “This Baby is Orphaned by Skinheads” (Hürriyet, 15 January 1986), “Skinhead Violence is Spreading” (Hürriyet, 12 June 1986) and “Heroic Turk” (Günaydın, 11 May 1986) were given on front pages and used to enhance the impact of comments on the German judiciary system being unjust and discriminatory. Central to these journalistic accounts was a narrative attesting that racist Germans tried to justify their acts through mobilising a negative Turkish image which could eventually be generalised to include the entire Turkish community in Germany. While different in content, the discursive strategies of the mainstream newspapers in the past exhibit certain correlations with those of the present: a nationalist political discourse based on binary oppositions frames the circulation of images of Turks as victimised subjects and/or undervalued national heroes. 

Despite an intense interest in the socio-political situation concerning the Turkish community in Germany, none of the papers, Cumhuriyet being the exception, devoted much attention to Tevfik Başer, who happened to represent the Turkish community in his social realistic films at the time. Even though there were occasional one or two-sentence news items/commentaries about him and other, less well-known, Turkish filmmakers in Germany such as Enis Konyar and Rasim Günay,​[168]​ these filmmakers clearly did not have enough importance to be considered newsworthy by the mainstream Turkish press. This noticeable neglect can be explained by the political economy of the press during that era; namely, strict censorship and intimidation policies, broad-spectrum depoliticisation of the society, and the privitisation and tabloidisation of the press. More importantly, Başer was seen as a leftist intellectual, employing a critical cinematic language to deal with serious controversial issues such as patriarchal Turkish culture, the resultant oppression of women, the role of religion in designating backward gender roles, and the experience of Turkish political exiles forced to flee the country as a result of the last military coup, etc. All these were subjects the then government of Turkey would rather cover up than reveal and deal with. Only Kemalist Cumhuriyet, which was associated with the leftist rebellion at the time, put an emphasis on Başer and his films, unlike the conformist mainstream nationalist papers in tune with the conservative government at the time. During May 1986 Cumhuriyet published regular reviews and interviews about Başer’s first feature film 40 Squaremetres Germany, which was shown at the 39th Cannes Film Festival and received very positive criticism.​[169]​ Similarly, between January and February 1989, the paper focused on the fact that his new film Farewell to False Paradise was shown at the 39th Berlin Film Festival and praised by the German press.​[170]​ In 1991, it was his third film Farewell Stranger which hit the news with the controversy it triggered for being nominated as a German film at the 44th Cannes Film Festival.​[171]​ Regarding the issue, Atilla Dorsay, in his review of the film, stresses that it was not the Turks who felt offended, but actually it was Germans who thought it was inappropriate to be represented by a Turkish filmmaker (Cumhuriyet, 24 May 1991: 7). However critically informed and analytical these reviews were, it is still very striking that the interest in the filmmaker increased only during international film festivals, when his films were found worthy of nomination even if he could not get any prize. He was continuously addressed as a successful young Turkish filmmaker, and discussed only in terms of his impact on European film critics and audiences.

Probably the most interesting case amidst this earlier news coverage is the photo novel of Jörg Gfrörer’s controversial documentary film Ganz Unten (Lowest of the Low) (1985) – based on the German journalist and writer Günter Wallraf’s novel with the same title – published by the mainstream tabloid Bulvar. Both in the novel and film, Wallraf disguises himself as a Turkish guest worker, Ali Levent Sığırlıoğlu, to be recruited in an industrial district, the Ruhrgebiet, and secretly films harsh working and living conditions suffered by guest workers in Germany. Since the film was a documentary, representing the situation experienced first-hand by a German masquerading as a Turkish guest worker, it was considered as a piece of evidence of the hypocrisy of Germans and the mistreatment of Turks. The journalistic series was announced days in advance with exhilaration by the paper as “The Photo Novel of the Film Which Unveiled Europe’s Disgrace and Shame” (Bulvar, 10 May 1986: 1). Throughout the series, Germans were reproached for their racist and discriminatory behaviour. Since Wallraf belongs to German majority culture, his account was regarded as self-critical, embellished with photographs documenting the actual places and people, and therefore, the credibility and the consequent effect of the feuilleton was powerful. After all, this was the photo novel of the film that “revealed to the world how Germans, who claimed to be the advocates of the modern civilisation, treated Turks courteously (!)” (“Avrupa’nın Ayıbını Yüzüne Vuran Filmin Fotoromanı”, Bulvar, 10 May 1986: 1). Sarcastic remarks such as these were justified owing to Wallraf’s comments about how Turks were conceived as the lowest social class in Germany (Wallraf, Bulvar, 12 May 1986: 5). Misunderstood and mistreated, Turks just wanted to be heard and finally someone listened to them: “I now understand much better what Turks have gone through in this country. I am still suffering from ruined bronchia and coal-dark mucus. Nevertheless, among Turks I have learnt what real friendship and solidarity mean” (Wallraf, Bulvar, 16 May 1986: 5). In this coverage, while Wallraf himself was seen as the friend of Turks, a Turkish identity was constructed as unified against (German) inequality and injustice, an identity created through a sentimental narrative: Turks were abused not only at work but also at every stage of their social life on daily basis; they were the undesired, unwanted “others” of Germany. We see here many of the paradoxical elements of Turkish national identity; the duality of the love and hate relationship they have with Europe. Resentment is fed via constant neglect and rejection, despite Turkey’s and Turks’ persistent attempts to become a part of an idealised modern, developed Europe.

Current Representations: Nationalist Narratives
Newspapers with varied ideological affiliations continue to subscribe to differing interpretations of the hyphenated identities of Turkish-German filmmakers today. For instance, news stories about Turkish-German filmmakers are often embedded in a nationalist discourse in the mainstream nationalist paper Hürriyet. Headlines such as “Germany will be Represented by a Turkish Filmmaker” (Selçuk, 06 February 2001), “Is This a Storm of European Turks in German Art?” (İnce, 30 March 2004), “German TV Talks about These Turks” (Dallıağ, 02 January 2005) and “Germans Didn’t Like the Fact That It Was Called a Turkish Film” (28 October 2007) illustrate the point most succintly. One of the examples in this vein throws a certain light on how a Turkish national identity in which the readers can take pride is constructed via expressing the Turkishness of the filmmakers in question. “German-Turk Film a Sell Out” (Hürriyet, 12 November 1998) begins with narrating how Fatih Akın and his film Short Sharp Shock were commended in the German press.​[172]​ This is presented as a matter of excitement by the author who simply reports the compliments from Die Woche. It is especially highlighted that the German weekly magazine Der Spiegel devotes “three whole pages” to the success story of Akın and his film in the same week. This considerable news coverage of a Turkish-German filmmaker in the German press is given as a proof of achievement and recognition, and for that reason, worth mentioning. The author sets a fairly enthusiastic tone and justifies his argument by situating Akın and his cinema within a larger context as he compares him and his importance in and influence on German cinema with other migrant filmmakers in the USA such as Scorsese. In doing so, he slots Akın into a respectable place within the international film milieu. The reason why the Turkish press tends to establish a comparison on an international scale to legitimise its arguments is explained by Savaş Arslan in his analysis of the media coverage of Sibel Kekilli in Turkey.​[173]​ According to the general conception, as Arslan notes, “cinema produced in Turkey ... must be as dominant and as skilfully made as Hollywood cinema. Hollywood, after all, presents the supreme product to be duplicated” (Arslan 2006: 64). It has been a fairly common strategy in the Turkish media to draw correlations between Turkish cinema and Hollywood in order to prove its improvement and success: similarly, the newspapers strive to juxtapose Turkish success stories abroad with renowned international examples so that their achievements become more valuable and convincing.

In an interview (Terzi, Hürriyet, 06 October 2007) Fatih Akın underlines the fact that he refused to work with Hollywood stars like Robert de Niro or Al Pacino and instead preferred to cast the national star, actor and filmmaker, Uğur Yücel for his episode in New York, I Love You (2009).​[174]​ That he would rather – not as an obligation, but quite the contrary, as an exercise of authorship – collaborate with a national talent in a Hollywood studio production most definitely exalts Turkish national pride. This is also evident in the structure of the news item as the phrases expressing the situation are both carried to the headline and repeated several times in the body of the text. In a similar example, Akın contrasts himself with the internationally acclaimed Turkish writer Orhan Pamuk, who, upon receiving the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2006, was harshly criticised in the public realm for his recognition of Armenian genocide (Deveçeken, Hürriyet, 23 September 2007). Conscious of how Pamuk was accused of betrayal, Akın clearly points out that he has not done anything like Pamuk; he has not criticised his country. Pamuk’s case, namely, how the Turkish media in general and the press in particular labelled him as a traitor almost immediately after glorifying him for his receipt of the Nobel Prize, uncovers the ambivalence in the Turkish press and the conditional love nurtured for these controversial figures. The exaggerated sensitivity and irresoluteness in the reception of these celebrated figures can be taken as another indication of a feeling of inferiority. Those who deprecate the Turkish public should expect to be dethroned as a result of the sense of threat they impose on the susceptible Turkish identity and sensitive Turkish national pride. Consequently, Akın distinguishes himself from Pamuk, who failed to pander to national sensitivity, so that he will not be persecuted in the same way.

The link between national pride and the achievements of prominently successful Turks is interestingly exemplified by the case of Sibel Kekilli. As soon as the German tabloid Bild disclosed the private life of the lead actress in Head On, revealing that she used to work as a porn actress, the Turkish press vacillated in their response. This case is strikingly prominent among contemporary news stories in the mainstream nationalist papers. In general this was a chance for a potential increase in the circulation figures and was used accordingly. However, at the same time, the otherwise proudly patriarchal and traditional Turkish press acted rather unexpectedly on this issue. In his article entitled “Crusades Towards Kekilli”, Yalçın Doğan condemned the German press for covering the issue in a very derogatory manner (Hürriyet, 05 March 2004). As evident in the headline, the attacks on Kekilli’s privacy were treated as if they were a matter of national importance, and consequently, she was “owned” and protected against the evil unleashed by the “other” nation’s press. Having translated some vulgar headlines from German newspapers, Doğan alleged that the German press did not want to acknowledge the success of a Turkish film, and for that reason, despicably assaulted the actress to undermine the credibility of the film. Likewise, Fatih Altaylı, who is infamous for his sexist as well as nationalist attitude, commented on the same issue by surprisingly taking sides with Kekilli (Hürriyet, 07 March 2004). Claiming that it is very common across the world to transfer from being a porn star to being a film actress/actor, he normalised the situation instead of condemning Kekilli and teaching her a lesson of morality. Therefore, he proposed, Kekilli should be “forgiven”. The tone of Altaylı’s article, which invites affective identification with Kekilli, starkly contrasts with the general attitude of the Turkish media towards the same matter, as explored by Savaş Arslan. He underlines the fact that the issue was exploited as a matter of morality since “the Turkish media found and persuaded Kekilli’s family to do an interview, [during which] Kekilli’s father was reported to have been ashamed to be introduced as her father” (Arslan 2006: 68). Arslan also underlines the hypocrisy revealed by the sexist approach of the media when compared with its coverage of another porn actor from Germany, Şahin K. “While the same paternalism allows Şahin K. [as a man] to talk about his adventures in the porn world”, Arslan argues, “Kekilli’s past and privacy is permitted to be invaded by the masculine discourse that aims to defile it with more ‘scoops’” (Arslan 2006: 69). It is this very context which renders Doğan’s and Altaylı’s accounts particularly noteworthy. This unexpected response, as a clear deviation from the norm, is presumably driven by national sensitivities: Kekilli, in her relationship with the critical German press, stands for the entire Turkish nation, and therefore Altaylı readily reframes his presumed ideals and values to save the country’s honour. Therefore, under these circumstances, the article suggests, her normally inexcusable act can be ignored just for once. 

Articles and news stories framed within a nationalist discourse are often replete with militarist references. One such article that unequivocally builds a nationalist discourse using a militarist language was published in the mainstream nationalist paper Milliyet. The pun in the headline can be translated as “Watch out Cinema, the Turkish Invasion Continues” (Milliyet, 01 August 2004). It epitomises the militarist approach customary in the Turkish press. What this headline and the story do is to quite manifestly declare that the Turkish military forces might have surrendered during the Ottoman era, but now Turks continue invading Europe culturally. “An idealisation and glorification of the past, coupled with a nostalgic longing for a golden age, are important elements of the nationalist discourse since its presumed greatness, virtue and splendour ... act as stimuli and models for national self-revival” (Yumul and Özkırımlı 2000: 797). The rise of Turkish-German cinema is narrated in a lyrical style that evokes a sense of nostalgia while the headline connotes the memories of victorious days of the past. The author argues that the Turkish public is now accustomed to Turks like Fatih Akın, who makes internationally successful films. The case of Ayşe Polat is given as yet another example in the inexhaustible list of successful Turkish filmmakers such as Yüksel Yavuz, Nuray Şahin, Seyhan Derin, Thomas Arslan and Neco Çelik.​[175]​ The higher the number of successful filmmakers is, the more persuasive the case. It is remarkable that all these filmmakers are mentioned with references to international names and institutions in the domain of filmmaking, and they are all addressed as Turkish by simply ignoring their ethnic affiliations. This reductionist and exclusive attitude ties in well with the obviously nationalist tone of the text. 

Representations in the Liberal Press
When it comes to liberal mainstream Radikal, the nationalist discourse seems to ease off. Nonetheless, the sense of pride stirred by the success of Turkish-German filmmakers does not entirely slacken. In this respect, arresting headlines such as “Two Turks in Rome” (22 November 2002), “The West is Over, Imminent Movements are from the East” (Tabak, 19 July 2003), “Fatih Akın won the Golden Bear” (14 February 2004), “Ayşe Polat wins the Silver Leopard” (16 August 2004), “Fatih Akın was Applauded for 15 Minutes at the Premiere” (Başutçu, 25 May 2007) convey a comparatively subtle sense of national pride. Nonetheless, the paper appears to emphasise the issue of national identity and multiple belongings despite readily categorising Turkish-German filmmakers under the umbrella term “Turks” regardless of their ethnic origin or more complicated affiliations. 

In accordance with this, the filmmakers are often questioned about their sense of belonging in interviews, while articles investigate their transnational and/or hybrid identities. The second generation Turkish-German filmmaker Ayşe Polat’s response to a question about how she describes her identity underscores the complexity of the issue, for she states that she is simultaneously German, Turkish and Kurdish.​[176]​ Moreover, being a Shiite, as she stresses, constitutes her sub-identity (Başutçu, Radikal, 16 August 2004). Similarly, the third generation Turkish-German filmmaker Özgür Yıldırım is questioned on his identity (Akça, Radikal, 02 June 2008).​[177]​ The filmmaker’s comments on the issue shed light on the changing self-perception and structure of the Turkish community in Germany in as much as he claims not to be interested in the Turkish versus German division at all. He rather emphasises the fact that Turkish-Germans were born and brought up “there”, not in Turkey. Another Turkish-German filmmaker who is constantly exposed to questions about his “double occupancy”, underscored by his hybrid name, is Thomas Arslan.​[178]​ He, too, insistently refuses to define himself according to national affiliations and instead employs the term “Berliner”, as Berlin is the city in which he lives, works, produces and has friends and family (Şirin, Radikal, 15 March 2008).​[179]​ Joining Arslan in his description of identity on the basis of belonging to a city rather than a nation is another second generation Turkish-German filmmaker Neco Çelik. He also prefers Berlin as a reference point to identify himself and his work. Furthermore, albeit being continuously addressed as Turkish, he underlines the fact that Turkish-German filmmakers are the product of German society and their films are produced by Germany (Özyurt, Radikal, 10 October 2003). Here it becomes clear that, unlike Fatih Akın, who now is an international star with a fairly commercial and mainstream career, less popular Turkish-German filmmakers, who still seem to be confined to a niche, act much more courageously. They are not afraid of declaring their genuine sense of belonging, and probably as a result, they are generally neglected by the mainstream populist nationalist or right-wing papers in Turkey. They are mostly given the chance to communicate in liberal newspapers such as Radikal or leftist ones like Evrensel. 

Another prominent issue that keeps recurring in Radikal is the attempt to convert a pejorative Turkish term “Al(a)mancı” which has been frequently used in Turkey to define the members of the Turkish community in Germany.​[180]​ The use of the term in a positive context marks a departure from established and widely circulated stereotypes in Turkey. The paper uses the term as a neutral one, not as an easy label to define the identity of Turkish-German filmmakers, and by so doing calls into question the perception commonly held by Turkish readers. In this respect, the article “Alamancı Young Filmmakers” (Özkaracalar, Radikal, 12 July 2003) strongly suggests that the negative connotations of the term have become invalid because the new generation of Turks in Germany are socially upwardly mobile. A later article entitled “These Almancıs Did Not Come for a Holiday” also uses the term subversively (Öğünç, Radikal, 13 June 2009). In Turkey the general conception about the Turkish community in Germany is that they only visit Turkey during the holiday – which basically means once a year, implying that they are not proper Turks. The headline directly opposes this common perception. The article further elaborates the dynamics that propose the renouncement of these kinds of negative associations the term implies. In general, in these and other such articles, the term is on the one hand utilised due to its popularity in the collective Turkish memory, so that it constitutes an easily comprehensible news item appealing to a larger readership. On the other hand, it serves as a subversive tool in the sense that it is used within an entirely unorthodox context. In this sense it is similar to the use of the originally negative, descriptive German term “Kanak”, which is deliberately used by Turkish-German rappers and writers as a mark of resistance against prejudices in Germany, to subvert German society’s general perception.​[181]​ Similarly, the expression “Almanya acı vatan – Germany, the bitter Heimat” – is regularly employed by Radikal.​[182]​ This expression stems from the title of an old Turkish film about the German guest workers and their piteous experiences in Germany.​[183]​ Hence, it only induces dreadful images. However, the paper deliberately applies to the expression to alter its resonances among Turkish people. The Turkish collective repertoire is constantly summoned in order to deconstruct and subsequently reconceptualise familiar terms concerning Turkish-Germans.

Left-Wing Papers
The emphasis on the nationality of Turkish-German filmmakers is replaced with a discussion more attentive to ethnic identity in the left-wing newspapers. The Kurdish left-wing newspaper Evrensel is most likely the only example in the Turkish press that systematically contests the homogenising classifications of Turkish-German filmmakers merely as Turks, and thus carefully refrains from using the term. Instead, the paper generally addresses them as filmmakers originating from Turkey, which conclusively puts the emphasis on the country of origin rather than on nationality. The paper’s distinctive alternative stance on the politics of identity highlights the fact that Turkey is not only comprised of Turks, and neither is the Turkish diasporic community in Germany. Contrary to the rest of the newspapers, Evrensel pays extra attention to consistently addressing the filmmakers on the basis of their ethnicity. In this respect, filmmakers such as Züli Aladağ, Yüksel Yavuz and Ayşe Polat are explicitly described as Kurdish. In addition, the paper allocates special pages or dossiers to Kurdish filmmakers and Kurdish film festivals. Correspondingly, in one of the articles about the 2006 Berlinale, filmmakers Aysun Bademsoy, Thomas Arslan and Bülent Akıncı, whose films were screened during the event, are referred to as “filmmakers originating from Turkey”.​[184]​ Besides, the authors clearly declare that there is not a single Turkish film competing in the festival (Güler and Arslan, Evrensel, 16 February 2006), an attitude which noticeably undermines mainstream nationalist papers’ attempt to reinvigorate national pride by addressing the said successful filmmakers as Turkish. Furthermore, the paper criticises the Turkish state’s alleged assimilationist and racist policies particularly aimed at Kurdish members of society, with references to the films made by Kurdish filmmakers in Germany. Yüksel Yavuz’s film Close-up Kurdistan (2007) is called upon in this context since it, according to the paper, tackles three major problems in Turkey; namely the state of the education system, the Kurdish issue, and rapidly spreading nationalism and Kemalism (“Kürdistan’a Yakın Bakış Vizyona Girdi”, Evrensel, 08 December 2007). Said agenda-setting of the paper can be interpreted as an attempt to construct a counter-nationalist discourse that challenges the attitude of the hegemonic Turkish press. In either way, Turkish-German filmmakers appear to be the means the newspapers employ in order to establish their political narratives around national sensitivities. 

Right-Wing and Islamic Papers
Turkish-German filmmakers attract more attention from the right-wing and political Islamist representatives of the Turkish press when the issue is their identity rather than their role in Turkish-EU relations. A general survey of these papers reveals that, for them, identity goes beyond national and ethnic affiliations and includes religion. An article about Fatih Akın and his films covers a story none of the mainstream or leftist papers have mentioned. Here, one might assume that the Turkish press deliberately downplays the role of religion in the construction of the hyphenated identities in question, since, especially from the perspective of the EU, the fact that Turkey is a Muslim country and not a Christian state, is a main concern. However, as explained earlier, during the foundation of the secular Turkish Republic, religion was denied its place as an important aspect of cultural identity: instead, the idea of nation was emphasised. In as much as secularism has become the backbone of the new nation-state, the mainstream press, due to its ideological conformity, has collaborated with governments in its downplaying religion. Thus this avoidance of the issue of religion is general, rather than particular to the coverage of Turkish-German filmmakers. According to the Zaman article entitled “Will Fatih Akın Have Influence/Importance as van Hooijdonk”,​[185]​ Akın perceives religion and its practice as sacred, and he ends his film Short Sharp Shock with a scene of prayer because, he believes, the search for purity and a better life can best be accomplished with such a sanctified act (Karaca, Zaman, 17 February 2004). The article further reports on the criticism Akın received from the secular representatives of the Turkish press for this particular ending of the film, and praises the filmmaker for adeptly defying the critics. The author clearly feels a sense of identification with the filmmaker, as he is much more knowledgeable about religion compared to the Turkish journalists, even though he cannot speak Turkish properly. Identity in this text is thus defined primarily in terms of religion rather than nationality. This, at the same time, reveals the ideological stance of Zaman, which consistently pits Islam against Kemalist nationalism which is in essence secular and based on laicism. In accordance with this, the writer both criticises the deliberate negligence of religion by the secular Turkish press, and condemns the dominant nationalistic attitude. The approach to Akın’s cinema and his identity taken in this article differs significantly from the way he is discussed in the Turkish press generally. This is due to Zaman’s ideological standpoint but it is interesting to note that it is the very complexity of these filmmakers’ identities that makes it possible for the press to produce so many contesting narratives about them. 

Yeni Çağ, a far right-wing paper, differs from the quality paper Zaman by focusing on more scandalous issues. The most striking coverage in the paper in this respect concerns Akın’s declaration about his compulsory military service in Turkey. Akın controversially stated that he was a pacifist and that therefore he would prefer to renounce his Turkish passport rather than do military service. Abdullah Özdoğan resolutely inculpates Akın for being a traitor in a highly nationalist and populist text written in vulgar idiom (Yeni Çağ, 20 November 2007). The author commences his article in a lyrical style by asserting that the filmmaker’s name is a Turkish name, his surname is very “exhilarating”, but what he conquers leaves a lot to be imagined. He continues as follows; 

The name destiny gives to people is sometimes a blessing and sometimes a curse. For instance, the biggest enemy of the Turks might have a Turkish name. Or destiny might give the name of a great Turkish soldier to someone who rascally tries to avoid military service.​[186]​  (Özdoğan, Yeni Çağ, 20 November 2007).


The world view reflected in the text suggests an element of superstition, and in common with many tabloid rants, the article lacks intellectual depth. The writer simply disregards Akın’s explanation of the matter stating that he does not want to do military service because he is a pacifist and believes in peace. Özdoğan considers Akın’s justification unconvincing. However, the article tells us something important about the way identity is used by those from a right-wing nationalist perspective. Nezih Erdoğan, elaborating on the same news item, argues that the author “conflates the values associated with national identity with the actual ‘piece of paper’ that he calls kimlik [identity] and states that if Akın were to give up his Turkish identity card he would be renouncing his Turkish self” (2009: 33). As a result, Özdoğan asserts that there is a different motivation behind Akın’s objection to military service; to become successful abroad he has to renounce his national identity, his Turkishness. Hereby Turkish readers are warned about this “deviant traitor” who betrays his Turkish identity, and so should no longer be considered as Turkish. Such a portrayal of Akın reflects a process of “othering” which ultimately constructs an image of him as a “fixed reality which is at once other and yet entirely knowable and visible” (Bhabha 1983: 21). That is, he can be presented as both Turkish and not Turkish due to his hyphenated identity. Through this simultaneous recognition and disavowal of differences, Özdoğan can deny the filmmaker his Turkishness. This underlines Akın’s hybridity. As discussed earlier, hybridity makes it possible for others to distil certain specificities of identity out of these hyphenated nationals; thus, they can either be flattered in an inclusive manner or excluded through othering.

The majority of the news coverage that prioritises the national identity of the filmmakers in question serves to build a narrative which glorifies Turkish identity and endorses national pride. A readily available discursive repertoire has been employed since the early 1980s. In this respect, there seems to be an implicit consensus between newspapers regardless of their political affiliations, notwithstanding the varied degrees of national sensitivity at stake. Undermining the very components of the “sacred” and “inviolable” Turkish national identity, only the marginal leftist newspaper Evrensel and the political Islamist Zaman are distinguished from the rest with their challenging interpretation of identity. However, even these two do not dare to defy and denigrate Turkish national identity explicitly, but instead, they highlight the complicated nature of identity and how it is shaped by a variety of factors such as ethnic, cultural and religious allegiances. The general tendency in the Turkish press appears to prey on the ambiguous sense of belonging Turkish-German filmmakers have. Their hyphenated identities allow the papers to claim them as “Turkish” which fosters a sense of national pride in the public realm. Conversely, exactly the same reason makes it possible to easily disown them, occasionally leading to campaigns filled with rage against them.​[187]​ That is, if Turkish-German filmmakers are perceived not to fulfil their role as political ambassadors, they are scorned and denounced as traitors. In a nutshell, even if the filmmakers themselves have come to terms with their multiple belongings and complex hyphenated identities, the Turkish press still does not seem to have a clear strategy with respect to their treatment. 







In trying to examine Turkish-German cinema and the generational differences between Turkish diasporic filmmakers in Germany in depth, I have drawn upon various theoretical and analytical approaches in order to emphasise and contextualise the diversity and complexity of diasporic communities, diasporic experiences, and consequently diasporic cinema. Turkish-German cinema has been chosen as a representative example of contemporary diasporic cinema in Europe, for it has proved to be one of the most prominent and successful ones. Turkish-German filmmakers have been prolific during the past two decades and their films have garnered critical acclaim and awards, nationally and internationally. In order to present a comprehensive understanding of this particular diasporic cinema and the community that produces it, I have combined close textual and contextual analysis with the critical examination of key conceptual terms and content analysis that has sought to explore how these filmmakers are received in their country of origin, long after their departure. This dual perspective, focusing both on the receiving and sending countries, adds an entirely new dimension to the study of Turkish-German cinema and paves the way for further important research. 

One of the main research hyphotheses in this dissertation has been that the experience of migration and diaspora is reflected in the films’ thematic concerns and their aesthetic strategies. As the first chapter has shown, the meaning and perception of diaspora is immensely complicated by the often imprecise use of the terms diaspora, migration or migrant and exile, and by the wide currency which the concept of diaspora has gained over the past twenty years. Having shown the complexity of the concept of diaspora, I proposed that this promiscuity should be embraced to develop a better understanding of diversified diasporic experiences. In this respect, I have managed to take into account the disparate ethnic, religious and political allegiances of the members of the Turkish community in Germany by emphasising the ingrained heterogeneity and plurality of diasporic experience. Following the history of the Turkish migration to and settlement in Germany, I have come to the conclusion that the said community can conclusively be considered a diaspora, which started as a labour diaspora and has now become a cultural diaspora. This detailed analysis that has carefully followed the evolution of the Turkish community in Germany since its arrival and differentiated between the two aforementioned stages of diasporic experience, too, constitutes a first in the study of Turkish-German cinema for it has not yet been established in such a clear fashion.

I have also attempted to theorise diasporic cinema in relation to national cinemas. Accordingly, I have tried to unpack the “national” of national cinema, building upon relevant discussions in the first chapter. Recent theorisations of national cinema seem to consider ongoing transformations that change the structure and character of national cinema production in a given country, making it almost impossible to talk about a “pure” national cinema. In this context, I have argued that it is not sufficient to treat French cinema without considering the remarkable success of North African filmmakers or British cinema without taking Asian or African and Caribbean diasporic filmmakers into consideration. Nonetheless, as elucidated in detail in the second chapter, diasporic cinema inevitably implies transcending national borders. I have, therefore, proposed that diasporic communities and diasporic filmmakers should be situated and construed on an axis of sub-state/sub-national and transnational; across national and transnational as an individual category. This nuanced positioning of diasporic cinema in general and Turkish-German cinema in particular is also intended to challenge mostly nationalised historiographies of national and diasporic cinemas.

Regarding diasporic cinema as a distinct category has required demonstrating its underlining characteristics. To this end, notwithstanding the range of diasporic films, their stylistic and thematic variety, I have identified a number of shared features. Hamid Naficy’s elaboration of “accented style” undoubtedly provides a significant point of reference. However, the fact that he mostly considers migrancy as a necessarily traumatic experience and focuses on exilic filmmakers renders his analysis insufficient for addressing the changing characteristics of diasporic cinema. His examples proximate the films that mostly produce narratives of victimhood while younger generations of diasporic filmmakers appear to have surpassed this tradition of compassion. In the end, having explored various distinctive features of diasporic cinema, I have described it in a more inclusive manner that would also encompass contemporary examples with their emphasis on the pleasures of hybridity instead of mere preoccupation with the plight of a deprived diasporic subject. 

In view of the discussions in the first two chapters, I have identified some general recurrent thematic concerns of diasporic cinema that are strongly related to diasporic experience, based on double occupancy and the resultant double consciousness of diasporic subjects. The victimisation of diasporic subjects within the host society – especially in films by first generation immigrants; issues of national/ethnic/cultural identity and belonging; issues of integration and social mobility; generational differences and the concomitant familial or identity crises; interracial/ethnic/cultural relations; problematisation of space; the process of physical and psychological border crossings; and the question of agency are among the common themes. These are also reflected in the film style. The aesthetic strategies of diasporic cinema are distinctive and different from other transnational cinemas, whether mainstream or art house, inasmuch as diasporic cinema is located across sub-national and transnational levels as a cinema of multiple allegiances and affiliations, which promotes dialogic imagination and a diasporic optic. It is hybrid in terms of aesthetics and narrative strategies, drawing on the cinematic traditions of home and host countries as well as on various world cinema traditions. It is interstitial in the sense that it benefits both from mainstream and alternative modes of production, distribution and exhibition. It is politically engaged and, more often than not, is considered minor, deliberately imperfect, autoethnographic and accented. 

The main argument of this dissertaion has been that the structure and character of a diasporic community can change across different generations, and so too the self-perception and expression of diasporic subjects. In other words, films made by first, second and subsequent generation diasporic filmmakers exhibit distinctive features, and these generational differences translate into different themes, sensibilities and aesthetic strategies. Although scholars such as Deniz Göktürk and Rob Burns have already referred to the different generations of Turkish filmmakers and their differing narratives, so far generational difference has not been systematically explored. This dissertation, therefore, is the first in-depth study, endeavouring to classifiy the diasporic filmmakers on the basis of generational differences in conjunction with the sociocultural changes that have occured within their community. Moreover, while previous analyses mostly reflect the shift from a Gastarbeiter to an integration discourse, i.e. focusing on a change in social context, this dissertation goes further by including an analysis of visual style, aesthetics and the use of music in films. 

In order to underscore the importance of generational differences between Turkish-German filmmakers, I have stressed the intrinsic connectedness of spatiality and temporality, that is, the significance of the chronotope, in the interpretation of diasporic films. Instead of overemphasising the function of space, I have tried to draw attention to the equally significant role of time, and in particular memory, in the construction of a diasporic identity. On the basis of the theory of generation and memory, my analysis has sought to trace how differing perceptions and recollections of dislocation, migration, and the overall diasporic experience have shaped the films of different generations. I have argued that different diasporic generations’ relation with their origin as well as with displacement can be seen in the form of ever-extending circles. In this context, the first generation feels the deepest impact of dislocation as well as having the strongest connection with their roots since for them it is a matter of personal memory. However, for the second generation it is mostly a matter of received history or postmemory. The third generation, on the other hand, is more likely to remember the displacement and migration via prosthethic memory in addition to the narratives told by their parents. Combined with the varied degrees of social integration across different generations, the different types of memory underpin the films of different generations of diasporic filmmakers. 

The unorthodox use of Bakhtin’s theory of the “chronotope” – constituting a marked departure from Naficy’s appropriation of the concept, for instance – as an analytical tool for the generational classification of Turkish-German filmmakers, is distinctively combined with Bauman’s conceptualisation of the human condition and communication in a state of liquid modernity in the analysis of Turkish-German cinema over the decades. Correspondingly, I have identified certain variations in film narrative and aesthetics from one generation to the other: While the early films made by those whom I call “observers/outsiders” mostly contribute to the discourse and narrative of victimhood in terms of the construction and representation of diasporic identity, the films of successive generations seem to register a more complicated understanding of diasporic identity and experience, providing multilayered and often celebratory representations of diverse diasporic subjectivities. Yet the notion of Turks as victims has not been completely eradicated. Certain stereotypical representations, such as the young criminal Turk involved in gang-type relations or the emasculated first generation guest worker, are still in circulation, even if in minority. However, this seems to be problematised as an issue of identity politics; that is, the fact that young diasporic subjects are marginalised in German society is presented as the reason for them drifting into a world of violence and drugs. In early examples, phobic spaces constitute a common iconography, whereas more recent examples represent more complex and diverse habitats of meaning and emphasise the more positive aspects of transnational mobility; consequently, tropes of entrapment and incarceration have been renounced, and instead, ever more mobile, confident and socially and politically conscious diasporic subjects have come to the fore. Music appears to be employed to reveal characters’ cultural/ethnic identity, to differentiate between cultures and to indicate a sense of nostalgia in early films. By contrast, the successive generations of filmmakers use music in a more playful way to subvert stereotypes and to incorporate irony into the narrative. All in all, the younger generations of diasporic Turkish filmmakers seem to make the most of their transnational, cross-cultural allegiances by drawing on a wide range of cultural and cinematic traditions. Ultimately, Turkish-German filmmakers appear to enjoy their multiple affiliations, the peculiar third space they occupy, and thus celebrate their hypenated identity and cultural hybridity through hitherto unforeseen degrees of irony, humour and pleasure inserted in their films. This unreserved celebration might, at first sight, be read as a lack of overt politicisation, especially when compared with the prevalent bitterness, bleakness and sharp social realism of earlier films. However, I read this shift as conscious, audacious and highly political in the sense that their celebratory and often self-deprecating attitude skillfully challenges any stereotypical representation and reading, and also defines their inscribed political agenda that promotes a newly defined image of Turks and Turkish-Germans.  

This dissertation is also intended to complement the already existing body of scholarly work on Turkish-German cinema, most of which has been produced by scholars of German cinema. It has strived to bring a distinctive Turkish perspective to this discourse by exploring the reception of Turkish-German filmmakers in the Turkish press through a particular emphasis on the news coverage in daily newspapers. In reading how the Turkish press utilises the success of the filmmakers in question, I have referred to their hyphenated identity as the reason for contested interpretations of their national belonging. Contextualising the qualitative content analysis has allowed me to identify some prevalent ideological and editorial concerns that shape different papers’ different coverage of these filmmakers and their films. On the basis of the structural analysis, I have developed two charts that make transparent the political stance of the papers, which helped to interpret their news coverage of Turkish-German filmmakers. In the end, I have managed to identify certain continuities and discontinuities between the news coverage of the 1980s and the news coverage in the last two decades. Overall, my research has shown that more is at stake than just the reputations of the individual filmmakers. Turkish-German filmmakers attract more attention than ever in the Turkish press owing to their worldwide success now. Yet in the Turkish public sphere Turkish-German filmmakers are primarily considered in terms of politics and not, as one might expect, as artists in their own right. Little consideration is given to their creativity, or to the artistic quality of their films. Instead, these filmmakers are used as political ambassadors in Turkey’s EU accession debate, or their sense of patriotism is scrutinised. 

Lastly, more scope for further research can be offered. For instance, one issue that has not been considered in this dissertation but worth investigating is whether the changes that have occurred over the decades in the self-representation of Turkish-German filmmakers is also reflected in the representation of diasporic Turks in films by German filmmakers, who belong to the dominant culture. To what extent do the themes, narrative strategies and stylistic patterns of these films overlap or differ from each other? What would this tell us about the significance of diasporic experience and its impact on the creative process? There is a lot more to be explored here. Similarly, Turkish films about the Turkish diasporic community in Germany could be examined through a comparative analysis that seeks to investigate continuities and discontinuities between Turkish films and their German and Turkish-German counterparts. This is an area that has so far received little scholarly attention; in fact, as yet there has not been a single work that systematically explored the possible convergence, correlations and/or disconnection between the films made in sending and receiving countries – the only source that begun to investigate this area is a Turkish book, Sinemada Yedinci Adam (1994) by Oğuz Makal. Furthermore, even though I have already explained that the politicisation of the stories of individual achievements in the Turkish press is not particular to Turkish-German filmmakers, but include famous international footballers, musicians and so on, it would be interesting to look at how other Turkish filmmakers who are making films in Turkey, within the confines of a national film market, are treated in the Turkish press. Such research would provide data for a fruitful and in-depth comparative analysis. Finally, a series of interviews conducted with individual diasporic filmmakers from different generations would shed light on issues such as the shift in the self-perception across generations and also the differences/similarities between the self-perception of these filmmakers and their reception in the media. In brief, despite its limitations, this dissertation on the whole has endeavoured to go some way to explicate the significance of diasporic cinema in general and Turkish-German filmmakers as distinctive artists in particular.
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^1	  Bauman argues that “modernity starts when space and time are separated from living practice and from each other and so become ready to be theorised as distinct and mutually independent categories of strategy and action, when they cease to be, as they used to be in long premodern centuries, the intertwined and so barely distinguishable aspects of living experience, locked in a stable and apparently invulnerable one-to-one correspondence” (2000: 8-9).
^2	  See Loshitzky 2010; Mani 2007; Newman 2007; Phillips 2010; Lewis and Neal 2005 and Koser 2007.
^3	  See Bowcot and Jones Guardian 19 June 2010: 23 for an article about the mistreatment of Iraqi refugees by British officers.
^4	  However, one should be wary of the overemphasis on mobility: “Tölölyan contends that the privileging of routes over roots and of the mobile/nomadic over the sedentary has gone too far. There is an implicit assumption that sedentarism – the decision to stay – is a mark of stasis and inertia that does not require the sort of investigation and analysis that mobility does” (Ishkanian 2004: 115).
^5	  See Kant’s essay “Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch” (1991) as a pioneer and seminal text for the discussion of cosmopolitan right. 
^6	  Leading to the rise of political right with their racially inflected discourses, the matter was widely utilised as a propaganda tool by conservative leaders who have recently come to power in various European countries such as; Jan Pieter Balkenende – the leader of Christian Democratic Appeal- in the Netherlands; Angela Merkel – the leader of the Christian Democratic Union – in Germany; Silvio Berlusconi – the leader of People of Freedom – in Italy; Viktor Orbán – the leader of Fidesz: Hungarian Civic Union – in Hungary; David Cameron – the leader of the Conservative Party –  in England and Bart de Wever – the leader of the New Flemish Alliance – which was the third party to form a coalition in the latest election in Belgium.
^7	  See Dyer 1997 for a study of how interracial heterosexuality poses a threat as it breaks the legitimation of whiteness.
^8	  See Kürşat-Ahlers 1996.
^9	  Also see Appadurai 2003a for a discussion of how diasporic public spheres are created when moving images meet deterritorialised viewers. 
^10	  See Robertson 1994 for a discussion of the effects of local conditions on global pressures. 
^11	  See Shohat and Stam 1994: 39-40.
^12	  See Peter Hallward 2001: 20-61 for critical approaches against the shift which tends to glorify pluralism and heterogeneity in the field of postcolonial theory.
^13	  See Homi K. Bhabha 1994: 94-120 for a detailed analysis of the construction of otherness in colonialism.
^14	  See Benedict Anderson 2006 for the impact of print technology and languages on the construction of modern nations.
^15	  See Homi. K. Bhabha 1990 and Papastergiadis 2000 for further elaboration of Anderson’s formulation and why his work is so important and influential in terms of how we understand the structures of modern nations respectively.
^16	  Appadurai argues that “when the story of contemporary migration is juxtaposed with the rapid flow of mass-mediated images, scripts and sensations, we have a new order of instability in the production of modern subjectivities. In this context, electronic mediation and mass migration mark the world of the present not as technically new forces but as ones that seem to impel the work of the imagination” (2003a: 4).
^17	  See Hall 1991 and 2003 and Papastergiadis 2000.
^18	  It means Partiya Karkeren Kurdistan in Kurdish; hence the abbreviation PKK.
^19	  Recently, bombings by PKK have recurred in several big Turkish cities and the Turkish army has performed a military operation in Northern Iraq in order to disarm PKK militants who were deployed in the region. For further information see Zaman 18 December 2007; Evrensel 25 December 2007; Star 3 December 2007. 
^20	  A very recent example of this social conflict between Turkish and Kurdish people in diaspora occurred in Vienna in November 2007: Turks and Kurds demonstrated and attacked each other, destroying buildings and vehicles during the fight, which resulted in the arrest of some demonstrators (Radikal 2007: online).
^21	  Also see Werbner 2010 and 2002 for a further elaboration of the concept of “complex diasporas”.
^22	  Which is probably also due to the fact that religion plays a primary role while ethnic and national affiliations are of secondary status for the construction of a cultural identity in Germany. Also see Jahn 2007 for a discussion of fraternity developed between Kurds and Turks living in Germany. Nevertheless, it should be noted here that religion does not necessarily lead to convergence. As observed by Werbner in the context of South Asian diaspora in Britain, “language, culture and nationality have remained a major block to the homogenisation of British Islam” (2004: 906).
^23	  See European Stability Initiative Report 2008 for further and diverse statistics. Available at: http://www.esiweb.org/pdf/esi_picture_story_-_germans_and_turks_-_november_2008.pdf
^24	  It should be noted here that Turkish-German relations predate the signing of this agreement: Turkey and Germany were allies in the First World War, and during the war many young people migrated from the Ottoman Empire to Germany under an “on-the-job training scheme”. Also, in 1933, many German academics opposing Hitler found refuge in Turkey since the government at the time offered political asylum and work (Akgündüz 1998: 97-121; see also Horrocks and Kolinsky 1996). 
^25	  See Elçin Kürşat-Ahlers 1996 for relevant statistics.
^26	  See Bhabha 1990; Hall 2003; Clifford 1994; Boyarin and Boyarin 1993 and Cohen 2003.
^27	  Also see Kohl 2007 and Ludat 2007 for an incisive discussion of integration and assimilation in Germany.
^28	  See Elçin Kürşat-Ahlers 1996 for a detailed discussion of how segregation and disadvantage have shaped daily lives of Turkish immigrants in the absence of an equal rights strategy.
^29	  See Kurylo 2007 and Ludat 2007 for specific discussions of the hard working and living conditions Turkish guest workers endured.
^30	  See Yıldız 2009; Amelina and Faist 2008; Kappert 2007; Billstein 2007; Kleine-Brockhoff 2007; Ross 2007a and Karakaşoğlu 1996 for insightful analyses of the role of religion among the Turkish community, the emergence of organised Islam and the gendered understanding of it in Germany.
^31	  Also see pages 34, 97 and 149 for the concept of “third space”.
^32	  See Waldinger and Perlmann 1998; Kürşat-Ahlers 1996 and Massey and Denton 1993.
^33	  The term “Almancı”, caused by adding the suffix –cı to the word for German, linguistically means they fancy Germany and German culture.
^34	  For example, “the sons and daughters of Harkis, Algerians who served as volunteers in the French Army between 1954 and 1962, remain politically and socially marked both in France and Algeria” (Bloom 2006: 136).
^35	  Yet there are also discussions that complicate this account by arguing that citizenship and the granting of a passport is not the solution per se, as integration is more a social problem than a legal one: see Ross 2007b and Tibi 2007.
^36	  In 2001, Rita Süssmuth, under the chancellorship of Schröder, announced that Germany is an immigration country. For a further discussion of Germany’s citizenship policies see Göktürk et al. 2007.
^37	  See www.germany-info.org/content/np_3c.html for further information.
^38	  See Huyssen 2003: 155 and Ewing 2006: 268 for examples.
^39	  For examples, see Fachinger 2007; Brenner 2007 and Horrocks and Kolinsky 1996.
^40	  See Cohen 2003 for a comprehensive discussion of the concept of cultural diasporas. 
^41	  See pages 39-52. 
^42	  See Vitali and Willemen 2006 and Halle 2008.
^43	  See Higson 1989; Willemen 2006; Miller 1999; Hayward 1993; Hedetoft 2000; Yoshimoto 2006; O’Regan 1996; Triana-Toriba 2003 and Elsaesser 2005.
^44	  Up until 1990s, the notion of “European” did not necessitate transnationalism though. As Elsaesser stresses “popular European cinema featured recognisable national stars and concentrated on proven genres such as Austro-German costume dramas, French polars and Italian comedies, British Carry-On films or German detective films. European here helps distinguish these genre cinemas from Hollywood, without implying transnational, i.e. inter-European popularity” (2005: 485).
^45	  Elsaesser argues that for any discussion of new Europe we need to beware of hyphenation; “whether it is the old political hyphenation of the founding nations of the European Union or whether it is the now politically correct hyphenation of more recent nationals in Europe such as French-Arab, Dutch-Moroccan or German-Turkish”  (2008: 14).
^46	  Ruud Koopmans and Paul Statham warn us against the early celebration of the demise of nation and nation-state though by referring to the scarcity of systematic evidence supporting it (Koopmans and Statham 2003). 
^47	  Also see pages 167-179 for a further discussion of hybrid genres.
^48	  In botany, “rhizome is a horizontal underground plant stem capable of producing the shoot and root systems of a new plant. This capability allows the parent plant to propagate vegetatively (asexually) and also enables a plant to perennate (survive an annual unfavourable season) underground” (Encylopedia Britannica 2009).
^49	  See Deleuze and Guattari 2004 for a further discussion of the concept of rhizome as a resistant interbeing, intermezzo.
^50	  See page 95.
^51	  See page 204 for a further discussion of the term. Also see Hjort 2000 and Schlesinger 2000 for evaluations of Michael Billig’s theory. 
^52	  See pages 22-32.
^53	  See Merck 2007 for a detailed discussion of how American national identity and national pride were built and reiterated in films made even by immigrant filmmakers.
^54	  For a comprehensive discussion of the concept see Naficy 2003.
^55	  See for instance Marciniak 2003; Berghahn 2006; Clark 2006 and Di Stefano 2002.
^56	  See pages 43-45.
^57	  See Solonas and Getino 1976; Rocha 1997; Armes 1987 and Wayne 2001 for detailed analyses of Third Cinema.
^58	  Yet, one should note that world cinema, as suggested, appears to be such a vacuous term to be virtually useless analytically.
^59	  See pages 94-96 for a discussion of the concept of “dialogic imagination”.
^60	  See pages 52-67.
^61	  See Jäckel 2010 and Elsaesser 2005 for comprehensive analyses of the funding sources and production modes in contemporary world cinema, with particular emphasis on the European style of filmmaking.
^62	  See Marks 2000: 13-19.
^63	  See, for instance, Fenner’s discussion about how production structure determines films’ content and aesthetics with specific reference to Xavier Koller’s Journey of Hope (2003: 18-38).
^64	  All translations of the extracts from Turkish sources are my own.
^65	  “The term ‘beur cinema’ was first coined in the mid-1980s to describe a series of films addressing the problems of identity and integration facing second generation immigrants of Maghrebi descent in France, a category which included films by majority French and North African émigré filmmakers. But it was also used in a more restricted way to refer just to films made by Maghrebi-French filmmakers, whose work did not necessarily address issues relating only to beurs” (Carr 2007: 33). For further discussions of the concept, see Higbee 2007b; Jeancolas 2007 and Provencher 2007.
^66	  See for example Mercer 1994; Malik 1996; Hitchcock 2004 and Naficy 2001 and 2006 for their use of Bakhtin’s theory of language.
^67	  See page 82.
^68	  Here, to see vivid examples, one can refer to the work of Feridun Zaimoğlu, who is considered to be one of the leading figures in critically acclaimed contemporary Turkish-German literature that deals with peculiar hybrid Turkish-German language and cultural experience, and brings marginalised peripheral figures right into the centre.
^69	  See Bakhtin 1997 for the detailed explanation of the subcategories of double-voiced discourse.
^70	  See for instance Mine Eren’s discussion of the documentary film I’m My Mother’s Daughter (1996) by Seyhan Derin (Eren 2003).
^71	  The notion of “double consciousness” was first introduced by W. E. B. Du Bois in his canonical work The Souls of Black Folk (1903). With specific reference to the African-American context, Du Bois reflects upon his ambivalent sense of identity and belonging: “One ever feels his twoness – an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings … He wishes neither of the older selves to be lost. He would not Africanise America … He would not bleach his Negro soul in a flood of white Americanism” (Du Bois 1996: 5). The concept was later developed further by Paul Gilroy in his seminal work The Black Atlantic (1993), where he discusses the notion of double consciousness in relation to modernity and argues that “double consciousness was initially used to convey the special difficulties arising from black internalisation of American identity … [However], Du Bois produced this concept … also to illuminate the experience of post-slave populations in general. He uses it as a means to animate a dream of global co-operation among peoples of colour” (1993: 126).
^72	  Boym distinguishes between “restorative” and “reflective” nostalgia: see page 148.
^73	  Also see pages 41-43.
^74	  From an architectural point of view, “non-places are the everyday spaces of late-capitalist cities, such as airports, malls, supermarkets, and motorways. In contrast to traditional places, where orientation and belonging are based on sedentary and localised inhabitation, non-places are designed to be experienced by transitory and mobile shoppers, commuters, corporate nomads, tourists, itinerants, migrants, and virtual workers” (Coyne 2006). That is, “non-places accept the inevitability of protracted, sometimes very long sojourn of strangers ... Non-place is a space devoid of the symbolic expression of identity, relations and history ... Never before in the history of the world have non-places occupied so much space” (Bauman 2000: 102). Also see Auge 1995 for a detailed discussion of how an excess of time and space creates non-places and what kind of effects non-places have on public and private experience.
^75	  See Radhakrishnan 2003, for instance, for an analysis of generational differences within the Indian diaspora in the USA.
^76	  See Brah 1996 for instance.
^77	  Mikhail Bakhtin used the term “chronotope” in order to refer to the “intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed” (1997a). Also see Ganser et al. 2006 for the application of the concept to the analysis of film genres.
^78	  See Burns 2009; Fachinger 2007 and Genç 2004 for instance.
^79	  See Pilcher 1995 for the differences between the two terms as well as a general criticism of Mannheim’s theory. Also refer to Eisenstadt 1956.
^80	  For examples, see Ellis and Goodwin-White 2006; Danico 2004 and Harklau et al. 1999. This is a term I tend not to use, not least because it is primarily an American concept used to stress the in-betweenness of child immigrants, but also and more importantly, because I argue that even if they were children when brought to the host country, they still lived their formative years in this socially and culturally new environment, just like those who were born in the host country.
^81	  In this context, a black British teenager would possibly engage differently with a school trip to a Museum of Slavery than his contemporary white classmate.
^82	  See pages 52-67.
^83	  See Berger 1987 for the circumstances under which Turkish guest workers had to work when they first arrived in Germany. Also see Bhabha 1990 as he reproduces a victim image by referring to the former.
^84	  Refer to Yıldız 2009 to see how the images/stills from the early films dealing with the Turkish community have been used by the German media over and over again to reinforce a pitiable image of Turkish women.
^85	  The filmmaker denies any similarity between the two films apart from the use of closed narrative spaces (Erişti 1990: 10).
^86	  In addition, the bird turna (crane) is identified with the prophet Ali in Shiite narratives and Shiite Muslims even have a special type of dance named “turna semahı” in their religious practice.
^87	  For a detailed analysis of the film see Makal 1994. Through a comparative analysis that combines migration-themed Turkish films with the films made by foreign filmmakers about immigrant Turks, Makal highlights a significant connection between the history of internal migration and emigration in Turkey.
^88	  Contradictorily enough, Dursun has Atatürk (who founded the secular nation-state out of a religious empire and enacted laws as early as 1934 allowing women to vote and providing them with an equal status with men in Turkish society) posters on the walls of the flat along with Koran hung above their bed, which might be construed as the filmmaker’s, as a leftist intellectual, personal criticism of Islamic values.
^89	  See page 89.
^90	  Also see Tura 1996 for a further evaluation of the theory.
^91	  See page 83.
^92	  See Elsaesser 1989 and Garwood 2002 for instructive discussions of New German Cinema.
^93	  See Spivak 1988 for a further discussion.
^94	  See page 89.
^95	  See page 79.
^96	  See Burns 2007 and Göktürk 2001.
^97	  See pages 99-100.
^98	  It should briefly be noted here that Gabriel’s acceptance of his father’s call for praying together functions as a way leading to salvation, thus this particular gesture serves to replace a derogatory representation of Islam as seen in earlier examples with a positively loaded substitution.
^99	  He also worked as the third assistant director for Bryan Singer’s high-profile film Valkyrie (2008), a historical thriller set in Nazi Germany and featuring Tom Cruise as the main protagonist.
^100	  See pages 111-13.
^101	  See Zaptçıoğlu 1993 for the details of the incidents. 
^102	  See Berghahn 2010 and 2006; Burns 2005 and Mennel 2002 for a comparison of Akın’s film with Mathieu Kassovitz’s La Haine (1995), which provides an explicitly political account of ethnicity and diaspora in France. Also see Loshitzky 2010 for a detailed analysis of La Haine.
^103	  See page 82.
^104	  See pages 83 and 103.
^105	  See pages 96-98.
^106	  Also see pages 34, 59 and 97 for the concept.
^107	  See for instance Burns 2007 and Göktürk 2000. 
^108	  Bauman, focusing on the distinction between tourist and vagabond as two significant types of contemporary nomads, defines vagabond as the alter ego of tourist, “travelers refused the right to turn into tourists … flawed consumers” (1998: 77-102). They have to be there, in and around the city, because it is where they exist.
^109	  See Baute et al. 2010 for an instructive discussion about Berlin School.
^110	  The other is “anthropophagic”, working through disalienation of alien substances, the suspension and annihilation of otherness. 
^111	  “[Empty spaces] are in places to which no meaning is ascribed. They do not have to be physically cut off by fences or barriers. They are not prohibited places, but empty spaces, inaccessible because of their invisibility” (Kociatkiewicz and Kostera 1999: 43). Slums, shanty towns, run-down industrial areas etc. can be given as examples of empty spaces. 
^112	  One should also refer to Tunisian descent diasporic filmmaker Abdellatif Kechiche’s award-winning film Couscous (2007) for the importance and use of food as a cultural signifier in a diasporic context.
^113	  See pages 100-102 for Moorti’s discussion of diasporic optic.
^114	  However, Mahmut Mutman defies such readings as an overstatement by arguing that “we hardly find Brechtian aspects in his film: these musical interludes do not intend to allow the audience to reflect critically on what they had just seen and or prevent feelings of empathy or undo the illusion of reality” (2009: 328). 
^115	  See Greve 2009 for an instructive analysis of the versatile Turkish music scene in Germany. 
^116	  The film’s similarity in terms of theme, genre and narrative strategies to another diasporic film Bend It Like Beckham (Gurinder Chadha, 2002) should be noted here. 
^117	  Also, despite being raised in Turkey, Tarkan was born in Alzey, Germany in 1972 as the son of a Turkish guest worker family. 
^118	  See Benjamin 1996 [1923].
^119	  See pages 94-96 for a discussion of the concept of dialogic imagination.
^120	  This film should be analysed in connection with Xavier Koller’s Oscar winning Swiss-Turkey co-production Journey of Hope (1990) narrating a Turkish family’s attempt to illegally migrate from rural Anatolia to Switzerland.
^121	  See page 53 for the explanation of the PKK.
^122	  See Abisel 1994; Çelik 2004; Arslan 2004 and 2005; Kaplan 2004 and Kırel 2005 for detailed analyses of Yeşilçam narrative cinema.
^123	  It is known that some people among the audience used to cut themselves by razors at the concerts of famous arabesk music singers such as Ferdi Tayfur and Müslüm Gürses. 
^124	  See Berghahn 2006.
^125	  See Ferrara 2008.
^126	  İsa and Meryem in The Third Page (1999), which was shown at international film festivals such as Venice, Locarno and Rotterdam, Musa and Sinem in Fate (2001), which was shown at Edinburgh, Cannes and Flanders film festivals, and Ahmet and Elif in The Waiting Room (2003), which got the FIPRESCI prize at Valencia film festival.
^127	  See Ferrara 2006 and Berghahn 2006 with reference to Kulaoğlu (1999).
^128	  See pages 99-100.
^129	  Even though the categorisation of papers as quality and tabloids is not entirely applicable to the Turkish context, I still employ the pattern since it facilitates comprehension.
^130	  Some of these papers were not in publication back then; Evrensel was first published in 1995, Radikal in 1996 and even though it was first published in 1918 contemporary Akşam was founded in 1994. Instead there were papers such as traditionalist Türkiye, conservative nationalist Günaydın, Tercüman and mainstream tabloid Bulvar.
^131	  40 Squaremetres Germany by Tevfik Başer. Also see pages 118-133 and 156 for a detailed discussion of the film. The only other feature film made as early as 1986 (some resources date it as 1987 though) was Kısmet Kısmet, directed by İsmet Elçi, who was born in Muş, Turkey but migrated to Germany in 1980 with his father. However, it did not attract as much attention as 40 Squaremetres Germany did. 
^132	  For further statistics and reviews on the issue, see the webpage of the Press and Publicity Head Office: http://www.bik.gov.tr.
^133	  The first newspapers in Turkey can be categorised as official and semi-official on the basis of their institutional structure. The fist newspaper in the Ottoman Empire, Bulletin de Nouvelles, was printed in the 18th century by the French Embassy. This was followed by more private newspapers that were published in other foreign languages in İzmir and İstanbul. They were subsidised by the government as they had pro-Empire policies. The first newspaper in Ottoman, Takvim-i Vekayi, was printed in 1831 as an official journal under the full control of the government (see Erdoğan 2007 for a detailed historiography of the Turkish press).
^134	  See Erdoğan 2007 and Ünlüer 2006 for the first legal implementation that took the press under control.
^135	  A recent example shows the overwhelming structure of state influence on the Turkish media: the current governmental party in Turkey, the Justice and Development Party (AKP), charged Doğan Media Holding with a record 2.5 billion dollars fine for alleged improper business dealings on the 8th of September 2009 following Hürriyet and Milliyet’s coverage of a scandalous court case in Germany which involves top AKP bureaucrats (Cagaptay 2009).
^136	  It is still the same constitution, but considerable amendments took place following a nationwide referendum on 12 September, 2010.
^137	  In this context, the regulations introduced on 24th January 1980 in the name of maintaining economic stability and consistency are seen as the initiator of the ever-increasing concentration in the Turkish media industry, in which from then on only large-scale capitalists could survive (Adaklı 2006). Also see Kejanlıoğlu 2004 for a detailed analysis of the transformation of the Turkish press in the post-1980 period, which is mainly marked by privatisation and tabloidisation.
^138	  See Bek 2004 for an informative discussion of the resultant tabloidisation of the Turkish news media.
^139	  For a detailed historical analysis of the Turkish press’ ownership structure see Erdoğan 2007; Adaklı 2006 and 2003 and Tunç 2004. It should also be highlighted that the structure of the Turkish press proves to be very dynamic; that is, still in formation and rapidly changing.
^140	  Being a Kemalist basically and in a very simplistic manner means supporting and following the ideas of Atatürk and cherishing the founding principles and constituents of the Turkish Republic, which were conceived and introduced by the founder Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. I believe this is the reason why Ludington uses the term “private sector” to describe the liberal pro-Western papers because Cumhuriyet in essence is a private enterprise, too. Also see Kahraman and Keyman 1998 and Keyman 1997 for a further comprehensive discussion of Kemalism as an ideology and a discourse.
^141	  However, it is worth stressing that in the recent conflict between the current opposition party Republican Nation’s Party (CHP) and TSK following the so-called “Ergenekon conspiracy” and the resultant trials, Cumhuriyet (whose name actually means “republic” and thereby implies consonance with the political party) took side with CHP against TSK. Nonetheless, considering the general long-term tendency of the paper, one can notice the correlations between the CHP’s and TSK’s discourses and of Cumhuriyet.
^142	  It should be noted here that the political allegiance of Taraf, which is a relatively new paper having been published in 2007 for the first time, is under scrutiny in Turkey; although the paper promotes itself as liberal there are allegations about its financial resources, which indicate connections with Islamist capital. 
^143	  See Itzigsohn 2000 for a detailed discussion of institutional patterns of transnational politics and economics, whereby he argues that the novelty of contemporary transnationalism resides in the high degree of institutionalisation of transnational linkages and in the form these linkages take.
^144	  The first membership application was submitted 1959.
^145	  Actually this official policy favouring Westernisation dates back to the early 19th century, when the Ottoman Empire undertook some administrative reforms called “Tanzimat” (1839) in order to modernise society and to have a government in accord with secularism.  
^146	  See Oran 2001 for a comprehensive discussion of Turkish foreign policy.
^147	  Although it is not the primary concern of this study, it should be noted that the debates around Turkey’s membership in the EU has its echoes on the EU side, too. In other words, the negotiations between Turkey and the EU have also resulted in the reevaluation of European identity as an essentially contested concept (see Walter and Albert 2006).
^148	  Here Atatürk actually refers to Western societies.
^149	  Also see Keyman 2003; İnac 2003; Kahraman 2001and 1999; İnalcik 1998; Göle 1998 and Belge 1983 for comprehensive discussions of the Turkish modernisation project. 
^150	  See McLaren 2007; Jacobs et al. 2006; Walter and Albert 2006; Twigg et al. 2005; Kaya and Kentel 2004; Nicolaidis 2004; Giddens et al. 2004 and Huntington 1993.  
^151	  In a more popular domain, due to increased promulgation of their names by international media, successful Turkish-German footballers such as Hamit Altıntop and Mesut Özil contribute towards a more positive perception of Turks.
^152	  See pages 56-57 and 115-116 for a discussion of the distinction between the first generation Turks and the second generation Turkish-Germans.
^153	  See Yetkin 2002; Belge 2003 and Erol and Efegil 2007 for detailed analyses of Turkish-EU relations.
^154	  See pages 159-164 and 174 for a detailed analysis of the film.
^155	  The abundance of news items without named authors reinforces the argument that these stories actually reflect the papers’ editorial and so ideological positioning.
^156	  According to the statistics revealed by Ali Çarkoğlu, the majority of the Turkish population was supportive of the EU at this point.
^157	  The first newspapers circulated and then begun to be published in Germany were Akşam and Hürriyet (in 1969), Tercüman (in 1970) and Milliyet (in 1972). Among them, only Hürriyet and Milliyet have been continuously published. Recently Sabah, Cumhuriyet, Zaman and Evrensel joined them (Tokgöz 1984; Köksal 2010)
^158	  By using the filmmaker’s first name instead of his surname, which would be the common practice.
^159	  The Treaty of Sevres was signed in 1920 between the Ottoman Empire and the Allies at the end of World War I, and resulted in the partitioning of the Ottoman Empire and the abolishment of the Turkish sovereignty. Rejected by the new Turkish nationalist regime, the Treaty of Sevres was replaced by the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923. For details see Oran 2001 and Armaoğlu 1995.
^160	  See pages 187-88.
^161	  See Türker 2009 for a recent debate on the official, however implicit, state policies over Kurds and their consequences.
^162	  See pages 144 and 172-76 for the analysis of the film.
^163	  Akın draws attention to some misconceptions in this film, notably to the idea that all Turks want to escape their country to live in Germany or other European countries, and that it is for this reason that they are all in favour of Eurpean Union membership. In one scene, Ayten and Susanne even openly discuss the issue: Susanne expresses her belief that everything will be better once Turkey becomes a member of the EU, while Ayten passionately disagrees by claiming that the EU is led by imperialist countries with colonial histories, and thus the prospect of membership cannot be good for Turkey.
^164	  See pages 32-36 and 52 for discussion of hybridity in the context of diasporas.
^165	  The term “Turk” actually had derogatory connotations during the Ottoman era as it was used to address nomads or illiterate and rude peasants (see Güvenç 2005 for a detailed analysis of the history and etymology of the term).
^166	  It should be noted that the role of the press in the making of a nation is neither a new phenomenon nor particular to the Turkish press. See Anderson 2006 for instance.
^167	  See page 184.
^168	  See “Vatanyolu Alman Sinemalarında”, Cumhuriyet, 15 May 1989: 5 and Yumuşak, Hürriyet, 15 February 1989: 11. Konyar and Günay co-directed Vatan Yolu (Die Heimreise, 1988), which was shown in the Young German Films section of the Berlin Film Festival in 1989.
^169	  For examples, see Cumhuriyet news items and reviews: Başutçu 1986a: 7; Başutçu 1986b: 7 and Dorsay 25 May 1986: 7. Also see pages 118-133 and 156 for the analysis of the film.
^170	  For examples, see Cumhuriyet news items and reviews: Yüreklik 1989a: 5; Yüreklik 1989b: 5 and Dorsay 17 February 1989: 5. Also see pages 122-24, 129 and 156 for the analysis of the film.
^171	  For examples, see Cumhuriyet news items and reviews: Yüreklik 07 March 1991: 7; “Tevfik Başer Cannes’da” 20 March 1991: 7; Sayar 1991a: 7; Sayar 1991b: 7; Dorsay 1991a: 7 and Dorsay 1991b: 7. Also see pages 124, 141-42 and 156-57 for the analysis of the film.
^172	  See pages 135-36, 144 and 176-77 for the analysis of the film.
^173	  She was a porn actress prior to her role in Akın’s film Head On. I will discuss how this particular issue was covered by the Turkish press shortly.
^174	  The film, a collection of romantic vignettes bringing together diverse filmmakers such as Shekhar Kapur, Mira Nair, Natalie Portman and Allen Hughes, is regarded as a follow-up to Paris, je t’aime (2006). Fatih Akın’s segment in the film tells the story of an obsessed artist (Uğur Yücel) who cannot convince his object of passion (Shu Qi) to pose for him so that he can finally finish his work. An inter-ethnic, inter-cultural platonic love affair is here narrated in the cosmopolitan milieu of New York.
^175	  Şahin (born in Tunceli, Turkey in 1974 and lives in Berlin since 1994) is a second generation Turkish-German filmmaker. Among her films are the feature film Folge der Feder (2004) and the short film Die letzte Patrone (1999). Derin (born in Çaycuma, Turkey in 1967 and lives in Germany since 1972) is most famous for her dialogic documentary I’m My Mother’s Daughter (1996) premiered at the Berlinale in 1996. Çelik is a second generation Turkish-German filmmaker born in Berlin in 1972. Nicknamed as the “Spike Lee of Kreuzberg, he is most famous for his films Alltag (Everyday, 2002), Şehir Gerillaları (Urban Guerillas, 2003) and for his theatrical piece Schwarze Jungfrauen (Black Virgins, 2006).
^176	  See pages 145-46, 164 and 170 for the analysis of Polat’s films.
^177	  See page 177 for the analysis of Yıldırım’s feature film Chiko.
^178	  See pages 137, 149-153, 169 and 176 for the analysis of Arslan’s films.
^179	  As explained earlier, Arslan is a member of the Berlin School of predominantly German filmmakers.
^180	  See page 61 for an explanation of the concept.
^181	  See Klebe 2004 and Soysal 2004 for a detailed discussion of the concept of “Kanak” and how it was mobilised as an intellectual ghetto movement.
^182	  For examples see Özyurt, Radikal, 14 May 2003 and Yalçın, Radikal, 20 December 2003.
^183	  See page 118.
^184	  Bademsoy (born in Mersin, Turkey in 1960 but living in Berlin since 1969) is one of the earliest Turkish filmmakers in Germany, considered to be a pioneer of Turkish-German women filmmakers: see Ferrara 2006. Among her films are Mädchen am Ball (1995), Ein Mädchen im Ring (1996), Die Hochzeitsfabrik (2005) and In the Game (2008). Akıncı (born in Ankara, Turkey in 1967, migrating to Germany with his mother in 1970) is known for his feature film Der Lebensversicherer (2006) and his shorts Eine kleine Geschichte (2001) and Die letzten Bilder (1995). 
^185	  Pierre van Hooijdonk is now a retired Dutch football player, who played for the Turkish team Fenerbahçe between 2003 and 2005. The fans loved him so much that they nicknamed him “Aziz Pierre”, meaning Saint Pierre in Turkish. 
^186	  As explained earlier, Fatih Akın is the namesake of an Ottoman Emperor, Fatih the Conquerer.  
^187	  The columnist Güler Kömürcü, in Akşam, urged her readers not to watch any of Akın’s films after his declaration about military service. According to Kömürcü, Akın is acting as an agent provocateur whose true purpose is to stir up the Turkish people against the Turkish army and to undermine the necessity of military service. She ends her article with an appeal against his films in the hope that no one will watch them, and consequently, theatres will not screen them (20 November 2007).
